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ABSTRACT
Education reform in the U.S. promotes the teaching of inquiry in science to help
students understand how science is done and to increase constructivist, student centered
instruction. This qualitative study investigated changes in teachers’ understandings about
scientific inquiry and nature of science as well as science teaching as a result of
participation in one of three summer science research programs. This study also explored
what teachers reported valuing about their experiences as they progressed through the
program and returned to their classrooms.
Data were collected through open-ended surveys, semi-structured interviews,
program observation and artifact analysis before, during, and after the research programs
as well as follow-up surveys and semi-structured interviews six to nine months after the
research programs had ended. In addition to overall findings, six cases are presented to
highlight changes and growth that occurred.
Participation in these programs did not always lead to the outcomes intended by
facilitators, such as strong changes in teachers’ understandings about scientific inquiry
and full implementation of research with their students; yet there were significant positive
outcomes from participants’ perspectives.
Teachers’ understandings of scientific inquiry and nature of science changed in
small ways as measured by a modified Views of Scientific Inquiry/Views of Nature of
Science Survey; however, participants changed their descriptions of science teaching
after the programs. These descriptions included more affective goals for their students,
the use of more student centered activities, and the importance of engaging students in
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research. On their post surveys, participants reported their intentions to implement more
classroom inquiry, including science research. In follow-up surveys and interviews
teachers reported engaging students in more active roles in their classrooms. In addition,
teachers reported valuing a number of other outcomes from their participation in these
programs. These included increased knowledge and skills in science, insider information
about professional science, increased credibility, professional and personal growth, and
improvements in students’ knowledge and engagement in science and research. An
emergent finding of the study was that participating in these research programs had an
influence on some participants’ identities related to doing science, being a scientist, and
teaching science.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Purpose of the study
Research suggests that topics related to scientific inquiry may be difficult for
teachers to teach, especially teachers who have never had the chance to experience
inquiry for themselves (Barrow, 2006; Crawford, 1999; Reiff, 2002; Schwab, 1966).
Both the National Research Council and American Association for the
Advancement of Science have made recommendations for teaching inquiry in science
that encompass both the understanding of the nature of how science progresses and the
nature of how to teach science in a manner consistent with constructivist, student
centered, inquiry-based methods (AAAS, 1993, 2009; Luera & Otto, 2005; NRC, 1996,
2000), i.e., method in which the students are active participants in doing science and,
thus in their own learning of science.
The standards contain recommendations both for classroom instruction of science
as well as professional development for science teachers who teach in K-12 classrooms
(AAAS, 1993, 2009; NRC, 1996, 2000). Research suggests that firsthand science
research may be a prerequisite for teaching science inquiry in the classroom (Adamson et
al., 2003; Brown, Bolton, Chadwell, & Melear, 2002; Taylor & Dana, 2003; Windschitl,
2003, 2004a,b). Furthermore, studies have shown that teachers who have completed an
undergraduate science degree may lack both the knowledge of scientific inquiry (Melear,
Goodlaxson, Warne, & Hickok, 2000) and the knowledge of how to create inquiry
laboratory experiences for their students (Sweeney & Paradis, 2003). The
recommendations of these studies, and the National Science Education Standards (NSES)
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(NRC, 1996), include providing inquiry and research experiences during pre-service
training of future teachers.
The implementation of such recommendations may result in more inquiry and
research experiences for current pre-service teachers but leaves a gap for many teachers
who are already in-service to have these experiences as well, if they have not received
them in their own professional training. Many organizations and educational institutions
have responded to this gap by providing professional development programs for science
teachers that include specific curriculum to be used in classes, tools for teaching, and
research opportunities.
This dissertation investigated how participating in science research experiences
for in-service teachers was related to changes in their understandings of scientific inquiry,
in how they thought about science teaching, and in what teachers valued about their
participation in a science research program.

Background: Science Research Programs for Teachers
Among the most active organizations to provide science research experiences for
teachers are science departments within universities, as well as national laboratories and
state and nationally funded research organizations. These science programs for teachers
provide several types of opportunities, including working in research settings alongside
scientists in intense personalized programs that may last from one week to several
months (for example AZ-START, 2009; Columbia University, 2009; National Science
Foundation, 2009). These programs often target specific science content and skills
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through individual or group research opportunities. They include working with scientists
and may include a component to encourage reflection and creation of lessons. There is a
wide range of how teacher reflections, networking, and implementation of their
experience are facilitated from program to program. For example, some programs
include an orientation for teachers who spend the rest of the time in scientists’ labs and
others include weekly seminars, journal clubs, coursework, and curricular projects in
addition to the research experience.
Many of the programs that give teachers the opportunity to work in a scientist’s lab
have been funded by the National Science Foundation in the last ten years and are part of
a federally funded Research Experiences for Teachers (RET) program (National Science
Foundation, 2009). Similar programs funded by state, university, and local grants as well
as private foundations, also provide teachers opportunities to do research along-side
scientists nationwide (Tobias & Baffert, 2009). Teachers who participate in these
programs are paid a stipend for attending and may also receive continuing education or
graduate credit, money for supplies, and money to travel to conferences.
Additionally there are hybrid teacher research programs that focus on content and
research experiences as well as providing specific curriculum and teaching
methodologies including specific teaching techniques for implementation (for example
GAVRT, 2009; SETI, 2007; Keller, Buxner, Douglas, Lombardi, & Shaner, 2006).
These hybrid programs distinguish themselves from more traditional professional
development workshops, in which teachers learn new content and activities for the
classroom through lecture activities, by incorporating research experiences for teachers.
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The research experiences provided are usually not as long as specific research-only
experiences and often involve short-term group research projects instead of one-on-one
projects in researchers’ labs. These hybrid programs further distinguish themselves from
many traditional research experiences for teacher programs by spending considerable
time and emphasis on helping teachers integrate specific curriculum or lessons learned
into their classrooms.

Pedagogical Philosophy of Research Programs
The following frameworks, presented here for those not familiar with educational
research, support the underlying philosophy of providing science teacher research
experiences and are part of the pedagogical and theoretical foundations of this
dissertation. The frameworks are based on current research on how people learn,
program descriptions and justification of programs by scientist facilitators. These
perspectives include theories of constructivism, social learning, and apprenticeship and
are an important perspective in thinking about both implementation and assessment of
research experiences for teachers.
Research on how people learn has shown that learners are not passive recipients
of knowledge (Bransford, Brown, & Cocking, 2000) equipped with blank slates for
entering learning situations ready to receive knowledge. Rather, learners are complex
people who come to learning situations with their own ideas about how the world works,
prior experiences from which they have built knowledge, and an organizational structure
of knowledge based on all of their prior experiences; this is referred to as learners’ prior
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knowledge. The theory of constructivism is based on the premise that knowledge builds
on prior knowledge and that for students to be able to learn they must actively create their
own knowledge. Constructivism supports a dynamic teaching and learning process in
which a learner interacts with others and the environment and is an active participant in
his or her own learning (Abdal-Haqq, 1998).
Science research experiences for teachers typically follow a constructivist model,
and are unlike more traditional professional development experiences (and many
undergraduate science courses) whereby knowledge is transmitted solely through lecture.
Although many of the experiences of science research programs may include lectures,
teachers are expected to learn by doing and actively construct their own knowledge
during their research experiences.
Within the framework of constructivism are specific ideas about experiences that
help students create their own knowledge. Vygotsky’s theory of social constructivism
(Vygotsky, 1978) emphasizes that cognition, learning and instruction cannot be
considered separately but rather that the development of cognitive functions is an
important goal of the educational process and what distinguishes learning from other
social interactions is the specific changes produced in the learner. The theory of social
constructivism emphasizes learners’ social interactions that lead to learning through
mediating agents which can be another human being or a carefully crafted learning
activity (Kozulin, 2003). Important to understanding the role of mediation in
development is studying both the interaction between people and how that activity is
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internalized by the learner. There are many forms of mediation that have been discussed
in the literature, one of which is scaffolding.
Scaffolding, as described by Wood, Bruner, and Ross (1978), is a process that
helps a novice carry out a task that they would not be able to achieve without assistance.
In learning situations scaffolding involves an expert facilitating the learning of a novice
by providing key information and experiences to help transfer the novice’s knowledge to
new situations. Scaffolding is one way that teachers can help students gain knowledge by
providing experiences to extend the students’ current knowledge to new situations. One
of the goals of science research experiences for teachers is to provide teachers with the
knowledge and confidence to provide inquiry and/or research experiences for their
students so that they can help scaffold their students’ science knowledge to more
authentic situations.
Vygotsky made a distinction between spontaneous concepts of children that are a
result of the generalization of everyday experiences about how the world works and
scientific concepts (Karpov, 2003). Spontaneous concepts, which are not systematic and
are quite often wrong, develop when there is an absence of systematic instruction of
scientific concepts. These spontaneous concepts shape how students view the world and
may shape how they understand science. Without being introduced to correct relevant
scientific procedures learners will develop spontaneous concepts to deal with the gaps in
their knowledge. Those concepts morph into a world-view that will be used as a lens
through which to interpret future learning in science. Students must be presented with
both content and correct scientific procedures to help them make sense of the world in a
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way that is aligned with accepted scientific knowledge and practice. Teachers as
facilitators play an essential role in helping learners address their own spontaneous
concepts and help develop a strong scientific foundation through purposefully designed
learning experiences. However, teachers without strong understandings of science or
science experience may have their own spontaneous knowledge that they pass along to
students. Hence, another goal of many teacher research experiences is to help teachers
learn more about how science works by doing science so that they are able to help
students learn about how science works and even participate in science research. This
type of induction is usually referred to as apprenticeship learning.
Apprenticeship learning occurs by working alongside a master and is based on the
idea that community practices and knowledge can be transmitted to novices as they
participate in the community (Lave & Wenger, 1991). Lave and Wenger further describe
apprenticeship as legitimate peripheral participation in which a novice can be
enculturated into a community and become more expert-like in both knowledge and
identity. Many RET programs are built on this notion, that by having teachers work in
labs with experts, they will become more like scientists in knowledge through their
experience and may start to identify themselves as scientists. Often the inference is that
as they become more like scientists, they will transfer this knowledge and skills into the
classroom.
Cognitive apprenticeship, a type of apprenticeship used in education, involves
making thinking visible to the learner through explicit identification of processes and
problem solving facilitated by an expert. Embedded within this apprenticeship model is
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observing and interacting with experts to learn the ways that experts acquire and use
knowledge effectively (Collins, Brown, & Holum, 1991). Research experiences that
provide time for reflection and explicit instruction of how teachers’ research experiences
relate to science knowledge and skills are related to this type of apprenticeship.

Motivation for the study
Science research experiences for teachers have become increasingly popular,
well- funded, and researched over the last ten years. Despite this, the body of knowledge
about what teachers get from the programs, how teaching practices are impacted and the
subsequent impact on student outcomes is still in early stages of development. The state
of current research is discussed in chapter 2. Many research experiences for teacher
programs have stated goals to give teachers authentic research experience, increase their
science content and process knowledge, increase their science skills, and give teachers
tools for their classroom to help them improve their science teaching.
The cost per teacher to provide teacher research experiences is often relatively
high compared to other professional development programs. For example Silverstein,
Dubner, Miller, Glied, and Loike (2009) report that the research experiences for teachers
run by Columbia University costs over $27,000 per teacher. In addition to monetary
costs, the time that researchers spend with teachers is often donated and takes them away
from their own research projects. Due to these high costs, it is important to assess the
value of these programs.
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In addition to published studies, extensive evaluation of these programs is done
(for example Dubner et al, 2001; SALISH, 1997; Russell & Hancock, 2007; Young,
2003) but is often not disseminated beyond the funding agency or conference
presentations and unavailable to the wider community of practitioners and science
education researchers. As a result, those outcomes and lessons learned are not passed
along to the wider community of programs offering research experiences for teachers.
The overall message from these programs is one of a positive experience for
teachers. Teachers report enjoyment of their research experiences and gaining valuable
experience and tools for the classroom. Many studies include quantitative measures that
are unable to show significant changes in teachers’ knowledge, attitudes and
understandings of classroom inquiry (for example Buck, 2003; Jarrett & Burnley, 2003).
Several qualitative studies describe in-depth cases to show the variation in how teachers
enact aspects of their research experiences in the classroom (for example Blanchard,
Southerland, & Granger, 2008; Dixon, & Wilke, 2007). Many aspects of teachers’
experiences and outcomes remain to be investigated including more in-depth exploration
of teachers’ concepts of scientific inquiry, beliefs about how they will integrate their
experience in their classrooms, and what they take away from the programs beyond
anecdotal reports. Additionally few studies have compared more than one research
program for teachers using consistent assessment tools.
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Definitions
Before I go into detail on the set-up of this study, it is necessary to define several
key terms:
Scientific Inquiry/Nature of Science
Scientific inquiry is a systematic process by which scientists investigate the
natural world. Embedded within it is the understanding that science is not a body of facts
but rather is a way of knowing about the universe (NRC, 1996; Schwab, 1960).
Scientific inquiry requires domain knowledge, an understanding of what counts as
evidence, knowing how to ask and answer a researchable question, and an understanding
of the tentativeness of knowledge in science (NRC, 2000). These concepts are related to
both scientific inquiry and nature of science. Scientific inquiry is related specifically to
the processes of science and nature of science is related to fundamental assumptions of
scientific knowledge. The distinctions between these two, both of which are important to
learning science in school, will be further discussed in chapter 2.
Inquiry in the classroom
Inquiry in the context of science education is an elusive concept used to describe a
type of experience that will help students learn science. At the most basic, inquiry in the
classroom involves students asking scientific questions, planning investigations, using
scientific tools to gather data, analyzing data, testing hypotheses, coming to conclusions,
and communicating their results to a community of their peers. Inquiry experiences do
not need to include all of these aspects and it is often difficult to explicitly define what is
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meant by “doing inquiry in the classroom”. The lack of agreement in the literature with
regards to a definition of inquiry in science education has resulted in multiple and varied
interpretations in the science education community (Barrow, 2006). To help clarify its
meaning in this study, I have chosen to use the definitions put forth by the National
Science Education Standards (NRC, 1996, 2000) because of the relevance of the
standards to what is taught in classrooms in the United States. In this study inquiry in the
classroom is defined as learners taking an active role in learning science through ongoing
processes that involve students at least in some of the activities listed above (NRC, 1996,
2000).
Science Inquiry Teaching
Science inquiry teaching is defined as providing students opportunities to
investigate and understand science through experiences of inquiry described above. The
most basic level of science inquiry teaching consists of providing students with
opportunities to practice aspects of science as compared to participating in “cookbook” or
confirmatory labs based on information provided by the instructor or textbook (NRC,
1996, 2000).

This Study
The purpose of this study was to investigate the potential impact that participating
in a science research program had on (1) science teachers’ understandings of scientific
inquiry and the nature of science and (2) their beliefs about science teaching. These two
research questions were chosen from both a review of previous literature on teacher
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research programs and reported goals of facilitators of each of the three programs studied,
described in chapter 3. These sources indicated that the underlying assumptions of these
programs were that participants would change their understandings of science and how
they thought about their own teaching.
Although neither of these questions for teacher research programs is new, I was
interested in using a qualitative methodology, compared to the predominant use of
quantitative instruments in previous studies, to explore these questions. To build on
previous research I was interested in giving teachers a voice instead of a number on a
Likert-scale or quantitative survey. I also wanted to focus on outcomes of participants
across three different types of science teacher research programs during the same
summer.

Research Questions (part 1)
The following research questions guided the first part of the study:
1. How are teacher research experiences connected to changes in teachers’
understanding of science inquiry and nature of science?
2. How are teacher research experiences connected to changes in teachers’
descriptions of effective science teaching and how they describe their teaching
experiences?
Methodology for Part 1
Three different summer research experiences for teachers were used to recruit
participants for this study. Initial data collection included written surveys regarding
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teachers’ understandings of science inquiry and science teaching that were administered
at the beginning and at the end of each of the research programs. Additionally, data were
collected during the programs through participant observations, interviews with program
facilitators, individual and focus group interviews with teacher participants during the
programs, and artifact analysis. A description of each of the programs as well as data
collection and analysis procedures are included in chapter 3.
Initial analysis of written surveys, interviews and focus groups conducted after the
completion of all three programs revealed findings that informed the second part of the
study. The second part of the study represented a major shift in both the philosophy of
the study and data collection. Analysis of the survey and interview data (discussed in
more detail in chapter 4) revealed that overall teachers’ understandings of science inquiry
did not change greatly from the beginning to the end of their participation in a science
research program. Teachers made some shifts in how they described ideal teaching
experiences and what they intended to use in their classrooms (see chapter 5).
Additionally, data suggested that the programs affected teachers at another level than
merely learning about science and science teaching. These findings led to an additional
research question that was added and used to develop follow-up surveys and interviews
for the second part of the study. This additional research question represented a shift
from a facilitator point of view to a focus on what seemed important to teacher
participants, regardless of whether these aspects aligned with facilitators’ immediate
goals.
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Research Question (additional – part 2)
The following research question was added for the second part of the study:
3. What do teachers value, personally and professionally, about teacher science
research experiences?
Methodology for Part 2
Data collection for the second part of the study included follow-up surveys and
semi-structured interviews with select participants. Follow-up surveys were administered
six to nine months after the end of each research program so that teachers completed
them after they had returned to their classroom and/or teaching situation for at least one
semester. The surveys did not include questions to probe teachers’ understandings of
science inquiry but rather focused on science teaching and what teachers valued about
their research experiences. The findings are discussed in chapters 5 and 6. Additionally,
six participants, two from each research program, were interviewed eight to nine months
after their research experience to better understand the survey data. The data from each
of these six participants as representative cases are presented in chapters 4, 5, and 6 along
with the findings from all of the participants for each research question.
After completion of data collection, during the analysis of all of the survey and
interview data, another strong theme emerged, teacher identity. As this theme emerged at
the end of data analysis, it was not fully explored until after data collection was complete.
As such, it is treated as an emergent theme and is explored in chapter 7.
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Significance
This study is of interest to both teacher educators and science education
researchers. It adds to the growing literature related to outcomes of research experiences
for teachers and enhances that work by exploring issues related to what participants value
and how research experiences affect in-service teacher identities as scientists and science
teachers.
Methodologically, the study informs investigators who wish to conduct research
in field settings. The field research programs examined in this study posed a challenge
and changes to research protocols were enacted during the research. These
considerations were not readily apparent in the design phase of the research and may be
of help to others designing research in similar situations. This dimension will be
discussed in chapters 3 and 8.

Outline of Dissertation
In chapter 1, I have outlined teacher research experiences for teachers, the
motivation for this study and the story of how the study progressed through major shifts
in data collection, analysis, and findings. In chapter 2, I review the relevant literature
related to the value of science research programs for teachers, research on understandings
of science inquiry, research related to reformed teaching practices in science classrooms,
and what is known about outcomes of science research experiences for teachers based on
current research. In chapter 3, I present a summary of data collection and analysis
procedures used during the research that addresses the three research questions, both the
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original and emergent questions. In chapter 4, I present the findings for research question
1 regarding teacher participants’ understandings of science inquiry and nature of science.
In chapter 5, I present the findings for research question 2 regarding teachers’
descriptions of effective science teaching and how they teach in their classroom. In
chapter 6, I present the findings for research question 3 regarding the personal and
professional value of teachers’ participation in a research program. In chapter 7, I
explore the emergent theme of identity including literature, methods of analysis, and
results relating to teachers’ identities. In chapter 8, I present a summary of findings and
conclusions from the study, limitations, and implications for future work.
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CHAPTER 2: REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Overview
In this chapter I provide an overview of the relevant literatures that informed this
dissertation study. The main areas of focus are
•

Documented value of science research programs for teachers through evaluations

•

Research on measuring understandings of nature of science and science inquiry

•

Research on reformed science teaching with specific emphasis of using inquiry in
the classroom

•

Research on science research experiences for teachers

Value of science research experiences for teachers
Science research programs for teachers exist throughout the United States and are
run through universities, labs, and private organizations (Tobias & Baffert, 2009, NSF,
2009). Programs occur in both experimental laboratories and in field sites where teachers
participate in research activities along with professional researchers. Teachers gain
graduate credit, stipends, or both for their participation. Experiences are usually held
over the summer for in-service teachers, can vary in length from one to ten weeks and
may have additional academic year components as well.
The overall goal of these programs is to provide teachers an experience doing
research alongside scientists in an authentic setting. The often explicit assumption of
these programs is that by providing teachers with this authentic science experience they
will become better science teachers which may lead to improved student performance in
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science (O’Neal, 2003; Silverstein, Dubner, Miller, Glied, & Loike, 2009). The intention
to improve teachers’ experience in the classroom is addressed in different ways by
different programs, as described below, but usually relates to at least one of the
following: increase in science content knowledge, increase in understanding of how
science is actually conducted, increase in interest in science, being able to talk
knowledgeably about science and science careers, an increase in using research in the
classroom, and increase in using reformed teaching methods. Overall proponents of these
programs talk about the value of the experience for teachers and scientists. The notion of
value is discussed below.
Defining value
The concept of “value” is used in studies investigating teacher research programs
without explicit definition. Value can be framed as changes or outcomes that either
teacher participants or program facilitators believe are beneficial. The value of these
programs can be explored in the following ways; from a funder and/or facilitator point of
view and from a teacher participant point of view. For funders and facilitators, there is a
trade-off of money, resources and time that are spent to run the program. For teacher
participants, they have traded their time and opportunities to do other things to participate
in these teacher research programs. It is important to determine if the outcomes of the
program were worth the investment of time, money, and loss of other opportunities. The
question of value for these programs is “was this program worth doing and why?” In the
next section, I will explore the value of these programs from the perspective of program
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evaluation studies, which are designed to answer the question “did this program meet its
goals?”
Evaluations of science research experiences for teachers
Many organizations, including public and private agencies (for example the
National Science Foundation and the M. J. Murdock Charitable Trust) as well as state and
local governments fund science research experiences for teachers. Most funding agencies
conduct evaluations of their programs to understand how the program outcomes met their
goals. Recently, SRI International released a final evaluation report for the National
Science Foundation (NSF) Directorate for Engineering (ENG) that currently funds
research experiences for teachers (RET) programs nation-wide in the United States
(Russell & Hancock, 2007). The evaluation included teacher research programs that had
been completed between 2001 and 2006. The reported goals of the RET program were
“to help build long-term collaborative partnerships between K-14 science, technology,
engineering, and mathematics (STEM) teachers and the NSF research community by
involving the teachers in ENG-funded research and then helping them translate their
research experiences into classroom activities” (Russell & Hancock, 2007).
The evaluation focused on how teachers’ participation in research experiences
affected their teaching, attitudes, and additional impacts outside their classroom. The
report included responses from 898 past participants that were collected from online
surveys. A major finding was that, overall, teachers were satisfied with their research
experience. A representative comment was provided to encompass this positive feeling,
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“I was invigorated, informed, broadened, and enriched by the experience. This is one of
the best summer programs I ever participated in” (p. ES-3).
Teachers reported positive outcomes for many of the pre-set 37 choices on the
survey. The following outcomes had positive responses by at least 80% of the
respondents on the surveys: Increased general knowledge in STEM, increased
motivation to improve student learning, increased ability to convey excitement of STEM
to students, increased confidence in ability as a STEM teacher, increased awareness of
STEM research issues, increased professional opportunities, ability to use examples or
applications of experience in their teaching, ability to tell students more or use more new
technologies, and increased understanding of STEM applications in everyday life.
Teachers also reported positive effects on their students with specific reference to
students’ increased awareness about STEM career options, improved attitudes toward
STEM subjects and increased interest in classes taught by the teachers who had attended
the RET programs.
Overall the report indicated that participants reported receiving “a variety of
personal and professional benefits from the program, including new enthusiasm for their
STEM teaching; new teaching strategies, a greater awareness of STEM research methods,
issues and career opportunities; and enhanced professional opportunities” (p. ES-5). The
report included highlights of participant feedback which included relevant comments that
included both tangible and intangible benefits to teachers; the feeling that they had
become better teachers, that they valued connections to universities, that they felt that
they could provide increased opportunities for their students, the benefit of getting to do
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real research, getting to update their science knowledge, helping them relate to their
students’ struggles in doing science, and collaboration with other teachers.
Many formative and summative evaluation reports for science research
experiences for teachers are not publically available (for example SALISH, 1997; Young,
2003). In the last ten years, results of some evaluations have been published in a variety
of conferences, reports, periodicals, and in research journals (for example Calvin &
Gilmer, 2008; Dubner, et al, 2001; Gilmer, 1999; Morgan & Bloom, 2006; Murad &
Simmons, 2000; Musante, 2006, O’Neil, 2003). Since these reports represent a small
percentage of the overall evaluations conducted each year, a complete picture of
outcomes is not fully available. These reports and studies consistently report positive
outcomes related to research experiences for teachers, although not 100% of teachers are
fully satisfied with their experience. The findings of these publications support the
findings of the SRI International evaluation report and include additional outcomes;
overall positive experiences for teachers, increased knowledge in both specific content
areas as well as the procedures of science, increased understanding of issues encountered
by students in learning science, appreciation for the opportunity to participate in authentic
science, increased confidence to do science and to conduct science with their students,
feeling rejuvenated to teach, appreciation for the connection with other teachers, the
ability to talk about science from a first-hand experience, the intention to use textbooks
less and increase hands-on or laboratory-based activities in the classroom, and the
intention to include more reform-based techniques in teaching (Barnes, Hodge, Parker, &
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Koroly, 2006; Buck, 2003; Dresner & Worley, 2006; Jarrett & Burnley, 2003; O’Neal,
2003, Silverstein, Dubner, Miller, Glied, & Loike, 2009).
These reports and studies support what facilitators and mentors anecdotally
report; these experiences are valuable experiences for teachers. Currently, there is no set
criterion that every study uses to measure outcomes of the research experiences.
Broadly, outcomes are related to increased knowledge, skills, attitudes, confidence, and
improved teaching and student outcomes. In the next sections, I will explore the relevant
literature related to two categories of these outcomes; understanding of science
inquiry/nature of science and beliefs about science teaching. These two topics were
chosen because of their prominence in recommendations of national science education
reform (AAAS, 1993, 2009; NRC, 1996, 2000), viz., that understanding scientific inquiry
and the ability to structure experiences for students to help them learn through scientific
inquiry is consistent with constructivist, student centered, inquiry-based methods. In a
later section of the chapter, I review research studies of science research experiences for
teachers and outline what is currently known about their outcomes.

Scientific Inquiry and Nature of Science
As defined in chapter 1, understanding scientific inquiry involves knowing
science as a systematic process by which scientists investigate the natural world.
Embedded within it is the understanding that science is not a body of facts but rather is a
way of knowing about the universe (NRC, 1996; Schwab, 1960). Scientific inquiry
requires domain knowledge, an understanding of what counts as evidence, knowing how
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to ask and answer a researchable question, and an understanding that scientific
knowledge is tentative which may result in alternative explanations (NRC, 2000).
Research on student and teachers’ understandings of science is widespread in the
literature with focus on determining student and teachers’ current knowledge as well as
ways to improve it. A distinction has been made in the literature between nature of
science and science inquiry regarding students’ understandings of science. These
concepts, which are intimately linked, are discussed below. Despite the distinction, it is
important to note that in education both scientific inquiry and nature of science are often
taught in the same context and the understanding of each is intertwined.
Scientific inquiry and nature of science in the National Science Education Standards
The National Science Education Standards (NSES) (NRC, 1996) put great
emphasis on scientific inquiry as part of reformed science education. Scientific inquiry
was discussed in the following way:
Scientific inquiry refers to the diverse ways in which scientists study the natural
world and propose explanations based on the evidence derived from their work.
Inquiry also refers to the activities of students in which they develop knowledge
and understanding of scientific ideas, as well as an understanding of how
scientists study the natural world.
Inquiry is a multifaceted activity that involves making observations; posing
questions; examining books and other sources of information to see what is
already known; planning investigations; reviewing what is already known in light
of experimental evidence; using tools to gather, analyze, and interpret data;
proposing answers, explanations, and predictions; and communicating the results.
Inquiry requires identification of assumptions, use of critical and logical thinking,
and consideration of alternative explanations (p 23).
Important to understanding scientific inquiry is an understanding of the nature of
science. The NSES indicated that nature of science can be taught in K-12 classrooms
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through student investigations, case studies, and history. Key aspects of the nature of
science highlighted in the standards included: knowing that scientific ideas are tentative
and subject to change, that most major ideas in science have been supported through
experiments and observations and are not currently up for debate, in areas of active
research conflicting results and interpretations are normal, and that science inquiry
involves the evaluation of research methods, results, models, explanations, and
conclusions by multiple scientists who often disagree but eventually come towards
consensus (NRC, 1996). Although nature of science is less highlighted in the NSES than
scientific inquiry, much more research literature has focused on nature of science
understandings and thus will be discussed first below.
Nature of Science (NOS)
There is a consensus among scholars and educators that understanding the nature
of science is a critical piece of science literacy (AAAS, 1993; Driver, Leach, Millar, &
Scott, 1996; Lederman, 2007; Schwartz, Lederman, & Crawford, 2004). What
constitutes nature of science is an ongoing debate in the literature as is the issue of who is
the most appropriate to decide (for example scientists, science educators, of philosophers
of science. Alters (1997) conducted an investigation to determine if nature of science
tenets held by science educators were shared by philosophers of science. He pointed out
that many previous studies on understandings of nature of science did not provide a basis
for their tenets but merely stated them, often with no regard for underlying philosophical
assumptions. In his study, 176 philosophers of science completed a survey which
included a list of 15 tenets of nature of science taken verbatim from previous literature.
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The tenets of nature of science are summarized; curiosity driving science, the aim of
science to comprehend and simplify relationships, scientific methods can be
characterized by value-type attributes, an objective, external world exists outside of an
observer, a logical positivist view of the world is naïve, uniformitarianism helps delineate
what counts as science, scientific knowledge is tentative, a lack of sharp definition
between observations and inferences, all science shares beliefs about the value of
evidence and logic, and scientific disciplines all share a common purpose and philosophy
despite different topics and techniques. Participants were asked to agree or disagree with
each tenet, presented as a statement, as well as make any changes to the tenets. Alters
(1997) reported that the philosophers of science in the study expressed major criticisms
of the nature of science tenets put forth but also disagreed with other philosophers about
the tenets of nature of science. He suggested that many of the existing tenets of nature of
science used in science education and science education research must be reconsidered
and suggested that “there is no one agreed-on philosophical position underpinning the
existing NOS in science education…..[and] we should acknowledge that no one agreedon NOS exists” (p. 48). It should be noted that current science education literature would
also not agree with the fifteen tenets used in this study (Lederman, 2007).
Osborne, Collins, Ratcliffe, Millar, and Duschl (2003) conducted a Delphi study
to determine if a consensus about what elements of nature of science should be included
in science curriculum. The authors recruited 23 international experts of science
education, scientists, historians, philosophers, sociologists and science educators, to
establish empirically if there was consensus about essential nature of science aspects that
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should be taught in schools. Their findings showed broad agreement on nine major
themes including scientific method, critical testing, creativity, historical development of
scientific knowledge, questioning, diversity in scientific thinking, analysis and
interpretation of data, certainty in science, hypothesis and prediction, and cooperation and
collaboration. The authors questioned whether current school curricula teach a sufficient
amount about the nature of science and challenged the current balance of content versus
nature of science that should be taught in classrooms.
Wong and Hodson (2009a,b) conducted an investigation of practicing scientists to
understand the prominent features of nature of science used in authentic scientific
inquiry. They set out to address an issue that they believe that the consensual lists of
nature of science that are presented to students are “confused, confusing and out of date”
(p. 113). The authors recruited active scientists who were well-established in their field
from different countries who were working at the “cutting edge” of science in fields such
as molecular biology, stem cell research, and materials science to complete surveys and
interviews regarding their beliefs of nature of science. The authors concluded that based
on their data “there is no single set of NOS elements, static with time and fitting all
disciplines and contexts” (p. 123). Some of their findings included coexistence of
previous described “naïve” views, such as certainty and that science is universal, with
“adequate” views of tentativeness and that science is socially embedded. The authors
discussed that these different views were situated in different contexts and that context
was important to take into account instead of making broad generalizations about nature
of science concepts to be used in science education. These findings were consistent with
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conclusions of Elby and Hammer (2001) who critiqued the use of broad generalizations
of nature of science used to teach science without taking into consideration specific
context. For example, teaching students that all scientific knowledge is tentative in the
context of learning that the earth is round rather than flat, a concept that is considered
clearly established by the scientific community. The authors caution researchers who
broadly generalize student and teachers’ knowledge as naïve without taking into account
the context of their comments.
These articles provide a snapshot of the debate regarding elements of nature of
science that can be found in many science and science education journals. Despite the
ongoing debate, there is some evidence for consensus, at least within the formal science
education community. McComas and Olson (1998) conducted a qualitative analysis of
science education standards documents from several countries including the United
States, United Kingdom, Canada, Australia, and New Zealand, with the goal to determine
if a consensus could be reached about nature of science concepts useful in science
education. Through their analysis, they found that there is agreement about the nature of
science that should be communicated to students. Agreed upon concepts included the
durable and tentative nature of scientific knowledge, the reliance on observations,
experiments, arguments and skepticism, multiple methods of doing science, science as a
way to explain nature phenomena, the roles and relationships of laws and theories in
science, the social cultural, and creative aspects of science, the essentialness of open
communication, and the importance of replicability and peer review in science.
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Lederman (2007) concluded in his review of nature of science studies that there is
“an acceptable level of generality regarding NOS that is accessible to K-12 students and
relevant to their daily lives” (p. 832). These general principles of science knowledge
were the tentative, empirical, and subjective aspects of science as well as the influence of
human inference, creativity and imagination, and society and culture. He also included
the importance between observations and inferences and the relationship between
scientific theories and laws. Despite the critique of some of these elements for use in K12 education (Elby & Hammer, 2001), the earlier work of Lederman, Abd-El-Khalick,
Bell, and Schwartz (2002) on making an open-ended instrument to explore student and
teachers’ understandings of nature of science is the basis for many current studies of
nature of science, some of which will be described in the following sections.
Lederman (2007), a prominent scholar of nature of science (NOS) and science
inquiry (SI), defined nature of science as the epistemology of science, with emphasis on
values and beliefs inherent to science as a way of knowing, and distinguishes it from
scientific inquiry and processes of science. He noted that NOS is often conflated with
science inquiry and although they overlap, they should be distinguished, although
concedes that they are often not in K-12 classrooms. In his discussion, he defined
science inquiry as involving processes concerned with collecting and analyzing data and
drawing conclusions. Lederman stated that although it is important to distinguish the
two, NOS and SI are intimately related and that NOS is often, and should be, taught
within the context of science inquiry.
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Scientific Inquiry
Compared to nature of science research, much less has been published on science
inquiry as a field of research in science education. In research studies a focus on
scientific inquiry is often embedded in the study of the nature of science (for example
Gess-Newsome, 2004). Schwartz and Lederman (2006), in their description of an openended instrument to assess understandings of science inquiry, defined aspects of scientific
inquiry to include: knowledge about multiple methods of investigation (“myth of a single
scientific method”), understandings about how scientific investigations are related to
current knowledge and research agendas, the role of argumentation in development and
acceptance of new knowledge, understanding of anomalous data, the distinctions between
data and evidence, and the role of peer review and communication in that scientific
knowledge is negotiated in a social setting. Schwartz and Lederman (2006) stated that
the distinction between nature of science and science inquiry helps in understanding the
difference between the product of inquiry, scientific knowledge (NOS), and the processes
of inquiry, how knowledge is generated and accepted (SI). In this section, I have relied
primarily on the work of one research group which have been responsible for the
development of open-ended surveys that are widely used to investigate teacher and
students’ understandings of nature of science and science inquiry, discussed more below.
In the next section, I review work of these and other researchers who investigate these
concepts.
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Understanding Nature of Science and Science Inquiry
Historical measurements of nature of science and science inquiry
In his chapter in the Handbook of Research on Science Education (Abell &
Lederman, 2007), Lederman (2007) provided a review of research into nature of science
(NOS) including a history of assessing student and teachers’ views of the nature of
science, curricula designed to improve students conceptions of the nature of science,
research on programs to increase teachers’ conceptions of the nature of science, and
instruments created to assess teacher and students’ nature of science conceptions. As
Lederman reported, the first formal instrument to assess students’ understandings of
science was developed in the 1950s, known as the Science Attitude Questionnaire
(Wilson, 1954). The first large study to report on students’ conceptions of science
involved a qualitative analysis of 35,000 essays completed by a random national sample
of students in which students wrote what their conceptions of science and scientists
(Mead & Metraux, 1957). Both studies reported that overall students reported negative
attitudes towards science and that they conceived of scientific knowledge as absolute and
universal. Lederman reviews studies of students’ understandings of nature of science
conducted from the 1960s to the present. The general findings from these studies were
that students did not possess adequate understandings of nature of science concepts. In
addition, Lederman (2007) stated “the overwhelming conclusion that students did not
possess adequate conceptions of the nature of science or scientific reasoning is
considered particularly significant when one realizes that a wide variety of assessments
were used throughout [the research reviewed]. Thus, despite the type of measurement
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used, study after study found that students did not possess understandings of the nature of
science that science educators had hoped.
Additionally, research on teachers’ conceptions of nature of science, which began
before the first assessment of students, from 1950 to the present, have attempted to
characterize teachers’ conceptions of the nature of science (Lederman, 2007). Similar to
studies of students, the overall conclusion was that teachers also did not possess adequate
understandings of the nature of science, which led many researchers to question how
teachers could teach concepts they themselves did not understand. Based on these
results, efforts to increase both student and teachers’ conceptions of science inquiry were
instituted including curriculums designed to improve students’ conceptions and programs
to increase understandings of both pre-service and in-service teachers.
In his review, Lederman (2007) lists 28 instruments that were developed between
1957 and 2004 to assess student and teachers’ conceptions of the nature of science. As
described by Lederman, Wade and Bell (1998), many of the early instruments developed
to assess nature of science understandings were quantitative in nature. The authors
characterized instruments developed between the 1950s and 1980s as ones that provided
quantitative measures of individuals’ understandings and attitudes towards nature of
science. The authors critiqued many of the existing instruments designed to measure
nature of science indicating that portions of the instruments focused on students’ ability
to engage in science instead of nature of science, had a majority of questions that put
emphasis on the affective domain, and lacked emphasis on the epistemological
characteristics of scientific knowledge. Most of the instruments are forced-choice items
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consisting of either multiple choice or Likert-type responses asking participants to agree
or disagree with statements. Criticisms of these types of standardized instruments
include critiques of validity, that these instruments may not actually assess participants’
understandings of science inquiry as well as ambiguities in how a participant may
interpret items (Aikenhead, 1988; Gall, Borg, & Gall, 1996; Lederman, Wade, & Bell,
1998). Many of these instruments are limited to assigning a numerical value to
participants’ understandings of nature of science, science attitudes, and science inquiry
and do not have a way to investigate participant reasoning or give participants a place to
explain their choices.
Within the last ten years, several instruments and methodologies have been used
to assess student and teachers’ understandings of nature of science and science inquiry.
Below is a description of some of these, although not exhaustive, to illustrate the
diversity in data collection and analysis used to investigate student and teachers’
conceptions of nature of science and science inquiry. Some studies have used in-depth
data collection and analysis on a small number of participants. For example, Moss,
Abrams, and Robb (2001) investigated five students’ understandings of the nature of
science over the course of an academic year. Data were collected in the form of semistructured interviews conducted six times over the course of the study, student work and
observations. Interview questions were based from a nature of science model designed
for the study which included eight tenets of nature of scientific enterprise and knowledge
drawn from science education and philosophy of science literature, science education
standards, and discussions with scientists. The tenets included science as one way to
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understand the universe, the roles of explanation and prediction, the roles of logic,
creativity and curiosity in science, the social and cultural nature of science, concepts
about the major parts of the scientific endeavor, the testable nature of evidence, the
tentative nature of science and that science cannot answer all questions. The authors
reported that students did not change their conceptions over the course of the year despite
participating in a project-based course.
Other studies have reported the development and use of new instruments to
measure participants' understandings of the nature of science and science inquiry.
Buffler, Lubben, and Ibrahim (2009) described a study to investigate university physics
students' conceptions of nature of science. They used a questionnaire designed for the
study, the Views About Scientific Measurement (VASM) which is made up of fourteen
questions that deal with scientific measurement, the nature and origin of scientific
knowledge, the relationship between experiments and theories, the role of experiments in
science, the use of the scientific method and the use of creativity in science. The
instrument is made up of open-ended items that present a scenario followed by different
options in the form of conversations. Respondents are asked to select one of the
alternatives and provide a written justification for which answer they chose. The
instrument was completed by 179 first year physics students before they began any
physics instruction. Analysis of the students’ responses led to the creation of four
different profiles of students’ views based on frequently occurring combinations of
views. These profiles were labeled ‘modelers’, ‘experimenters’, ‘examiners’, and
‘discoverers’. These profiles along with students’ views of scientific measurement were
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used to characterize students’ conceptions of laws of nature and scientific measurement
as either being constructed and uncertain or discovered and “true”.
Two other studies describe the use of instruments with relatively large samples
sizes, not possible with purely qualitative instruments. Chai, Deng, Wong, and Qian
(2010) described a study in which they used Likert-scale instrument to study
undergraduates’ epistemological beliefs and conceptions of the nature of science. Four
hundred and forty-five Chinese university students completed a survey in which they
were asked to rate their level of agreement to 57 items relating to general epistemological
beliefs and scientific epistemological views on a Likert-scale. The instrument was
constructed by using subsets of items from previous studies (Chan & Elliott, 2004; Tsai
& Liu, 2005). Factor analysis was used to identify four factors that represented the
students’ conceptions of NOS. The authors reported that students’ views of epistemology
paralleled their views on the nature of science and that students who studied hard science
(such as physics) tended to have an objectivist view of science while students from the
soft sciences (such as psychology) had a more relativistic view of science. Liang, Chen,
Chen, Kaya, Adams, Macklin and Ebenezer (2009) investigated pre-service teachers’
views on the nature of scientific knowledge development in relation to observations and
inferences, the tentative nature of science, scientific theories and law, the social and
cultural nature of science, the role of creativity and imagination in science and scientific
methods. The Student Understanding of Science and Scientific Inquiry (SUSSI)
instrument, made up of Likert-scale and corresponding open-ended questions, was given
640 pre-service teachers from the United States, China and Turkey in an effort to identify
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common issues and understandings of NOS across the three educational systems. The
authors reported that overall participants demonstrated an understanding of the tentative
nature of science but lacked in understanding between the nature of laws and theories in
science. Additionally they reported differences in beliefs of teachers from the three
different countries; The US sample showed more informed views on observation and
interference and the Turkish sample showed more traditional views of all NOS aspects.
Another set of recent studies (for example Bell, Blair, Crawford, & Lederman,
2003; Akerson, Buzzelli, & Donnelly, 2008; Akerson, Morrison, & Roth McDuffie,
2006; Zeidler, Walker, Ackett, & Simmons, 2002) that have investigated teacher and
students’ conceptions of nature of science or science inquiry have either been based on or
used the developed Views of Nature of Science (VNOS) and Views of Science Inquiry
(VOSI) questionnaires. The development of the current VNOS and the VOSI, a related
instrument for measuring science inquiry, both of which were used in this study, is
discussed in the next section.
VNOS and VOSI
The Views of Nature of Science instrument is one of the most widely used
instruments to assess nature of science understandings currently. Lederman (2007)
described the early development of the Views of Nature of Science (VNOS), designed to
address some of the concerns related to traditional paper and pencil assessments. The
initial instrument (VNOS-A) consisted of 7 open-ended items along with follow-up
interviews. Later versions of the VNOS (versions B, C, D, and E) were meant to be an
improvement and specialized for specific audiences. Each consisted of open-ended
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questions and then included different aspects such as context-specific questions or
varying language for audiences of different ages.
Lederman, Abd-El-Khalick, Bell, and Schwartz (2002) formally presented the
development of the open-ended instrument used to probe teacher and students’
understandings of the nature of science. As described by the authors, the VNOS was
designed to probe participants’ understandings about the following aspects of NOS; the
tentative nature of scientific knowledge, the empirical nature of science, the theory-laden
aspects of science, that science is partially a product of human inference, imagination and
creativity, the differences between observations and inferences, the lack of a universal
method for doing science, and the relationship between scientific theories and laws (p.
499).
An additional, related, instrument has been developed to target student and
teachers’ understandings about science inquiry, the Views of Scientific Inquiry (VOSI)
instrument (Schwartz, Lederman, & Thompson, 2001; Schwartz, 2004; Schwartz &
Lederman, 2008, Schwartz, Lederman, & Lederman, 2008). As described by the authors,
the VOSI was designed to probe the follow aspects of science inquiry; questions drive
investigations, multiple methods of scientific investigations, multiple purposes of
scientific investigations, the form and role of argumentation in the development and
acceptance of new knowledge, recognition and handling of anomalous data, sources,
roles of, and distinctions between data and evidence (Schwartz & Lederman, 2008). As
nature of science is not distinct from scientific inquiry, neither are the VNOS and VOSI,
both incorporating overlapping ideas although the VNOS is meant to focus on the
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epistemological foundations of scientific knowledge and the VOSI is meant to focuses on
scientific processes. Thus it is possible to use both instruments together to investigate
conceptions of both nature of science and science inquiry. The distinction that Lederman
(2007) makes between nature of science and scientific inquiry is not as stringently
adhered to in studies of others using the VNOS and VOSI (for example Gess-Newsome,
2002).
Although many studies have published results using the VNOS alone, some of
which are discussed below, almost all studies that uses the VOSI also included the VNOS
(Akerson, Townsend, Donnelly, Hanson, Tira & White, 2009; Gess-Newsome, 2002;
Schwartz & Lederman, 2008; Schwartz & Lederman, 2004, Schwartz, 2004). A recent
conference paper described the need for an instrument comparable to the VNOS
investigating student and teachers’ understandings of issues of scientific inquiry
(Schwartz, Lederman, & Lederman, 2008). The paper presents the development of the
VOSI instrument which describes implementation in the same manner as the VNOS,
open-ended survey format with follow-up interviews, qualitative analysis of responses
and creation of participant profiles related to target aspects of scientific inquiry. Several
versions of the VOSI have been developed for elementary, middle and high school
students, pre-service teachers, in-service teachers, and scientists. As described by the
authors, the VOSI can be used as a complement to the VNOS for understanding
participants’ understandings participants’ understandings of science.
The next section reviews several, of an increasing amount of, recent studies that
have used the VNOS and VOSI to investigate pre-service, and in-service teachers’
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understandings of nature of science and science inquiry. As Lederman (2007) pointed
out, early research on teachers’ conceptions showed that teachers lacked adequate
understandings of the nature of science and so recent research has focused on programs
and ways to improve teachers’ conceptions of nature of science and science inquiry
which is the theme of the following studies.

Research using the VNOS and VOSI with teachers
Pre-service teachers
Abd-El-Khalick and Akerson (2004) used the VNOS along with interviews to
assess pre and post NOS conceptions of undergraduates enrolled in an elementary science
course. They found that initially most participants had naïve conceptions of NOS,
including the belief in a single scientific method and belief in the absolute truth of
science that could not change. Substantial changes were revealed as a result of students’
experience in a course that used explicit reflective NOS instruction in which students
were provided structured opportunities to assess their own ideas in relation to accepted
ideas and NOS ideas were explicitly discussed in multiple ways.
Schwartz, Lederman, and Crawford (2004) described developments in pre-service
conceptions of the nature of science during their participation in a science research
internship course. In addition to research, the course included seminars and reflective
assignments. The pre-service teachers’ conceptions were assessed before and after the
program using the VNOS instrument along with interviews. Results showed that most
pre-service teachers appeared to gain in their nature of science knowledge. In contrast,
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the authors concluded that the research experience along had little impact on the preservice teachers’ conceptions of scientific inquiry. They stated “experiencing scientific
inquiry in an authentic setting, is insufficient to enhance one’s NOS conceptions” (p.
634). The authors suggested that explicit direction and reflection on NOS in the context
of the research experience accounted for the results in improved conceptions of the nature
of science. Taken together, these studies show that explicit reflection on science
experiences may be an important part of increasing teachers’ knowledge about scientific
inquiry and classroom inquiry.
In another study, Akerson, Morrison, and Roth McDuffie (2006) explored the
views about the nature of science of 19 pre-service elementary science teachers as they
received explicit instruction about the nature of science during a methods course. The
authors found that students who came into the course with inadequate views of the nature
of science prior to the course made improvements to their ideas after the course. Despite
the initial shift, it was found that some of these pre-service teachers did not retain these
new views just five months after the course when surveyed the following semester. The
authors caution that one semester was not enough to shift pre-service teachers’ views of
the nature of science and recommend giving pre-service students multiple opportunities
to explore ideas of the nature of science as well as using meta-cognitive strategies to help
them make more connections between that nature of science and their own teaching.
Slack (2007) investigated five pre-service teachers’ understandings of scientific
inquiry and how those understandings were changed by experience with repeated guided
inquiry activities. She explicitly explored participants’ understandings of scientific
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inquiry using a hybrid instrument of questions from the VNOS and VOSI. She found that
at the beginning of the study participants held primarily naïve understandings of science
inquiry. By the end of the program some of the participants showed a shift to holding
mixture of naïve and informed views of scientific inquiry, although they held onto many
misconceptions of scientific inquiry. Overall she concluded that participants’
understandings of scientific inquiry changed only a little over the course of the study.
In-service teachers
Akerson, Hanson, and Cullen (2007) investigated the impact that a summer
professional development institute had on elementary teachers’ views of the nature of
science. Teachers’ views were measured using a modified version of the VNOS and
interviews both before and after their participation in a summer professional development
program. The institute combined using guided inquiry instruction as well as explicit
reflective instruction, which involved drawing the teachers’ attention to key aspects of
the nature of inquiry after completing an activity through discussion and written work.
The authors report that although teachers improved their understandings of the nature of
science by the end of the institute, many still held onto misconceptions and incomplete
ideas about the nature of science. The authors suggested that the changes were a result of
the explicit discussion about the nature of science and that additional interventions would
be needed to improve these teachers’ understandings of the nature of science.
These studies were used to frame this study in terms of instruments used to
investigate teachers’ understandings of nature of science and scientific inquiry. Each
study illustrates that conceptions of nature of science and scientific inquiry can be
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assessed and changes to understandings can be detected. Unlike multiple choice or
Likert-scale instruments, the VNOS and VOSI allow researchers to collect information
about participants’ ideas in their own words and provided more information than simply a
quantitative number.
Combining the VNOS and VOSI
Both the VNOS and VOSI instruments were designed to be used in controlled sitdown settings along with follow-up interviews. Each survey takes about an hour to
complete. At least two studies have used questions from both the VNOS and VOSI to
make surveys investigating participants’ understandings of nature of science and science
inquiry. In her dissertation, Slack (2007) investigated pre-service teachers’ experiences
with scientific inquiry and investigated how they described their experiences and how
their understandings of scientific inquiry changed as a result of their experiences. She
used some, but not all, of the questions from the VNOS and VOSI to make a shorter
survey for her research. In his dissertation, Wilson (2003) researched how participating
in an astronomical research project changed teachers understandings of scientific inquiry
and nature of science. He also combined questions from the VNOS and VOSI
instruments to make a shorter survey to meet the needs of his study. For this study, I was
also interested in investigating aspects of both nature of science and scientific inquiry
aligned with the recommendations of the National Science Education Standards (1996,
2000) as well as some of the general aspects of consensus defined in the literature
(Lederman, 2007). Due to the length of both the VNOS and VOSI, about an hour each to
complete, it was not feasible to use both a full VNOS and VOSI survey for this study,
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where data were gathered in busy field settings. Based on previous work I combined
questions from both instruments for this study, as described in more detail in chapter 3.
This section has provided an overview of research of student and teachers’
understandings of nature of science and scientific inquiry. The next section will review
reformed science teaching. Both of these topics are emphasized in the National Science
Education Standards for students and teachers.

Science Teaching
The National Science Education Standards (NSES) (NRC, 1996) called for a
major reform in science teaching. In the introduction, the NSES stated
Implementing the Standards will require major changes in much of this
country's science education. The Standards rest on the premise that
science is an active process. Learning science is something that students
do, not something that is done to them. ''Hands-on" activities, while
essential, are not enough. Students must have "minds-on" experiences as
well.
The Standards call for more than "science as process," in which students
learn such skills as observing, inferring, and experimenting. Inquiry is
central to science learning (p. 2).
In the last fifteen years since the release of these standards for science education,
research has investigated how teachers implement reformed science teaching in their
classroom and strategies to help teachers achieve such changes in their practice. To date,
no large-scale peer-reviewed research study has been conducted to estimate the
percentage of teachers who implement reforms outlined in the NSES. Additionally,
studies have shown that many teachers have difficulty creating learning environments
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that are inquiry-based (Chiappetta & Adams, 2000; Minstrell & van Zee, 2000). This is
discussed in more detail below.
Research has shown that engaging students in inquiry plays an important role in
helping students understand science and the processes of science (NRC, 1996; 2000).
Inquiry, although elusive in definition as discussed below, is a way of engaging students
in learning science and science processes that involves being “minds-on”. Facilitating
inquiry for students can pose problems for teachers because it requires a redefinition of
both teachers’ and students’ roles from traditional roles in the classroom (Crawford,
2000; 2007). Inquiry is difficult to facilitate by those who have not engaged in it for
themselves (Anderson, 2007; Windschitl, 2004). Many pre-service, and possibly inservice, teachers have not experienced inquiry in their educational careers and thus may
have trouble understanding and engaging their students in inquiry.
Inquiry is a word used to define good science teaching in the United States
(Anderson, 2007) and has been shown in studies to positively affect student achievement
in science (Marx, Blumenfeld, Krajcik, Fishman, Soloway, Geier, & Tal, 2004). Despite
the importance of inquiry to student learning, a specific definition of inquiry is lacking in
the literature. Anderson (2002) reported
In the teaching context, inquiry seems to be used in a variety of ways
without careful distinction as to the differences. It is seen both as a
characteristic of a desired form of teaching and as a certain kind of
activity. In either case, there is no precise operational definition and, even
though the NSES has some specific teaching examples, the reader is left to
create his or her own images of what constitutes this form of teaching
(p. 3).
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He pointed out that the definition of inquiry teaching is used in different ways by
educational researchers as well. In an effort to make ideas about inquiry more concrete,
Anderson (2002) presented a table showing a reform pedagogy continuum to serve as a
representative descriptive framework that could be used to categorize inquiry and noninquiry orientations in the classroom. The teachers had the following descriptions
moving from non-inquiry to inquiry orientations; “dispenser of knowledge” to “coach
and facilitator”. The students’ role in a non-inquiry and inquiry-oriented situation goes
from “passive receiver” to “self-directed learner.” In the most basic sense, these shifts
represent the base of what reformed pedagogy of student-centered education proposes,
moving from the teacher as the sole generator of knowledge to student being actively
engaged in their own learning.
The fact that inquiry has been the emphasis of major reform efforts leads to
several misconceptions regarding the use of inquiry in the classroom. One of the
misconceptions addressed by the National Research Council (NRC, 2000) was the belief
that all science knowledge should be taught through inquiry. The NSES addressed this
issue in the following way.
The importance of inquiry does not imply that all teachers should pursue a
single approach to teaching science. Just as inquiry has many different
facets, so teachers need to use many different strategies to develop the
understandings and abilities described in the Standards (p. 2).
The NRC (2000) also addressed other common misconceptions about inquiry.
The document goes on to state that inquiry can occur when students are investigating
questions that they did not generate, that engaging in hands-on activities does not mean
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that inquiry learning is occurring, and that inquiry must be taught in the context of
science subject matter.
Brief history of inquiry
Both Dewey (1938) and Bruner (1966) emphasized the importance of the
development of scientific thinking skills and students’ use of scientific inquiry to solve
real world problems. Schwab (1966) advocated teaching science as “enquiry” as part of
the curriculum reform movement of the 1960s. Schwab indicated that science should not
be taught as a set of facts but rather as a process of knowledge building that is subject to
change as scientific discovery progresses our understanding of the way the world works.
He laid the foundation for the inquiry continuum that is used today. On one side of the
continuum are guided inquiries that resemble verification labs. The other end of the
continuum shows open inquiry investigations (Trowbridge, Bybee, & Powell, 2004).
The definition of classroom inquiry that I used in this study, in line with that of
the NSES, is a process in which students ask researchable questions, plan and conduct
investigations, gather data using tools, understand which are the appropriate tools to use
for different investigations, use logic in evaluating evidence, use both logic and evidence
to make conclusions, think about alternative explanations, and communicate and debate
within a community of peers using both logic and evidence (Keys & Bryan, 2001).
Implementation of reformed science teaching
Research does not provide a clear image of how difficult it is for teachers to
implement inquiry in the classroom (Anderson, 2007). In his review inquiry as part of
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science curricula, Anderson (2007) discussed how case studies have shown that teachers
face many dilemmas when trying to enact inquiry in their science teaching. These
include feeling that there is a lack of time to cover everything they want to cover in their
class, the realities of their class that are far from ideal, the difficulty of changing their role
as a teacher from what they know to something new, and the belief that by using inquiry
they are not preparing their students for the next level of schooling. Below I discuss
several studies that show the varied ways that teachers enact inquiry-based strategies in
their classroom and reveal more reasons for not implementing inquiry-based education.
Wallace and Kang (2004) studied three experienced secondary science teachers
over the course of an academic year to explore how their epistemological beliefs related
to their use of lab activities. They found that teachers’ epistemological beliefs and goals
affected how they taught science in varied ways. One teacher held naïve epistemological
beliefs, with a primary teaching goal of delivering information and used class
demonstrations instead of student labs. The second teacher in the study held both the
view of science as a body of knowledge and as a process of problem solving. He had a
goal of delivering information that he achieved through demonstrations and structured lab
activities as well as a goal to emphasize science as a process which he achieved with
open-ended activities that allowed multiple methods and answers. The third teacher had
complex epistemological beliefs in which he saw school science differently from “real
science”. Thus students were given experiences to validate given theories so that they
could appreciate the rigor of science. The authors concluded that teachers who hold
naïve epistemological beliefs are more likely to use direct delivery of information
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showing a simple connection between their beliefs, goals, and practices. In contrast,
teachers who hold more sophisticated epistemological beliefs will have varied goals and
practices and that their epistemological beliefs will not as likely to be reflected in their
practice. The authors concluded that teachers’ sophisticated epistemological beliefs are
necessary but sufficient for implementing constructivist teaching strategies.
Crawford (2007) investigated the beliefs, knowledge, intentions and practices of
five pre-service high school science teachers in relation to using inquiry in their
fieldwork classrooms after participating in a training program that immersed them in
experiences learning about and working with aspects of how to teach science as inquiry.
Despite the fact that all five prospective teachers worked within the same high school
with the same instructor and supervisor, she found that each prospective teacher enacted
different kinds of teaching practice. Each prospective teacher held a different view of
inquiry and different level of understanding of teaching science as inquiry. The author
noted that although all prospective teachers began the year with the intention to use
inquiry-based lessons, by the end of the year, they expressed varying views of intention
to use it in their teaching. They expressed increasing skepticism, which was affected by
student resistance to their teaching style and their teaching mentor’s approach to inquiry
methods. The range of practices enacted by the prospective teachers ranged from
traditional lecture-driven instruction to full-inquiry projects. Crawford found that
mentors’ views towards inquiry did not fully explain the variation of use of inquiry
shown by the prospective teachers. She concluded that teachers’ beliefs about teaching
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and views of science were the strongest factor in determining how they teachers taught
science.
Lee, Hart, Cuevas, and Enders (2004) investigated the impact of a professional
development program on 53 third and fourth grade teachers’ beliefs and practices related
to inquiry-based science. All teachers worked in the context of an urban school district
with a diverse student population. The professional development intervention included
materials and workshops, conducted during the course of a school year, designed to
improve teachers’ science and pedagogical knowledge to help them improve how they
taught developed inquiry-based science units. Data were collected through focus group
interviews, a questionnaire, and classroom observations to detect teachers’ initial beliefs
and practices related to inquiry based science and to detect changes in those beliefs after
their participation in the professional development programs. The authors reported that
results from the interview and questionnaire revealed that teachers showed changes in
their knowledge of teaching science inquiry and expressed more positive perceptions of
their level of science knowledge related to the topics of the units targeted by the
professional development. In contrast, the classroom observations showed that teachers’
instructional practices did not change with regard to these constructs. Thus despite
positive results from the focus group interviews and questionnaires showing that teachers
reported enhanced knowledge about science content and inquiry-based instruction,
observations of their classrooms did not show differences in how they engaged students
in science inquiry.
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Wee, Shepardson, Fast, and Harbor (2007) investigated how teachers’
participation in a professional development program which included implementing an
inquiry-based lesson in their classroom impacted their understanding of inquiry and
inquiry teaching. The professional development program was intended to enhance
teachers’ knowledge of environmental science concepts and issues, inquiry skills, and
curricular, pedagogical and assessment practices. The program included a pre-institute
workshop, summer institute and academic year workshops. During the four-week
institute, teachers evaluated instructional resources, read and discussed national science
education standards, and participated in field studies, laboratories and environmental
research. The authors reported that participation in the summer institute enhanced the
teachers’ understandings of inquiry and their abilities to create inquiry-based activities
but their implementations did not reflect their new understanding. Additionally there was
little to no change in teachers’ individual understanding of inquiry after implementing
inquiry-based lessons in their classrooms.
These studies represent the ongoing difficulty of teachers’ ability to enact
reformed science teaching in their classroom. The last three studies investigated teachers
involved in short-term intense professional development targeted at improving the use of
inquiry in the classroom with positive but mixed results. Below I discuss how science
inquiry and research experiences may contribute to the use of inquiry in the classroom.
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Possible pre-requisites for enacting inquiry in the classroom
Literature on beginning teachers points to the fact that despite learning about
scientific inquiry in their teacher training, teachers have difficulty implementing it in
their own classrooms (Adams & Krockover, 1997; Gee & Gabel, 1996). In order to help
teachers both understand and provide inquiry experiences for their students they must
have experienced it for themselves (Barrow, 2006; Reiff, 2002).
In a study of secondary science teachers, Judson and Sawada (2001) found that
science teachers who had taken reformed science classes in college that implemented
inquiry based methods in their instruction taught in a more reformed manner in their own
classrooms than teachers who did not participate in reformed classes in college. These
findings are supported by a study by Suters, Melear, and Hickok (2002) in which preservice teachers were taught through inquiry based methods in their science methods
course and were surveyed in their first three years of teaching secondary science. The
course had helped some of the students better understand how to teach inquiry. Despite
positive gains in pre-service teachers’ understanding of inquiry, it was found that due to
the lack of their exposure to inquiry most inquiry experiences teachers led in their
classrooms were limited to small, guided inquiry activities. Although this is a seemingly
disappointing result, it seems to be an improvement over more traditional preparation and
implies that involvement in an inquiry based methods course is a first step in the process
of helping teachers to use inquiry in their classrooms.
In search of effective ways to encourage the use of inquiry in teachers’
classrooms one strong predictor of future use of inquiry in the classroom has been shown
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to be science research experience (Windschitl, 2003, 2004). Windschitl (2003) looked at
six student teachers enrolled in a science methods course who already held a bachelor’s
degree in science and had experience working in science or technology fields. During the
course students were asked to conduct an independent inquiry project, keep a reflective
journal and engage in inquiry experiences in class. Results showed that teachers with
significant long-term research experiences and science content background were more
likely to use inquiry in their classrooms. However, some participants in that study found
that doing the inquiry projects difficult which reinforced their desire for more structured
science projects. From the results of this work, Windschitl (2003) suggested that teacher
education programs should promote authentic science research experiences along with
methods courses to help teachers understand science as a process and promote its use in
the classroom. The suggestion to provide research experiences for pre-service teachers is
supported by another study. Windschitl (2004) studied fourteen pre-service science
teachers who created their own empirical investigations and found that of all the factors
examined that contributed to the future use of inquiry in the classroom, previous research
experience and scientific background was the strongest indicator of future use of inquiry.
Melear, Goodlaxson, Warne, and Hickok (2000) investigated pre-service teacher
responses to engaging in a research experience as part of their teacher preparation. Most
of the pre-service teachers in the study had gone through an undergraduate science degree
but had not participated in scientific inquiry. Pre-service teachers were presented with an
unknown substance on the first day of class with the instructions to conduct
investigations to learn as much as they could about the substance through observations
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and experimentation. Scientists gave minimal input when a group became stuck
throughout the semester so that students had to work through setting up and carrying out
investigations independently. Data were collected in the form of journals, observations,
and interviews. Researchers found that during the course of the semester the pre-service
teachers experienced much tension as they worked through their investigations,
stumbling blocks, and achievements. By the end of the course all students reflected
positively on their experience and they showed a positive development in their scientific
thinking. The authors pointed out that for most of these pre-service teachers, this was
their first opportunity to conduct a scientific investigation, despite four years studying
science at a university. The implication is that providing pre-service teachers an
opportunity to engage in less structured investigations to better understand science
inquiry is essential in helping them understand and teach science to their students.
The findings of these studies suggest that one important way to prepare secondary
science teachers is to make sure that they experience scientific research in their preservice programs whether they come from a formal science field or through a teacher
preparation program. Many secondary science teacher education programs require preservice teachers to take the same content classes as science majors, at least at the lower
division course level. Despite this requirement, secondary science teachers come out of
these programs with less understanding of inquiry than hoped by teacher educators
(Geddis & Roberts, 1998; Sweeney & Paradis, 2003). This calls into question the quality
of scientific inquiry being taught in the lower division science major courses. These
results lend themselves to the notion that research experience for teachers in which they
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get to experience an inquiry project may help improve both understandings of science,
confidence in science teaching, and better understanding of science inquiry. It should
also be noted that the vast majority of research has been done on pre-service and early
career teachers, rather than experienced in-service teachers. In light of the increasing
studies to help imbue reformed teaching practices in pre-service teachers, there is a clear
gap in providing support to, and research into, methods to assist in-service teachers in
using reformed science teaching practices.

Research on Science Research Experiences for Teachers
This section includes published studies and conference paper presentations, when
available, that describe research of science research experiences for pre-service and inservice teachers. Studies that include research along scientists are included. Studies that
incorporate science inquiry experiences as part of pre-service courses are not included in
this section. Additionally, presentations made by teachers and scientists explaining
research programs and benefits science research programs are excluded here as those
findings were included in the first section of this chapter on evaluation of science
research experiences for teachers.
Studies with Pre-service and Beginning Science Teachers
Raphael, Tobias, and Greenberg (1999) conducted a study of pre-service teachers
who were given the opportunity to be involved in a summer research experience as part
of their teacher preparation. Pre-service teacher participated in paid summer research
experiences across a university campus. The study followed 75 students over six years
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who participated in internships in a variety of science disciplines. Data were collected in
the form of exit interviews, detailed written reports, and delayed surveys of past
participants. Participants were asked both about what they had learned about research
from their experience and what about their experience would influence their teaching.
Participants indicated that they valued their experience and that they left with an
understanding of how science worked beyond just learning about it in college. They
reported that their experience impacted their understanding of science, gave them
experiences of science and mathematics in the real world, and improved their laboratory
skills. Participants felt that they could talk knowledgeably about science with their
students, be able to answer students’ questions more knowledgably and draw on their
experiences in doing science when working with their students trying new pedagogical
approaches with students. The study reported overall positive outcomes for the
participants. Examples included: one teacher surveyed said that she drew on her
experience daily in her classroom as she told her students about her research experience
and one pre-service teacher said that she would use the experience of solving questions in
groups in her classroom as a result of her experience to simulate a positive experience she
had had.
In her dissertation Hemler (1997) investigated the effect of participating in a oneweek research experience at the National Radio Astronomy Observatory had on preservice teachers’ perceptions of the nature of science, science research, and science
teaching. Four Likert-scale instruments were used to assess pre-post changes in
participants’ perceptions of science, attitudes towards research, and concerns about
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implementation in their classrooms. Additionally observations of pre-service teachers in
their student teaching placements were used to determine how many implemented
research projects consistent with the Green Bank model. The author reported a
significant increase in the pre-service teachers’ perceptions of their ability to do research
but no significant changes in their understanding of nature of science and science
teaching. Five of the seven teachers observed implemented projects in the classroom that
were consistent with the Green Bank model in which students participated in student
generated studies, teacher generated problems with student generated methodologies, or
teacher generated methods with no defined answer.
Varelas, House, and Wenzel (2005) investigated ways in which beginning science
teachers saw themselves as scientists and science teachers during and after a 10-week
experience in a science research lab. Teachers were interviewed four times, three times
during their research experience and once after their first year of teaching. The authors
reported how teachers saw themselves as practitioners of research, and came to
appreciate important standard practices of scientific communities. They also
differentiated the practice of science with that of science teaching. The different roles
that teachers played as a result of participating in scientific research were related to issues
of the teachers’ identity. Tobias and Baffert (2009) described a program in which preservice teachers were placed in research labs during paid summer internships. Interviews
of participants revealed that participants felt that they were being inducted into science
and teaching at the same time thus building their “identity as teacher/scientists.” Issues
relating to teachers’ identity are explored in more detail in chapter 7.
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Studies with In-service Teachers
The following set of studies represents research that aligns with evaluations of
science research experiences for teachers. The goals of the programs were to increase
content knowledge, interest in science and improve overall abilities to teach science.
Data collected were in the form of either Likert-scale surveys or through open-ended
survey and interviews. In the case of the open-ended surveys and interviews, little or no
information about analysis was provided in the published studies and programs included
few teachers.
One of the earliest studies to report on the outcomes of science research
experiences for teacher, Bazler (1991) used ethnographic methods to investigate the
experience of four middle school science teachers who were given paid research positions
in labs for ten weeks over a summer. Results of the study revealed that early on teachers
felt insecure about their science backgrounds and experienced a lot of frustration in their
lab experiences. The teachers’ research mentors expressed unhappiness at the teachers’
lack of knowledge and lab skills. By the end of the program, teachers felt that they had
achieved success in their research experiences and presented ways that they would be
able to apply their experiences in their classrooms. Other successes reported by the
author were continued contact with research mentors and connections that enabled the
teachers to bring their students to university campus where they participated in research.
Buck (2003) reported on a program in which fifty teachers engaged in a
geosciences summer research experience. The goals of the program were to increase
teachers’ understanding of research, improve their content knowledge, and help them
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incorporate research into their own teaching. Data were collected using the Beliefs
About Science and School Science Questionnaire (BASSSQ) (Aldridge, Taylor, & Chen,
1997) and the Science Teaching Efficacy Beliefs Inventory (STEBI) (Riggs & Enochs,
1990) instruments to measure the participants’ understanding of the nature of science
(NOS) and their beliefs towards their own science teaching. Pre-post analysis showed no
statistically significant differences in teachers’ responses to either instrument, leading the
authors to conclude that teacher’ understandings of the nature of science did not increase
from pre to post program and neither did their self-efficacy in teaching. In contrast,
responses to open-ended questionnaires indicated that teachers had a positive experience
and that they would take back the spirit of research and perhaps modify the lab
experiences they were providing for students.
In another study of teachers engaging in geosciences research, Jarrett and Burnley
(2003) described a program in which eight undergraduate students and four high school
teachers participated in science research. Outcomes were measured for participants’
attitudes toward science and interest in science using Likert-scale instruments. Results
showed that participants who had a positive experience doing research in the program
increased their interest in research but kept the same high attitude toward science. Openended surveys revealed many positive responses about their experience doing research
that illustrated that teachers felt that they were learning a lot and appreciated being part of
authentic scientific research.
O’Neal (2003) presented a study in which ten high school teachers were involved
in a broad range of research activities with the goal of making “quality” earth science
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teachers, in response to a state call for more science teachers. Data were collected
through qualitative data including satisfaction questionnaires, student portfolios, and
faculty observations of student progress during research. The author reported that
teachers increased in their confidence in Earth Science content and personal interest in
the subject. Teachers also reported that they felt that they would be able to share some
research with their students.
Strand, Wignall, and Leslie-Pelecky (2005) described a case of two teachers who
participated in a physics research experience for teachers (RET). Both teachers reported
that they wanted to return to a college environment and both wanted to experience a
research environment. For one teacher, it was the first time she had been able to do
research despite a science undergraduate degree, and the other teacher wanted to see what
had changed since his research experience in college. Both teachers reported gaining
confidence in their ability to do science and felt renewed to teach by doing the
experience. The teachers reported that they were able to take stories back to their
classrooms and planned on doing some authentic research with their students in the
future. The authors made some recommendations for success of the program; making
sure both parties (teachers and researchers) are willing to collaborate, integrating the
teachers into the research group, and providing clear expectations for the teacher.
These studies show that overall science research experiences are positive
programs but leave many questions to the specifics of their impact. Likert-scale
instruments were unable to detect significant changes in teachers’ understandings and
beliefs and thus were not able to explain the impact of the programs that both facilitators
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and teachers report. Additionally, anecdotal evidence from satisfaction surveys and
informal interviews may not give a systematic view of what teachers value about their
research experience.
Science research experiences – assessing specific impacts
Dixon and Wilke (2007) investigated the impact of participating in a research
experience had on a group of elementary teachers with regards to their thinking and
instruction in their classroom. As part of the program, teachers worked on a research
project in teams of two with a scientist at a national laboratory for six weeks.
Additionally teachers participated in weekly sessions to help them improve their writing
in science, their content knowledge, journaling, and peer mentoring and were required to
present a final showcase of anything they had developed for use in their classroom as a
result of their research experiences. Data were collected in the form of classroom
observations and interviews, both before and after the program as well as well as
participant journals. The authors presented three case studies to illustrate their findings.
They reported that overall the beginning elementary teachers increased the amount of
time they allocated for teaching science in the classroom and that they had more
confidence in teaching science as a result of their participation in the program. All three
teachers made small shifts in their understandings of the nature of science as a result of
their participation and increased in their communication to their students about science.
The authors suggested that research experiences are important for “elementary teachers to
situate their learning within a scientific community” and in this case showed a positive
outcome in both teacher thinking and practice.
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Barnes, Hodge and Parker (2006) investigated a group in in-service teachers who
participated in seven week program designed in enhance teachers science, mathematics,
and technology skills. The program included teachers participating in scientific research
as well as classroom application experiences with the aim of helping them learn how to
transfer their research experiences to their classrooms. The study set out to investigate
participants’ perceptions of their experiences, how the experiences contributed to teacher
personal and professional growth and how the experiences influenced teachers’ teaching
as well as student outcomes. Data were collected in the form of in-depth interviews and
Likert-scale surveys. The study’s findings included reasons that teachers chose to
participate in the program; the opportunity to study with researchers, and to meet new
people and to gain some new techniques to use in their classrooms. The authors reported
varied satisfaction of the participants with their research experiences, which varied from
lab to lab. Despite this, all participants felt that they had gained valuable resources and
tools from the experience. As a result of the program, some teachers reported the
intention of using textbooks less, having more guest speakers, and using more inquiry
experiences. This study was one of few published reports in which participants reported
negative aspects of their experience including the perception that the program was too
long and too structured, had too much going on each day and others who indicated that it
was not challenging enough.
Dresner and Worley (2006) described some long-term impacts of teacher
participation in a program that places teachers doing scientific research along-side
scientists during a five-week summer research ecology field program with additional
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workshops during the year to help transfer skills to the classroom. The program’s goals
were to enhance teachers’ skills in science as well as provide them confidence to do
science projects with their students. An earlier study on the program reported by Dresner
(2002) showed that teachers improved in their ability to provide ecology experiences for
their students, that they had increased confidence in doing field biology projects and that
the program impacted how the participants taught in their classrooms. To investigate
longer-term impact of the program, interviews were conducted with participants who had
participated in the program 4 – 5 year previously. Teachers reported that the most
beneficial aspects of the program were the networking among other teachers and with the
scientists, gains in content knowledge and gaining new skills that led to changes in their
teaching of science; reporting teaching science more as a process. Their experience also
resulted in an improved sense of status and feeling of being a scientist. Participants
reported that even five years after the completion of the program they were continuing to
apply what they had learned in their classrooms. The confidence that teachers gained
resulted in many reporting that they felt capable of leading their students through similar
research projects. The authors conclude that it was necessary for teachers have
participated in a field research experience for themselves to be able to provide a similar
experience for students.
In her dissertation Govett (2001) studied sixteen in-service teachers who
participated in a two-week long summer residential science research program at the
National Radio Astronomy Observatory. The institute included lessons on radio
astronomy, science talks, tours of the astronomy facilities, a research project using a radio
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telescope, interaction with scientists and instruction on pedagogy for implementing
research in the classroom. She investigated if the teachers’ experience changed
participants’ attitudes towards science, understanding of the nature of science, and their
views of themselves as science researchers. Data were collected in the form of
interviews, journal writings, classroom observations, and pre-post Likert-scale surveys.
The author reported that teachers showed significant gains pre to post program in their
comfort conducting research but only three items on the Nature of Science and Science
Teaching instrument showed significant gains for participants in their understandings of
nature of science and views of implementing constructivist learning philosophy. Nine of
the fourteen teachers who were observed in their classroom implemented student research
projects aligned with the Green Bank model of implementing constructivist philosophy in
the classroom.
The studies mentioned above show important outcomes of teachers’ experiences
doing research along scientists. As noted, teachers, and scientists, had positive outcomes
from the collaborations. Teachers gained confidence in their science knowledge and
laboratory skills that they felt would make them more effective teachers. This is an
important result, especially with reports of so many teachers feeling overwhelmed going
to teach science out of their undergraduate experience. It appears that teachers have more
confidence to impart scientific information and relate personal anecdotes but the impact
of the programs in the classrooms seems variable. Some teachers felt that they would
better be able to tell students about science, others felt that they would be able to do more
and more interesting laboratories, and others were able to engage students in research
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projects. For many of the programs, the main focus of participation was on doing science
with scientists with the assumption that the teachers would integrate their new science
knowledge into their “teaching” knowledge. The more recent studies investigated
programs that included aspects of explicit instruction on teaching science and transfer of
the research experience to the classroom. The overall general findings of these studies
are that research experiences are beneficial to the teachers in increasing their knowledge,
their confidence and how they teach science, although trends in teaching cannot be
generalized. Not explicitly investigated by these studies are what student experiences
and possible achievement outcomes were as a result of teachers’ participation in these
programs.
Studies with In-service Teachers Researching Reformed Science Teaching
Recently, studies have included or focused specifically on results relating to
teachers’ attitudes towards using inquiry in the classroom. One such program included
over a hundred teachers engaged in forest monitoring alongside scientists (Dresner,
2002). The reported outcomes of the experience included greater teacher motivation,
confidence, knowledge and skills in the areas used for their research as well as important
professional contact. The author reported teachers’ fundamental shifts in their
understanding about teaching science inquiry and use of field projects for their own
classrooms. Examples of these shifts included how to conduct a field inquiry with their
students and help their students conduct their own field projects. Additional studies have
reported that both pre-service and in-service teachers indicated that their experience
doing science encouraged them to become more inquiry based and student-centered in
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their teaching (Haefner & Zembal-Saul, 2004; Melear, Goodlaxson, Warne, & Hickok,
2000.)
Westerlund, Garcia, Koke, Taylor, and Mason (2002) investigated teachers who
participated in an eight week summer research experience with a scientist at a university
and the impact in their classrooms during the following year to determine the effect of the
experience on helping teachers move towards inquiry teaching. Teachers in the study
spent 8-weeks in a lab with a scientist. They investigated the nature of the summer
research experience for teachers and found that teachers engaged in research projects
generally began with a literature review and laboratory tasks related to their research.
The researchers found that most teachers did not participate in formulating a hypothesis
for research but at least half did hypothesis testing as part of their experience. All
participated at least somewhat in research design, collecting data and made conclusions
based on evidence. It was found that teachers’ content knowledge increased as measured
by a content test given by their individual mentors. The authors also looked at how
teachers reflected on how to transfer their experience to their classroom. After their
summer experience, over half continued contact with their research mentor. Classroom
observations and interviews were conducted with selected participants during the next
year. Researchers found that teachers integrated their experience in different ways; one
teacher felt that she had tools and ability to enact an inquiry lab with her students, another
teacher reported increased confidence in doing science with her students. Teachers
reported personal growth as a science teacher and transmitting their excitement about
science to their students. They report that this type of professional development of
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teachers engaging in prolonged research activity was useful in promoting teacher change
towards more inquiry teaching. Teachers increased their content knowledge of certain
areas of study, which helped them frame questions and help students. They also found
that teachers had increased excitement for teaching science and resulted in prolonged
work by teachers in the study going to meetings and continuing to engage with
researchers. Classroom visits showed research and laboratory activities and student
excitement in the classroom. Overall the study found that the experience increased
teachers’ content knowledge, enthusiasm for science, and scientific dialogue.
Grove, Dixon, and Pop (2009) examined how an RET professional development
program affected thirteen teachers’ thoughts about science teaching practices. The
program was designed to encourage reflective planning in relation to teachers’
understandings of inquiry, science inquiry, and nature of science. The authors reported
that teachers increased in their positive and accurate statements concerning inquiry-based
learning addressed in the professional development program. In post program interviews,
participants said that they wanted to make changes to their teaching strategies to include
inquiry. Similar to other studies, changes to practice in their classroom were more subtle
than changes intended and expressed in interviews.
Blanchard, Southerland, and Granger (2009) investigated how a Research
Experience for Teachers (RET) experience changed four teachers’ conceptions of inquiry
and their use of questioning in inquiry. The specific RET experience used in the study
was designed to help participants think about inquiry as both a scientific endeavor and for
teaching science so that teachers developed pedagogical content knowledge for teaching
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inquiry. Unlike other RET programs, teachers worked through a science inquiry program
from start to finish instead of joining an ongoing lab; they started with observations and
worked towards testable questions and conducted a full study during their experience.
Along with the research experience teachers engaged in inquiry based instruction to
reflect on their experience so they could work through how to adapt their experience for
use in the classroom. The authors reported varied results in how teachers applied what
they learned from the program. One teacher applied her experience to the lesson she
designed specifically as a result of the program but did not intend to do use it throughout
the curriculum she taught. Another teacher made large shifts in her conception of
inquiry, going from the use of non-inquiry teaching to the use of questioning in her
classroom. The authors found all four teachers described inquiry in a way that aligned
with how the program viewed inquiry, by leading students, at the end of the program.
The data also showed that the teachers engaged students in investigations in a learnercentered way. The program helped teachers gain an understanding of science inquiry
though each implemented it in a different way and to different extent in the classroom.
The authors suggested that sustained teacher change following the RET requires
“teachers to rethink their practice at the deepest level, at the level of teachers’ beliefs and
values” (p. 34).
Golden, Southerland, and Saka (2009) explored teachers’ experiences and
outcomes of participating in science research experience within the theoretical frame of
the Teacher Centered Systemic Reform Model (TCSR). They investigated changes in
science teachers’ knowledge, beliefs and perceived teaching practices. One focus of the
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study was on teachers’ pedagogical discontentment (Feldman, 2000; Gess-Newsome,
Southerland, Johnston, & Woodbury, 2003; Southerland, Sowell, Granger, Kahveci, &
Saka, 2007). An underlying assumption of pedagogical discontentment is that for
teachers’ to be open to using reformed-based instructional practices, they must be
discontent with their current situation and ideas about teaching. For example, they may
have contextual dissatisfaction which refers to external aspects of their teaching including
lack of supplies, support and student characteristics, pedagogical dissatisfaction occurs
from a mismatch between a teacher’s beliefs, practices and goals and student learning
outcomes. To investigate teachers’ experiences, the authors explored the outcomes of
teachers in two RETs. The authors described key differences between the RETs; one was
more traditional in which teachers did research individually with faculty members in their
labs but also participated in daily discussions around pedagogical issues. The other was
described as non-traditional in which two scientists and a master teacher engaged the
group of teachers in research of participants’ own devising along with discussions about
inquiry and pedagogical concerns about inquiry. The different goals of the two RET
programs provided a context for exploring what teachers need to know and be able to do
to use inquiry effectively in their classrooms. Data for the study were collected in the
form of quantitative (Likert-scale) and qualitative surveys, observations, and interviews.
The findings showed that teachers who participated in the non-traditional RET program
had decreased pedagogical discontentment compared to the teachers in the traditional
RET program as measured by a pre post Likert-scale questionnaire. Additionally
teachers who participated in the traditional RET program did not increase their overall
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understanding of inquiry. Teachers who participated in the non-traditional RET gained a
more sophisticated understanding of inquiry in the classroom and more confidence in
their understanding of inquiry. Teachers who participated in the traditional RET reported
professional growth and being able to use aspects of their research in their classroom.
Some teachers in the traditional RET reported aspects of the program as not being helpful
in improving their understandings of inquiry although they did gain content knowledge.
Teachers in the traditional RET did report that their experience helped them
understanding “real world” science and increased their confidence in teaching science.
The authors suggested that facilitators of RETs need to be explicit in their outcome goals
for teacher participants and then use those goals to select teacher participants who will
get the most benefit from participation in each program. They concluded that engaging
teachers in science research does not necessarily lead to teachers utilizing inquiry
teaching methods but rather depends on a complex set of factors including the
participants’ goals, understanding of inquiry, and the context of the program that they
participated in.
These studies show that some programs, if crafted to address specific issues of
inquiry, can result in teachers’ increased understanding of inquiry in addition to
increasing teachers’ knowledge and confidence in science. So far there have been few
reported follow-up studies to investigate whether teachers retain their confidence, beliefs,
and intentions or what they are able to enact in their classrooms during the next year.
Additionally, only a few studies have followed participants after the program to observe
teachers and students in their classrooms after their research experience. Finally, several
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studies have been done to assess student outcomes as a result of teachers’ participation in
a research program with mixed results (Dubner et al, 2001; Silverstein, Dubner, Miller,
Glied, & Loike, 2009).
Sadler, Burgin, McKinney, and Ponjuan (2009) reviewed empirical studies of
apprenticeship programs for secondary students, undergraduate students, in-service and
pre-service teachers to investigate the overall trends of outcomes of apprenticeship
programs. Eleven of the studies reviewed involved research apprenticeship programs for
teachers and included both summer programs and pre-service courses. Across studies,
results were mixed with small, and sometimes no detectable, gains in varying aspects of
NOS, depending on the study and the data used to measure the conceptions of NOS.
Data sources varied from study to study and included Likert-scale surveys, open-ended
surveys, journal entries, observations and interviews. Three of the eleven reports showed
that teachers increased in their confidence to do and teach science. A commonality
across studies was participant satisfaction in their experience in which participants cited
many perceived benefits of their participation. In addition, another outcome of several of
the studies showed collaborations among teachers and between teachers and scientists,
which resulted in increased communication between teachers and their collaborators as
teachers planned instruction. In relation to goals of apprenticeship programs to change
teacher practices in the classroom, teachers in two studies reported changes in their
classroom to include more authentic science research and one study used classroom
observations and reported participant implementation of inquiry-based teaching. Other
studies reported difficulties that teacher participants had transferring their experience to
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their classrooms. Sadler, Burgin, McKinney, and Ponjuan (2009) summarized the
following trends for participations in the apprenticeship programs: minimal increases in
NOS learning, a reported increase in skills, fostering of collaborations among teachers
and with scientists, and mixed results of transformation of classroom practices. Much of
the data from the studies reviewed was self-reported by participants through interviews
and surveys. The authors cautioned researchers to attend to issues of reliability and
validity of instruments, especially when assessing changes in content knowledge,
conceptions of NOS, and intellectual development. They conceded that self reported data
was well suited to issues such as confidence. The authors call for more research on
apprenticeship programs with special attention to specific programmatic aspects that
affect participants’ experiences.

Conclusion and contribution of this study
In this chapter, I have reviewed the relevant literature relating to the evaluation of
science research experiences for teachers, research on assessing teachers’ understandings
of nature of science and scientific inquiry, research highlighting the varied enactments of
reformed science teaching, and current research of science research experiences for
teachers. Evaluations of programs look for gains in terms of specific goals of
stakeholders of these programs and may not capture all aspects important to teachers.
The present study was done specifically outside of the context of an evaluation in order to
allow teachers to express their goals and outcomes of participation, including a reflecting
of outcomes after they had returned to the classroom. Teachers were asked about their
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goals and outcomes in a non-structured open ended format generate a much richer data
set than would be feasible in an evaluation project in order to investigate what goals and
outcomes emerged regardless of whether it was a goal of the program. This information
was collected with along with outcomes related to understandings related to scientific
inquiry and nature of science as well as how teachers described teaching.
Overall there have been many positive findings related to outcomes for teacher who
participate in science research experiences, although the specifics of these outcomes have
been variable from study to study and thus from research program to research program.
The present study targeted three different research programs to explore ways in which
teacher outcomes were similar and different and how those related both to the program
and the teachers who participated. By using the same research methodology with all
three programs, it was possible to compare outcomes for teachers in each program and
make general statements for teachers across the three programs.
With regards to understandings outcomes related to scientific inquiry and nature
of science, this is one of few studies of science research experiences for teachers that
employed widely used open ended instruments to explore participants’ understandings of
scientific inquiry and nature of science. The value of these instruments included using
validated questions for exploring teachers’ understandings of scientific inquiry and nature
of science and as a way to detect changes in individual nature of science and scientific
inquiry aspects. This allowed nuanced data to be explored instead of looking for overall
significant differences in teachers’ understandings and allowed teachers to contextualize
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their answer in regards to the research that they were involved in during their research
experience.
Studies reviewed above reported that providing pre service teachers inquiry and
research experiences resulted in a greater understanding of inquiry and how to conduct
research with students. Fewer studies have been done specifically with in-service
teachers to explore these issues. Additionally, studies of how teachers enact inquiry have
shown there to be barriers to both teachers’ understandings and implementation of
inquiry even after a course or professional development. This study brings together both
of these issues by studying programs for in service teachers that explore both classroom
inquiry (to differing degrees described in chapter 3) and engage teachers in research
experiences. This study also explores how these experiences impact teachers’
descriptions of inquiry and how they are able to implement inquiry in their classroom.
This study contributes to the literature of science research programs for teachers
in several ways. The qualitative methodology of the surveys to explore teachers’
understandings of scientific inquiry and the nature of science and teachers’ descriptions
of teaching and inquiry in the classroom moves beyond previous studies that used forcedchoice, often Likert-scale, instruments with a focus on quantitative outcomes and varying
results limited to the overall categorization of teachers’ knowledge and beliefs.
Additionally, this study explores outcomes related to changes in teachers’ understandings
of nature of science and scientific inquiry as well as descriptions of teaching and inquiry,
as well as investigating what teachers valued about their research experience in the same
study across three different research programs offered by three different institutions. The
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context of the study, methodology, data collection, and analysis are described in chapter
3.
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CHAPTER 3: METHODS
Overview
The purpose of this chapter is to describe the methods, including context, data
sources and analysis, employed in this study. Participants in three different science
research programs for teachers were investigated. The purpose of the study was to
investigate the impact of participation in one of these programs on teachers’
understandings of inquiry, on their thinking about science teaching, and on the personal
and professional value they saw in research experiences. The study consisted of two
episodes of data collection, the first of which was conducted before, during, and after the
summer research programs. The second round of data collection was completed during
the spring, from seven to nine months after the end of each of the science research
programs. Data were collected in the form of surveys, individual and focus group
interviews, program observations, and program document and participant artifact
inspections. The analysis of these data was used to answer the following research
questions.
1. How are teacher research experiences connected to changes in teachers’
understanding of scientific inquiry and nature of science?
2. How are teacher research experiences connected to changes in teachers’
descriptions of effective science teaching and how they describe their teaching
experiences?
3. What do teachers value, personally and professionally, about teacher science
research experiences?
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The chapter is organized as follows: study timeline, positionality, the context of the
different programs and a comparison between them, overview of the data sources and
instruments, changes made to data collection as necessitated by the circumstances of the
field experiences, and finally a description of data analysis for each research question.

Study Timeline
The study was proposed and approved by the dissertation committee in the Fall of
2007. Three science research programs for teachers were selected in the Spring of 2008
based on their reputation and their proximity and accessibility for me as the researcher.
The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board in May of 2008 (documents
relating to Human Subjects can be found in Appendix A). These programs, two
astronomy and one biology research programs for teachers, are discussed in detail below.
Data collection occurred during the Summer of 2008 and Spring of 2009. Initial analysis
occurred during the Fall of 2008 and was completed in the Summer and Fall of 2009.

Researcher Positionality
This study relied on qualitative data in that I, as the researcher, collected and
analyzed. In each of these programs, I was present as an observer participant. For both
astronomy programs I was present for the entirety of the programs. For the biology
program, I was only present at the conclusion of the program. In each case, I was
identified as both a researcher collecting data for my dissertation and as an external
evaluator collecting data for the program. Data collected specifically for this study were
designated as such and distinguished from evaluation data at each data collection time.
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Program participants were made aware that they did not have to consent to participate in
this research study.
My initial interest in this study stemmed from my past experience facilitating
similar science research programs for teachers. At the time of the study, I had over ten
years experience teaching outdoor education and informal science courses including
observational astronomy, telescope observing, and field biology. I had twelve years of
experience using telescopes and running telescope programs and eight years teaching
science courses for teachers. Additionally, I had experience instructing college
astronomy for teachers and introductory college biology. I hold an undergraduate degree
in molecular, cellular, and developmental biology. My background and experiences
helped me develop rapport with both facilitators and teacher participants because we had
a common language and set of experiences.

Research Context
The context for the study included three science research programs for teachers
run by three different institutions; the University of Arizona in Tucson, Arizona; the
Chaco Educator Institute in Chaco Canyon, New Mexico; and the National Optical
Astronomy Observatory in Tucson, Arizona. These three institutions were chosen
because of their reputation for providing quality professional development for teachers,
their commitment to providing quality science programs for teachers, and for having
programs that were successfully advertised and well-attended. Additionally, organizers
from all three programs had indicated a strong interest in the research and the findings,
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which facilitated my access to program participants. As a result of my presence, I was
asked to act as an external evaluator for each of the programs and collected additional
data for the evaluation of the program separate from the data for this study. The three
programs are discussed below.
Chaco Educator Institute in Astronomy
The Chaco Educator Institute in Astronomy (Chaco) was a one-week field-based
workshop and research experience for educators and included both formal teachers and
informal educators. It took place in Chaco Culture National Historic Park in Chaco
Canyon, New Mexico and included both hands-on field experience and classroom
activities and tangible resources to help improve teachers’ astronomy, earth science, and
cultural astronomy instruction. Participants worked alongside research scientists both in
the field, during the classroom discussions and lab work. The stated goals of the program
were to engage science educators in authentic science experiences to help them better
understand how science works and how to engage students in science exploration
(Morrow, 2008). Twenty formal and informal teachers were selected by the program to
participate based on an online application. Seventeen educators were present and
participated in the full program in Chaco Canyon. Throughout the week participants
engaged in astronomy activities geared toward K-12 classrooms presented by
professional astronomy educators, participated in short research experiences related to
archaeoastronomy, and completed a several day research experience in Chaco
investigating archeological sites with a research mentor. The conclusion of the research
project included a final presentation of results and a presentation of how each teacher
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would use their experience in the following year. Educators received a small stipend for
their participation and had the option of receiving continuing education college credit
from Western State College, Colorado.
Arizona Science Teacher Advancement and Research Training Program
The Arizona Science Teacher Advancement and Research Training Program (AZSTART), was an ongoing program run by the University of Arizona in collaboration with
Arizona’s universities, community colleges, and other public and private research
enterprises. The program was started in 2007 funded by Science Foundation Arizona and
consisted of both online and on-site biology courses as well as paid research internships
in labs and fields sites throughout the state of Arizona. Seventeen teachers were selected
to participate in the Tucson-based program through an online application. Due to the
location of their mentors and research sites, not all teachers were present in Tucson at any
one time. The stated goals of the program were to “to update, refresh, and rejuvenate
biology teachers, providing them with quality experiences that build their strengths as
science teachers,” (http://www.biochem.arizona.edu/AZ-START/index.htm, 2008). Most
teachers attended a one-week training session at the University of Arizona at the
beginning of the summer to prepare them for their research experience. Teachers then
conducted lab or field research in various locations throughout the state of Arizona with a
research mentor or mentor team for up to eight weeks. Throughout the summer teachers
participated in various activities including colloquia and professional research lunch
presentations at the University of Arizona in Tucson. Teachers returned to the University
of Arizona at the end of the summer to present their results at a group poster session.
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Teachers received stipends to help cover their travel expenses as well as a supplemental
summer salary during their research experience.
Astronomy Research Based Science Education
The Astronomy Research Based Science Education (A-RBSE) workshop,
formerly Teacher Leaders in Research Based Science Education (TL-RBSE), was a
program run by the National Optical Astronomy Observatory (NOAO). It was originally
funded by a grant from the National Science Foundation (NSF) and had been an ongoing
yearly program for teachers for the past ten years. It was “designed to help [teachers]
become master science teacher[s] in research-based science education”
(http://www.noao.edu/outreach/tlrbse/about.html, 2008). The program was open to high
school teachers who had been teaching science for at least five years, were interested in
doing authentic astronomical research with their students, and committed to doing
astronomical research with their classes for at least two years after their participation in
the program. Participation in the program was decided through a competitive application
process based on commitment to research in the classroom and potential for personal and
professional growth. Nineteen teachers from across the United States were chosen to join
the program and seventeen teachers participated in the Tucson and Kitt Peak ten-day
workshop and research experience. In the year of this study, the program included a onesemester online course that covered astronomical imaging, spectroscopy and topics
related to future work that was to be done in residence, a ten-day workshop at the
National Observatory on Kitt Peak, Arizona including four nights of observation with
research-grade telescopes alongside professional astronomers, and future opportunities to
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bring students to do astronomical research at the National Observatory on Kitt Peak.
Throughout the ten-day workshop, teachers worked on a group research project (solar,
variable stars, open star clusters, and active galactic nuclei), which included collecting
data on Kitt Peak using professional, research-grade telescopes, analyzing and presenting
their data, and participating in formal discussions about how to integrate their experience
into their classrooms. Teachers received small stipends as part of the program that
covered their travel, and room and board in Arizona.

Comparison of programs
Despite differences in topics, all three programs included research experiences for
teachers alongside practicing scientists and included a research inquiry project for
teachers. Although the AZ-START and A-RBSE programs provided participants
additional online coursework, the on-site research experience was the portion of the
program where teachers engaged in research and is what is referred to as “the program”
in the results of this study. Both the Chaco and A-RBSE programs consisted of group
research projects in which the overall research topics were decided by the faculty and
research questions were decided by the research teams, made up of teachers and faculty.
The specific methodology and protocols of the research projects were collaborative and
informed by the extensive experience of the faculty in their respective research areas.
The AZ-START program consisted of teachers working mostly individually in
established biology labs, a combination of university campus labs, national labs, and field
sites throughout the state of Arizona. As such, each AZ-START teacher was able to
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focus on a different topic related to current biological research. In each case, topics and
questions were either determined by the faculty or research mentors or the teacher
participants, depending on the specific situation.
All three programs had goals for teachers to specifically improve an aspect of
their teaching. Each program aimed to provide updated content knowledge for teachers
as well as specific lab or field techniques with the overall goal of increasing teachers’
knowledge about how science is done. Additionally, all three programs provided
curricular products for use with students.
Research topics for the Astronomy RBSE program were chosen because they lent
themselves to classroom research (research which students engage in) due to the
availability of astronomical data sets and data analysis tools that could be used by middle
and high school students. The A-RBSE program projects were designed specifically for
use in the classroom and projects were developed and demonstrated as models for what
participants would be able to do with their students in the classroom the following year.
Additionally teachers were provided resources to help their students conduct
astronomical research either at their home institution or to apply to come collect data at
the National Observatory on Kitt Peak.
The Chaco Educator Institute research topics were chosen by the program
facilitators as being interesting and engaging for teachers. The AZ-START program
research topics were chosen by research mentors as they applied to the mentors’ research,
although teachers had some choice about which lab they would like to apply to. Though
not necessarily directly applicable to the classroom, the knowledge about science
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research gained from the programs would be integrated into their teaching. Both
programs provided classroom curriculum based on their respective topics that were
applicable to the classroom in addition to the research experience. Table 1 below shows
a summary of the three programs discussed above.
Table 1: Comparison of summer research programs
Program
Costs covered?
Future research
with students
Provide specific
curriculum

Chaco Educator Institute
Yes
Not specified

AZSTART
Yes
Not specified

Astronomy RBSE
Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Overview of Data Collection
The study employed a qualitative methodology for data collection and analysis.
Qualitative methods were used for this study for several reasons. Overall, I was
interested in understanding both the contextual nature and individual stories of
participants’ experiences and did not feel that existing quantitative instruments were able
to help me understand this. Previous studies used Likert-scale surveys to give numeric
values to teachers’ attitudes towards science, beliefs about reformed science teaching
(including inquiry), and intentions to use what they have learned from the program
(Buck, 2003; Govett, 2001; Hemler, 1997; Jarrett & Burnley, 2003). This research has
mixed findings either because participants began high on the scales or because the
instruments could not detect significant numerical difference. I was more interested in
collecting participants’ own words about their understandings and perception so that I
could make sense of changes in attitudes, beliefs and understandings. As a result, I
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adapted existing instruments exploring participants’ views of the nature of science and
scientific inquiry that were open-ended and qualitative in nature and, thus, provided
holistic views, and not numeric values, of participants’ understandings (Lederman, AbdEl-Khalick, Bell & Schwartz, 2002; Schwartz, 2004). Data were collected in the form of
participants’ written words, spoken words, and researcher’s observations.
Timeline of Data Collection
The following table outlines the timeline for each of the research programs.
Table 2: Timeline of summer research programs
Program
Chaco Educator Institute
AZ-START
A-RBSE

Program Start
June 6, 2008
June 6, 2008
June 16, 2008

Program End
June 13, 2008
August 8, 2008
June 28, 2008

I was able to collect most data in person from each program. Due to the overlap
in program beginning and the remote location of the Chaco Educator Institute, I collected
pre data in person from the Chaco Educator Institute and a research associate collected
pre data in person from the AZ-START program. The pre program data was collected on
the first day of each program. Additionally, due to the AZ-START program ending
logistics, both myself and two research associates collected data through the focus group
interviews in the one hour allotted for focus group interviews. Written data for all three
programs were collected three times; in person before the program with pre-program
surveys, in person directly after the program with post-program surveys, and through
email a semester after the program had ended with follow-up surveys. Spoken data were
collected in the form of informal conversations, staff meetings, participant presentations,
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semi-structured personal interviews, and focus groups. The kind and amount of spoken
data collected from each program were different in both type and amount and was based
on logistics of the program and access to participants. Research observations included
program observations, presentations, and artifact analysis including participant program
products, such as research posters and Power Points presentations, as well as program
promotional and instructional materials. Figure 1 gives an overview of the data collection
and analysis for each of the three programs discussed below.
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Chaco

AZ‐START

A‐RBSE

Pre Surveys

Pre Surveys

Pre Surveys

(June 2008)

(June 2008)

(June 2008)

Program
Observations

Poster Session
Observations

Program Observations

June (2008)

(August 2008)

Informal interivews
and faculty focus
group

Focus groups at end of
program

Individual interviews
with teachers and
facilitators

(June 2008)

(August 2008)

(June 2008)

Follow‐Up Surveys

Follow‐Up Surveys

Follow‐Up Surveys

(June 2008)

(August 2008)

(June 2008)

Data analysis

Data analysis

Data analysis

(Fall 2008)

(Fall 2008)

(Fall 2008)

Follow‐Up Individual
Interviews

Follow‐Up Individual
Interviews

Follow‐Up Individual
Interview

(Spring 2009)

(Spring 2009)

(Spring 2009)

Data analysis

Data analysis

Data analysis

(Summer/Fall 2009)

(Summer/Fall 2009)

(Summer/Fall 2009)

June (2008)

Figure 1: Overview of data collection and analysis for each program
Participants
Participants in the study were teachers (both formal and informal educators) and
facilitators who participated in any of the science research programs included in the
study. Program participants were recruited for participation in the study in person at the
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beginning of each program. A total of 58 program participants consented to participate in
the study; 43 teacher participants and 15 facilitators. Overall, 84% of all the teachers
who participated in the three summer research programs consented to participate in this
research study. The breakdown of participants who both participated in the summer
research programs and who consented to participate in the study can be seen in Table 3
below. All of the onsite facilitators who worked with teacher participants during the
Chaco and A-RBSE programs consented to be a part of the study. Two facilitators who
worked with the teachers during the AZ-START program consented for participation.
Individual scientists from the AZ-START program who hosted teachers in their labs and
field sites were not recruited for this study.
Table 3: Breakdown of participants in each program and who consented to be a
part of the study.
Program

Chaco

Teachers who
participated in
research program
17

Teachers who
consented for study
14

AZ-START

17

12

A-RBSE

17

17
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Table 4: Demographic Breakdown of participants in each research program by type and
level of institution

High School Teacher

CHACO

AZ-START

A-RBSE

(n = 14)

(n = 12)

(n = 17)

4*

6

15

(1 principal)
Middle School Teacher

4*

5

2

Elementary Teacher

1

1

0

Informal

5

0

0

Public

9

12

14

(4 Charter)
Private

0

0

3

*all teachers were science teachers except 1 HS and 2 MS teachers in Chaco who taught
math
Table 4 summarizes the level and type of educators in the sample. All teacher
participants in the Chaco Educator Institute worked at an educational institution within
ten hours drive of Chaco Canyon National Historical Park, which was part of the
selection criteria. Of the eight formal teachers, two were math teachers, one was a social
studies teacher, and the other five were science teachers. In addition, all five of the
informal educators taught science, although many of them also taught additional subjects
such as culture or outdoor education, and worked at a science museum, library, or
outdoor science/nature center. All teacher participants in the AZ-START program were
formal science teachers who taught at public schools in the state of Arizona. Of the
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seventeen teachers who participated in the Astronomy RBSE program, four of the high
school teachers also indicated that they taught courses at the college level.
Table 5: Demographic Breakdown of participants in each research program by academic
background and teaching experience
CHACO

AZ-START

A-RBSE

(n = 14)

(n = 12)

(n = 17)

Undergraduate degree
in science

6

10

17

Undergraduate degree
in education

3

1

1

Graduate Degree in
science

1

1

8 (2 PhDs)

Graduate degree in
education

6

5

6

Trained or worked in
professional science
(outside of degree)

5

2

8

Previous science
workshops

10

12

17

Previous research
experience for teachers

1

1

7

Years
teaching

<5

3

5

1

5 - 10

4

3

1

11 - 20

3

3

8

>20

4

1

6

For participants in the Chaco program, the number of years of teaching
experience ranged from one to over thirty years. Additionally, one teacher indicated that
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she was trained as a formal scientist. For participants in the AZ-START program, the
number of years of teaching experience ranged from one to twenty-four years. Several of
the teacher participants in the program were also working on their master’s degree in
science as part of their participation. Two of the teachers reported having professional
research experience prior to their participation in the program and three others indicated
that they had conducted research either as part of their undergraduate or graduate
education. Participants in the RBSE program had the most overall teaching experience,
past experience with special research programs for teachers (7), graduate research
experience in science (8), and past careers in science research (8).
Of the fifteen facilitators that consented to participate in the study, nine were
involved in the Chaco Educator Institute, one was involved in the AZ-START program,
and five were involved in the A-RBSE program.

Data collected from participants
Data collected from teacher participants were varied; all participants in the study
completed at least one written survey and many completed all three (pre, post, and
follow-up program surveys). I was able to observe many of the participants during their
research program and conducted interviews with a selected group of those involved in the
study, depending on access and time available. This highly variable nature of data
collection was due to the field aspect of the programs, logistic pressures of the programs,
and participants’ willingness to participate in different parts of the study. Data collection
from facilitators involved one to two interviews and observations of staff meetings and
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program instruction. These data were used to help sketch the profiles of the programs in
chapter 3 and helped inform the comparison between the programs in chapters 4, 5, 6 and
7.

Data sources by program
Data Collection for Chaco Educator Institute
The Chaco Educator Institute was the first program where the researcher collected
data on site. The total number of surveys returned can be seen in Table 6. Pre surveys
were administered during the first day of the program. The return rate of the pre Science
Inquiry Surveys and pre Science Teacher Surveys was low due to time constraints.
Participants indicated that they had hoped to complete more but were too busy and too
tired to do so. More post surveys were returned due to the streamlining of written
surveys described in the data instruments section below. Due to the tight schedule of the
institute no formal interviews were permitted during the program on-site and so only
informal conversations and participant final presentations were used as sources of spoken
data. Two participants were interviewed in depth through a phone interview about their
experience during the Spring of 2009.
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Table 6: Overview of Chaco Data Collection
Survey
Pre Science
Inquiry Survey
Pre Science
Teaching Survey
Post Program
Survey
Program
Presentation
Follow-Up
Program Survey
Follow-Up
Interview

Date
Collected
June 2008

Appendix
B.1

Number
Collected
12

Percent of
Participants
85.7%

June 2008

B.2

11

78.6%

June 2008

C.1

14

100%

June 2008

-

14

100%

Spring 2009

E.1

8

57.1%

Spring 2009

F.4

2

14.3%

Data Collection for AZ-START Program
The total number of surveys returned from AZ-START participants can be seen in
Table 7. The Follow-Up Program Survey return had the lowest rate of response of the
three programs. To gain more post program responses, participants were solicited to
participate in follow up interviews. An additional participant agreed to post interviews
instead of completing a follow-up survey. Twelve participants took part in four focus
group interviews directly after the program completion. Additionally, two participants
were interviewed in depth about their experience during the Spring of 2009.
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Table 7: Overview of AZ-START Data Collection
Survey

Date Collected

Appendix

Pre Science Inquiry
June 2008
B.3
Survey
Pre Science Teaching
June 2008
B.4
Survey
Post Program Survey
August 2008
C.2
Focus Group
August 2008
F.2
Interviews
Research Poster
August 2008
Session
Follow-Up Program
Spring 2009
E.2
Survey
Follow-Up Interview
Spring 2009
F.4
* 1 survey was completed by phone

Number
Collected
10

Percent of
Participants
83.3%

10

83.3%

11
11

91.6%
91.6%

12

100%

5*

41.6%

2

16.7%

Data Collection for the Astronomy RBSE Program
Data collection from the A-RBSE program was the most complete as the
researcher was present for the entire program, had streamlined the data collection, and
there was more downtime structured into the program for participants. The total number
of surveys returned can be seen in Table 8. Complete matched sets of pre and post
surveys were returned and over three quarters of participants returned follow up surveys.
Twelve participants participated in semi-structured interviews during the summer
program, and two participants were interviewed in depth about their experience during
the Spring of 2009.
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Table 8: Overview of A-RBSE Data Collection
Survey

Date Collected

Appendix
B.5
C.3
F.1
E.3

Number
Collected
17
17
12
17
13

Percent of
Participants
100%
100%
70.1%
100%
76.5%

Pre Program Survey
Post Program Survey
Individual Interview
Research Presentations
Follow-Up Program
Survey
Follow-Up Interview

June 2008
August 2008
August 2008
August 2008
Spring 2009
Spring 2009

F.4

2

11.8%

Of the 43 teacher participants in the overall study, completion of the written
surveys was quite high ranging from 100% return on-site from the A-RBSE participants
to 29.4% return over email and by phone for the follow-up survey from the AZ-START
participants. The amount of data from each participant was variable and ranged from a
single survey and observations to three surveys, two interviews and observations.
Twenty-five teachers completed surveys and/or interviews at three different times so that
multiple cases could be constructed. The individual surveys returned helped to fill in the
overall picture of the teachers’ experience and add corroboration to the more complete
sets of data.

Data Instruments
How data was used to inform research questions
The different data sources used to answer the research questions are outlined in
Table 9. The logistics and purpose of each data source are discussed in the following
sections.
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Table 9: Outline of how data was used to answer research questions
Research Question
How are teacher research
experiences connected to
changes in teachers’
understanding of scientific
inquiry and nature of science?

Data Source
Pre and Post Science
Inquiry Survey

How are teacher research
experiences connected to
changes in teachers’
descriptions of effective science
teaching and how they describe
their teaching experiences?

Pre, Post, and
Follow Up Surveys
Interviews
Focus Groups

What do teachers value,
personally and professionally,
about teacher science research
experiences?

Pre, Post, and
Follow Up Surveys,
Interviews, Focus
Groups

Justification
Used to detect changes in
understandings of aspects of
nature of science and
scientific inquiry as a result
of their participation in the
research program.
Used to detect changes in
descriptions about science
teaching as a result of their
participation in the research
program.
Multiple methods to assess
what teachers consider
valuable about programs.

Science Inquiry Survey
The Science Inquiry Survey was an open-ended written survey and was
administered pre and post program as a holistic measure of participants’ understandings
of scientific inquiry and nature of science. It was a shortened version compiled from the
Views of Nature of Science (VNOS) form C (Lederman, Abd-El-Khalick, Bell, &
Schwartz, 2002), and the Views of Scientific Inquiry (VOSI-Sci) (Schwartz, 2004;
Schwartz, Lederman, & Taylor, 2001; Schwartz, Lederman, & Lederman, 2008). Both
the VNOS and VOSI instruments are used to assess participants’ understandings of the
nature of science and scientific inquiry and have been used both individually as well as
together in previous studies (Schwartz, 2004; Slack, 2007). There is no one-to-one nature
of science/science inquiry aspect to question relationship but rather the instruments are
used to assess participants’ understandings of target aspects of scientific inquiry and
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nature of science. For this study, several questions from each instrument were used. Due
to the field nature of data collection, it was not possible to use either full instrument or
both instruments in their full length as each instrument takes thirty minutes to an hour to
complete and participants in this study did not have the time to fill out full versions. The
questions were selected purposefully in two ways; broad aspects of nature of science and
scientific inquiry (what is science, what is science inquiry, what is the purpose of science
inquiry) as well as aspects that may be targeted during the research program (the role of
scientific experiments, multiple methods of doing science, the tentative nature of science,
and the role of anomalies in research). The survey was used in a pre/post manner to look
for change in teachers’ understandings as a result of their participation in the program
with one additional question on the post survey about the justification of scientific claims.
The pre survey version can be found in Appendices B.1, B.3, and B.5 (corresponding to
the versions used by the three programs) and the post survey version can be found in
Appendices C.1-C.3.
Science Teaching Survey
The Science Teaching Survey was developed to examine teachers’ perceptions
about their teaching. The survey was developed by my dissertation committee and me,
iterated with other science education researchers and College of Education Faculty, and
informed by previous work on science teacher beliefs about reformed science teaching
(Johnson & McClure, 2004; Lumpe, Haney, & Czerniak, 2000). The survey consisted of
open-ended questions that asked teachers about their understandings of science teaching
and their specific classroom circumstances. Teachers were asked to describe a typical
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lesson, an ideal lesson, the purpose of inquiry in a classroom and what they wanted their
students to know about science. In addition to questions relating to teaching, participants
were asked about why they chose to participate in the program and what they hoped to
gain from their experience on the pre program survey. On the post survey participants
were asked about what they gained from the experience and how they thought the
program would impact their teaching. The survey was used in a pre post manner to look
for change as a result of teachers’ participation in the research program. The pre survey
version can be found in Appendices B.2, B.4 and B.5 (corresponding to the different
versions used by the different programs) and the post survey version can be found in
Appendices C.1- C.3.
An open-ended format was chosen instead of a Likert-scale survey for three
reasons: the total number of participants was relatively low and there was the possibility
that the teachers that were selected for the program would show high scores on such
instruments based on the selection criteria for the program (ceiling effects). These two
effects would have negatively impacted any statistical analysis that could be performed.
The third reason was that an open-ended survey would yield more contextualized and
specific data than a Likert-scale survey would do.
Demographic Survey
The Demographic Survey was used to gain background information about the
teacher participants, specifically how long they had been teaching, what topics they
taught and what their personal educational background was. The instrument was
developed by me and my committee and was based on other demographic surveys. The
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information was used to better inform the researcher during interviews and in analyzing
survey answers. The Demographic Survey can be found in Appendix D.
Follow-Up Program Survey
The Follow-Up Program Survey, administered in the Spring of 2009 via email,
was created through analysis of the pre and post surveys, as well as interview and focus
group transcripts collected during the research program. As the data were analyzed,
themes arose as to the value of the program for the teacher participants as well as how
they hoped the program would contribute to them personally or professionally in the
coming year. These themes were used to construct questions for the Follow-Up Program
Survey. The survey was made up of two parts; the first was designed to be open-ended
and asked teachers about the value of the program and how it affected their teaching.
The second part was a set of guided open-ended questions probing the same ideas as the
first section but asking targeted questions about things that had emerged in early coding
such as increased confidence and credibility in doing science and in teaching science.
The Follow-Up Program Survey for each program can be found in Appendices E.1 – E.3.
Semi-structured individual interviews during research program
Individual semi-structured interviews with teacher participants were used when
there was time and access to participants during the program. Each of these was audio
recorded. Teacher participants were asked about why they chose to participate in the
program, their philosophy of science teaching, their views of scientific inquiry related to
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their responses on the Science Inquiry Survey, and about aspects of their research
program. The interview protocol can be found in Appendix F.1.
Semi-structured focus group interviews after program
Semi structured focus group interviews were used with the Chaco Educator
Institute facilitators and AZ-START teacher participants. Focus groups were used as a
more efficient use of data collection as the participants needed to leave once the program
was completed. No focus groups were conducted with the A-RBSE program as
participants were available for individual interviews and a focus group was not feasible
due to logistics. The focus group protocol for the facilitators on the Chaco Educator
Institute program can be found in Appendix F.3. Facilitator participants were based on
which facilitators were still present at the completion of the program. The focus group
protocol for the AZ-START teacher participants can be found in Appendix F.2. Four
focus groups were conducted for the AZ-START program and included all teacher
participants who were still present at the end of the program. The focus group for the
AZ-START participants was also used for the formal evaluation of the program and thus
questions asked were decided by the program and do not necessarily match the questions
asked in individual interviews with other study participants.
Follow-up semi-structured individual interviews
Six participants, two from each summer research program, were selected for followup phone interviews. Participants were selected based on their availability and
willingness to be interviewed as well as their enthusiasm for both the research experience
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and implementing program elements during the school year. Participants were chosen
based on these criteria because I was interested in investigating explicit implementation
of program elements as described by teachers. For example, I was interested in finding
out what teachers actually implemented when they indicated that they were going to use
many parts of the program in their classroom. These participants were interviewed over
the phone during the Spring of 2009. Participants were asked to reflect on their research
experience, how their teaching changed in the year after they participated in the research
program and asked about specific answers they had given on the pre, post and follow up
surveys. An example interview protocol can be found in Appendix F.4.

Changes in instrumentation and data collection
Data collection from the Chaco Educator Institute resulted in a change to all data
collection instruments. Both the Chaco Educator Institute and AZ-START programs
begin the same week and thus both used the same pre surveys that included separate
Science Inquiry and Science Teaching pre surveys (Appendices B.1 – B.4). Based on
feedback from the Chaco participants, the two surveys were combined and shortened for
use in the Chaco Educator Institute Post Survey (Appendix C.1). Based on the feedback
on the post survey the A-RBSE instruments were streamlined even more. The pre survey
for the A-RBSE program was a combination of the Science Inquiry and Science Teaching
Survey (Appendix B.5). The post survey asked participants to reflect on their previous
answers from the pre survey instead of writing their answers all over again. This change
resulted in much more efficient data collection and less frustration of the participants at
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the end of the program. The reflection on the pre survey was used for the post survey for
the AZ-START program as well.

Analysis
All written surveys were transcribed by the researcher verbatim for analysis.
Interview and focus groups were audio recorded, when permitted by the participants, and
transcribed by the researcher verbatim for analysis. Surveys in which participants
reflected on earlier answers were color coded so the researcher could easily distinguish
between pre and post answers for analysis. Each transcript was coded individually for
each research question. Analysis of pre and post surveys as well as interviews informed
the creation of the Follow-up Surveys and Follow-Up interview protocols. Coding is
discussed in detail below by each research question. Coding and analysis of data for this
study was informed by Miles and Huberman (2004). Initial descriptive codes were
created for each question or sub-question by reading through all of the survey and
interview transcripts and creating a list of concepts that were indentified. The initial list
was compared to existing literature on the topic and an updated list of codes was created.
The new list was used to read through the transcripts to refine the list iteratively until a
finalized list was completed. These codes were categorized into interpretive codes
relying on previous literature, if appropriate, until a full list of interpretive codes was
articulated. Interpretive codes were then code checked by at least one other educational
researcher who used them to code a section of transcripts to check for coding reliability.
Analysis for each research question is described in detail below.
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Research question 1
How are teacher research experiences connected to changes in teachers’ understanding
of scientific inquiry and nature of science?
Analysis of teachers’ understandings related to the first research question was
conducted for all participants who completed at least one Science Inquiry Survey, either
pre or post program, resulting in a total of forty-three teacher participants; fourteen
participants in the Chaco program, twelve participants in the AZ-START program, and
seventeen participants in the A-RBSE program. Analysis for possible change in beliefs
was conducted only for participants who completed both a pre and post survey relating to
the Science Inquiry questions, a total of thirty-eight sets across the three research
programs; twelve participants in the Chaco program, nine participants in the AZ-START
program, and seventeen participants in the A-RBSE program.
Initial descriptive codes were developed by reading participants’ survey
responses. This code sheet was revised by both reading participants’ responses and by
drawing on existing studies with published analyses of participants’ views of the nature
of science and views of scientific inquiry (Lederman, Abd-El-Khalick, Bell, & Schwartz,
2002; Schwartz, 2004). The pre and post surveys resulted in eighty-four descriptive
codes, which can be found in Appendix G.1 along with examples from participants’
responses. These codes were then collapsed into thirty-three interpretive categories and
compared to categories described in the literature. Each of these were then binned into
four overall categories (descriptive, learning, informed, naïve) based on the overall
category of response. These codes were then aligned with previously reported code
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sheets of target NOS/SI aspects. An example is shown below in Table 10. The
interpretive code sheet can be found in Appendix G.2.
Table 10: Example of Scientific Inquiry code sheet
Link to
Previous
Work
Target
NOS/SI
Aspect

Categorization Interpretive
Category

Descriptive
Code

Example from
Participants

Descriptive

Observe
World

Science is the
observation of
the world
Science is a
subject that does
not depend on
perspective

Empirical
Naïve
NOS
(VNOS),
Subjectivity
(VOSI)
Tentative
More
NOS
Informed
(VNOS,
VOSI)

Learning

General
Descriptive

Objective/Truth Objective

Tentative

Science
Learning

Changeable
based on
new
evidence

It is rare as a
discipline in that
it accepts the
Laws may
change as new
evidence is
presented
Opportunity Opportunity for
for
discovery/allows
Discovery
students to
discover
answers on their
own

This code sheet was used to develop a final code sheet of target NOS/SI aspects.
Once the code sheet was developed, each pre and post survey was coded according to the
target NOS/SI categories. Each survey was coded independently by me and another
science education researcher. The resulting categorizations were compared for
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consistency and several discrepancies were resolved, most often by categorizing an
answer as descriptive because it was too generic.
For the Chaco program participants, pre and post responses were compared by
researchers to determine changes from the pre to post responses. Participants in both the
AZ-START and A-RBSE programs reflected on their own answers and made changes to
their pre answers if they felt it was appropriate. All pre and post responses were
combined into one document and color-coded to distinguish pre from post responses for
analysis. Changes to participants’ answers from pre to post were documented and a
profile was developed for each participant including their pre, post, and any changes
detected in understandings relating to science inquiry and nature of science. In addition
to the analysis of the written responses, if an interview was completed with a participant,
transcripts were analyzed using the same codes developed for the written responses. The
interview transcripts were compared to participants’ written responses to confirm or alter
participants’ profiles. All of the information was used to designate a categorization of
each participant’s views of the targeted aspects of scientific inquiry and nature of science.
When available, interview transcripts were used to help determine if a participant
reflected further on their initial survey responses. Interview transcripts usually gave
more information about a participant’s view of science in which examples were used and
thus could be used to either support the written response or help interpret it in a different
way.
The targeted NOS/SI aspects, based on previous literature (Lederman, Abd-ElKhalick, Bell, & Schwartz, 2002; Schwartz & Lederman, 2008), included the myth of the
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scientific method, multiple ways to conduct scientific investigations, multiple purposes of
scientific inquiry, the empirical nature and justification of science, the empirical absolute
versus tentative nature of science, the roles of anomalous data, the sociocultural nature of
science, and the use of creativity in science.
The target “myth of the scientific method” refers to the fact that there is no one
“scientific method” that all scientists follow to conduct investigations. Participants were
categorized as holding naïve views if they referred to a single scientific method, an
algorithmic way of doing science, and a step by step process to do science. Participants
were categorized as holding informed views for this target aspect if they discussed
multiple ways of gathering evidence and answering scientific questions. A related
targeted aspect was that of “multiple ways to conduct scientific investigations”.
Participants were categorized as holding naïve views if they talked about experiments
being the only way to gather data in scientific investigations and were categorized as
holding informed views of this target aspect if they talked about other ways to gather data
including modeling and observations. The target “multiple purposes of scientific
inquiry” refers to the idea that scientists choose to pursue scientific investigations from
multiple kinds of questions that serve multiple purposes including their own curiosity,
solving problems, and helping society. Participants were categorized as holding naïve
views if talked about a single purpose of scientific investigations and categorized as
holding informed views if they talked about multiple purposes of scientific investigations
driven by questions, problems and curiosity. The target “empirical nature and
justification of science” refers to how science is based on evidence and how science is
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justified. Participants were categorized as holding naïve views if they discussed the
objective nature of science that leads to the same conclusion with the same evidence.
Participants were categorized as holding informed views if they discussed how science is
based on previous work, the use of logic and systematic investigations that support
scientific claims, the predictive nature of science models, the reproducible aspects and
how evidence may be interpreted in multiple ways. The related target “empirical absolute
versus tentative nature of science” refers to the idea that science is not absolute, that it
cannot prove facts or find truths but that it is about supporting ideas and is open to
change with new evidence. Participants were categorized as holding naïve views if they
talked about science proving facts and the absolute unchanging nature of science. They
were categorized as holding informed views if they discussed how ideas are subject to
change with new evidence. The target “roles of anomalous data” refers to how
anomalous data is identified and handled in science. Participants were categorized as
holding naïve views if they discussed the roles of anomalies solely as mistakes and were
categorized as holding informed views if they talked about how anomalies may lead to
new information or cause a model to be re-evaluated. The target “sociocultural nature of
science” refers to the subjective nature of science and how it is influenced by the culture
and society in which it is conducted. Although this was not a primary target aspect for
the survey, participants’ responses did address this aspect and were coded. Participants
were categorized as holding naïve views if they referred to science as being totally
objective and not influenced by those who conduct it. Participants were categorized as
holding informed views if they talked about how science is culturally influenced. The
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target “use of creativity in science” refers to the role of creativity in all aspects of
scientific investigations. Although this was not a primary target aspect of the survey,
several responses addressed it. Participants were categorized as holding naïve views if
they expressed the lack of creativity in any aspect of science. Participants were
categorized as holding informed views is they talked about the role of creativity in
scientific investigations.
Not all participants gave responses that discussed all of the targets and some
responses included more than one target. Participants’ responses were categorized for the
targets mentioned and are reported by target NOS/SI aspect in chapter 4. From their
responses, participants were loosely categorized as holding mostly informed views of the
targeted NOS/SI aspects or as holding mostly naïve views of the targeted NOS/SI aspects
or as holding a mixture. This was done to compare participants’ overall understandings
across the targeted NOS/SI aspects although this is not part of the VNOS/VOSI analysis.

Research question 2
How are teacher research experiences connected to changes in teachers’ descriptions of
effective science teaching and how they describe their teaching experiences?
Analysis for the second research question was completed in several sections
described below. Participants were asked about goals for their students, strategies they
used in their classrooms, descriptions of ideal lessons and inquiry experiences and how
they felt the research program would impact their science teaching.
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Section 1
The first two survey items that were analyzed were similar, with different
versions, across the pre, post and follow-up survey:

Pre Survey
•
•

What do you think is the most important thing for your
students to learn about science?
How do you teach this to your students?

Post Survey
•
•

What do you think is the most important thing for your
students to learn about science?
How do you plan to achieve this with your students in the
coming year?

Follow-Up Survey
•
•

What do you think is the most important thing for your
students to learn about science?
How do you teach this to your students?

Participants’ responses to the first question, “what do you think is the most
important thing for your students to learn about science,” were read and descriptive codes
were iteratively developed from responses on all three surveys. Once descriptive codes
were developed, each survey response was coded. These 25 descriptive codes were then
collapsed into three interpretive codes, Affective, Content, and Process. The descriptive
code sheet with examples can be found in Appendix H.1. Codes that were categorized
into “Affective” included teachers wanting their students to be confident in their ability to
do science or be a scientist, enjoy science, and use science skills to make informed
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decisions in their daily life. Codes that were categorized into “Content” included
teachers wanting their students to know that science is how we understand the
world/universe, that science is used to solve problems in the world and know the
scientific method. Codes that were categorized into “Process” included teachers wanting
their students to have skills of science processes including communication, collaboration,
the tentative and dynamic nature of science, and basic science skills. Participants’
responses to each descriptive code were counted by survey and by program. A full
breakdown of how teachers’ responses were coded overall, as well as within each
program can be found in Appendices H.3-H.7.
Participants’ responses to the different versions of the second question, “how are
you/will you teach this to your students” were read and descriptive codes were iteratively
developed from responses on all three surveys. Twenty-five descriptive codes were used
to code participants’ responses on each of the three surveys. The list of descriptive codes
can be found in Appendix H.2. The 25 descriptive codes were binned into five
interpretive categories; Teacher Driven/Traditional, Teacher Driven/Beyond Traditional,
Teacher Driven/Student Active, Teacher Supported Student Research and Student
Controlled.
Responses that were categorized into “Teacher Driven/Traditional” included
descriptions of in-class work including use of lecture, Power Points presentations,
worksheets, and class discussions. Responses that were categorized into “Teacher
Driven/Beyond Traditional” included both direct instruction using current events, history
of science as well as having guest speakers or going on field trips. These responses were
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categorized differently from “Teacher Driven/Traditional” because of the extra effort and
topics that were introduced for students. Responses that were categorized into “Teacher
Driven/Student Active” included descriptions of using activities and/or experiments
(usually in a general way), having students engage in the scientific method, using openended questions or not giving out all of the answers, using authentic or conflicting data.
These responses were categorized in this way to reflect that students were doing
something more than listening and had a participatory role in the classroom although the
activities were teacher driven. Responses that were categorized into “Teacher Supported
Student Research” included descriptions of students engaging in inquiry, students
engaging in science fair (where they investigated their own questions), students actually
engaging in research projects, and teachers supporting students successes in research
through encouragement. These responses were categorized differently than students
being active in that there were specific descriptions of what students would do and that
they would be engaged in research and not just hands-on activities. Responses that were
categorized into “Student Controlled” included students having the role of an expert
during an investigation, students investigating their own questions and students working
on their own investigations. These responses were categorized separately from students
doing research because they explicitly included the aspect of students having control over
what was being investigated or being recognized for expertise. Participants’ responses to
each descriptive code were counted by survey and by program. A full breakdown can be
found in Appendices H.3 – H.6.
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Section 2
The next set of questions regarding how teachers think about science teaching
were analyzed together. The questions on the pre survey were:
•
•
•

Describe a typical science lesson for your students as it is enacted.
Describe an ideal science lesson for your students as you would plan it.
If different than above, please explain why.

Participants were then asked to answer “Describe an ideal science lesson for your
students as you would plan it,” again on the post survey. All participants were asked to
reflect on their answers from the pre program survey and make changes. Responses to
both the typical and ideal science lesson were coded into five basic categories;
Structured, Structured with Activity, Prescribed Inquiry, Guided Inquiry/Learning
Cycle, and Student Driven Inquiry. Responses categorized into “Structured” included
those that described a class that included lecture, text book reading, worksheets, and
assessments, all associated with a structured classroom. Responses that were
categorized into “Structured with Activity” included those that were structured as in the
previous category but also included a description of an activity and/or experiment.
Responses that were categorized into “Prescribed Inquiry” included descriptions of
experiments or activities that were completely laid out for students from beginning to
end so that students would follow the procedure for success. Responses that were
categorized into “Guided Inquiry/Learning Cycle” included at least some of the
following, students are given background knowledge and topics to explore, students are
given or generate a question, students gather data, analyze data and come to conclusions
and apply their knowledge. Responses that were categorized into “Student Driven
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Inquiry” included students coming up with topics that they are interested in, developing
their own questions, ways to collect and analyze data and how to interpret data. Lastly,
answers that included references to either research or specific research program elements
were noted, these often included reference to the research project that teacher
participants completed during their research experience.
Participants’ responses as to why their description of a typical lesson was not the
same as their description of an ideal lesson were recorded and binned into five general
categories; Resources, Student Factors, Curriculum, Time, and Implementation.
Appendix I.2 shows examples of each category from participants’ surveys.
Section 3
The next set of questions that was analyzed included the same question on the pre
and post program survey:
•
•

Describe an ideal inquiry experience in science for K-12 students.
What is the purpose of science inquiry in a science classroom?

Codes for participants’ responses to the first of these questions were developed
using the National Science Education Standards and Inquiry (NRC, 2000) document as a
starting point. Final codes were developed using the NSES document and based on
participants’ responses. A broad set of codes were developed which included: “NonInquiry” (e.g. teacher dress up as a scientist), “Generic” (non specific responses that
related to inquiry but did not give much information such as “apply in a new setting”),
“Authentic” (a situation having a problem with known answer or no set answer, using
communication, and having expert support, usually from a scientist), “Student
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Motivated” (having student interest driving the instruction or having a student motivated
research project), and “Instructor Driven”, and “Student Driven”. Answers that were
coded “Instructor Driven” or “Student Driven” were coded either non-specific if there
were no details or were coded according to what was described as the teacher and
student roles of the inquiry experience. Taken from the NSES inquiry matrix, topic,
question, design of procedure, data collection and explanation/conclusion are noted as
being either teacher driven or student driven. The full code sheet, with examples from
participant surveys, can be found in Appendix J.1
Codes to participants’ responses about the purpose of inquiry were developed
iteratively through reading survey responses and interview transcripts. A total of
fourteen descriptive codes were developed which were collapsed into five categories;
Non-inquiry Related, Affective, Skills, How to Study Something Scientifically, and
Learning for Understanding. Responses that were coded as “Non-inquiry Related”
included responses that did not address student inquiry. Responses that were coded as
“Affective” included student empowerment, engagement, appreciation, motivation,
generating interest, and making relevant. Responses that were coded “Skills” included
skills for life, making connection, develop and eliciting thinking, guided conclusions and
questioning. Responses that were coded “How to Study Something Scientifically”
included responses targeting students’ understanding of the scientific process or pieces
of the scientific process. Responses coded “Learning for Understanding” included
students understanding through constructing their own knowledge or discovery but not
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by memorization. The full codesheet, with examples from participant surveys, can be
found in Appendix J.2.
Section 4
Lastly, teachers were asked a series of questions about how they thought the
program would and did impact their science teaching. On the pre program survey,
participants were asked to respond to:
•

In what ways do you think this experience will impact your science
teaching?

On the post program survey, participants were asked to respond to:
•

In what ways do you think this program experience will impact
your science teaching?

On the follow up survey, participants were asked to respond to:
•
•
•
•

Has participating in the RBSE program changed the way you think
about your teaching? If so, please describe how? (please provide
an example if appropriate)
Has participating in the RBSE program changed aspects of how
you teach? If so, please describe how? (please provide an example
if appropriate)
What aspect of your experience are you planning on using in the
future in your teaching?
Has your participation in this program changed the assignments
and/or projects you assign to your students? If so, please describe
how?

Descriptive codes were developed based on participants’ responses to each of the
surveys. Twenty-five descriptive codes were used to code responses to each of the
surveys. These twenty-five descriptive codes were binned into six interpretive
categories:
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Science Knowledge, Science Credibility/Experience, Tools and Materials for Teaching,
Tools for Teaching Science Experience, Inquiry, and Excitement/Motivation.
Participants’ responses to surveys were compared to interview transcripts if available to
triangulate findings. Responses coded as “Science Knowledge” included responses about
learning science, science skills and personal growth in knowledge. Responses coded as
“Science Credibility/Experience” included responses that teachers now had first hand
stories about doing science, insider information about science careers, they felt that they
had authority as a scientist or more credibility, they left the program feeling more like a
scientist, and they had connections with researchers. Responses coded as “Tools and
Materials for Teaching” included activities, research projects provided by the program,
materials, and new teaching approaches. Responses coded as “Tools for Teaching
Science Experience” included engaging students in research, being able to relate to their
students, having more confidence in doing science with student, using the scientific
method more in teaching, and having more skills to help students do science. These were
coded separately from “Tools and Materials for Teaching” because they were all specific
to students engaging in research in the classroom. Responses coded as “Inquiry”
included teachers using more inquiry experiences with their students. Responses coded
as “Excitement/Motivation” included either teachers being more excited which would
result in students being more engaged or increasing student motivation. The full
codesheet, with examples from participant surveys, can be found in Appendix K.
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Research question 3
What do teachers value, personally and professionally, about teacher science research
experiences?
Analysis for the third research question was completed for all surveys returned
asking teachers about the value of the research program. Questions from the pre survey
included:

•
•
•

Why did you choose to participate in this program?
What do you expect to learn/gain from this program/experience?
In what ways do you think this experience will impact your science
teaching?*

Questions on the post survey were:
•
•

What did you learn and/or gain from the RBSE program/experience?
In what ways do you think this program experience will impact your
science teaching?*

The last questions on both the pre and post survey (*) above were also used to
answer research question 2. Analysis of responses was consistent across both research
questions. This question was used to answer both research questions because it gave
insight into both how the program changed teachers’ descriptions about their teaching
and if teachers’ valued the aspects of how the program would impact their science
teaching.
Questions relating to research question 3 for the follow up survey were derived
from the analysis of the pre and post survey responses as well as participant interviews.
Questions on the follow up survey targeted specific aspects of personal and professional
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value mentioned by participants in their earlier responses to questions. The questions on
the follow up survey included:
•
•
•
•
•

What is the personal value of your participation in the RBSE program for
you?
What is the professional value of your participation in the RBSE program
for you?
Has participation in this program changed your confidence in doing
science? If so, how?
Has participation in this program changed your confidence in teaching
science? If so, how?
Has your participation in this program changed your credibility in your
classroom, at your school, or in other areas of your profession? If so,
please describe how?

Information from the formal evaluation of the programs was used to inform what
the teacher participants found valuable about the overall program and used to start the
initial code list. A complete list of descriptive codes was created by reading the pre, post,
and follow up survey transcripts. Once an initial set of codes had been developed each
survey transcript was coded using Weft QDA (Fenton, 2008). This coding resulted in an
updated list of codes for that research question. Individual interview and focus group
transcripts were then coded in Weft QDA and descriptive codes were updated (Appendix
L.1). As described above in instrument development, early lists of descriptive codes
from the first phase written surveys and interviews were used to develop the post survey
and interview protocol.
Based on the initial codes, the follow-up survey was created and administered.
Many of the questions on the follow-up survey related to the value of the program for the
teacher participants. After the completion of the follow-up surveys, each survey was
coded iteratively until a list of 61 sub-codes were finalized and collapsed down to 20
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descriptive codes. A full list of descriptive codes, sub-codes and examples of sub-codes
from the pre, post and follow up surveys can be found in Appendix L.2. All of the
surveys were then coded with the final code sheet and each participant was marked for
each survey if they had one or more instance of a descriptive code in their writing.
Additionally, transcripts from presentations from teacher participants who gave
presentations (Chaco), formal interviews from during the program (A-RBSE), and focus
group interviews (AZ-START) were analyzed using the same code list for further
examples of what the teachers felt were valuable about their experience and participation
in each research program.
Data are reported by research question in chapters 4, 5 and 6 respectively. Results
are presented for participants who completed surveys and/or interviews for each part of
the study. Included in each chapter are vignettes of six participants who were selected for
further study and interviewed during the Spring of 2009. These participants were
selected because of their enthusiasm for the program, completion of a follow-up survey
and their explicit enthusiasm for implementing some aspect of their research experience
in the following year. These participants are presented as illustrative cases. They are not
meant to be representative of all participants’ data but rather six individual stories of
teachers who participated. These stories give voice and context to possible best case
scenarios of outcomes.
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Emergent theme and Conclusion
During the course of data analysis for research questions two and three,
statements regarding teachers’ credibility emerged in both survey and interview
responses. Teachers’ concerns about their credibility in their classroom appeared to be
linked to their selection into the research program and the experiences that they gained by
doing research. For some teachers, there was a strong sentiment that being recognized as
a scientist was a benefit to their science teaching. The theme of teacher identity will be
further explored in chapter 7.
In this chapter, I have presented an overview of the methods used to collect and
analyze data. The collection of different methods was needed because of the varied and
field-based nature of the different programs and to answer the three research questions.
In the next chapters, 4, 5, and 6, the results obtained for each research question are
discussed.
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS AND FINDINGS FOR RESEARCH QUESTION 1
Directors of science research programs for teachers place particular emphasis on
the goal of changing teachers’ views of nature of science and scientific inquiry. The
initial research question for this study, then, was: How are teacher research experiences
connected to changes in teachers’ understanding of scientific inquiry and nature of
science? Data for answering this question were contained in responses to the Science
Inquiry Survey which were read and coded iteratively and aligned with previous work on
Views of Nature of Science and Views of Scientific Inquiry analysis (Lederman, Abd-ElKhalick, Bell, & Schwartz, 2002, Schwartz & Lederman, 2006).

Categorization of Participants’ Responses
Responses related to student learning
While the questions on the Science Inquiry Surveys referred to science itself
rather than school science or science teaching/learning, six of the fourteen Chaco
participants and five of the seventeen A-RBSE participants provided responses that
discussed student learning when answering questions that asked about science as a
discipline. These responses were coded “science learning”. Additionally, seven of the
fourteen Chaco participants, three of the twelve AZ-START participants, and five of the
seventeen A-RBSE participants provided responses about classroom or student inquiry
when answering questions that asked about scientific inquiry. These responses were
coded “student learning” or “student inquiry” depending on whether the response was
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about science as a learning discipline (learning) or inquiry experiences aimed at learning
(inquiry).
Below is an example of a response that was coded “science learning”:
Question: Does the development of scientific knowledge require experiments?
Explain and give an example to justify your position.
Answer: Yes, reading about something is ok, but when you actually see something
it is more likely to stay with you. (Ch5-PreScIn-Q2)
Below is an example of an answer that was coded “student inquiry”:
Question: How do you define “scientific inquiry”? Please give an example that
represents your view of scientific inquiry.
Answer: In the classroom, it means giving the students an opportunity to struggle
and explore, not just giving them the answer. It does not have to be an openended question, but some part of the method is open for them to manipulate.
(AZ4-PoSur-Q2)
This answer is illustrative of all of the answers in which participants discussed the
nature of “inquiry” experiences for students as being important to learning. From the
existing survey data for Chaco participants, it is unclear whether these participants
misunderstood the question (were triggered by the word inquiry to talk about school
inquiry) or do not believe there is a difference between scientific inquiry and school
inquiry. Due to time limitations, it was not possible to formally interview Chaco
participants although informal conversations with a couple of these participants (one
elementary school teacher and one informal educator) revealed that their exposure to
science was limited to introductory classes in college and that they thought of doing
science in terms of what their students did in the classroom. In contrast, for the AZSTART and A-RBSE participants it was clear in their survey responses that they
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understood the distinction between scientific inquiry and inquiry in the classroom as they
gave non-student related answers to other questions about scientific inquiry.
Categorization of Responses to Target NOS/SI Aspects
As described in chapter 3, each survey response was coded and then categorized
as being naïve, informed, or a mixture of both for each target NOS/SI aspect. Below are
examples of participants’ naïve and informed responses to each of the targets.
Participants were classified as holding a mixture of views of a target NOS/SI aspect if
their responses contained both naïve and informed ideas.
Myth of the Scientific Method
The target “myth of the scientific method” refers to the fact that there is no one
“scientific method” that all scientists follow to conduct investigations and that there is not
a strict algorithmic way to do science. Responses that were coded as naïve for this target
aspect included responses that involved a rigid set of steps or the idea that there was one
algorithmic way to conduct scientific investigations. Below is an example of a response
that was coded naïve for this target aspect.
Science is testing hypothesis using strict rules. It differs from other disciplines in
that it often demands a rigid set of steps in coming to conclusions. (Ch-7)
Responses that were coded as informed for this target included talking about
multiple ways to conduct scientific investigations, that questions often drive scientific
questions, and that there was no algorithmic way to do all science. Below is an example
of a response that was coded informed for this target aspect.
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Science is the quest for knowledge…it is the logical way to organize evidence and
our experiences into a framework or hierarchy of information… Good scientific
knowledge stems from asking testable questions and making relevant observations
and or testing workable hypotheses. It is difficult to do “experiments” in some
areas such as Astronomy but one can develop questions and hypotheses. (RB-5)
Multiple Ways to Conduct Scientific Investigations
The target “multiple ways to conduct scientific investigations” refers to the idea
that there are many ways beyond controlled experiments to collect evidence and conduct
valid scientific investigations including observations and modeling. Responses that were
coded as naïve for this target aspect included talking about experiments as the sole way to
gather scientific data. Below is an example of a response that was coded as naïve for this
target aspect.
Yes. I think scientific knowledge requires experiments because you need to
support a hypothesis which is based on something physical. Also, you must have
experiments so you can grow and iterate the experiment so that you are testing
what you really want to test. (AZ-8)
Responses that were coded as informed for this target aspect included a discussion
of other ways to gather data including modeling and observations. Below is an example
of a response that was coded as informed for this target aspect.
Scientific knowledge does not always require experiments – careful observation is
also key. Two examples – a study of bird migration, where bird locations are
carefully mapped, or an observational study of quasars. Both are valid scientific
studies even though they don’t involve variables, control groups etc. (RB-10)
Multiple Purposes of Scientific Inquiry
The target “multiple purposes of scientific inquiry” refers to the idea that
scientists choose to pursue scientific investigations from multiple kinds of questions that
serve multiple purposes including their own curiosity, solving problems, and helping
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society. Responses were coded as naïve for the target “multiple purposes of scientific
inquiry” if they included ideas about all science being driven by a single purpose. Below
is an example of a response that was coded as naïve for this target aspect.
All science has the same the same purpose – to test hypotheses. (AZ-12)
Responses that were coded as informed for this target included a discussion of
multiples purposes of scientific investigations driven by questions, problems and
curiosity. Below is an example of a response that was coded as informed for this target
aspect.
One purpose of scientific inquiry is to gain understanding. Generally a more
specific reason for scientific inquiry is to solve a problem. (RB-15)
Empirical Nature and Justification of Science
The target “empirical nature and justification of science” refers to how science is
based on evidence and how science is justified. Responses were coded as naïve for the
target “empirical nature and justification of science” if they included ideas about science
leading to one answer, only one way to interpret evidence, and the object nature of
science. Below is an example of a response that was coded as naïve for this target aspect.
Science is more objective than other disciplines and leads us to one right answer.
(Ch-7)
Responses were coded as informed for this target if they discussed how science is
based on previous work, the use of logic and systematic investigations that support
scientific claims, the predictive nature of science models, the reproducible aspects and
how evidence may be interpreted in multiple ways. Below is an example of a response
that was coded as informed for this target aspect.
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A question arises for which no answer exists. A process by which the question
can be answered is determined. The process is carried out, often with unforeseen
elements. The data that are gathered are analyzed and the limits of the process
are also identified. Facts are then published with indications of these limits,
along with the process, in a manner that enables other to reproduce the findings.
(RB-2)
Empirical Absolute Versus Tentative Nature of Science
The target “empirical absolute versus tentative nature of science” refers to the
idea that science is not absolute, that it cannot prove facts or find truths but that it is about
supporting ideas and is open to change with new evidence. Responses were coded as
naïve for the target “empirical absolute versus tentative nature of science” if they
included ideas about how science is used to prove facts or the absolute unchanging nature
of science. Below is an example of a response that was coded as naïve for this target
aspect.
Science is a continuous process by which different scientific methods are used to
prove a hypothesis. The very goal of scientific inquiry is to find an answer to a
question and prove it to be correct and valid. (AZ-7)
Responses were coded as informed for this target if they discussed how scientific
ideas are subject to change with new evidence. Below is an example of a response that
was coded as informed for this target aspect.
Science is different from other disciplines because it evolves as the knowledge
base grown, but also as technology grows. It is rare as a discipline in that it
accepts that “Laws” may change as new evidence is presented. (RB-8)
Roles of Anomalous Data
The target “roles of anomalous data” refers to how anomalous data is identified
and handled in science. Responses were coded as naïve for this target if they discussed
the roles of anomalies solely as mistakes that could be corrected by simply controlling
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conditions better. Below is an example of a response that was coded as naïve for this
target.
When an anomaly occurs, scientists should/will repeat the process until they get
an accurate result. (AZ-5)
Responses were coded as informed for this target if they discussed how anomalies
may lead to new information or cause a model to be re-evaluated. Below is an example
of a response that was coded as informed for this target.
When an anomaly is found, there are several things that a scientist might do:
a) Try to reproduce the anomaly in order to understand more about how it happened
b) Try to explain the anomaly in terms of the experiment.
c) Consider that perhaps the experiment or the methodology needs to be re-examined or
re-designed.
d) consider that the theory that the experiment is testing may need to be revised (RB-10)

Sociocultural Nature of Science
The target “sociocultural nature of science” refers to the subjective nature of
science and how it is influenced by the culture and society in which it is conducted. This
was not a primary target aspect for the Science Inquiry Survey but a few participants’
responses did address this target and were coded. Participants were categorized as
holding naïve views if they referred to science as being totally objective and not
influenced by those who conduct it. Below is a response that was coded as naïve for this
target aspect.
Science is more objective than non-science. It does not depend on the personality,
nationality, political and religious beliefs of a scientist. (RB-6)

Participants were categorized as holding informed views if they talked about how
science is culturally influenced. Below is a response that was coded as informed for this
target aspect.
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[Outcomes of a scientific investigation] depends on personality, on funding, on whether
the team has moved on or the equipment isn’t available any more. It also depends on the
significance of the funding. (RB-2)

Use of Creativity in Science
The target “use of creativity in science” refers to the role of creativity in all
aspects of scientific investigations. This was not a primary target aspect of the survey but
several responses did address this target. No participants expressed a naïve view of this
target and participants were categorized as holding informed views if they talked about
the role of creativity in scientific investigations. Below is an example of a response that
was coded as informed for this target aspect.
Science is also a highly creative process that involves humans observing and
interacting with their environment, asking questions, recording accurately,
seeking patterns and learning how to use numbers and what value numbers can
convey to living systems.(AZ-8)
Results by program
Results for this research question are reported for each program individually as
well as comparison across programs. Results are reported by program to both
contextualize results by research program setting and look at possible differences and
similarities between each setting. As described in chapter 3, each program was different
in several aspects; the experience of teachers recruited, the topic of study and the
implementation of the program. While the research questions in the present study do not
ask about differences between programs, it is important to look at changes within each
program to better understand both the overall changes as well as important differences in
changes that were specific to a single program. By looking at each program it helps
identify changes that are common to all programs despite differences in implementation.
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Chaco Educator Institute for Astronomy
Twelve of the fourteen Chaco teacher participants completed both a pre and post
Science Inquiry Survey, and two participants completed only a post Science Inquiry
Survey. Table 6, in chapter 3, provides a summary of surveys returned by participants in
the Chaco program. Although participants were given space to write more, most wrote
very little, sometimes just a single word or sentence, not filling the space provided or
giving long answers. Informal feedback revealed that this was due to participant fatigue,
as many had arrived to the remote location that day after long drives. Due to logistical
limitations, formal individual interviews were not permitted during the program, although
notes from informal conversations, final research presentations, and follow-up interviews
were used to support findings from written survey data.
Table 11 below shows the summary of Chaco participants’ pre and post program
responses categorized as naïve, mixed, or informed for each NOS/SI target. Full
participant profiles by target can be found in appendix G.3. For each target NOS/SI
aspect, there is a count of how many total participants were categorized as holding naïve,
informed, or mixed views on the pre and post survey. The numbers in parentheses next to
the total number of categorized participants show how many participants were
categorized in that category but had only completed either a pre or post survey. Changes
indicated in the right column illustrate shifts of ideas or addition of ideas for a target
aspect for the ten participants who completed both the pre and post survey.
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Table 11: Summary of Chaco pre and post responses categorized for each target NOS/SI
aspect
Pre (n = 12)

SM (myth),
questions drive
investigations
Multiple ways
Multiple
purposes
Empirical –
based on
evidence
Empirical –
absolutes
(abstracting and
tentative
Anomalies
Social/cultural/
versus objective
Creative
Learning
General
Program
reference

Post (n = 14) (2 post only)

Changes
(for those
who
completed
both pre and
post survey)
(n = 12)

Naïve
3

Mixed
4

Informed
3

Naïve
3 (1)

Mixed
5

Informed
4 (1)

1 increased

5
1

3
1

4
6

4 (1)
1

4
1

6 (1)
8 (1)

2 increased
1 add on post

1

1

4

0

3

5 (1)

1 increase
1 add on post

2

3

2

3 (1)

4

3 (1)

1 add on post

4
1

4
0

4
4

4 (1)
0

4
2 (1)

6 (1)
5 (1)

2 increased
1 increased

1 (1)
4

11 (2)

11
N/A

5
9

5 added on
post

Four of the nine Chaco participants who completed both the pre and post survey
changed their responses towards more informed understandings of at least one target
NOS/SI aspect. Overall, at least one participant increased in their understanding of a
target NOS/SI aspect for all the intended target aspects. The largest increase for target
NOS/SI aspects was an increase in understanding of the multiple ways to conduct
scientific investigations to include observations and modeling.
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On the pre survey, only three participants, and on the post survey four
participants, gave answers indicating that they held informed views on a majority of the
NOS/SI target aspects including multiple ways of investigating scientific questions, the
role of observations as well as experiments in scientific investigations, and the roles of
anomalies in science. Answers from these respondents included that science is based on
evidence, is testable, is not algorithmic in either method or need for experiments, and is
tied to society. Informal conversations with these participants and observations of their
final project presentations support the findings from their written responses. Below is an
excerpt of survey responses from a participant who was categorized as holding mostly
informed understandings of each of these targets:
Science is a way of knowing based on evidence – empirical or rationale –
collected through observation and at times experimentation. [Other disciplines]
have other criteria for knowing… [Not all scientific inquiry] has the same
purpose, it depends on who is doing the work, asking questions, how questions
are being asked and what their values are. (Ch7-PreScIn)
Four participants on the pre survey gave answers indicating that they held mostly
naïve understanding of the targeted NOS/SI aspects. One of the participants who only
completed the post survey also gave answers indicating that she held mostly naïve
understandings of the targeted NOS/SI aspects. Answers from these respondents usually
focused on the requirement of experiments for scientific knowledge, the belief in a rigid
scientific method, and the universal or objective nature of science. Below is an excerpt
of survey responses from a participant who was categorized as holding mostly naïve
understandings of NOS/SI aspects:
Science is a methodological exercise of reason. It differs from these other
disciplines in that it often demands a rigid set of steps on coming to conclusions.
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Science is more objective… [The development of scientific knowledge requires
experiments], science must be tested. (Ch8-PreScIn)
Here this participant gave a common response describing the scientific method as
a rigid set of steps. This view of the scientific method was categorized as an algorithmic
view of the scientific method. Additionally this participant indicated that science is
objective and responded with an algorithmic view of the use of experiments.
Five participants gave answers indicating that they held a mixture of informed,
mixed, and naive views of the target NOS/SI aspects. Below is an excerpt of survey
responses from a participant who had a mixture of informed, mixed, and naïve views of
the target NOS/SI aspects:
Science is a systematic study of the world…this systematic study must be
repeatable and verifiable…in order for the scientific knowledge to be very deep,
detailed, or extensive [experiments are required], otherwise some simple
scientific knowledge could be gained from simple observation. (Ch11-PreScIn)
In this example this participant showed a mixture of more informed ideas
(systematic study, repeatable, verifiable) with those that are considered naïve
(experiments are required for scientific investigations, observations are not as good). Of
the five participants with mixed views, two held informed views about the social and
cultural aspects of science, for example responding “human pre-conceived ideas and
values will always (and unavoidably) influence our perceptions and interpretations”.
Both also wrote about the multiple purposes and approaches to scientific inquiry but both
held onto the strict requirement of experiments for the creation of scientific knowledge.
Two other participants reported informed views about the empirical nature of science and
reported that experiments were not required for the creation of scientific knowledge but
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described science inquiry in a personal context and considered anomalies to be mistakes
in procedure. The fifth participant in this group reported informed views of the social
and cultural aspects of science as well as the empirical nature of science but described the
requirement of experiments for the creation of scientific knowledge.
Overall, from pre to post survey responses, there were a small number of changes
in participants’ responses to target NOS/SI aspects. Below is an example from one
participant that includes responses to both the pre and post survey:
Question: How are anomalies identified? (i.e. What is an example of an
“inconsistent finding in your field of research/experience?) Provide an example.
Answer (pre survey): Anomalies are identified when the research results are
questioned. Water study tests were different – using the same samples and test
materials.
Answer (post survey): Anomalies are something strange that cannot be explained.
Why was the Chetro Ketl Kiva aligned differently than other Kivas with a N/S
alignment.
Question: What does a scientist do when an anomaly is identified?
Answer (pre survey): Test the results again. Narrow the variables or make the
controls more specific.
Answer (post survey): Look for possible reasons from past records, change their
approach to the problem, consult others, make new assumptions and check them
out.
Question: Do you think all scientists identify and handle anomalous information
the same way?
Answer (pre survey): No.
Answer (post survey): No, some are less open to change in thought. Most want to
be challenged and find anomalous information exciting. (Ch1-PreScIn-Q10)
This example shows a change in perspective in which this participant pre
program, attributed anomalies to entirely methodological errors. Post program she
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changed her views that anomalies were not necessarily errors but rather may signal a
need for new approaches to the problem or possibly been seen as avenues to new
discoveries. Additionally she drew upon her archaeoastronomy research experience in
her post survey responses in which she specifically talked about the kivas that she
studied. This example represents the small amount of changes that participants made
from their pre to post responses in which more information and often examples from their
research experience were included.
None of the participants who had been classified as having mostly informed views
of targeted NOS/SI aspects changed the intent or substance of their answers on the post
survey but rather gave more elaboration regarding a question. Below is an example:
Question: Does the development of scientific knowledge require experiments?
Explain and give an example to justify your position.
Answer (pre survey): Yes, the development of scientific knowledge requires
experiments. Just as we experiences today, many possible explanations can be
thought up for a phenomenon or an observation but without testing through
experimentation, none can be evaluated. Some things may not yield to direct
experimentation, such as in archeology or astronomy, but some simulation will
provide evidence to support or not support a hypothesis.
Answer (post survey): Yes and no. Yes, it does require experiments. Even with
planetary studies, such as the hypothesis about the geysers on a moon on one of
the planets, one would begin to test the hypothesis by experimenting through
models (physical or computers). On the other hand, some scientific knowledge is
based on observations. An example is migration patterns of elk. The data here
are collected not through experimentation. (Ch9-SciIn-Q2).
This participant gives an example of a non-algorithmic view of the use of
experiments although on first glance it seems that she felt that experiments are required in
science. Through her explanation, it is clear that she does not view experiments as solely
directly manipulated but has a broader definition similar to other responses categorized as
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informed. This expanded view of experimentation was not present in responses of
participants who were categorized as holding naïve views of the multiple ways to do
science. Of the four participants who gave classified as having mostly naïve
understandings of scientific inquiry and nature of science, two changed their answers to
include student learning and/or student inquiry. The other two made small changes to
their answers, moving subtly towards more informed scientific inquiry responses on a
single concept; one indicated that experiments were not always required in the context of
science learning, and one indicated that science is based on evidence.
Of the five participants who were classified as holding a mixture of informed and
naïve understandings of scientific inquiry and nature of science, all made some changes
to their answers, some several shifting towards more informed views of at least one target
NOS/SI aspect. Two showed a shift to student learning in their post answers, one shifted
to include the systematic nature of science, one additionally included the tentative and
reproducible nature of science, and one added to her post answer that scientific
knowledge did not require experiments and that anomalies in obtained data could lead to
new approaches and exciting discoveries.
Program references
Nine out of the fourteen participants who completed a post survey used program
references in their responses on the post survey. Two participants used examples from
the week in the context of scientific inquiry as far as getting to create their own
knowledge. One participant used a program reference to how data had been collected
through observations and not experimentation during her research project. One
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participant used a program reference to discuss potential human bias in science as she
reflected on her own experience that week. Six of the participants referred to their own
research experiences in the program when discussing anomalies. All six discussed how
they encountered something unexpected during their project. One attributed his to error
in data collection that was resolved. Two discussed measuring a kiva, an ancient
structure, and finding that the niches were not spaced perfectly. One discussed the
puzzling alignment of the different structures in Chaco Canyon and two discussed how
calculations conducted showed a discrepancy to a previous observation at the same site.
Views of scientific inquiry and nature of science related to prior experience
Of the four participants categorized as having informed views on a majority the
targeted NOS/SI aspects on the pre survey, one was a museum educator who worked with
scientists on a daily basis, one was an outdoor educator with science field experience and
two were science teachers who had been teaching for close to twenty years each and who
both had previous experience working in science. Three of the four had majored in
science in college and all reported previous science field work as either a professional or
as part of a research program for teachers.
Of the five participants categorized as having a mixture of informed and naïve
views of the targeted NOS/SI aspects on the pre survey two were math teachers, one was
an outdoor educator, one was a middle school teacher, and one was a high school science
teacher. Only the high school science teacher had a college degree in science. Only one
of these participants, one of the math teachers, reported having previous field research
experience.
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Of the five participants categorized as having naïve views of most of the targeted
NOS/SI aspects on the pre survey, three had been teaching for less than two years and did
not have a formal science backgrounds or degrees. One taught primarily social science
and the other two had been teaching science due to teacher shortages at their schools. The
other two participants were certified science instructors with eight and thirty years
experience, respectively. Only the science instructor with thirty years experience
reported having participated in a science program for teachers in the past.
Overall, prior experience engaging in scientific research seemed to be the largest
contributing factor in a participant’s holding more informed views of scientific inquiry
and nature of science. The number of years that a participant had taught science did not
seem to make a difference in the development of a participant's views of scientific
inquiry and nature of science.
Illustrative Cases
As discussed in chapter 3, individual interviews of the Chaco teacher participants
were not possible during the program due to the logistics of a very full schedule of
activities and participant fatigue. During the Spring of 2009, nine months after the
completion of the summer program, I interviewed two of the participants over the phone
about their pre and post Science Inquiry Survey responses, their reflections of their
summer research experience, and their teaching practice. Participants chosen for a
follow-up interview were ones who had returned the Follow-Up Survey through email
and who reported an intention to use their experiences in the classroom on the post
survey administered at the end of the summer research program. Below I present two
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illustrative cases of these participants based on their interviews and other individual data,
as they relate to their views of scientific inquiry and nature of science.
Erin
Erin was a museum educator who had previously taught elementary school and
was now working to bring inquiry science experiences through a museum outreach
program to 4th grade students across the state she lived in. Erin had only completed the
post Science Inquiry Survey and had been categorized as holding informed views of all of
the target NOS/SI aspects. She held an integrated view of science with other subjects,
and described how observations and experiments were both used to discover information
about the world and that the key aspect was about repetition and reproducibility. She
indicated that there were many approaches to scientific inquiry but that there was a
systematic nature of inquiry that was accepted in the scientific community. Additionally
she indicated that human perception played a large role in how information was gathered
and analyzed and that science was culturally-based. She also indicated the importance of
basing new research on past work but also be willing to change your ideas based on new
research and information.
When asked how, if at all, the program had changed how she thought about
science she had trouble coming up with an answer. As she reflected on the question she
said that she learned a lot about astronomy as a topic but not about how science was
conducted.
I don’t really think so because I already so work with scientists on a regular
basis….everything we teach is based on the scientific inquiry going on at the
museum and so we are meeting our scientists and getting updates on their
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research or finding out their processes or reading their newly published papers
about describing a specimen that they saw or maybe naming a dinosaur.
(Ch6“Erin”-Interview)
In her survey and interview responses she did not make distinctions between
“lab” science and “observational” science. When she described the setting in which she
worked, it was clear that the scientists she worked with used observation and looking for
patterns in their work and were not able to do controlled experiments. Additionally she
described her own field research as part of a museum project that she was involved in that
involved collecting fossils. These experiences seemed to play a role in her understanding
of science and the broad scope of what was considered science beyond a more traditional
view of “lab” science.
Overall, Erin enjoyed the experience and the opportunity to engage in a new type
of science but she did not feel as though the experience changed her overall outlook on
scientific inquiry. She did feel as though the program changed her views on teaching
science and the use of inquiry in science education, which is discussed in chapter 5.
Lisa
Lisa was a high school science teacher with a background in chemistry who had
been teaching for twenty-one years. Lisa held a mixture of informed and naïve views of
the targeted NOS/SI aspects. Her responses that showed a more informed views
included; that science is an empirical discipline that requires reproducibility and
verification, methodical investigation, and that attention must be given to alternative
interpretation of data. In her responses about anomalies she indicated that they may lead
to revision of hypotheses and that how anomalies are dealt with may reveal the social
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nature of science. In contrast she also gave several answers that showed several more
naïve views of science including the requirement of experiments for science and the fact
that science was a subject that does not depend on the perspective of those conducting it.
In her follow-up interview she revealed that she did not believe that archaeoastronomy
was as rigorous as “hard science” because there was so much room for interpretation.
I don’t think that archaeoastronomy is a hard science. It certainly includes some
of the hard sciences, like the Sun dagger, that’s a hard science right there that
they were able to determine their calendar as well. So certainly hard sciences are
included in archaeoastronomy but there is a lot of room for interpretation and
how does this work and so when a scientist goes and studies Chaco Canyon or
anywhere else, and they come up with a theory, an idea, it’s very difficult for them
to prove…archaeoastronomy that is not a hard science, that is subject to
interpretation and guess work…that being said I’m not saying it’s not worth
pursuing, it’s still valuable but it has to be seen in a different light than something
like Newton’s Laws of Motion where you can prove it in numbers of ways.
(Ch11“Lisa”-Interview)
The Sun dagger referred to a famous observation made in Chaco Historical Park
about a spiral petroglyph carved on Fajata Butte placed by ancient people in such a way
that every summer solstice a thin patch of sunlight appears to cross the spiral due to the
shadows of three large rocks nearby. From her response, it seems that the predictive and
repeatable nature of this observation is what makes it a hard science in her opinion, which
is consistent with her survey responses. Throughout her survey responses, she confirmed
her increased appreciation for science done by ancient peoples. The idea that hard science
is less subject to interpretation aligns with previously defined more naïve views of
science. When asked about whether this experience changed how she thought about how
science was done she also indicated that it did not although it did give her a new
perspective and an appreciation of science and different ways of knowing.
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As both of these participants indicated, their experience in the Chaco program did
not substantially change their understanding of scientific inquiry nature of science.
Although there were not large gains in the Chaco participants’ understandings of the
targeted NOS/SI aspects it is important to note the small gains in participants’ individual
understandings that did result from such a short experience including a expanded views
of anomalies in science, a greater awareness of the role of observations in the creation of
knowledge and a greater awareness of the social nature of science.
AZ-START
Nine of the twelve AZ-START teacher participants completed both a pre and post
Science Inquiry Survey. One participant completed only a pre Science Inquiry Survey
and two participants only completed a post Science Inquiry Survey. Table 7, in chapter 3,
gives a summary of surveys completed for participants in the AZ-START program. In
general participants wrote several sentences to each question. Due to logistical
limitations, participants were interviewed during focus groups at the end of the program.
Additionally individual interviews were conducted with two participants after the
completion of the program, and informal conversations were conducted with participants
at the end of the program at a formal poster presentation of their summer research work.
Transcripts from conversations and end of program focus groups were used to confirm
results from the surveys.
Table 12 below shows the summary of AZ-START participants’ pre and post
program responses categorized as naïve, mixed, or informed for each NOS/SI target. Full
participant profiles by target can be found in appendix G.3. For each target NOS/SI
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aspect, there is a count of how many total participants were categorized as holding naïve,
informed, or mixed views on the pre and post survey. The numbers in parentheses next to
the total number of categorized participants show how many participants were
categorized in that category but had only completed either a pre or post survey. Changes
indicated in the right column illustrate shifts of ideas or addition of ideas for a target
aspect for the nine participants who completed both the pre and post survey.
Table 12: Summary of AZ-START pre and post responses categorized for each target
NOS/SI aspect

SM (myth),
questions drive
investigations
Multiple ways
Multiple purposes
Empirical – based
on evidence
Empirical –
absolutes
(abstracting and
tentative
Anomalies
Social/cultural/ve
rsus objective
Creative

Pre (n = 10) (1 pre only)

Post (n = 11) (2 post only)

Naïve
3

Mixed
4

Informed
3 (1)

Naïve
1

Mixed
3

Informed
5

5 increased

6 (1)
1
0

3
2
4

1
4
4 (1)

3 (1)
0
0

4
2
4 (1)

4 (1)
6 (1)
4

4 increased
2 increased
1 increased

3

3 (1)

1

1

4

1

2 increased

5
0

2
1

3 (1)
4

3 (1)
0

3
1

5 (1)
6

0

0

0

0

0

1

3 increased
1 added on
post
1 added on
post
1 added on
post

Learning

2 (1)

3 (1)

General
Program
reference

6 (1)
N/A

5
5

Changes
(for those
who
completed
both pre and
post survey)
(n = 9)
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Eight of the nine participants who completed both a pre and post survey gave
responses that showed increased understandings of at least one of the target NOS/SI
aspects. The greatest increases from pre to post were in how participants described how
science was conducted moving from more algorithmic to less algorithmic in their views
of the scientific method and the absolute reliance on experiments. Additionally,
participants increased in their understandings of the role of anomalies in scientific
investigations. Overall, at least one AZ-START participant increased in his or her
understanding of at least one target NOS/SI aspect from pre to post program.
Of the ten participants who completed the pre Science Inquiry Survey, two gave
answers indicating that they held mostly informed views of scientific inquiry and nature
of science. Their answers included ideas about evidence, a non-algorithmic view of
scientific process and observations in the development of scientific knowledge, the
systematic nature of science that leads to support ideas. Below is an excerpt of one
participant’s responses:
Science is a procedure for analyzing evidence from the natural world. While it
might inform ethical decisions, it has no methodology for answering spiritual or
moral questions….[scientific inquiry] at a general level is always seeking an
answer to a question, but at the specific level every experiment has its own
purpose. (AZ10-PreScIn)
One of two participants in this category indicated that experiments were required
for the development of scientific knowledge. Despite this, throughout his answers he
articulated a non-algorithmic view of science and the importance of observations,
similarly to participants categorized as holding informed views in the Chaco program.
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Six participants gave answers on the pre survey indicating that they held a
mixture of informed and naïve views of the target NOS/SI aspects. Below is an excerpt
of survey responses from a participant was categorized as holding a mixture of informed
and naïve understandings:
Science is the group of disciplines that help explain ourselves and our
surroundings through observable repeatable methods. It’s different from religion
and philosophy because it can be “seen” and supported with data over and over
again or from multiple sources. Scientific knowledge requires experiments
because it is a universal method to make sure the results aren’t bogus and it
provides repeatable proof to give more validity to an experiment….common sense
might tell us plants need sunlight to grow. But we wouldn’t know for sure if we
didn’t test it and then from there we need to figure out what kinds of light might
also work – all proven with an experiment. (AZ4-PreScIn-Q1)
In this example, the answer about science is considered an informed response and
the answer regarding experiments contains both more informed view (repeatability,
testing out ideas) and more naïve views (universal nature of science, proving something
in science). An indication of the requirement of experiments to further scientific
knowledge was present in all six of the participants categorized as holding mixed views
of scientific inquiry and nature of science based on their answers to the pre survey. I
Two of the ten participants who completed a pre survey gave answers indicating
that they held mostly naïve understandings of the target NOS/SI aspects. Answers from
these respondents included the requirement of experiments for scientific knowledge, the
belief in a rigid scientific method, and the universal or objective nature of science.
Below is an excerpt of survey responses from a participant who was categorized as
holding mostly naïve understandings:
Science involves a continuous inquiry about facts. It is different in a sense that it
requires step-by-step process of available data to achieve an accurate
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result/conclusion. It should have a concrete proof to show that a
hypothesis/research question is true or not. [The development of scientific
knowledge requires experiments] which must be conducted prior to
conclusions/results. Through experimentation, scientific knowledge will have a
basis to defend itself from inaccurate hypothesis. (AZ5-PreScIn)

On the eleven post surveys completed, two participants were still categorized as
holding mostly informed views of the target NOS/SI aspects, eight were categorized as
holding a mixture of naïve and informed views of the target aspects, and one participant
was categorized as holding mostly naïve views of the target NOS/SI aspects.
From pre to post survey responses, there were a variety of changes in individual
participants’ responses, described below. Participants were asked to reflect on their pre
survey responses and make changes by physically writing on top of their earlier answers.
The presence of new writing or crossed out responses was direct evidence of change that
a participant made to their earlier responses. Although changes to responses on the post
survey only resulted in the overall re-categorization of one participants into a different
category (from holding mostly naïve views to holding a mixture of views), new answers
on the post survey reflected growth in some aspects of scientific inquiry and nature of
science understandings.
Of the two participants who were categorized from their pre survey responses as
having mostly informed views of scientific inquiry and nature of science, one made no
changes except to add some program references when discussing anomalies. The other,
who had discussed experiments in a non-algorithmic way on the pre survey, elaborated
on many of his previous responses including more references to following logical
processes accepted by others, reproducibility, collaboration and the importance of
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creativity in science. It was clear in his post survey reflections that he had added to the
sophistication of informed views.
Of the two participants classified as having mostly naïve views of scientific
inquiry and nature of science from their pre survey responses, both added substantially to
every answer on their post survey when asked to reflect on their pre survey answers.
Despite these changes, one participant remained categorized as holding mostly naïve
understandings of the target NOS/SI aspects. Below is an example of a response that did
not result in a change in categorization:
Question: Do you think there is more than one approach to[scientific] inquiry?
Please explain, giving examples if possible?
Answer (pre survey): Yes, because different people have their own ways in
inquiry/asking/formulating a question.
Answer (post survey): Yes, because there are lots of ways to do it. It might be
different but it does not matter at all as long as the process is accurate and
conforms with the standard. (AZ5-ScInq-Q8)
This participant, who was also interviewed in the Spring of 2009, is presented as
an illustrative case below. In his overall responses, he elaborated on the objective nature
of science, the ability of science to prove, and the search for truth as well as the
requirement for experiments in the development of scientific knowledge. The second of
the participants initially categorized as holding naïve views of scientific inquiry and
nature of science made changes to her answers that reflected her summer experience that
included both a reference to her experience and the addition of personal inquiry (an
inquiry into understanding something a person does not already personally know.) This
change was confirmed through my conversation with her at her poster presentation at the
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end of the AZ-START research program in which she described how the work she was
doing on food safety was important for helping her community become more informed.
In contrast she also held onto an objective view of science that included the idea that the
goal of science was about proving.
Of the five participants who completed both a pre and post survey and were
categorized as holding a mixture of informed and naïve views of the target NOS/SI
aspects, all changed their answers to increase in their understanding of at least one target
NOS/SI aspect. Below is an example of one of the participants who increased in her
understanding.
Question: How do you define “scientific inquiry”? Please give an example that
represents your view of scientific inquiry.
Answer (pre survey): Scientific inquiry asks a question about something that can
be supported or not supported in the physical world.
Answer (post survey): Through my research experiment I found that research is
much more creative. Real research involves a dialogue between the researcher
and the environment that requires flexibility….In my research, the most
fascinating part was setting up the question (just exactly where was I going to find
these rural mosquitoes and contrast them to what). Followed by the excitement of
collecting the data and being surprised by unexpected outcomes. Followed by
analyzing the data and seeing patterns in contrast to different variables.
(AZ8-ScIn-Q2)
This participant elaborated on her earlier answer to show how her experience had
given her a better understanding of doing real research including the role of creativity,
flexibility, how to set up a question, the role of unexpected outcomes, and looking for
patterns. Her responses showed growth in the most aspects of science inquiry of any of
the AZ-START participants.
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Other changes included a participants who’s post survey response described how
science is used to benefit society and how scientific inquiry leads to new ways of inquiry,
one participant elaborated on her answers to discuss the role of the scientific method, and
a participant included the role of creativity, different approaches, the logical nature of
science and how anomalies lead to new avenues of research. None of these participants
changed their pre survey response about the core role of experiments as the sole way to
create scientific knowledge.
Of the two participants who only completed a post survey, both commented on
how their research experience impacted their knowledge of science. One of these
participants reported an experience during the research program that may have
contributed to her views of scientific inquiry which confirm responses in her written
survey in which she discusses that science is not absolute:
The other thing too that I learned is there is a difference between theoretical
knowledge and practical knowledge. And when, you know, I would, I would be
given an assignment, I had an independent study unit, so I’d be given an
assignment to learn this about porphyry coppers. And so I’d go and I’d learn my
textbook thing and I’d come back and I’d say to my mentor well here’s how
porphyry copper, copper is formed. Yes well, that’s how they say it in the books
but here’s the practical application. And then he’d take me out into the field and
show me exactly what it looks like and the processes that, you know, it’s not this
clean cut description in the book. So that’s one of the things that, and I think,
back to your experience about how your mentor and the depth of knowledge that
they have and how they’re really, um, we really need to kind of communicate this
kind of learning to our students. (AZ6-FocusGroup3)
Program references
Five out of the eleven participants who completed the post survey used program
references in their responses about scientific inquiry and nature of science. One
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participant used her experience to discuss the development of research questions, data
collection and analysis. Another participant used her research experience to discuss how
investigating one aspect leads to many different questions and investigations. Four
participants used a program reference when discussing anomalies in research as being
something unexpected or unanticipated. Two of these participants attributed their
anomaly to a mistake in their procedure during their research.
Views of scientific inquiry and nature of science related to prior experience
Both of the participants categorized as having informed views of most of the
target NOS/SI aspects were high school science teachers. The one who did not make
changes to his responses had been teaching for twenty-four years and had both an
undergraduate and master’s degree in biology and reported that he had conducted
biological research previously. The participant who did make changes to his responses
had been teaching for thirteen years and had an undergraduate degree in biology and
master’s degree in science education. He reported participating in two research projects
as an undergraduate student.
Of the participants who were categorized as holding a mixture of informed and
naïve views of scientific inquiry and nature of science on the pre and post survey, one
was an elementary teacher with five years teaching experience and reported having no
formal research experience. Five were middle school science teachers with two to
thirteen years of teaching experience, three of which reported no previous research
experience and two reported previous lab experience at the university. Two were high
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school science teachers with one and two years teaching experience respectively, one
reported holding several research positions prior to starting her teaching career.
Of the participants classified as holding naïve views from their post responses,
one was a middle school science teacher with two years teaching experience, an
undergraduate degree in psychology and had participated in several science workshops
but no formal previous research experience. The other, was a high school science teacher
who had four years teaching experience and reported conducting biological research as
both an undergraduate and in graduate science classes.
Similarly to participants in the Chaco program, previous research experience was
the commonality of the two participants who were categorized as holding mostly
informed views of scientific inquiry and nature of science. Despite this, having previous
research experience did not result in responses being categorized as being mostly
informed for the other AZ-START participants.
Illustrative Cases
As discussed in chapter 3, individual interviews of the AZ-START teacher
participants were not possible during the program due to the fact that participants were
located all over the state of Arizona conducting their research. During the Spring of
2009, eight months after the completion of the summer program, I interviewed two of the
participants over the phone about their pre and post Science Inquiry Survey responses,
their reflections of their summer research experience, and their teaching practice.
Participants chosen for a follow-up interview included one who had returned the FollowUp Survey through email and another who indicated that she would complete the Follow-
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Up Survey over the phone. Both had reported an intention to use their experiences in the
classroom on the post survey administered at the end of the summer research as well as
general enthusiasm for the program during the post program focus group. Below I discuss
these two participants as illustrative cases based on their interviews and individual data as
they relate to their views of scientific inquiry and nature of science.
Emily
Emily was a middle school science teacher who had previously taught art for ten
years and then moved to science teaching due to teaching shortages at her school. She
had been teaching science for nine years before her participation in the AZ-START
program. Her original college degrees were not in science, although she had been taking
science courses over the last nine years while she was teaching science. Her summer
research experience involved outside fieldwork in the Tucson area where she had the
opportunity to develop and investigate her own research question, which she had based
on an extensive literature review of her research topic. She reported in both her focus
group and individual interview that other people had commented that she was “acting and
thinking like a real scientist for the first time”. When interviewed about her previous
responses about scientific inquiry, she showed a shift in some of views but not others.
Sanlyn: On your pre survey you had talked about [how] the scientific method is
used to prove facts in the real world and just to see if that is something that you
still think about as far as science helping to prove things in the real world?
Emily: Hmm, I don’t think about it now as proving things. It’s more of something
supported or not. You can support things but you can’t really prove it.
Sanlyn: You had also talked about experiments being very crucial to science and
how you think about experiments versus other ways of gathering data?
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Emily: How can you have science that is not hands-on? If you’re not hands on
looking at actual objects you are just doing metaphysics.
Sanlyn: One example would be astronomy, how do they do their science?
Emily: Well that’s hands-on, that’s imaging. I’m real visual and spatial. So if you
can prove it visually, you don’t have to hold it, if you can prove it visually and
spatially. (AZ8“Emily”FollowUp-Interview)
In both this excerpt and the one above, Emily shows that she has moved away
from a totally objective view of science but she still retains a view that experiments are
required in science, although not defined as manipulated in a lab, but as something that is
hands-on or visible. It was clear from her responses that she was still developing her
thoughts on science that she confirmed multiple times in talking to her. She called
herself a “fledgling scientist” when asked about her experience.
Emily reported that her experience in the AZ-START program helped her gain
much knowledge about scientific inquiry which is also reflected in the change in her
survey responses, how she talked about her research at the poster session, in her response
during the focus group, and in her individual interview in the Spring of 2009.
Robert
Robert was a science teacher who had been teaching for two years and currently
taught high school science on a Native American reservation in Arizona where he had
taught physical science and biology for one year prior to the AZ-START program. His
summer research project resulted in the discovery of a new species of nematodes working
with his research mentor at the University of Arizona. His research project was not
complete at the time of our interview and he was looking forward to returning to his lab
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to continue his work the following summer hoping that he work would lead to a scientific
publication. He reported that his research project improved his ability to do science and
to do science with his students. Robert was one of the participants in the AZ-START
program who was categorized as holding mostly naïve views of the target NOS/SI
aspects. In his interview during the Spring of 2009 he showed that he still held onto a
algorithmic view of the scientific method but struggled with an algorithmic view of
experiments and an objective view of science:
Sanlyn: Do all scientists use the same method?
Robert: Scientists use the same methods, we have different methods, you know,
different methods, cause if we have the same I think that will not be science,
because science is about experimentation, exploration, adventure…the scientific
method is just a guide in order to know science.
Sanlyn: Can you talk a little bit about proof or proving things in science?
Robert: Well proving things, in order for you to prove a thing, you should have
experimentation and control. Instead of just a guess or you are going to just
hypothesize that this things is a fact you know you need to experiment on it.
Sanlyn: And how much evidence do you think it takes to prove something, like a
scientific claim?
Robert: I would say, although it’s only one, as long as it’s accurate and precise,
that could be proof.
Sanlyn: You talk a lot about experimentation in science being central, and what
kind of experimentation do you think it essential in science?
Robert: Well experimentation is on the scientific methods and experimentation
based on ethical procedures and experimentation based on scientific laws.
Sanlyn: What about a topic like astronomy, can we do experiments in astronomy?
Robert: Yes, we can do experiments in astronomy
Sanlyn: What is a good example of one?
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Robert: Well for example you are experimenting about the stars, or the existence
of a heavenly body. You can use different scientific instruments in order to prove
the existence of a heavenly body such as a telescope and by observing the light,
the radiation that comes from a heavenly body, you can prove it.
Sanlyn: Are you able to have controls in that type of experiment?
Robert: That’s a good question, can you have a control? I would say yes you can,
you can have a control although you are not experimenting in the lab…you
control would be another type of heavenly body…
(AZ5“Robert”- Follow-Up Interview)
In his interview it was clear that Robert held an objectivist view of science that
included the use of experiments and controls. As I introduced new ideas for him to
consider, he tried to integrate those into his view of science. His views of scientific
inquiry and nature of science, although changed, still contain many naïve elements, most
notably the objective nature of science.
Both Emily and Robert made notable gains in their knowledge about scientific
inquiry and nature of science through their summer research experience as shown by their
reflections on both their surveys and in interviews. Both commented that their
experience helped them feel like they also felt more like scientists, something that will be
discussed in chapters 6 and 7. Both looked forward to continuing the research project
they had started and working towards science publications.
Overall, many of the participants in the AZ-START project showed small gains in
their knowledge about scientific inquiry and nature of science. Many of the shifts were
specific aspects such as the social and cultural nature of science, the role of creativity,
and the role of logic and systematic processes in science. Participants reported the
greatest gain in their scientific knowledge was in the specific techniques that they used in
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their research, both in the lab and in field research. Additionally, many participants
reported learning more about making scientific posters and how to report their work in a
more authentic way.
Astronomy Research Based Science Experience
All seventeen participants in the A-RBSE program completed both a pre and post
Science Inquiry Survey. A summary of surveys completed is provided in chapter 3, Table
8. In general participants wrote several sentences to each question, with a few exceptions
of individuals who wrote several paragraphs. Formal interviews were conducted with
twelve of the seventeen participants during the program and two participants participated
in an additional follow-up interview in the Spring of 2009. In addition, informal
conversations were conducted throughout the program and notes from these
conversations were used to support the survey and interview transcript data.
Table 13 below shows the summary of A-RBSE participants’ pre and post
program responses categorized as naïve, mixed, or informed for each NOS/SI target. Full
participant profiles by target can be found in appendix G.3. For each target NOS/SI
aspect, there is a count of how many total participants were categorized as holding naïve,
informed, or mixed views on the pre and post survey. Changes indicated in the right
column illustrate shifts of ideas or addition of ideas for a target aspect for the nine
participants who completed both the pre and post survey.
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Table 13: Summary of A-RBSE pre and post responses categorized for each target
NOS/SI aspect
Pre (n = 17)

SM (myth),
questions drive
investigations
Multiple ways
Multiple
purposes
Empirical – based
on evidence
Empirical –
absolutes
(abstracting and
tentative
Anomalies
Social/cultural/ve
rsus objective
Creative
Learning
General
Program
reference

Post (n = 17) same

Changes
All
participants
completed
pre and
post

Naïve
1

Mixed
3

Informed
10

Naïve
1

Mixed
3

Informed
10

1
0

3
0

12
5

0
0

2
0

14
5

2 increased

0

1

8

0

1

9

0

2

7

0

2

8

1 add I on
post
1 add I on
post

0
0

4
1

13
6

0
0

3
1

14
9

1
8
10
N/A

1 increased
3 add I on
post

1
8
10
8

On the post survey, only two participants gave responses that changed the
classification of their view of at least one of the target NOS/SI aspects. Five of the
seventeen participants added to their original response on the post survey to include an
informed view of an aspect that they had not addressed on the pre survey, the largest of
these was participants understanding of the sociocultural nature of science.
On the Pre Science Inquiry Survey, twelve of the seventeen participants gave
answers indicating that they held mostly informed views of the target NOS/SI aspects, a
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much higher percentage than in either of the other two programs. Survey responses were
also confirmed with interview transcripts, when available, to check this categorization.
An example is shown below:
Survey response: Science is the process whereby knowledge is gained through
research, data collection and review. Knowledge is gained in science through
data collection and processing and comparisons to what is previously
understood…. Scientific inquiry involves a community of scientists gathering data
and performing experiments to gather this data over many years to expand the
knowledge base. Theories are often adjusted to fit new observations as more data
is collected. (RB16-PreSciIn)
Interview response: There’s never always only one correct answer [in science]….
nor is there only one approach to finding the right answer.
(RB16- Personal Interview)
Responses of participants in this categorization included ideas about the empirical
nature of science, the role of evidence and reproducibility, non-algorithmic views of
scientific process and the role of experimentation, the importance of observations in the
development of scientific knowledge, the tentative nature of science, and the role of
society in science. Below is an excerpt of one participant’s responses regarding the role
of experiments in science:
Question: Does the development of scientific knowledge require experiments?
Explain and give an example to justify your position.
Answer: Experiments are important to validate results and make conclusions.
However good scientific knowledge stems from asking testable questions and
making relevant observations and or testing workable hypotheses. It is difficult to
do “experiments” in some areas such as Astronomy but one can develop
questions and hypotheses… Even biologists begin their study of the natural world
by making good observations. These initial studies are often qualitative in nature.
They result in developing hypotheses which can be tested quantitatively. I see
Astronomy beginning with making good observations. “Manipulating” the
variables involved may not be so easy e.g. the researcher changing the mass or
distance between celestial objects but survey databases may provide the evidence
one needs. (RB5-PreScIn-Q1)
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It is not surprising that many of the A-RBSE participants had a non-algorithmic
view of the use of experiments due to the fact that they were conducting astronomical
research and had been preparing to do so the previous semester. Additionally, many of
the teachers were astronomy instructors and emphasized the reproducible nature of
science as the role of “experimentation”. The participants’ informed views extended to
science inquiry as well:
Question: How do you define “scientific inquiry”? Please give an example that
represents your view of scientific inquiry.
Answer: Scientific inquiry is the testing of ideas in the real world. It may begin at
a lower level phase of observation and collection, and then progresses towards
determined the relationships between things that have been observed. E.g., I have
observed, named, and plotted the locations of things we call planets. I am able to
predict where Planet “A” is going to be next week. The next phase of science
inquiry is to suggest that there is some sort of causal relationship between
planets, moons, and the sun. Inquiry will reveal the interrelationships of these
bodies and the laws that allow for the prediction of their motion. Further inquiry
reveals that one of the planets (Mercury) does not follow the predicted path, thus
initiating further inquiry to determine the relationship that explains and predicts
Mercury’s motion. Scientific inquiry then is an ongoing process of observation,
abstraction, prediction, further observation, further abstraction.
(RB9-PreScIn-Q2)

Five of the seventeen participants gave answers indicating that they held a
mixture of informed and naïve views of the target NOS/SI aspects. One participant
expressed an algorithmic view of the scientific method, below is an excerpt:
Question: What, in your view, is science? What makes science (or a scientific
discipline such as physics, biology, etc.) different from other disciplines (e.g.,
religion, philosophy, history)?
Answer: Science is a method of study agreed upon internationally. Scientists
follow the method to learn new thing, explain things, predict things, etc. Anyone
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can follow the method therefore science is reproducible and the results can be
agreed upon (unlike religion, philosophy, history). (RB14-PreScIn-Q2)
Here, this participant expressed the common misconception of a single scientific
method that all scientists use. Taken alone, this response may be interpreted as learning
about the scientific process. This participant further illustrated her conception of a rigid
method of science:
Question: Does the development of scientific knowledge require experiments?
Explain and give an example to justify your position.
Answer: Yes, since it is a method. Thought experiments can be performed but are
usually not fully accepted until physical evidence is found to support the thinking.
Question: How do you define "scientific inquiry"? Please give an example that
represents your view of scientific inquiry.
Answer: I think it is still the scientific method stated above.
Question: Do you think there is more than one approach to science inquiry?
Please explain, giving examples if possible.
Answer: Yes, there are different parts of scientific method and people may
emphasize different parts. (RB14-PreScIn)
Additionally, she discussed the need for reproducibility in science as well as the
methodical aspect of science. The other participants held algorithmic views of how
scientific investigations are conducted and often saw science as absolute despite holding
informed understanding of the nature of anomalies and the sociocultural nature of
science.
On the post survey, participants were asked to reflect on their pre survey
responses and make changes by physically writing on top of their earlier answers. The
presence of new writing or crossed out responses was direct evidence of change that a
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participant made to their earlier responses. Five of the twelve participants categorized as
holding mostly informed views of target NOS/SI aspects on the pre survey opted not to
change any of their answers or elaborate on their pre survey answers. Two of these
participants made additions to their answers which elaborated on their original ideas but
did not introduce new topics or substantially new ideas. Below is an example:
Question: Does the development of scientific knowledge require experiments?
Explain and give an example to justify your position.
Answer (pre survey): Theoreticians work without experimentation most of the
time. However, experiments either confirm the theory or call for modifications
(or even discarding) said theory in its present form. Fifty years ago it was not
known why deciduous plants shed their leaves in the fall. It took a series of
investigations to determine exactly what processes occurred in plants, and what
triggering conditions caused this to happen annually. Einstein and his
contemporaries (Swartzchild [sic]) discussed the idea of black holes. Nearly
eighty years elapsed before any positive proof was discovered. Sometimes
theories are decades ahead of the technology of the time.
Answer (post survey): Yes, experimentation will confirm or discredit a theory.
Theories will be modified as data indicates the need for change.
(RB4-ScIn-Q1)
Four of these participants introduced new ideas to their responses to include
informed views of target aspect they did not address on their pre survey. Two
participants in this category added the importance of looking at previous work and testing
ideas against previous ones. Below is an example:
I’d add to my original response that it would be possible to do thorough research
of journal papers on a concept AND research other concepts/principles that affect
the first concept and from this, develop scientific knowledge. (RB7-PoScIn-Q1)
Three of the four participants discussed the role of anomalies in a new way. All
three discussed anomalies as a pathway to different approaches, methodologies, or
questions. Below is an example:
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From this week’s experiences, it seems that astronomers need to investigate
astronomical anomalies by using different methods to study the object
spectrograph, imaging, use of different lenses and different telescopes can
provide more and different data to help clarify the anomalies.
(RB15-PoScIn-Q10)
Of the four participants who were categorized as holding a mixture of informed
and naïve views of the target NOS/SI aspects one made small changes to her answers to
include the concept of prediction although she did not change any of her answers
regarding the scientific method. Another participant added the importance of peer review
for verification of scientific knowledge:
Given my experience, I realize a large part of science involves verification. [Our
mentor] was working on an alternate project of detecting exoplanets, using a list
of known exoplanets. We also learned that developing a chart for AGN
identification involved MANY folks looking at MANY of the same spectra.
(RB3-PoScIn-Q3)
During the individual interviews conducted during the program, participants were
asked how, if at all, the program had changed how they thought about how science was
done. Five of the twelve participants interviewed indicated that their experience did not
change at all how they thought about how science was done. Of those, four came from a
professional research background. Seven participants interviewed indicated that they
program did not change how they thought about how science in general was done but that
it gave them more knowledge about how astronomical research was conducted, how data
was collected, and more about big questions in astronomy. Two of these participants
mentioned the subjective nature of data interpretation in astronomy research. Below is an
example:
It’s been really interesting for me to see the astronomers talking and it’s not as
definitive as I thought…I mean there’s measurements but then how you interpret
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that is subjective but even more I think I’ve gotten more of a feeling for that.
(RB1-Personal Interview)
Program References
Eight out of the seventeen participants who completed the post survey used
program references in their responses about scientific inquiry and nature of science. Two
of the participants used their experience to talk about justification of scientific knowledge
citing specific experiences they had during the week. Below is an example:
Just understanding that the AGN data are collected using 4 exposures that are
then merged and reduced that took 30 minutes each gave me a true appreciation
of the time it took to examine 1 AGN. Multiply that by data collected and
statistically analyzed blows my mind! (RB5-PoScIn-Qiii)
Three of the participants used program references when discussing anomalies. All
were instances of experiences they had had during the week but none of the references
were used to add new ideas to their previous answer. Below is an example:
Question: What does a scientist do when an anomaly is identified?
Answer (pre survey): Scientists need to continue to research and experiment to
determine where and how the anomalies exist. It is frustrating, head banging,
work, but it is essential.
Answer (post survey) From this week’s experiences, it seems that astronomers
need to investigate astronomical anomalies by using different methods to study
the object spectrograph, imaging, use of different lenses and different telescopes
can provide more and different data to help clarify the anomalies.
(RB15-PoScIn-Q10)
In this example, the participant showed an informed understanding of how
scientists may deal with anomalies. Her answer on the post survey added her
understanding of how astronomers may use different techniques to investigate the
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anomalies but is still in line with her answer to the pre survey of continuing to research
and experiment.
Views of scientific inquiry and nature of science related to prior experience
Of the twelve teacher participants in the A-RBSE program that were categorized
as holding mostly informed views of scientific inquiry and nature of science, eleven were
high school science teachers and one was a middle school science teacher. Of the high
school instructors four also taught at the college level. All participants had an
undergraduate degree in science, one had a master’s degree in mathematics, four had a
master’s degree in science, five had a master’s degree in education, one held a Ph.D. in
computer science and one had a Ph.D. in archeology. Five of these participants reported
conducting research as part of their graduate education. Seven reported participating in
previous research experiences for teachers.
The five participants were who classified as holding a mixture of informed and
naïve views of the target NOS aspects, four were high school teachers and one was a
middle school teacher. All held undergraduate degrees in science and three held master’s
degrees in education and four of the five reported previous professional research
experience.
In contrast to the other two programs, teachers in the A-RBSE program had
overall much more experience with science research. Not all participants who were
categorized as holding mostly informed views of scientific inquiry and nature of science
had formal research experience, although all but two did. It is not surprising how many
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A-RBSE participants were categorized as holding mostly informed views of the target
NOS/SI aspects based on their strong science background.
Illustrative Cases
During the spring of 2009, nine months after the completion of the A-RBSE
summer research program, I re-interviewed two of the teacher participants over the phone
about their reflections of their experience as well as their teaching practice. Participants
chosen for a follow-up interview had both been interviewed during the summer program,
had completed a Follow-Up Survey through email, and had expressed an intention of
integrating what they had gained during the program in their classroom. Below I present
illustrative cases as how these participants’ views relating to scientific inquiry are
discussed below.
Kathryn
Kathryn was a high school science teacher with over thirty years of teaching
experience who taught in the Midwestern United States. She had both an undergraduate
and master’s degree in biology and was “ABD” (all but dissertated) towards a Ph.D. in
science education. She reported doing science research projects starting when she was in
high school, continued in science labs during her undergraduate and graduate degrees,
and conducting qualitative research for her doctoral dissertation. Additionally, she
reported participating in other research programs for teachers, two of which she was still
actively engaged in along with her students. One was a program in which she and her
students collected radio wave data remotely several times a year and the other program
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was one in which she and her students analyzed infrared data collected by an orbiting
spacecraft run by NASA. Both programs involved initial training in procedure and then
having her go back to implement the projects in her classroom.
Kathryn was one of the participants who was categorized as holding informed
views of most of the target NOS/SI aspects. These categorizations were confirmed in
both her interviews and in informal conversations with her. Her experience in both
science research and research with students greatly exceeded most other teachers in the
study and conversations with her often included a discussion of one of those projects or
ideas for a new one. When asked how, if at all, the experience changed how she thought
about how science was done, her response was specific to what she had gained in
understanding astronomy and how she could apply what she knew about science to a new
area given her experience.
I think it’s given me more of an appreciation for how astronomy is done. My
experiences have been cell biological in many things so this gives me an
appreciation for how astronomical data are collected, how they are controlled so
to speak, all of that end of it. And then it gives me an appreciation for the kinds of
questions that people can ask because that’s always, until you know a field very
well, and my knowledge in astronomy is nothing compared to what I have in
biology and so I still consider myself a good learner in this area and so this gives
me that feel for the more information you can ask better questions and design
better experiments….I’ve been trained a lot as both a qualitative and quantitative
researcher… I was fortunate because I have been doing research since high
school with science fairs. In college by my junior and senior year I was doing
research with a professor in my department and then went onto graduate school
at another school. So having that, but even there in a masters degree, I still felt
when I took some good research methods classes, wow, I hadn’t had that picture
of it. I was looking at techniques, not at asking the big question, the better
questions. And I kind of suspected what the better questions were but I really got
into how to ask a question, how to outline an independent and dependent
variable, controlling variables, all that good stuff once I did my doctoral work
and put it all more in perspective. And I think that’s what I can apply to the
biology or the astronomy, either one. (RB5“Kathryn” – Personal Interview)
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When asked to reflect again during her follow up interview on how her
experience helped her learn more about how astronomy research was conducted, she
discussed a better appreciation for the big ideas and questions in astronomy.
I think it’s probably more a new way of thinking about how to apply what I know
to astronomy because I felt like because I don’t have a degree in astronomy, I
have “X” background in astronomy. And when you have the depth of experience
in an area, you can see the big questions, you can identify what would be good
questions, what would be the independent and dependent variables. I don’t think I
could do that before I did the RBSE program, I think I have a background and I
had a little bit… now I think I could come up with some better questions.
(RB5“Kathryn” – Follow-Up Interview)
Kathryn considered this gain in her understanding as most helpful to assist her
students conduct projects in astronomy. It is important to note that the knowledge she
gained resulted from a combination of the online preparation and the on-site training of
the A-RBSE program and not just her experience on Kitt Peak alone. The integrated
approach of the online training and then getting to collect her own data was something
that she saw as critical to her understanding. Although she did not change in her overall
understanding of scientific inquiry and nature of science, Kathryn reported that the
experience helped her understanding how to do more authentic astronomy research that
she then implemented with her students the following year. In her follow-up interview,
she described implementations of astronomical projects for her students in both her
regular astronomy and her astronomy service learning courses that year. These projects
will be discussed more in findings of chapter 5.
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David
David was a high school science teacher who had taught science for twelve years.
His undergraduate degrees were in chemistry and science education. He reported having
no formal science research experience but had participated in another program for
students and teachers which made use of a remote telescope. As part of that program, his
classes could take images of astronomical objects, what he referred to as “pretty
pictures”, using telescopes in South America over the internet. When asked why he had
applied for A-RBSE program, research experience and astronomy experience were two of
his main reasons for participation. When asked how his participation changed, if at all,
how he thought about how science was done, he indicated that it changed his perception
of how astronomy was done.
Science in general, I don't know….but I mean with astronomy you think of a guy
looking through a telescope. I knew that didn't happen but again that same thing
until you see it it's tough to believe it. And you know, you can talk but you still
have these preconceived notions. So it turns out that the various different parts of
astronomy are still very very very different and I had no idea that they were so,
the process going into it, I mean obviously the data collected is very different but
the process that just goes into it is incredibly different. With solar it seems like
most of time the set up, most of the time is setting up your equipment, acquiring
what it is you're looking for whether it's a sunspot or a pore or you know, just the
middle of the sun is easy to acquire (laugh) but still I mean most of it is setting
up…. I've never been in industry as far as working in science and stuff like that
and I’ve never done real research work. So this is my first experience.
(RB8“David” – Personal Interview)
David was also a participant who was categorized as holding informed views of
most target NOS/SI aspects despite his lack of formal research experience. He wrote
about science as being methodical, testable, tentative, making a distinction between both
the process and body of knowledge, the distinction between creation of knowledge and
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transfer of knowledge, and the importance of verification. When reflecting in the followup interview on how the program changed his understanding of science, he felt that the
experience itself was valuable even though it did not change his overall view of how
science was done.
It was all stuff I had at least heard of and been somewhat familiar with, the major
thing there was actually using the equipment and contacting the researchers, that
was the only thing I had never done before. I had done the math, working stuff
out, looked through telescopes before but nothing on that scale. (RB8“David” –
Follow-Up Interview)
Both Kathryn and David felt that their experience did not change their
understanding of how science was done but did help them gain insight into astronomical
research and a process of data collection that was novel to them. Both were very
interested in this knowledge so that they were better prepared to work with their students
and to help their students conduct research in astronomy and answer specific questions
about astronomy. This sentiment was widespread among the A-RBSE participants.

Comparison of Programs
As discussed in chapter 3, each of these programs was distinct in both research
topics and research activities for participants. Shared program aspects included the
participation of experienced faculty mentors, opportunities to conduct novel research
with the guidance of practicing scientists, the experience of completing a research project
and presenting the results publicly, and participation in discussions about how to
integrate aspects of the program into the classroom.
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The Chaco program emphasized the use of specific K-12 curricular activities
modeled during the program with the research experience as a way to excite and engage
teachers to give them an insight into archaeoastronomy. The research experience was not
designed to be replicated in their classrooms with their students. During the program,
teachers chose a topic and then conducted research activities that were strongly guided by
their mentors and then presented their findings publicly to the group and national park
staff.
The AZ-START program staff was interested in teacher innovation in the
classroom using the research experience as a way to help teachers understand how to do
science and to give them an extended research project from start to finish, starting with a
literature review, learning and using appropriate techniques, conducting their research,
and presenting their work in a public poster session to other participants and faculty at the
University of Arizona. Many of the teachers conducted their projects with minimal daily
faculty oversight but met with their mentors weekly to go over progress. There were no
specific guidelines of the AZ-START program that indicated teachers should implement
their exact research project in the classroom but rather teachers were expected to
implement aspects of what they had learned during the summer with their students.
The A-RBSE program was designed to give teachers the background, data, and
hands-on experience with four specific astronomy projects that they would implement in
their classroom. Thus during the program, teachers did research on the same projects that
their students would work giving them direct experience with at least one of the four
highlighted projects. Teachers picked one of four projects to work on and then
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participated in data collection of new data to answer a research question their research
group came up with. All research was done with guidance of a mentor and resulted in a
formal presentation of work at the end of the program. During the program, facilitators
worked with the teachers to help them understand how the projects could be implemented
in large classrooms. Additionally, past RBSE teacher participants gave presentations to
share how they had implemented RBSE projects in their classrooms. A main goal of the
A-RBSE program was to have whole classroom of students conducting research with the
data sets provided by the program and to move beyond science fair projects of only one
or two motivated students.
The selection criteria for each program both attracted and selected very different
teachers into each program. The Chaco program recruited and selected teachers based on
their proximity to the Chaco National Historical Park in the Southwest region of the
United States, targeted teachers interested in implementing culturally relevant material in
their classroom, and selected those with both a commitment to furthering their
participation with the Chaco National Historical Park and bringing their students to
Chaco or another similar site. Thus educators from different disciplines and backgrounds
were selected to participate. Participant backgrounds included both formal and informal
educators who taught science, math, Native studies, social studies, and outdoor education.
As such, participants had a wide range of science knowledge and experience.
The AZ-START program selected teachers based on the requirements of the state
funding agency as well as teachers who could most benefit from the research aspect of
the program. Teachers who served “underserved” students populations (Title I, rural, on
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a Native American Reservation), had previous biology coursework, showed a
commitment for innovation in the classroom, and those who did not have prior research
experience were given priority. Teachers selected were all science teachers, most of
whom had not conducted previous science research and who were committed to
integrating their experience into the classroom in some way.
The A-RBSE program selected teachers who had strong science backgrounds and
a demonstrated record for innovation in the classroom and current use of technology.
The use of technology was important to implementing the RBSE projects in the
classroom because the research involved students using astronomical imaging software
and the data had to be accessed electronically. Teachers in the A-RBSE program had the
strongest background in both science and previous science research experience of
teachers in any of the three programs.
Overall, it is not surprising that many of the teacher participants in both the Chaco
and AZ-START program demonstrated less sophisticated views of scientific inquiry and
nature of science than those in A-RBSE programs due to participants’ lack of background
in both formal science and science research. It is also not surprising that participants in
the A-RBSE program demonstrated the most overall understanding of scientific inquiry
and nature of science than those in the other two programs due to their strong
backgrounds in science and research. Despite their varied backgrounds and research
experiences, teachers in all three programs showed some small shifts in their
understanding of scientific inquiry and nature of science. What was common across
teachers in all three programs was the contextualization of their answers to include their
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research experiences in their post program responses. Participants in the AZ-START
program showed the most shifts in understandings of scientific inquiry and nature of
science across the three programs, especially in understandings related to how science is
done.

Summary of Findings for Research Question 1
Overall, teachers who came in with informed understandings of the target NOS/SI
aspects left the program with informed understandings, although in some cases gained
understandings specific to a new type of science, either astronomy or biology depending
on the program they participated in. The participants who came into the programs with
naïve views of most of the target NOS/SI aspects reported gaining a better appreciation of
doing science although their research experience resulted in small changes to their
understandings of scientific inquiry and nature of science. The most common naïve views
retained were that science was a universal and objective discipline that relies on the
algorithmic use of the scientific method and depends on the required use of experiments
to further scientific knowledge. For participants naïve views of the objective nature of
science or algorithmic use of experiments, their research experience did not always
change their views about the objective nature of science or the algorithmic use of
experiments.
All participants in the Chaco and AZ-START programs who were classified as
holding informed views of most of the target NOS/SI aspects both on their pre and post
surveys reported at least some prior science research experience. Twelve of the fourteen
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A-RBSE participants who were classified as holding informed views of most of the target
NOS/SI aspects reported having previous research experience and all fourteen were
selected for the program based on their strong backgrounds in science knowledge.
Alternatively there were participants in all three programs who reported having previous
science research experience who were classified as holding a mixture of naïve and
informed views. Thus having previous research experience seemed to be an important
aspect, although not absolutely essential, to a participant being classified as holding
mostly informed views of scientific inquiry and nature of science but could not be used to
predict it for all participants.

Findings related to Research Question 1
Finding 1: Teachers’ participation in a science research program shifted little of
their overall understandings of science inquiry and nature of science.
Participants who attended each of the research programs left with small gains in
their understandings of scientific inquiry and nature of science. Participants who entered
their programs with informed understanding of the target NOS/SI aspects left with the
same understandings although often they reported gaining specific science knowledge
from their research experience. Participants who entered their research programs with at
least some naïve understandings of the targeted NOS/SI aspects left with some naïve
understandings although some did make some changes in specific aspects and by the end
of the program were also able to talk about more specific science experiences as
examples from their research experience. Participants who came to their programs with a
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mixture of informed and naïve understandings of target NOS/SI aspects made small shifts
in at least one aspect of scientific inquiry or nature of science but often did not let go of
their belief in the objective and universal nature of science or the rigid belief that
experiments were the only way to gather scientific data.
Although all three programs discussed links between research and inquiry in the
classroom, specific reflection on scientific inquiry and nature of science was not a
consistent and explicit emphasis of any of the programs. As such, it is not surprising that
teachers only gained a small amount in their overall understandings of scientific inquiry
and nature of science. This is not to imply that these experiences were not valuable but is
something that facilitators should be aware of when developing the outcomes goals and
activities of their research programs.
This study is one of few that investigated the potential impact that participating in
research projects has on science teachers’ understandings of science inquiry and nature of
science. The overall categorizations are in line with findings of other studies that
showed no significant differences in teachers’ understandings in science as a result of
their participation in a research program. Similar to quantitative instruments, categorizing
a teachers’ overall understanding of nature of science and scientific inquiry resulted in an
over simplification of the growth in their understandings. Looking at teachers’ growth on
the specific target NOS/SI aspects was able to small growths in understandings of nature
of science and scientific inquiry.
These small changes supported findings of other science research programs for
teachers and students in which only small shifts in understandings of science were
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detected as a result of engaging in science experiences (Bell, Blair, Crawford, &
Lederman, 2003; Buck, 2003; Charney et al, 2007). Although Varelas, House, and
Wenzel (2005) contradict these findings, the use of in-depth and ongoing interviews
allowed them to better understand the nuances of how the teachers’ understandings of
scientific inquiry evolved which was not possible in this study. Other studies of students
and teachers using versions of the VNOS and VOSI instruments to detect changes in
participants’ understandings of scientific inquiry and nature of science have found
positive increases in understandings as a result of sustained and explicit instruction
regarding the nature of science and science inquiry (Akerson, Hanson, & Cullen, 2007;
Khishfe & Abd-El-Khalick, 2002).

Finding 2: Participants’ background in science and science research was associated
with holding informed views of more target NOS/SI aspects.
Previous science background and science research experience was a common
attribute of teachers who were categorized as holding informed views of more target
NOS/SI aspects. Those who were categorized as holding informed views of most of the
target aspects of science inquiry and nature of science had backgrounds in science; some
held graduate degrees, some had professional science research experience, some
conducted research in an undergraduate research program, and some had other
professional development training in science. Having a background in science seemed to
be a pre-requisite for a participant to be categorized as holding mostly informed view of
the target NOS/SI aspects but did not guarantee that categorization. The number of years
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a teacher had taught science was not a factor that could be used to distinguish
participants’ understandings of science inquiry. This provides evidence that these
research experiences can be useful to not only beginning science teachers but also
teachers who have been in the classroom for many years. Also, this provides support that
sustained or multiple research experiences can lead to more informed understandings of
scientific inquiry and nature of science for teachers. Additionally this provides evidence
that knowledge of scientific inquiry and nature of science is not necessarily something
that is learned through teaching for a long period of time.
In this chapter I have reported results and findings for the first research question
regarding participants’ understandings of scientific inquiry and nature of science. In the
next chapter I report the findings for the second research question regarding participants’
descriptions of science teaching.
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CHAPTER 5: RESULTS AND FINDINGS FOR RESEARCH QUESTION 2

This chapter presents findings for Research Question 2.
How are teacher research experiences connected to changes in teachers’ descriptions of
effective science teaching and how they describe their teaching experiences?
Findings for this research question are presented in five sections; 1) what teacher
participants thought was the important thing for their students to know about science and
how they described achieving that, 2) how teachers described a typical and ideal science
lesson for their classroom, 3) how teachers described the purpose of inquiry and an ideal
inquiry experience for their students, 4) how teachers felt their participation in the
research experience would impact their science teaching, 5) illustrative cases of six
participants in relation to the first four sections. Results are reported by program to help
contextualize the overall findings of the study so that outcomes specific to certain
programs could be investigated.
Responses from participants who completed at least two surveys were included in
the analysis of Research Question 2. Below are comparisons of responses on the pre and
post program surveys (37 total participants) and the post and follow-up surveys (25 total
participants).
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Section 1: Teachers’ goals for students’ science knowledge and implementation in the
classroom
Overview
As part of the Pre Science Teaching Survey, completed on the first day of
each research program, participants were asked to respond to the following pair of
questions:
•
•

What do you think is the most important thing for your students to
learn about science?
How do you teach this to your students?

As part of the Post Science Teaching Survey, completed on the last day of
each research program, participants were asked to respond to a related pair of
questions:
•
•

What do you think is the most important thing for your students to
learn about science?
How do you plan to teach this to your students in the coming year?

As part of the Follow-Up Survey, completed during the spring semester after
the completion of the research program, participants were asked once again to
respond to a related pair of questions:
•
•

What do you think is the most important thing for your students to
learn about science?
How are you achieving this with your students this year?
Results from participants in all programs

Participants’ responses to each question were coded iteratively and grouped into
final interpretive codes, described fully in chapter 3. Participants’ descriptively coded
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responses to the first question, “What do you think is the most important thing for your
students to learn about science?” were collapsed into three interpretive codes,
“Affective”, “Content” and “Process” (Appendix H.1). Responses coded “Affective”
included those in which teachers discussed wanting students to appreciate and understand
science, find science exciting and fun, and feel that they can do science and be scientists.
Responses coded “Content” included those in which teachers discussed wanting students
to know the scientific method, the uses of science in everyday problems, and how science
is used to understand the universe. Responses coded “Process” included those in which
teachers discussed wanting students to know how to conduct scientific investigations as
well as various aspects important to doing science including using evidence,
collaboration, and the tentative nature of scientific knowledge. Appendices H.3 and H.4
show the count of all participants’ descriptively coded paired responses to the first
question on the pre and post survey and post and follow-up survey. Table 14 below
shows the breakdown of participants’ responses into the three interpretive categories on
each set of paired surveys.
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Table 14: Section 1, Question 1: Percentage of coded responses paired pre/post/follow-up

Interpretive
Code

Pre

Post

Post

Follow‐Up

(n = 37)

(n = 37)

(n = 25)

(n = 25)

73 coded
responses

101 coded
responses

78 coded
responses

52 coded
responses

Affective
16.4%

19.8%

18.0%

28.8%

26.0%

22.7%

20.5%

11.5%

Content
Process
57.5%
57.4%
61.5%
59.6%
As can be seen in Table 14, there were more coded responses per person who
completed the post survey than for the pre or follow-up survey. More responses on the
pre, post and follow-up surveys were coded “Process”. Responses coded “Content” and
“Affective” shifted over time. The figures below visually compare participants’
responses. The first set shows the overall distribution of answers that were classified into
these three interpretive categories on the pre and post survey for participants who only
completed both a pre and post survey (N = 37) corresponding to Appendix H.3. The
second set of figures show the overall distribution of answers that were classified into
these categories on the post and follow-up survey for participants who completed both a
post and follow-up survey (N=25) corresponding to Appendix H.4. Participants who
completed both a post and follow-up survey are a subset of those participants who
completed a pre and post survey. These figures are helpful for an overall look at how
participants answered the question and to look for any broad overall changes in their
responses.
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16%
Affective
Content
58%

26%

Process

Figure 2: Pre Survey Responses, All Programs (n=37) (73coded responses)
Of the 73 individual ideas coded on the pre surveys, teachers’ overall goals for
what they wanted their students to know about science were primarily process oriented.
Only a quarter of coded responses were content oriented and affective goals were the
least mentioned, only about half as many times as responses coded “Content” and only a
quarter as many times as those coded “Process”.
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Figure 3: Paired Pre/Post Responses, All Programs (n = 37)
Comparing the percentage of responses to this question on the pre and post survey
shows that from the pre to post program, there was a small shift in focus so that affective
goals were mentioned slightly more, at the cost of content goals. On the post survey,
teachers’ overall goals remained predominantly about process. Affective goals increased
from pre to post survey, becoming almost as important as content goals.
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Figure 4: Paired Post/Follow-Up Responses, All Programs (n = 25)
Figure 4 shows the post and follow-up survey responses about what teachers
wanted their students to know about science for the 25 participants who completed both a
post and follow-up survey. Similar to those participants who completed both a pre and
post survey as shown in Figure 3, responses on the post survey revealed that process
goals were the most important to teachers followed by almost an equal emphasis on
affective and content goals. The follow-up survey shows that while process goals
remained dominant, the affective goals become more important once teachers had
returned to the classroom, being mentioned nearly three times as often as content goals.
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29%
Affective
Content
Process

60%
11%

Figure 5: Follow-Up Survey Responses, All Programs (n = 25) (52 coded
responses)
As Figure 5 illustrates, taken aggregately, the majority of the teachers’ goals for
their students’ knowledge about science were about process which remained stable from
pre to post to follow-up. On the other hand, content goals were more important pre and
declined to post and follow-up whereas affective goals increased from the pre survey to
the follow-up survey.
Participants’ coded responses to the second question on all three surveys, “How
do you teach this/will you teach this to your students?” (referring to their previous
response about what they thought was the most important thing for their students to learn
about science), were collapsed into five interpretive categories, described fully in chapter
3: “Teacher Driven/Traditional”, “Teacher Driven/Beyond Traditional”, “Teacher
Driven/Student Active”, “Teacher Supported Student Research”, and “Student
Controlled” (Appendix H.2). Appendices H.6 and H.7 show the count of all participants’
paired responses to this question on the pre and post survey and post and follow-up
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survey. Responses coded “Teacher Driven/Traditional” referred to responses that
described a traditional classroom of instruction that may have included lecture,
assessment, reading etc. Responses coded “Teacher Driven/Beyond Traditional”
included responses in which teachers described at least one aspect beyond a traditional
classroom such as a field trip or guest speaker. Responses coded “Teacher
Driven/Student Active” included those that described teacher driven activities but also
included students doing something such as a lab, activity, or experiment. Responses
coded as “Teacher Supported Student Research” included those which described students
conducting research or engaging in a research project and aspects that teachers used to
facilitate student research. Responses coded as “Student Controlled” included those in
which students made decisions about what was investigated in the classroom. Table 15
below shows the breakdown of participant responses to this question binned into the five
interpretive categories for the paired pre and post and post and follow-up surveys.
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Table 15: Section 1, Question 2: Percentage of coded responses paired pre/post/follow-up

Interpretive
Code

Pre

Post

Post

Follow‐Up

(n = 37)

(n = 37)

(n = 25)

(n = 25)

75 coded
responses

98 coded
responses

81 coded
responses

40 coded
responses

Teacher Driven/
Traditional

29.3%

13.3%

11.1%

10.0%

Teacher Driven/
Beyond
Traditional

18.6%

22.5%

32.1%

20.0%

Teacher Driven/
Student Active

32.0%

28.6%

29.6%

45.0%

Teacher
Supported
Student
Research

9.3%

22.5%

14.8%

15.0%

Student
Controlled

10.6%

13.3%

12.3%

10.0%

Similar to responses to the previous question, there were more coded responses
per participant who completed the post survey than for the pre or follow-up survey.
Overall, responses coded “Teacher Driven/Student Active” remained the most often
reported strategy for achieving what teachers wanted students to know most about
science. To visualize comparisons over time, figures are presented below that show the
overall distribution of answers that were classified into these five categories on the pre
and post survey for participants who only completed both a pre and post survey (n = 37)
and for those who completed both a post and follow-up survey (n=25). These figures give
an overall view of how participants answered the question to look for any broad overall
changes in their responses.
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11%
9%

Teacher
Driven/Traditional

29%

Teacher Driven/Beyond
Traditional
Teacher Driven/Student
Active

32%

Teacher Supported
Student Research

19%

Student Controlled

Figure 6: Paired Pre Survey Responses, All Programs (n=37) (75 coded
responses)
Figure 6 shows that on the pre survey, participants’ overall descriptions of how
they were achieving what they wanted their students to know about science were coded
as predominately “Teacher Driven/Student Active and Teacher Driven/Traditional”.
Responses coded as “Teacher Supported Student Research” and “Student Controlled”
were used the least on the pre survey.
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Figure 7: Paired Pre/Post Participants Responses, All Programs (n = 37)
From pre to post program responses coded as “Teacher Driven/Traditional”
decreased substantially after teachers participated in a research program. The two most
commonly reported responses after program participation were coded as “Teacher
Driven/Beyond Traditional”. The two next most common responses were coded as
“Teacher Driven/Student Active” and “Teacher Supported Student Doing”.
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Figure 8: Paired Post/Follow-Up Responses, All Programs, (n = 25)
Figure 8 shows the distribution of responses in each category for participants who
completed both a post and follow-up survey, a total of 25 participants. Similar to the
resonses on Figure 7, the pre/post paired group, responses coded both “Teacher
Driven/Student Active” and “Teacher Driven/Beyond Traditional” were given the most
often on the post survey. The other three categories are roughly equal. On the follow-up
survey there was a shift to the majority of the responses being “Teacher Driven/Student
Active” instead of “Teacher Driven/ Beyond Traditional”.
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10%

15%

Teacher
Driven/Traditional

20%

Teacher Driven/Beyond
Traditional
Teacher Driven/Student
Active
Teacher Supported
Student Research
Student Controlled

45%

Figure 9: Paired Post/Follow-Up Responses, All Programs (n = 25) (40 coded
responses)
Figure 9 shows that on the follow-up survey, teachers reported using strategies to
get students active in their classroom. In addition, fifteen percent of answers showed that
teachers were supporting students doing research. Responses coded “Teacher
Driven/Traditional” decreased from almost one third of responses on the pre survey to
only ten percent on the follow- up survey. Responses coded as “Teacher Support Student
Doing Research” were maintained at fifteen percent from the pre to follow-up survey,
although twenty three percent of responses on the post survey showed teachers intentions
to do research with their students.
To investigate variations among the participants in the three different research
programs, the next subsections contain the distributions of each individual program for
responses to each of these two questions.
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Chaco
The full breakdown of Chaco participants’ descriptively coded responses to the
first question about what the teachers want their students to know about science are
shown in Appendix H.5 and are summarized in Table 16 below.
Table 16: Section 1, Question 1: Percentage of coded responses paired pre/post and
post/follow-up for Chaco participants

Interpretive
Code

Pre

Post

Post

Follow‐Up

(n = 11)

(n = 11)

(n = 7)

(n = 7)

14 coded
responses

19 coded
responses

12 coded
responses

16 coded
responses

Affective
7.1%

26.3%

25.0%

37.5%

28.6%

31.5%

25.0%

12.5%

64.3%

42.0%

50.0%

50.0%

Content
Process

As can be seen in Table 16, before participating in the Chaco program, teachers
had many process goals for their students’ knowledge about science. Over a quarter of
their goals were content and very few affective goals were mentioned on the pre program
survey. After the program, Chaco participants increased their affective goals for
students’ knowledge in science and process goals decreased relative to the other two
types of goals. For participants who completed all three surveys, process goals
accounted for half of the responses coded with an equal number of goals that were coded
“affective” and “content” on the post-program survey. After participants returned to the
classroom and completed the follow-up survey affective goals become even more
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important, at the expense of content goals, being mentioned more than twice as much.
Overall from pre to follow-up, teachers’ responses went from having mostly process
goals for their students with very few affective goals to having both strong process and
affective goals for their students.
The full breakdown of Chaco participants’ descriptively coded responses to the
second question about how teachers were achieving what they wanted their students to
know about science are shown in Appendix H.8 and summarized in Table 17 below.
Table 17: Section 1, Question 2: Percentage of coded responses paired pre/post and
post/follow-up for Chaco participants

Interpretive
Code

Pre

Post

Post

Follow‐Up

(n = 11)

(n = 11)

(n = 7)

(n = 7)

20 coded
responses

18 coded
responses

14 coded
responses

14 coded
responses

Teacher Driven/
Traditional

40.0%

11.1%

7.1%

7.1%

Teacher Driven/
Beyond
Traditional

10.0%

38.9%

35.7%

28.6%

Teacher Driven/
Student Active

25.0%

22.2%

28.6%

35.7%

Teacher
Supported
Student
Research

5.0%

22.2%

21.4%

21.4%

Student
Controlled

20.0%

5.5%

7.1%

7.1%

Examining responses to the second question, regarding the techniques used in to
teach their student important concepts in science, most Chaco participants indicated pre
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program that they used traditional teacher driven techniques to get across what they want
their students to know about science. Responses coded as “Student Controlled” and
“Teacher Driven/Student Active” were the next most commonly used responses. After
the program, there was a large increase in responses coded as “Teacher Driven/Beyond
Traditional” on the post survey compared to the pre program survey. Responses coded as
“Teacher Supported Student Research” also increased on the post survey. Overall from
pre to follow-up there was a large shift from traditional teacher driven strategies to
teacher driven strategies that included students being active and using non-traditional
aspects in the class including field trips and guest speakers. Additionally, teacher support
of student research increased after the program and remained about a quarter of the
responses on the follow-up survey.
Table 18 shows coded responses to both questions for each of the six participants
who responded to at least one of the two questions on the pre, post, and follow-up
surveys. Although seven participants completed a pre, post, and follow-up survey, one
participant chose not to answer all questions on all surveys and his data are not included
here. It is important to note that for the Chaco program, participants were asked these
questions independently without seeing their earlier responses. Concepts that were used
on both the pre survey and on a later survey are shown in bold. Concepts that were
reported on the post survey and the follow-up survey are shown underlined.
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Table 18: Descriptively coded answers for Chaco participants who completed the pre,
post and follow-up surveys (n = 6)
Participant/
Question Pre Survey
Ch6
Q1
Ch6
Q2

Ch9
Q1

Ch11
Q2

Be scientist/do science,
Skills, All around

Be scientists/do science, Transfer
to life/informed decisions,
Dynamic, Exciting//fun/fascinating

Inquiry, Students’ own questions

Scientific
thinking/approach

Scientific
thinking/approach

Scientific thinking/approach

Not answered

Modeling science inquiry,
Inquiry

Modeling science inquiry, Inquiry

All around

Be scientist/do science,
Questions

All around, Transfer to
life/informed decisions

Discussion, In class/direct
instruction

Current events, History of
science/ideas change over
time

Not answered

Be scientist/do science

Scientific thinking/approach,
Questions, Transfer to life/informed
decisions

Ch10
Q1

Ch11
Q1

Follow-Up Survey

Be scientist/do science
Activities/experiments,
Students own questions,
Student success, Student as Inquiry,
expert
Activities/experiments

Ch9
Q2

Ch10
Q2

Post Survey

Content, Scientific
thinking/approach, Skills

In class/direct instruction,
Inquiry
Activities/experiments

In class direct instruction,
Scientific Method,
Activities/experiments

Dynamic

Dynamic

Understand world/universe

In class/direct instruction,
Integrated
investigations/experiments

Inquiry,
Activities/experiments

Current events, History of
science/ideas change over time

All around

All around

Observation, Questions

Activities/experiments

Integrated
investigations/experiences

Inquiry, Activities/experiments,
Skills

Ch12
Q1
Ch12
Q2
Ch13
Q1
Ch13
Q2
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When asked what they wanted their students to know about science, these six
participants gave fairly stable responses over time so that their pre survey responses
aligned well with their follow-up responses. It is notable that when answering the first
question, half of the participants had more extensive responses on their follow-up survey
compared to their pre survey. Of the four participants who mentioned an intention to use
inquiry in their post survey responses, two mentioned using inquiry on their follow-up
survey as well as one additional participant who did not mention inquiry specifically on
her post survey. Overall, these six Chaco participants were consistent in their responses
to questions about what they wanted their students to know about science and how they
achieved these goals on the three surveys, especially when examining participants’ pre
and follow-up survey responses. In contrast to the pattern of responses of all of the Chaco
participants, when examining the six participants who completed all three surveys,
although there were some small changes on the post and follow-up survey responses,
these participants’ goals and teaching techniques were not changed in a large way as a
result of their participation in the Chaco program. The most notable small changes of
these six participants were regarding the importance of the use of inquiry in the
classroom.
AZ-START
The full breakdown of AZ-START participants’ descriptively coded responses to the
first question about what the teachers want their students to know about science are
shown in Appendix H.5 and summarized in Table 19 below.
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Table 19: Section 1, Question 1: Percentage of coded responses paired pre/post and
post/follow-up for AZ-START participants

Interpretive
Code

Pre

Post

Post

Follow‐Up

(n = 9)

(n = 9)

(n = 5)

(n = 5)

22 coded
responses

32 coded
responses

23 coded
responses

10 coded
responses

Affective
18.2%

15.6%

8.7%

40.0%

40.9%

31.3%

30.4%

10.0%

40.9%

53.1%

60.9%

50.0%

Content
Process

On the pre survey, AZ-START participants responded that both process and
content goals were equally important for their students to know about science, in contrast
to participants in both the Chaco and A-RBSE programs, who reported process goals as
the most important. On the post survey AZ-START participants were asked to reflect on
their pre survey responses, so changes made were purposeful. After the program, AZSTART participants changed their answers so that process goals were the most important
relative to content goals. Affective goals remained the least important relative to the
other two kinds of goals. For the five AZ-START participants who completed a followup survey, when compared to the nine participants who completed the post survey,
affective goals were reported less important on the post survey with both process and
content goals being reported as the most important for students to learn about science.
The five AZ-START participants’ follow-up responses to what they want their students
to know about science shows that content goals changed to be much less important than
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affective goals. This shift of increasing affective goals by the follow-up survey
represents a change from their post program responses similar to Chaco participants.
The full break-down of AZ-START participants’ descriptively coded responses to
the second question about how teachers were achieving what they wanted their students
to know about science are shown in Appendix H.8 and are summarized in Table 20
below.
Table 20: Section 1Question 2: Percentage of coded responses paired pre/post and
post/follow-up for AZ-START participants

Interpretive
Code

Pre

Post

Post

Follow‐Up

(n = 9)

(n = 9)

(n = 5)

(n = 5)

23 coded
responses

33 coded
responses

23 coded
responses

9 coded
responses

Teacher Driven/
Traditional

30.4%

12.1%

8.7%

11.1%

Teacher Driven/
Beyond
Traditional

13.0%

18.2%

13.0%

0.0%

Teacher Driven/
Student Active

43.5%

40.0%

47.8%

33.3%

Teacher
Supported
Student
Research

8.7%

18.2%

21.7%

55.6%

Student
Controlled

4.3%

12.1%

8.7%

0.0%

On the pre survey, AZ-START participants reported strategies for teaching what
they taught what they wanted their students to know about science that were primarily
coded as “Teacher Driven/Student Active”. Responses coded “Teacher
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Driven/Traditional” were also reported a being used by many participants with responses
coded as “Student Control” being reported being used the least. On the post survey, the
responses coded as “Teacher Driven/Student Active” were still the most reported
strategies with responses coded as “Teacher Support Student Doing Research” and
“Student Control” increased from the pre program responses. Participants were asked to
reflect on their pre program responses and so changes were purposefully made to
previous responses. The proportion of responses coded as “Teacher Driven/Traditional”
decreased by more than half from pre program responses.
When comparing the post responses of those participants who completed a
follow-up survey to those who did not, there are similar distributions of responses coded
into the five categories, with slighly fewer responses coded as “Student Control” and
more coded as “Teacher Driven/Student Active” by the five participants who completed
all three surveys. The follow-up responses of these participants showed that these
teachers were engaging their students in research in the classroom during the year
following their participation in the research program. This is in contrast to their post
survey responses and shows a higher percentage of implementation of research in the
classroom than in the other two programs. This high percentage could be due to the low
number of responses and the specific people who chose to complete a follow-up survey.
Table 21 shows the coded responses from pre, post, and follow-up responses of
these five participants. Participants were asked to reflect on their previously written pre
program response to these two questions. Changes that participants made to their pre
program responses on their post program survey are indicated in red italics (the absence
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of red italics on the post survey indicates that there was no change to a participants’
response from pre to post program.) Concepts that were included in a responses on the
pre survey and on the follow-up survey are shown in bold (concepts that were mentioned
on the pre survey remained on the post survey as no participants crossed out earlier
responses.) Concepts that were reported on the post survey and the follow-up survey are
shown underlined.
Table 21: Descriptively coded answers for AZ-START participants who completed the
pre, post and follow up surveys (n = 5)
Follow Up
Pre
AZ4
Q1

Post

Understand world, Not
Scientific thinking/approach, Skills,
have all answers, Mistakes Transfer to life/informed decisions
AZ4
In class/direct instruction,
Q2 In class/direct instruction, Activities/experiments,
History of science/ideas
Activities/experiments,
History of science/ideas change over time, Do
Activities/experiments, Do
change over time
research/ research projects research/research projects
AZ5
Q1
AZ5
Q2

Understand world, Not
have all answers

Scientific Method,
Inquiry

Scientific Method, Inquiry,
Scientific
thinking/approach
Scientific Method

Give few answers,
Activities/experiments,
Scientific Method, Do
research/research projects
Guest speaker, Inquiry
AZ8
Scientific Method,
Q1
Understand world
Careful/follow through,
Communication, Curiosity,
Scientific Method,
Observation, Questions,
Be scientist/do science
Understand world/universe Skills
AZ8
Scientific Method, In
Q2
class/direct instruction Do
Scientific Method, In
research/research projects, Do research/research projects, In
class/direct instruction
class/direct instruction Science fair
Give few answers,
Activities/experiments

AZ10
Scientific Method,
Q1

Scientific Method,
Transfer to life/informed Transfer to life/informed
decision
decision

Scientific thinking/approach,
Transfer to life/informed decision,
Understand world/universe
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AZ10
Q2

Activities/experiments,
Discussions

Activities/experiments,
Case studies/problem
Discussions
solving/relevance
AZ11
Scientific Method, Solve
Q1
problems, Transfer to
Scientific Method,
life/informed decisions,
Scientific Method, Scientific
thinking approach, Transfer to
Transfer to life/informed Questions, Understand
decisions, Solve problems world/universe
life/informed decisions
AZ11
Inquiry,
Q2
Activities/experiments,
Skills, Discussion, Do
Inquiry,
Activities/experiments, research/research projects,
Skills
Scientific Method
Inquiry, Activities/experiments

Four of the five participants made additions to the pre program responses on the
post program survey. Three of the five participants made substantial shifts in their
responses from the pre to follow-up survey shifting from descriptions of more teacher
driven traditional instruction to more student engaged instruction. On the post survey,
three of the five participants indicated that they would try implementing research projects
with their students in their classrooms. On the follow-up survey, three of the five
participants indicated that they were using research projects in their classroom. Both in
overall trends, and in examining the responses of the subgroup who responded to all three
surveys, AZ-START participants showed small changes in what they wanted their
students to know about science and substantial changes in the ways that they would
achieve their goals in the classroom. The larger changes including shifting from more
direct instruction with traditional activities to the use of student research projects.
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A-RBSE
The full breakdown of A-RBSE participants’ descriptively coded responses to the
first question about what the teachers want their students to know about science are
shown in Appendix H.5, and are summarized in Table 22 below.
Table 22: Section 1, Question 1: Percentage of coded responses paired pre/post and
post/follow-up for A-RBSE participants

Interpretive
Code

Pre

Post

Post

Follow‐Up

(n = 17)

(n = 17)

(n = 13)

(n = 13)

37 coded
responses

50 coded
responses

43 coded
responses

26 coded
responses

Affective
18.9%

20.0%

20.9%

19.2%

16.2%

14.0%

14.0%

11.2%

64.9%

66.0%

65.1%

69.2%

Content
Process

A-RBSE participants’ responses to the pre survey question about what they want
their students to know about science show that most teachers had process goals for their
students. Although process goals were the most important for A-RBSE participants,
unlike participants in the Chaco and AZ-START programs, affective goals were more
important than content goals for the A-RBSE participants. Comparing the pre-program
responses to the post and follow-up survey responses shows that A-RBSE teachers’ goals
remained fairly stable from pre program to follow-up. Process goals remained the most
important, with affective goals being more important than content goals.
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The full breakdown of A-RBSE participants’ descriptively coded responses to the
second question about how teachers were achieving what they wanted their students to
know about science are shown in Appendix H.8 and are summarized in Table 23 below.
Table 23: Section 1, Question 2: Percentage of coded responses paired pre/post and
post/follow-up for A-RBSE participants

Interpretive
Code

Pre

Post

Post

Follow‐Up

(n = 17)

(n = 17)

(n = 13)

(n = 13)

32 coded
responses

47 coded
responses

38 coded
responses

17 coded
responses

Teacher Driven/
Traditional

21.9%

14.9%

15.8%

11.8%

Teacher Driven/
Beyond
Traditional

28.1%

19.2%

15.8%

23.5%

Teacher Driven/
Student Active

28.1%

23.4%

23.7%

23.5%

Teacher
Supported
Student
Research

12.5%

25.5%

26.3%

23.5%

Student
Controlled

9.4%

17.0%

18.4%

17.6%

A-RBSE participants’ pre program responses to how they taught what they
wanted their students to know about science showed that proportionally fewer
participants described “Teacher Driven/Traditional” strategies than participants in the
Chaco and AZ-START programs. Responses coded as “Teacher Driven/Beyond
Traditional” and “Teacher Driven/Student Active” were each used in over a quarter of
responses. From pre to post survey, the greatest increases were responses coded as
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“Teacher Support Student Doing Research” and “Student Control”. Participants reflected
directly on their pre survey responses and made purposeful changes to their earlier
responses, both of the categories mentioned doubling percentage-wise from pre to post
survey responses.
Of the thirteen participants who completed all three surveys, their post program
responses were similar to the post program responses of all seventeen participants. Their
follow-up survey responses revealed that these teachers were engaging students in
research, being the most popular category of responses and “Teacher Driven/Traditional”
as the least popular category of responses, representing a major shift from the pre survey.
Table 24 shows the survey responses to both questions for the thirteen participants
who responded to these questions on the pre, post and follow-up surveys. A-RBSE
participants were asked to reflect on their pre survey answers when completing their post
surveys so answers that were added to their responses on the post survey are indicated in
red italics (the absence of red italics on the post survey response indicates that the
participant made no changes to their response from pre to post program). Concepts that
show up on the pre survey and on the follow-up survey are shown in bold (concepts that
were mentioned on the pre survey remain on the post survey as no participants crossed
out earlier responses.) Concepts that were reported on the post survey and the follow-up
survey are shown underlined.
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Table 24: Descriptively coded answers for 13 A-RBSE participants who completed the
pre, post and follow-up surveys
Pre

Post
Follow Up
Be scientist/do science,
Dynamic, Build on previous
work, Evidence, Observation, Curiosity, Dynamic, Understand
Be scientist/do science,
world/universe
Understand world/universe
Dynamic
RB1
History, Not one right answer,
Q2
Integrated
Students’ own questions, Students’
investigations/experiments,
History, Not one right answer Students’ own investigations, own investigations
RB2
Curiosity, Careful/followQ1 Curiosity, Careful/followthrough,
through,
Exciting/fun/fascinating
Exciting/fun/fascinating
Be scientist/do science
RB2
Integrated
Q2
Integrated
investigations/experiences, Do Do research/research projects (specific
research/research projects
to program)
investigations/experiences
RB3
Be scientist/do science,
Q1
Exciting/fun/fascinating,
Process, Scientific
Be scientist/do scientist,
thinking/approach, Transfer to Process, Scientific thinking/approach,
life/informed decision
Transfer to life/informed decision
Exciting/fun/fascinating,
RB3
History of science/ideas change
Q2
over time, Not one right
History of science, Not one answer/open ended, Do
Give few answers, Students’ own
right answer/open ended
science/research project
Investigation, Discussion
RB4
All around , Dynamic, Transfer to
Q1
Science from non-science,
lives/informed decision, Scientific
Science from non-science
Exciting/fun/fascinating
thinking/approach
RB4
Q2
Current events, Discussion, Do
Current events, Discussion research/research project
Current events
RB5
Dynamic, Evidence, Not have
Q1 Dynamic, Evidence, Not
have all answers, Understand all answers, Understand
world/universe
world/universe
Dynamic, Evidence
RB5
Q2
Conflicting data, Do
Conflicting data, Do
Do science/research projects
science/research projects science/research projects
RB6
Q1
Scientific thinking/approach
Be scientist/do science
Scientific thinking/approach Be scientist/do science
RB6
In class/direction instruction,
Q2
Students think , Do
In class/direction
instruction, Students think research/research projects
In class/direct instruction
RB1
Q1
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RB7
Q1 All around, Scientific
thinking/approach,
Understand world/universe
RB7
Q2
Current Events, In
class/direct instruction
RB8
Q1 Scientific thinking/approach,
Skills, Transfer to
life/informed decisions
RB8
Q2 Inquiry,
Activities/experiments, In
class/direct instruction
RB10
Q1

All around, Scientific
thinking/approach, Understand
Collaboration, Dynamic, Build on
world, Collaboration,
Dynamic, Process,
previous work
Current events, In class/direct
instruction, Students’ own
questions, Students’ own
experiments/ investigations
Current events
Scientific thinking/approach,
Skills, Transfer to life/informed
decisions
Process
Inquiry, Activities/experiments,
In class/direct instruction
Students’ own
Activities/experiments, Not one
investigations/experiments
answer

Evidence

Evidence, Dynamic

Mistakes

Use real data

Use real data

Science fair/research project

Process, Scientific
thinking/approach

Process, Scientific
thinking/approach

Process, Scientific
thinking/approach

Students’ own questions,
Students’ own
investigations/experiments

Not one right answer,
Activities/experiments

Be scientist /do science,
Dynamic

Questions

RB10
Q2
RB13
Q1

RB13
Q2 Students’ own questions,
Students’ own
investigations/experiments
RB14
Q1
Be scientist /do science,
Dynamic
RB14 Be scientist/do science
Q2 History of science/ideas
change over time, In
class/direct instruction
RB16
Q1 Observation, Skills, Transfer
to life/informed decision,
Understand world/universe
RB16
Q2
RB17
Q1

Be scientist/do science History
of science/ideas change over
time, In class/direct instruction Don't know
Observation, Skills, Transfer to
life/informed decision,
Understand world/universe
Dynamic

In class/direct instruction

In class/direct instruction, Do
research/research project

Current Events

Exciting/fun/interesting,
Questions

Exciting/fun/interesting,
Questions

Dynamic
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RB17
Q2
Current events

Current events, Students’ own Do research/research projects,
questions, Use real data
Current events

Six of the thirteen participants added to their pre program responses on the post
survey when asked what they wanted their students to know about science. Nine of the
thirteen participants added to their pre program responses on the post survey when asked
how they intended to achieve their goals for what they wanted their students to know
about science. Five of those participants indicated on the post survey that they would
implement research projects in their classroom and four participants indicated that they
would try having their students either come up with their own questions or carry out their
own investigations. Of the ten participants who indicated on the post program survey
that they would implement research projects or student investigations (one participant
indicated that she already did research projects with her students both on the pre and post
survey) with their students, five indicated that they implemented either research projects
or students’ own investigations during the school year on the follow-up survey. Overall,
the largest change for A-RBSE participants from pre to post program was the description
of implementation of teacher supported research in the classroom.
Summary of Section 1
Overall the results of each program showed the difference in teachers attending
each research program as well as some of the changes that resulted from their
participation with respect to goals structure and how they choose to achieve their
teaching goals.
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Chaco participants gave pre program responses coded as mostly process oriented
with very few affective goals. On the post survey their affective goals increased but
overall there were no real strong changes for participants regarding goals or
implementation in the classroom, the only notable difference were more several teachers
who described using inquiry strategies more often. Pre program, A-RBSE participants
gave responses coded both content and affective, giving them about equal relevance,
quite different than Chaco participants.
Pre program, AZ-START participants gave responses related to goals coded
mostly as process and content oriented with very few affective goals. AZ-START
participants had the highest relative percentage of content goals making them unique
compared to both Chaco and A-RBSE participants. Post program, AZ-START
participants increased their process goals the most and their affective goals a little.
Similar to Chaco participants, affective goals became much more important on the
follow-up survey for AZ-START participants, whereas content goals decreased
substantially. AZ-START participants continued to report having students active in the
classroom as a way to teach students about science with a notable increase in using
research in the classroom after the program.
From pre to post, A-RBSE participants did not shift greatly in the distribution of
their answers regarding goals for their students. Affective goals remained slightly more
important than content goals, with process goals being the most important across all three
surveys. The most notable changes for A-RBSE participants were an increase of students
conducting research and increased students control in the classroom. Participants in both
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the A-RBSE program and AZ-START program reported implementing research after
completing their research program, a result not reported by Chaco participants on the
follow-up survey.

Section 2: Descriptions of typical and ideal lessons
As part of the pre program survey, participants were asked to report on the
following questions:
•
•
•

Describe a typical science lesson for your students as it is enacted.
Describe an ideal science lesson for your students as you would plan it.
If different than above, please explain why.

Participants were then asked to reflect on their pre survey response to “Describe
an ideal science lesson for your students as you would plan it,” on the post survey.
Responses to both the typical and ideal science lesson were coded into five basic
categories, “Structured”, “Structured with Activity”, “Guided Inquiry/Learning Cycle”,
“Student Driven Inquiry”, and “Research Project”. Table 25 outlines the response to each
category by program. A full breakdown by participant responses can be found in
Appendix I.3. Responses in the table below are show in percentage of participants within
a single program, with the number of participants shown below in (parentheses).
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Table 25: Breakdown of coded responses to Typical Lesson and Ideal Lesson (pre
and post), All Programs (n= 37)
Category
Program/Code
Structured
Chaco (n=11)
AZSTART (n=9)
* 10 responses to ideal
lesson pre and post
A-RBSE (n=17)
*18 responses on post
survey
All Programs (n = 37)
*38 responses to ideal
lesson on pre survey
*39 responses on post
survey

Typical lesson

AZSTART (n=9)
* 10 responses to ideal
lesson pre and post
A-RBSE (n=17)
*18 responses on post
survey
All Programs (n = 37)
*38 responses to ideal
lesson on pre survey
*39 responses on post
survey

9.1%
(1)
0.0%
(0)

0.0%
(0)
0.0%
(0)

0.0%
(0)

0.0%
(0)

0.0%
(0)

5.4%
(2)

2.7%
(1)

0.0%
(0)

AZSTART (n=9)
* 10 responses to ideal
lesson pre and post
A-RBSE (n=17)

Ideal lesson pre

Ideal lesson
post

36.4%
(4)
66.7%
(6)

27.3%
(3)
30.0%
(3)

18.2%
(2)
10.0%
(1)

64.7%
(11)

23.5%
(4)

11.1%
(2)

56.8%
(21)

27.0%
(10)

13.5%
(5)

Typical lesson
Prescribed Inquiry
Chaco (n=11)

Ideal lesson
post

9.1%
(1)
11.1%
(1)

Typical lesson
Structured – Activity
Chaco (n=11)

Ideal lesson pre

Ideal lesson pre

Ideal lesson
post

27.3%
(3)
0.0%
(0)

18.2%
(2)
0.0%
(0)

27.3 %
(3)
0.0%
(0)

17.7%

17.7%

18.7%
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*18 responses on post
survey
All Programs (n = 37)
*38 responses to ideal
lesson on pre survey
*39 responses on post
survey

(3)

(3)

(3)

16.2%
(6)

13.5%
(5)

16.2%
(6)

Typical lesson
Guided
Inquiry/Learning Cycle
Chaco (n=11)
27.3%
(3)
AZSTART (n=9)
18.2%
* 10 responses to ideal
(2)
lesson pre and post
A-RBSE (n=17)
17.7%
*18 responses on post
(3)
survey
All Programs (n = 37)
21.6%
*38 responses to ideal
(8)
lesson on pre survey
*39 responses on post
survey
Typical lesson
Student Driven Inquiry
Chaco (n=11)
AZSTART (n=9)
* 10 responses to ideal
lesson pre and post
A-RBSE (n=17)
*18 responses on post
survey
All Programs (n = 37)
*38 responses to ideal
lesson on pre survey
*39 responses on post
survey

Ideal lesson pre

Ideal lesson
post

18.2%
(2)
50.0%
(5)

36.4%
(4)
60.0%
(6)

35.3%
(6)

55.6%
(10)

35.1%
(13)

54.1%
(20)

Ideal lesson pre

Ideal lesson
post

0.0%
(0)
0.0%
(0)

27.4%
(3)
20.0%
(2)

18.2%
(2)
30.0%
(3)

0.0%
(0)

23.6%
(4)

16.7%
(3)

0.0%
(0)

24.3%
(9)

21.6%
(8)
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On the pre survey, participants in all three programs described a typical lesson in
their classroom primarily in three ways. Responses coded as “Structured – Activity”
accounted for over half of the responses, those coded as “Prescribed Inquiry” and
“Guided Inquiry/Learning Cycle” made up another third of the responses. There was
variation in distribution of answers between participants in each of the research programs
to this question. Responses coded as “Structured – Activity” included responses that
described a structured classroom that had a lab, experiment, or activity. Responses coded
as “Prescribed Inquiry” included activities that were fully structured for students from
beginning to end and defined how students were to achieve success for the investigation.
Responses that were categorized into “Guided Inquiry/Learning Cycle” included at least
parts of guided inquiry in which students are asked to work with or generate questions,
gather and analyze data, come to conclusions and apply their knowledge. Although a
smaller percent of Chaco participants used responses coded as “Structured/Activity”
when describing a typical lesson, three out of four participants gave responses coded
“Structured/Activity” to describe an ideal lesson on the pre survey. In contrast, less than
half of the A-RBSE and AZ-START participants who described a typical lesson coded as
Structured - Activity described a similar one as an ideal lesson on their pre survey.
Responses increased in the number of teachers who described an ideal lesson as
guided inquiry/learning cycle from pre to post program overall shifting from less than a
quarter to over half of all the participants. For participants in both the Chaco and ARBSE programs, the number of teachers who described student driven inquiry as ideal
decreased from pre to post program but increased pre to post for AZ-START participants.
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Overall, by the end of the research experience, no participants considered an ideal lesson
as solely structured and ideal lessons ranged on the post survey from getting students
active to engaging some type of inquiry. The shift for participants in all three programs
was towards describing some type of inquiry for an ideal lesson. It is important to note
that this does not reflect what teachers intended to do, but rather what they described as
being an ideal lesson.
Below are figures showing the relative distribution of participants’ coded responses
describing a typical lesson, an ideal lesson on the pre survey and an ideal lesson on the
post survey for each program.

Student Driven Inquiry
Guided
Inquiry/Learning Cycle
Ideal Post

Prescribed Inquiry

Ideal Pre
Typical

Structured – Activity
Structured
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Figure 10: Distribution of Chaco participant responses to Typical Lesson and
Ideal Lesson (pre and post program), (n = 11)
On the pre survey, the largest percentage of Chaco participants described a typical
lesson as being structured including an activity or experiment. Both prescribed inquiry
and guided inquiry lessons were used by a couple of the participants in their classroom.
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Several Chaco participants indicated pre program that ideal lessons included student
driven inquiry. Participants were asked to reflect on their earlier response and make a
change to how they described an ideal lesson. Six of the eleven participants did not make
a change to their earlier responses. Of those who did change their response, using guided
inquiry and learning cycles were the most often reported changes. All five participants
who did change their response in reflecting on an ideal lesson, made reference to specific
program activities, such as using Kinesthetic Astronomy, an astronomy inquiry set of
lessons introduced during the program. None of the participants reported structured
lessons as ideal lesson on their post program survey.
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Figure 11: Distribution of AZ-START participant responses to Typical Lesson
and Ideal Lesson (pre and post program), (n = 9), 10 responses to Ideal Lesson pre
and post
On the pre survey, the largest percentage of AZ-START participants described a
typical lesson that was categorized as structured with an activity. In contrast, there was a
split between participants describing an ideal lesson between lessons structured with an
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activity, lessons that used guided inquiry/learning cycles and student driven inquiry.
After the program, there was a shift in responses so that almost all participants reported
an ideal lesson using guided inquiry and student driven inquiry. Three of the nine AZSTART participants indicated “no change” when asked to reflect on their pre survey
description of an ideal lesson. Two participants mentioned program specific activities or
lessons when describing an ideal lesson on the post survey and one participant mentioned
having students doing research as part of an ideal lesson on the post survey.
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Figure 12: Distribution of A-RBSE participant responses to Typical Lesson and
Ideal Lesson (pre and post program), (n = 17), 18 responses on the Ideal Lesson
Post
On the pre survey, the largest percentage of A-RBSE participants described a
typical lesson as structured with an activity or experiment, similar to what was reported
by Chaco and AZ-START participants. When describing an ideal lesson, A-RBSE
participants described lesson that had students active with the most answers categorized
as guided inquiry/learning cycle. One of the seventeen teachers mentioned having
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students engaging in research in her description of an ideal lesson on the pre survey.
Eight of the seventeen A-RBSE participants indicated “no change” to their responses
from pre to post survey when asked to reflect on their description of an ideal lesson. For
those who did make changes to their pre survey responses, the major shift on the post
surveys was an increase in answered that involved using guided inquiry/learning cycle in
an ideal lesson, but overall fewer shifts than those reported by the Chaco participants. It
is interesting to note that two of the participants who had indicated that student driven
inquiry was ideal shifted to guided inquiry/learning cycle on the post survey. Overall,
five of the A-RBSE participants mentioned using specific program activities or lessons
when describing their ideal lesson post program. Additionally, five of the A-RBSE
participants specifically using research with their students when describing an ideal
lesson on the post program survey.
When asked to respond to why their typical lesson was not the same as their ideal
lesson, participants responses were categorized into five major categories; “Resources”,
“Student Factors”, “Curriculum”, “Time”, and “Implementation”. A full breakdown of
each participant’s coded responses can be found in Appendix I.3 and are summarized for
each program in Table 26 below.
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Table 26: Number of participants who indicated reasons for why a typical lesson was not
the same as how they described an ideal lesson
Code

Chaco
(n=11)

Resources
Student Factors
Curriculum
Time
Implementation
Not Answered

AZ-START
(n=9)

A-RBSE
(n=17)

3

3

1

3

2

5

0

1

2

1

5

9

0

4

4

4

2

4

All
(n=37)
7
(18.9%)
10
(27.0%)
3
(8.1%)
15
(40.5%)
8
(21.6%)
10
(27.0%)

Responses coded as “Resources” included descriptions of lack of money,
textbooks, supplies, space etc. Overall seven of the thirty-seven teachers indicated that
lack of resources did not allow them to implement their description of an ideal type of
lesson in their classroom. Of those, all but one indicated that their ideal lesson was some
type of inquiry lesson. Responses coded as “Student Factors” included lack of students’
knowledge, lack of student motivation and behavioral issues. Ten of the thirty seven
participants indicated that student factors did not allow them to implement their ideal
type of lesson. Three of these participants indicated that their structured typical lesson
would be ideal if students engaged more in the lesson. Responses coded as “Curriculum”
included having to cover too material, mandated curriculum and pressure to prepare
student for standardized tests. Three of the thirty seven participants indicated that
curriculum factors did not allow them to implement their ideal type of lesson. Responses
coded as “Time” included descriptions of lack of time to implement an ideal lesson which
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was distinguished from responses coded as “Implementation”. Those responses included
not having enough time to prepare and other factors including lack of teacher knowledge
about science or how to guide inquiry. Fifteen of the thirty seven participants indicated
that time was a major factor in not being able to implement their ideal type of lesson – of
those, all but one related some type of inquiry as an ideal lesson. Eight of the thirty seven
participants indicated that implementation factors did not allow them to implement an
ideal type of lesson. Of those, six indicated that an ideal lesson was some type of inquiry.
Overall, teacher indicated pre program that these factors kept them from being able to
implement predominantly some type of inquiry in their classroom, and to a lesser extent
some type of activity.
Summary of Section 2
Overall, most teachers reported using structured lessons with activities when
describing a typical lesson enacted in their classroom. Before participation in one of the
research programs, some participants described an ideal lesson as similar to their typical
lesson with small modifications including increased student engagement, some described
prescribed inquiry experiences, some described student driven inquiry experiences and
the largest percentage of teachers described lessons of guided inquiry or learning cycles.
After the program, the largest shift in teachers’ descriptions of an ideal lesson moved
from structured lessons with activities to lessons of guided inquiry and learning cycles
and student driven inquiry. When describing why their typical lessons were not the same
as the ones they described as being ideal, teachers cited numerous factors, the greatest
being time to implement, followed by student factors and implementation concerns.
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Section 3: Descriptions of ideal inquiry experiences and purpose of inquiry
As part of the pre program survey, participants were asked to respond to the
following questions:
•
•

Describe an ideal inquiry experience in science for K-12 students.
How would you describe the purpose of science inquiry in a science classroom in
general?

As part of the post program survey, Chaco participants were asked to respond to:
•

How would you describe the purpose of science inquiry in a science classroom in
general?

As part of the post program survey, A-RBSE and AZ-START participants were asked
to reflect on their earlier responses and make changes to their pre survey responses. As
described in chapter 3, responses to the first question, describing an ideal inquiry
experience, were coded and divided into six big categories; “Non-inquiry”, “Generic”,
“Authentic”, “Student motivated”, “Student Driven” and “Teacher Driven”. Responses
were coded for multiple categories depending on any full response. For example,
different parts of responses coded as either teacher driven or student driven also included
which aspects were each such as the topic of the lesson, who chose the question,
developed the procedure, data collection, and explanation/conclusion. The structure of
teacher driven and student driven inquiry aspects was based on the National Science
Education Standards and Inquiry Document (NRC, 2000). In addition categorizing each
response, additional information was included for clarification and can be seen in the
table below. A full list of these categories along with their sub-categories can be seen in
Appendix J.1.
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Participants’ responses about the purpose of inquiry were coded into five
categories; “Non-inquiry” “Affective”, “Skills”, “How to Study Something
Scientifically”, and “Learning for Understanding”, as described in chapter 3. Responses
coded as “Non-inquiry” did not discuss student inquiry. Responses coded as
“Affective” included those involving student interest, appreciation, motivation and
empowerment to do science. Responses coded as “Skills” included specific skills that
students could use in their life, critical thinking, and in doing basic inquiry. Responses
coded as “How to Study Something Scientifically” included students learning about
scientific processes and scientific thinking. Responses coded as “Learning for
Understanding” including students moving beyond memorization to be able to use
knowledge. The full code sheet, with examples from participant surveys, can be found in
Appendix J.2.
As can be seen in Table 27 below, Chaco participants were not asked the first
question on the post survey. Chaco participants’ interpretively coded responses to how
they describe an ideal inquiry experience are shown in bold with more detail shown
below the interpretive code. The two right hand columns show participants interpretively
coded responses to how they describe the purpose of inquiry in a classroom.
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Table 27: Chaco participant responses to inquiry experience and purpose of inquiry
questions on pre and post survey (n=11)
(n=11)

Ideal Inquiry
Experience
Pre

Ideal
Inquiry
Experienc
e Post

Purpose of Inquiry
pre

Purpose of Inquiry post

Generic

Not
Asked

Not answered

Exploration

Skills, Learn for
Understanding

Student
investigation

Not
Asked

Skills

Skills

Not
Asked
Not
Asked

Non-inquiry

Skills

Skills

Not
Asked

Skills, Learn for
understanding, How
to study something
scientifically
Affective, Learn for
understanding

Affective,
Learn for
understanding
Affective
Skills, How to
study something
scientifically

Participant

Ch1
Ch3

(non-specific)

Ch4

Non-inquiry

Ch5

Not answered

Ch6

Student motivated
(non-specific)

Ch7

Student driven
(Student question, data
collection, analysis)

Not
Asked

Authentic
(expert support)

Ch9

Instructor Driven
(teacher topic)

Not
Asked

Learn for
understanding

How to study
something
scientifically

Not
Asked

Not answered

Affective

Not
Asked

Skills, Learn for
Skills, How to
study something understanding
scientifically

Not
Asked

Skills

Learn for
understanding.

Not
Asked

Affective,
Learn for
Understanding

Learn for
understanding

Generic
(open exploration)

Ch10

Non-Inquiry,
Generic

Ch11

Teacher Driven

(Apply )

Ch12

(Teacher topic,
procedure, data
collection, application)
Generic (open
exploration)

Authentic
(No set answer)

Ch13

Teacher Driven
(Teacher topic)

Student Driven
(Student question,
investigations)
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Two of the eleven Chaco participants gave non-inquiry responses when asked
about ideal inquiry experiences on the pre survey, these included having an instructor
dress up as famous scientists and having students take notes. Two participants mentioned
primarily teacher driven inquiry, one mentioned primarily student driven inquiry and one
participant mentioned a combination of teacher and student driven inquiry. Overall, only
a few of the Chaco participants described the specifics of an ideal inquiry experience.
When looking at how participants responded to the purpose of inquiry, five indicated on
the pre survey that inquiry experiences were important to teach skills, two indicated
inquiry was important for affective reasons, three indicated it was important so that
students could learn for understanding, and two participants indicated that inquiry was
important to teach students how to study something scientifically. Few of the Chaco
participants changed their answers on the post survey to this question.
Below are the coded responses about inquiry for the AZ-START participants.
These participants were asked to respond to both questions on the pre survey and then to
make changes to the pre survey responses on the post survey. Again, participants’ coded
responses to how they describe an ideal experience for students are shown in bold with
more specific information below. Responses on the post survey are shown as either “no
change” or additional responses on the post survey are shown in italics. No AZ-START
participants crossed out their pre survey responses while completing their post survey.
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Table 28: AZ-START participant responses to inquiry experience and purpose of inquiry
questions on pre and post survey (n=9)
(n=9)

Ideal Inquiry
Experience
Pre

Ideal Inquiry
Experience Post

Purpose of
Inquiry pre

Purpose of Inquiry
post

AZ3

Teacher Driven
(Teacher topic,
guided
investigation)
Student Driven
(Student topic,
question,
investigation)

No change

How to Study
Scientifically,
Skills

No change

AZ4

Teacher Driven
(teacher topic,
question)
Student Driven
(student design
procedure, collect
data)
Teacher Driven
(teacher driven
investigation)
Teacher Driven
(all first)
Student Driven
(question, design
procedure, data
collection,
explanation/concl
usion
Teacher Driven
(Teacher driven,
design procedure,
data collection,
explanation/concl
usion

No Change

Skills, How to
Study
Something
Scientifically

Learning for
Understanding

No Change

Skills

No Change

Skills

How to Study
Something
Scientifically
Skills, Learning
for
Understanding

Student
Driven (full
project start
to finish)

Learning for
Skills
Understanding

Authentic
(no set
answer)

Skills, How to
study
something
scientifically

Participant

AZ5

AZ6

AZ7

AZ8

Generic
(inquiry
investigation)

Affective
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AZ9

AZ10

Teacher Driven
(teacher topic,
question, design
procedures)
Student Driven
(student topic,
question, design
procedure)
Student Driven

No Change

How to Study
Something
Scientifically

No Change

Skills, How to Learning for
Study
Understanding
Something
Scientifically,
Affective,
Learning for
Understanding
Learn for
No Change
Understanding
How to study
something
scientifically

(student questions,
design procedure,
data collection,
explanation/conclusi
on)

AZ11

No Change
Student
Motivated,
Student Driven
(student question,
design procedure,
data collection)

Skills, Learn for
Understanding

AZ-START participants gave more detailed responses than Chaco participants to
these questions on the pre survey. Two of the nine participants described only teacher
driven inquiry when describing an ideal inquiry experience. Four participants described a
combination of teacher driven and student driven inquiry and two described only student
driven inquiry experiences. One participant gave a generic response about inquiry. Two
of the nine AZ-START participants added to their answers for this question on the post
survey, the other seven indicated no change to their pre survey response. As they were
asked to reflect on their pre survey responses, all changes were deliberate. One
participant added the element of authenticity to her original generic response which
included having a problem with no set answer and one participant changed from having a
totally teacher driven inquiry experience to a totally student driven inquiry experience.
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When asked on the pre survey about the purpose of inquiry, one AZ-START
participant indicated affective reasons, five participants indicated that it was to teach
students skills, six indicated that it was to teach students how to study something
scientifically, and three indicated that it was to help students learn for understanding.
When asked to reflect on their pre survey response, six of the nine AZ-START
participants made additions to their previous responses.
Three added examples of learning for understanding, two added skills as a purpose and
one added to learn how to study something scientifically.
Below are the responses about inquiry for the A-RBSE participants. These
participants were asked to respond to both questions on the pre survey and then to make
changes to the pre survey responses on the post survey. Participants’ coded responses to
how they describe an ideal experience for students are shown in bold with more specific
information below. Responses on the post survey are shown as either “no change” or
additional responses on the post survey are shown in italics. No A-RBSE participants
crossed out their pre survey responses while completing their post survey. In several
cases, additional post survey responses are coded the same as the pre survey responses,
the addition of the codes to the post survey column indicated that participants added
additional examples on their post survey to their pre survey responses.
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Table 29: A-RBSE participant responses to inquiry experience and purpose of inquiry
questions on pre and post surveys, (n=17)
(n=17)
Participant
RB1

Ideal Inquiry Experience
Pre
Teacher Driven
(Teacher topic)
Student Driven
(Student design
procedure, data
collection, and
explanation/conclusion)

Ideal Inquiry
Experience
Post
Generic
(Inquiry
investigation
)

Purpose of Inquiry
pre

Purpose of
Inquiry post

Affective, How to
Study Something
Scientifically

Skills, Affective

Affective, Skills,
How to Study
Something
Scientifically
Skills, How to Study
Something
Scientifically

Skills

No change

Skills

No change

Authentic
(No known
answer)

Skills, How to Study
Something
Scientifically

Skills, How to
Study Something
Scientifically

Student
Driven
(Student
data
collection,
explanation/
conclusion
Student
Driven
(Student
topic and all
else)

Skills

No change

How to Study
Something
Scientifically

Affective

No change

Learn for
Understanding

Affective

RB2

Student Driven
(Student question,
explanation/conclusion)

No change

RB3

Student Driven (Student
question, procedure, data
collection,
explanation/conclusion)
Teacher Driven
(Teacher Topic) Student
Driven (student
questions, design
procedure, data
collection,
explanation/conclusion
Teacher Driven
(Teacher topic), Student
Driven (student
question, data collection,
explanation/conclusion)

Generic
(Apply)

RB4

RB5

RB6

Teacher Driven
(Teacher Topic)
Student Driven (Student
design procedure)

RB7

Teacher Driven
(Teacher topic) Student
Driven (student
question, design
procedure, data
collection,
explanation/conclusion)
Teacher Driven
(Teacher Topic,
procedure, data

RB8

Affective
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RB9

RB10

RB11

RB12

RB13

RB14

RB15

RB16

RB17

collection)
Student Driven
(explanation/conclusion)
Teacher Driven
(Teacher topic,
procedure, data
collection, application)
Student Driven
(Student topic, design
procedure,
explanation/conclusion)
Teacher Driven
(Teacher topic,
procedure, collect data,
explanation/conclusion
Generic
(Open Exploration)

Teacher Driven
(Teacher topic)
Student Driven (student
question, design
procedure, data
collection,
explanation/conclusion)
Authentic (No known
answer),
Teacher Driven
(Teacher topic, question.
Student Driven (student
design procedure,
question, data collection,
explanation/conclusion)
Authentic (expert
support), Student
Motivated, Student
Driven (Student topic,
design procedure)
Generic
(Inquiry Investigation)
Teacher Driven
(Teacher topic,
procedure, data
collection

No Change

Affective, How to
Study Something
Scientifically

No Change

No Change

Skills, Learn for
Understanding

How to Study
Something
Scientifically

No change

Affective, How to
Study Something
Scientifically

No Change

Teacher
Driven
(Teacher
topic,
procedure)
No Change

Affective, Learn
for Understanding

No Change

How to Study
Something
Scientifically

No Change

Student
Motivated

Learn for
Understanding,
How to Study
Something
Scientifically

No Change

No change

Skills, How to
Study Something
Scientifically

No Change

No Change

How to Study
Something
Scientifically
How to Study
Something
Scientifically

Affective

Student
Driven
(Student
questions,
design
procedure)

Skills
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A-RBSE participants also gave much more detailed responses than Chaco
participants to the questions on the pre survey. Three of the seventeen participants
described only teacher driven inquiry when describing an ideal inquiry experience. Nine
participants described a combination of teacher driven and student driven inquiry and
three described only student driven inquiry experiences. Two of the seventeen
participants gave responses coded as authentic, in this case having no known answer and
having expert support for inquiry investigations.
Eight of the seventeen A-RBSE participants added to their answer on the post
survey. As they were asked to reflect on their pre survey responses, all changes were
deliberate. Three participants changed from having a mixture of teacher and student
driven inquiry to having only student driven inquiry and one participant who have given a
response of teacher driven only inquiry switched to student only driven inquiry.
Additionally, several participants added general statements to their answers.
When asked on the pre survey about the purpose of inquiry, five indicated
affective reasons, six participants indicated that it was to teach students skills, twelve
indicated that it was to teach students how to study something scientifically, and four
indicated that it was to help students learn for understanding. When asked to reflect on
their pre survey response, nine participants made additions to their previous response.
Four of those participants gave more in-depth responses or additional examples of
responses in the same category they used on the pre survey. For example, participant
RB1 indicated that inquiry was important for affective goals on the pre and post survey.
On the pre survey, she wrote “as a means to teach content in an interesting way” and on
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the post survey “to build their confidence in being able to do science”. Four participants
added affective reasons to the pre survey response and one added the reason of how to
study something scientifically on the post survey.
Summary of Section 3
Across all programs, when describing an ideal inquiry experience, participants
gave a mixture of teacher driven and student driven inquiry responses which did not shift
dramatically from pre to post program. A-RBSE participants gave the largest percentage
of responses that included a mixture of student and teacher driven inquiry and had the
largest of percentage of teachers that changed their answer from pre to post survey.
Teachers across all programs gave a variety of responses when describing the purpose of
inquiry in the classroom including teaching students skills for problem solving, helping
students better enjoy science, giving students more confidence to do science, teaching
students how to study something scientifically, and helping students to learn for
understanding instead of memorization. On the pre survey about half of the Chaco and
AZ-START participants and one third of the A-RBSE participants considered giving
students skills for problem solving and basic inquiries to be an important purpose of
using inquiry in the classroom. The largest percentage of A-RBSE participants reported
the purpose of using inquiry in the classroom was to teach students how to study
something scientifically on both the pre and post survey. Although the largest percentage
of AZ-START participants also indicated that the purpose of using inquiry in the
classroom was to teach students how to study something scientifically on the pre and post
surveys, a large number also indicated that learning for understanding was an important
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purpose of using inquiry on the post survey. The largest number of Chaco participants
indicated that learning for understanding was the purpose of using inquiry in the
classroom on the post survey.

Section 4: Impact on science teaching
As part of the pre survey participants were asked to respond to the following
question:
•

In what ways do you think this experience will impact your science teaching?

Participants were asked to respond to the following question on the post survey:
•

In what ways do you think this program experience will impact your science
teaching?

Participants were asked to respond to the following questions on the follow-up survey:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Has participating in the RBSE program changed the way you think about your
teaching? If so, please describe how? (please provide an example if appropriate)
Has participating in the RBSE program changed aspects of how you teach? If so,
please describe how? (please provide an example if appropriate)
What aspect of your experience are you planning on using in the future in your
teaching?
Has participation in this program changed your confidence in teaching science? If
so, how?
Has your participation in this program changed the assignments and/or projects
you assign to your students? If so, please describe how?
Have you used resources from the program (including people, lessons, activities,
knowledge, etc)? If so, which ones and how did you use them?
The questions on the follow-up survey were informed by analysis of earlier

surveys and interview transcripts. Questions were designed to include both open ended
responses and more structured questions based on early findings. As described in chapter 3,
each answer was descriptively coded and then binned into six interpretive categories:
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“Science Knowledge”, “Science Credibility/Expert”, “Tools and Materials for Teaching”,
“Tools for Teaching Science Experience”, “Inquiry”, and “Excitement/Motivation”.
Responses coded as “Science Knowledge” included descriptions of participants’
increased knowledge in either a specific science discipline or in science in general as well
as skills to do science. Responses coded as “Science Credibility/Expert” included
descriptions of participant stories from their experience that they could share with their
students, insider information about science careers, teachers’ feelings of being more like
a scientist, and teachers’ increased credibility stemming from their research experience.
Responses coded as “Tools and Materials for Teaching” included descriptions of new
activities, projects and resources that teachers could use in their classroom as well as new
ways of teaching science. Responses coded as “Tools for Teaching Science Experience”
included descriptions of resources, projects, skills and confidence to help teachers
increase the use of scientific processes and research projects with their students.
Responses coded as “Inquiry” included descriptions of inquiry experiences that teachers
participated in during their research program as well as ways to increase the use of
inquiry experiences for their students. Responses coded as “Excitement/Motivation”
included descriptions of increased student motivation for doing science, increased teacher
motivation for teaching science and increased teacher excitement for science they could
share with their students. The full list of codes with examples from participant surveys
can be found in Appendix K.
Table 30 below shows the percentages of participants in each program who gave
responses coded into each category along with the number of participants shows in
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italics below and the number of total responses given in that category overall shown in
(parentheses). For example, in the first column reporting the responses of all
participants on the pre survey, 30%, or 11 participants, gave responses indicating that
they hoped their increased knowledge and science skills would improve their teaching.
They gave overall 15 responses, an average of 1.4 responses per person.
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Table 30: Participant responses to how they think the program will impact their science
teaching on the pre and post survey
Code

Pre
ALL
(pre)
n=37

Chaco
(pre)
n= 11

AZSTART
(pre)
n=9

ARBSE
(pre)
n= 17

Post
ALL
(post)
n=37

Chaco
(post)
n=11

AZSTART
(post)
n=9

ARBSE
(post)
n=17

30%
11
(15)

18.2%
2
(2)

66.7%
6
(9)

17.6%
3
(4)

27%
10
(10)

27.3%
3
(3)

66.7%
6
(6)

5.9%
1
(1)

13.5%
5
(6)

0%
0
(0)

33.3%
3
(4)

11.8%
2
(2)

29.7%
11
(15)

9.1%
1
(1)

66.7%
6
(8)

23.5%
4
(6)

67.6%
25
(37)

72.7%
8
(10)

33.3%
3
(6)

82.4%
14
(21)

64.9%
24
(42)

63.6%
7
(8)

55.6%
5
(9)

70.6%
12
(25)

29.7%
11
(16)

0%
0
(0)

66.7%
6
(8)

47.1%
7
(8)

59.5%
22
(33)

9.1%
1
(1)

88.9%
8
(15)

76.5%
13
(17)

10.8%
4
(4)

9.1%
1
(1)

11.1%
1
(1)

11.8%
2
(2)

16.2%
6
(6)

36.4%
4
(4)

11.1%
1
(1)

5.9%
1
(1)

24.3%
9
(12)
90

9.1%
1
(1)
14

44.4%
4
(7)
35

23.5%
4
(4)
41

13.5%
5
(5)
111

0%
0
(0)
17

22.2%
2
(2)
41

17.7%
3
(3)
53

Science Knowledge
Percentage of participants
Number of participants
(Number of responses)

Science Credibility/
Experience
Percentage of participants
Number of participants
(Number of responses)

Tools and materials
for teaching
Percentage of participants
Number of participants
(Number of responses)

Tools for Teaching
Science Experience
Percentage of participants
Number of participants
(Number of responses)

Inquiry
Percentage of participants
Number of participants
(Number of responses)

Excitement/
Motivation
Percentage of participants
Number of participants
(Number of responses)
Total coded responses

On the pre survey the largest number of teachers across all three programs
indicated that gaining tools and materials for teaching would be an impact of the program
on their teaching. Science knowledge and tools for helping students do science were also
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to participants, although the latter was not mentioned by any Chaco participants on the
pre survey. Responses describing increased credibility and experience as well as
increasing the use of inquiry in the classroom were mentioned by a small percentage of
participants.
Teachers were asked to answer the same question on the post survey without
being given their previous response to reflect on. Teachers in all three programs
indicated that gaining tools and materials for teaching science was an important part of
their participation in each research program and would impact their science teaching.
Responses indicating the importance of science credibility and experience doubled for
both for A-RBSE and AZ-START participants, although did not increase dramatically for
Chaco participants. Descriptions of tools for helping engage students in science
experiences in the classroom increased overall with the greatest increases for both AZSTART and A-RBSE participants. Chaco participants increased the most across all
programs from pre to post indicating that the experience gave them more tools to do
inquiry in their classroom. Responses about student and teacher motivation decreased
across all three programs.
Table 31 below shows the coded responses to the follow-up survey which
included both open and more guided questions about how the program may impact
participants’ teaching. It is not meaningful to directly compare the values from the
pre/post surveys to the follow up survey for several reasons: the first is that a different
number of participants completed the follow-up survey and different questions were used
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on the follow up survey, some of them targeting specific areas based on findings from
earlier surveys, interviews and focus groups.
Table 31: Participant responses to follow up survey about how their
experience impacted their science teaching
ALL
F-U
n=25

Chaco
F-U
n= 7

36%
9
(9)

28.6% 0%
2
0
(2)
(0)

53.9%
7
(7)

60%
15
(18)

0%
0
(0)

100%
5
(8)

76.9%
10
(10)

100%
5
(7)

100%
13
(28)

84%
21
(32)

42.9% 100%
3
5
(3)
(11)

100%
13
(18)

44%
11
(11)

42.9% 40%
3
2
(3)
(2)

42.2%
6
(6)

4%
1
(1)
119

14.3%
1
(1)
22

0%
0
(0)
69

AZSTART
F-U
n=5

A-RBSE
F-U
n = 13

Science Knowledge
Percentage of participants
Number of participants
(Number of responses)

Science
Credibility/Experience
Percentage of participants
Number of participants
(Number of responses)

Tools and materials
for teaching
Percentage of participants
Number of participants
(Number of responses)

100% 100%
25
7
(48)
(13)

Teaching Science
Experience
Percentage of participants
Number of participants
(Number of responses)

Inquiry
Percentage of participants
Number of participants
(Number of responses)

Excitement/motivation
Percentage of participants
Number of participants
(Number of responses)

Total coded responses

0%
0
(0)
28

On the follow-up survey, gaining tools and materials for teaching was mentioned
as being one way participation in the research program impacted their science teaching
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for all participants in all three programs. Science knowledge was important to about half
of the A-RBSE participants and about one quarter of the Chaco participants but not
mentioned by any of the AZ-START participants. Increased science credibility and
experience was mentioned as being important by all AZ-START participants and threequarters of the A-RBSE participants but by none of the Chaco participants. Gaining tools
for helping students do research in the classroom was mentioned by all A-RBSE and AZSTART participants and almost half of the Chaco participants. Helping teachers
implement inquiry was mentioned by about half of the participants in all three programs.
Student and teacher excitement and motivation was mentioned by one participants across
all three programs.
Summary of Section 4
Teachers in each of these programs both came in with varying views regarding
how they described how their participation in a research program would impact their
science teaching. Tools and materials to use in the classroom were mentioned the most
before participation in each of the research programs. After participant teachers described
tools and materials that they would use in their classroom, with specific examples from
the programs that they had participated in. Overall, teachers reported that the program
had impacted their science teaching by giving them tools to use in their classroom,
increasing their science knowledge, giving them tools to engage students in inquiry and
giving them tools to help engage their students in science. Additionally, both A-RBSE
and AZ-START participants indicated that their experience doing research would give
them more experience and credibility to draw on to be more successful science teachers.
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Illustrative Cases
During the Spring of 2009, roughly nine months after the completion of each
summer program, follow-up individual interviews were conducted with two teacher
participants from each program. Participants were asked about how the program had
impacted how they thought about science teaching and what they did in their classroom
as a result of their participation in the summer program. Below I present two illustrative
cases from each research program based on their pre, post and follow-up surveys,
program observations, program presentations, and interview and focus group responses.
These six participants were chosen to complete a follow-up interview based on their
enthusiasm for the program and integrating something they had gained from their
research program in their classroom. Each one is presented below as an illustrative case
of how the program both changed how they viewed their teaching as well as how they
described integrating pieces of the program into their teaching.
Chaco case 1: Erin
Erin was a museum educator who had an undergraduate degree in education from
an institution that specifically taught inquiry as a systematic approach to education. Erin
had taught elementary school for several years and was at the time working as a museum
outreach professional who traveled across the state she lived in to visit 4th grade
classrooms to do short (a few hours long) presentations and activities. She had started
facilitating professional development in the year after she attended the Chaco institute.
When asked what she wanted her students to know about science, Erin consistently
indicated that it was most important for students to know that they could do science and
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be a scientist everyday in their lives. Her answer on the post survey included that she
wanted students to know,
how to wonder, to ask questions, to observe but mostly that they are scientists,
when they do these things they become scientists, that it is a part of their life and
not just something held in a test tube but in their heart and eyes and minds and in
everything around them. (Ch6-PreSciTch-Q5)
To achieve her goal she indicated that she planned on evaluating her current
teaching practices and possibly changing the curriculum to meet her needs. In describing
a typical lesson for her on the pre survey, she gave an example of a guided
inquiry/learning cycle experience shown below,
Bring out a specimen or artifact, have kids observe, touch, interact with it and
start asking questions, writing down questions in a communal way, reinforcing
they are scientists and their skills are observing, questioning, then observing
more, researching, comparing. Review some background info then have students
working in small groups to observe, read information, compare, discuss
specimens, draw, collect data, ask more questions (we always have at least 5
stations to interact with/about a topic, rotate, share, discuss. At the end see if
students can answer come of own questions, talk about more wonders or
questions or research they are interested in further. (Ch6-PreSciTch-Q1)
She indicated that an ideal lesson would be the same as this description but would
be improved by being in the field instead of inside of a classroom. When asked to reflect
on her pre answer after the program she indicated the changes she would make would be
to have more “resources, connections and interplay of disciplines.” She added to her pre
survey description of an ideal inquiry experience to include experiences that engaged
students in a way that made them excited so that their questions could guide instruction.
On her pre survey she wrote that the purpose of science inquiry was to empower, engage,
and to excite students in investigations. Her answer on the post survey was very similar.
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Overall, Erin seemed to be an inquiry driven instructor before she attended the
Chaco program and was consistent in her descriptions of goals for her students and uses
of inquiry to help students engage in exciting, authentic and meaningful experiences. She
indicated on the pre survey that she thought the Chaco program experience would aid in
“reflection and growth.” When asked the same question on the post survey she indicated
that she was inspired to look for ways to created integrated experiences for students. On
the post survey she indicated that she was able to increase her knowledge about
astronomy and get more ideas to use in her teaching, but she did not experience a
substantial shift in how she thought about science teaching or what she intended to do in
her own teaching.
Erin’s responses on her follow-up survey were in contrast to the assertion that she
did not make any large gains to her teaching after analyzing her pre and post survey.
When asked how her participation changed the way she thought about her teaching on the
follow-up survey, she replied:
It has made me realize that I can create a lasting learning experience for students
that I teach even though I may only be in their classroom for 1.5 hours. Let me
explain, the department I work with always hopes that when we go out and teach
we cannot only provide a really cool and fun experience (which is inevitable
because we bring really cool stuff from the Museum that the kids get to explore
and touch and ask questions about) but that we can also inspire kids to ask more
questions, to want to find out on their own and ultimately to know that they can be
scientists, that they possess the tools to wonder, ask questions, to do research,
compare things, create a hypothesis and test it out, and get the answers they are
searching for…. During a professional development my department was involved
in we read some academic literature that said we shouldn’t use the inquiry
framework for just one class/period/study session because the time was too
limited and you would not be able to achieve your purpose, however, I had a
Chaco experience to the contrary that I shared and helped us understand that we
can have a powerful impact in a short period of time if it is structured correctly.
(Ch6-Follow-Up-Q2)
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She went on to describe an experience she had during the institute in which she
was engaged in an inquiry experience by facilitators and came to an understanding
through her own reasoning and facilitators’ questioning. As she put it, “I had gained in
understanding after a short lesson because someone took the time to ask the right
question. It was awesome, and I definitely wanted to provide that for someone.” This
theme was present throughout her entire follow-up survey in which she indicated that the
program “enhanced my understanding of the significances of teaching inquiry. I have
always espoused inquiry as an educational philosophy in my teaching and development
of curriculum, but had never participated in a class of any kind that taught inquiry
through inquiry, it was powerful, and very influential.” On her follow-up survey, she
indicated that she was achieving her goal of helping students know that they can be
scientists by providing engaging opportunities that help students ask questions and help
answer questions to give students confidence. She commented,
In my department this summer we have made significant changes in how we
introduce questions for the groups we teach during the year. It has created a
much more authentic, meaningful and transferable experience for the students
and we feel we are being better models of inquiry to teachers as well.(Ch6Follow-Up-Q5)
She wrote on the follow-up survey that she was using inquiry and questioning in a
different way in her outreach work after the Chaco program. In addition she discussed
how she was integrating the specific activities introduced into teaching tool boxes that the
museum created for dissemination to teachers.
During her follow-up personal interview, Erin continued to discuss both her shift
in her understanding of inquiry and how she was able to use specific activities and
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lessons from the institute in her teaching. She indicated that she had used planispheres,
GPS lessons, Kinesthetic Astronomy and other curriculum presented as well as her
knowledge of constellations when working with students at the museum. When
discussing her shift in how she thought about inquiry she indicated that she was an
inquiry driven instructor before the institute. When asked about this self-reported shift
she said,
It’s a refining process. I think a lot of, like previously we would give background
knowledge or didactic or lecture based knowledge, not long, there would always
be an exciting specimen for them to observe and question before they actually go
into the questioning, I would give them words or definitions and now what I do is
I just start with their questions and we go from there… ok so here are your
questions and now what do scientists do and we just gather data and we just work
to answer their own questions and then after that if they need definition and
specific language specific to the science then we get that at the end when it
actually can connect to the experience that they’ve had. So I think that it’s really
shifted.(Ch6-Follow-Up-Interview)
As the facilitators had intended, Erin was able to take the curricular tools and
resources presented during the workshop and use them in her teaching and planning
curriculum. Additionally, she was able to take how the lessons were modeled and come
to a new understanding of how to use inquiry in her own teaching. This shift in
understanding was unique to Erin in the data and did not appear until her follow-up
survey. Other participants showed an enthusiasm for using inquiry in their teaching after
their participation in the program but this case of change was unique to Erin.
Chaco case 2: Lisa
Lisa was a high school science teacher who had been teaching for twenty-one
years before her participation in the Chaco Educator Institute. She had a background in
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chemistry and taught most physical science subjects. Lisa indicated on her pre survey
that the most important thing for her students to know about science was science content
as well how to approach problems in logical and repeatable ways. On both her post and
follow-up survey she indicated that she wanted her students to know that they can study
things in scientific ways as well as know how to study something in a scientific way.
Like Erin, she was consistent from pre to post program about what she wanted her
students to know about science.
She described how she achieved these goals with her classes through direct
instruction, application, and feedback. On her post survey, she indicated that she wanted
to try using the inquiry model that had been introduced during the Chaco program. She
wrote, “I do like the OPERA format and plan to use it as a framework for investigating
the content in our curriculum.” “OPERA” was an inquiry learning cycle that was
introduced as the framework for the Chaco Educator Institute and consisted of “Opening
a question of interest, Prior knowledge discussion of assessment, Exploration through
experiments/experiences, Reflection on results and compare to prior knowledge, and
Application of learned concepts to a new situation.” (Morrow and Dusenbery, 2004)
Lisa gave the following description of a prescribed inquiry experience when
describing a typical lesson in her classroom on her pre survey.
Discuss whether soil or water will absorb and release heat faster. Perform
experiment and graph results. Interpret results and apply to climates of known
locations (e.g. Denver vs Los Angeles). (Ch11-PreSciTch-Q1)
She indicated that an ideal lesson would be the same but the “major difference
would be that students engage and apply the learning to a greater degree than they do.”
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This response is representative of other participants’ responses who discussed student
factors preventing a typical lesson from being an ideal lesson. When asked to reflect on
her lesson after the program, she responded, “I think the one I described is a good one
(soil/water heating is a good inquiry lesson which also includes other valuable science
goals e.g. graphing, data collection, reading instruments).”
Lisa wrote on her pre survey that the lesson she had described was an ideal
inquiry experience for students indicating that she felt that she was able to provide
students ideal inquiry experiences in her classroom, although she wished that students
engaged more in them. On her pre survey she indicated that purpose of science inquiry
was to “teach students the process of being a scientist and to get students to realize and
understand that the scientific process is objective, repeatable, and valid approach to
solving problems. When asked the same question on the post survey she gave a fairly
different response. “Science inquiry serves to elicit thinking in the student learner. It
provides the opportunity for the learner to make connections and be creative – rather than
be “fed” information.” On her post survey she response changed to include the
importance of inquiry to helping students learn concepts through their own discovery.
When asked how she thought the experience would change impact her science
teaching on the pre survey she indicated that it would “Give me a broader perspective
that I can incorporate in my classroom.” On the post survey she indicated that she had a
set of “rich experiences” and information from the Chaco program to use in her teaching.
Additionally she wrote that she would “look for ways to use an inquiry method where
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possible.” From Lisa’s post survey responses, it seems that she had shifted in her views
of inquiry and was willing to try integrating more inquiry experiences into her classroom.
On her follow-up survey she wrote about how her experience had changed how
she thought about her science teaching.
I would not say that I have changed the way I think about my teaching. But it has
motivated me to continue to re-examine what and how I teach content to my
students… The inclusion of the Navajo constellations is the main new information
I got from the Institute that directly touches the curriculum I teach.. I do think that
there is great value in students hearing this information (other cultures
constellations) in a science class. Including this type of information helps students
to think more critically about science content…. Integrating what I learned about
the Chaocans into my understanding of the history of science and of human
understanding of the world has helped me to have a broader perspective. I bring
this broader perspective to my students indirectly every day in the
classroom.(Ch11-Follow-Up)
In her response she indicated that she was able to integrate both content and a
specific activity from the program into her classes. She also again referred to a change in
perspective which she talked about on her pre survey at the beginning of the institute.
When asked if her experience changed aspects of how she taught, she replied,
The changes in how I teach would include finding ways to allow students to be
more active in their learning experiences. I think that I have had my students
spend more time in activities this fall and plan to continue in this manner.
(Ch11-Follow-Up)
When describing how she was helping her students achieve what she wanted to
them know what was important about science she responded on her follow-up survey that
she was achieving it by starting off the year by reviewing the scientific method and then
having students use and discuss it throughout the year.
Although she did not specifically use the word inquiry in her responses, she
described the philosophy of inquiry introduced during the program.
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I am more mindful of my teaching philosophy that good teaching includes
“student as active worker” and teacher as “guiding influence.” In order to
implement this philosophy careful thought must be given to assignments so that
they are relevant to the student. Genuine exploration of a question, like we did
with our own research project will engage more students and result in greater
understanding and learning. (Ch11-Follow-Up)
Lisa also wrote on her follow-up survey that she was able to integrate specific
activities, including Kinesthetic Astronomy, into her curriculum and share curricular
resources with other teachers at her school for use in their earth science courses.
During her follow-up personal interview, Lisa talked about how she did not
generally use inquiry in her classroom but rather that she used it “just a little bit
throughout the year in all my classes.” She indicated that she did not use it all of the time
mostly due to time constraints. In our conversation she described several lessons that had
been introduced during the Chaco program that she had integrated into her classroom
including the use of a gnomon, a sundial created by following the shadow of a stick put
into the ground. She described how she had students make predictions and observations
during the day and the year. While describing this, she commented that “I guess that
would tie into both the inquiry and new activity that I did this year.”
Like Erin, Lisa was able to take the curricular tools and resources presented
during the workshop and use them in her teaching as well as share them with other
educators. Additionally, she described how she was able to take how inquiry was
modeled during the program and make changes to how she presented material in her
classroom. She indicated that she was now using more activities in her teaching as well
as finding places to do inquiry, even though they were not explicit in her thinking about
her teaching. Lisa’s concept of inquiry was quite different than Erin’s. Both integrated
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the inquiry model used by the institute into their teaching but in distinct ways showing
that these two educators were able to integrate more inquiry into their teaching at
different levels.
AZ-START case 1: Robert
Robert was a high school teacher who had an undergraduate degree in science
education and had been teaching for two years before his participation in the AZ-START
research experience. On the pre survey Robert wrote that the most important thing for his
students to know about science was to use inquiry and know how to apply the scientific
method. He described that he was achieving these things through the use of Socratic
questioning and having students do experiments in class. On the post survey he added
that he added he wanted his students to be able to inquire scientifically after learning the
scientific method. On his post survey he indicated that he planned to make lessons that
were inquiry based and to have contact with his research mentor during the following
year to support his students doing research.
Robert’s description of a typical lesson for his classroom on the pre survey was an
example of a structured lesson with an activity.
I would start with the content and ELL objectives. After that I would define the
science vocabularies that will be encountered for that day. After the discussion,
there will be an activity (individual, by group) and an evaluation.
(AZ5-PreSciTch-Q1)
His description of an ideal lesson was the same but added that it would have
“100% participation from the students.” This was similar to Lisa’s perspective of the
difference between her typical lesson and an ideal lesson, citing student factors as the
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main barrier. When asked to reflect on his pre survey answer regarding an ideal lesson
after the program he added to his response that an ideal lesson is one that is based on
standards and covers all of the science objectives, similar to his original description of a
typical lesson on the pre survey.
On his pre survey he described an ideal inquiry experience for students,
if the students would conduct an experiment and after the data have been
collected, and result given, they would ask questions regarding the study and
would inquire how it is applied.(AZ5-PreSciTch-Q3)
On his post survey he made the following addition to his pre survey response,
Students would typically inquiry about a fact which has been established as true
and valid. Teachers should answer the inquiry in a scientific manner by which
the students could understand it and be interested to inquire more and do a study
about it. (AZ5-PoSciTch-Q3)
In the above response, Robert supports his naïve conceptions about the objective
nature of science that were identified during the analysis of data for Research Question 1
of this study (understanding of science inquiry). On the pre survey he wrote that the
purpose of science inquiry was to equip student with skills for learning but also for use in
their everyday lives. On his post survey he added, “It helps students to process
information and correlate those information with the established standards.”
Overall, Robert was stable in his goals for what he wanted his students to know
about science but felt that the program gave him more resources to help his students
study topics in a more scientific way. He indicated on the pre survey that he wanted to
learn the skills of science so he could do science with his students. He hoped that the
program would give him skills to do science with his students, make science more fun for
his students, improve his students’ attitudes towards science and raise awareness of
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science and technology in his community. When asked how he thought the experience
would change his science teaching on the post survey he responded,
It will impact my science teaching in a lot of ways. Since I am more
knowledgeable of the process involved on how to set-up a lab procedure for the
nematode study, I believe that it could benefit my students. I will apply how my
mentor taught me the best ways to teach my students laboratory processes in a
step by step manner.(AZ5-PoSur-Q2)
Overall from pre to post survey he indicated that he increased his knowledge
about biology, his lab skills, and how to conduct science, all of which would be useful to
him in his classroom and in helping his students do science.
Robert’s responses on his follow-up survey were a continuation of his answers to
his post survey at the end of the program. He wrote that he wanted his students to know
the scientific method and that he was doing it by having his students study the scientific
method and apply it through research. From pre program to the follow-up during the
winter after the completion of the program, Robert was consistent in his goal to have his
students learn about the scientific method. His intention after his participation in the
research program is to have students learn by doing actual research, an assertion he
supported in his follow-up survey and interview responses discussed below. He
indicated that he had changed many of the things he was doing in the classroom during
the year since he had returned to the classroom.
The program taught me that teaching without research is nothing. Because of the
AZ-START Program, my students will be having a research project which is kind
of similar to what I did at U of A….I gained a lot of experience and knowledge
that could be applied in the regular classroom setting like techniques in doing
fieldworks etc….(AZ5-Follow-Up-Q2)
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Robert was one of few teachers in the AZ-START program who indicated that he
was able to directly use his research experience with his students. Other participants
indicated that their research would not be appropriate and/or feasible for their classroom
making Robert’s implementation of his research project with his students unique among
AZ-START participants.
My research was about the diversity of nematodes in southeastern Arizona. I
actually did the same project to my students and did a fieldwork to collect soil
samples. They harvested nematodes using a mist chamber and amazingly, my
students were able to harvest free-living nematodes at an elevation of 7000 feet!
(AZ5-Follow-Up-Q8)
During his personal follow-up interview, Robert talked more about the project he
had facilitated with his students during the year.
We actually experimented on the same organisms and my students were able to
gather nematodes from the techniques that I have learned from the program. You
know, it’s really fun. It was really fun. But we do not have advanced gadgets like
advanced microscopes like the program had so we just drew it you know. And we
sent all the pictures and the drawings to the program staff, to the coordinator and
to Dr. S. and they were really amazed by it, yeah….(AZ5-Follow-Up-Int)
In addition to the changes he was able to make during the first school year after
his completion on the program, he described how he intended to make more changes in
the future.
And then next school year I’m planning to actually integrate research in the
curriculum so that we will not just experiment on a single project, it will be
continuous the whole year or maybe a semester. (AZ5-Follow-Up-Int)
Overall, Robert made a large shift in thinking about both his science teaching and
the link between science research and science teaching. He discussed this shift during his
individual follow-up interview.
Well, for me every single day is research, you know. All the strategies that you
teach to research, should be research based. Although it’s not about nematodes,
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it’s not about the environment but the way you strategize should be research
based. The questions that you formulate should be research based. Students
should know how to do problem solving, students know how to do conclusions
based on the problem… it’s not possible to do an experiment every single day
because it’s going to be so expensive because you know how expensive these
materials are that we use for the laboratory. However, you can actually
incorporate research based strategies and activities through your questions. If
you are promoting inquiry based activity and problem based activity that is also
research based. (AZ5-Follow-Up-Int)
Data from Robert’s pre and post surveys as well as his focus group and individual
interview transcripts point to a large shift in how he thought about his science teaching.
He specifically reported that the experience resulted in his personal learning of many
things, giving him skills and confidence, and helping him realize how to teach science in
a more effective way in his opinion. He also reported that his students were more
engaged because of the increased time doing research. This shift in thinking and ability
to change science curriculum in a dramatic way was not commonly reported among
participants in any of the research programs, and especially among formal science
teachers who taught in schools.
AZ-START case 2: Emily
Emily was a middle school science teacher who had been trained in art education
but had been teaching science for nine years due to science teacher shortages. She had
participated in several other classes and programs for science teachers before her research
experience as part of the AZ-START program. On her pre survey, Emily described that
the most important thing for her students to know about science was to learn the scientific
method “as a way to prove facts in the physical world.” She described how she achieved
this in her classroom before the program by introducing students to the scientific method
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at the beginning of the year and referring to it throughout the year. On the post survey,
she reflected on her pre survey response and added the following to what she wanted her
students to know about science.
There are many! To become curious about the world. To become observant. To
ask good questions. To be able to plan and refine a question that can be tested.
To actually follow through and test a question. To be surprised at their data and
discoveries. To look at data and compare and contrast it to make sense of what
they have found in terms of patterns. To be able to talk about their interests and
findings and to listen to those of others. To be open-minded. To seek real
results.(AZ8-PoSur-Q5)
Her post program response was parallel to her growth in her post program
responses about science inquiry to include many more ideas that are in line with the
recommendations of the National Research Council (1996, 2000) in regards to what
students should understand and be involved in during classroom investigations. Her
plans for the upcoming year were described on her post survey.
I will start by putting more emphasis in students doing their own research from
start to finish. I will do this by putting more emphasis on their own science fair
project at the beginning of the year. This way we can make more connection
between the pre-packaged kits and the students’ own projects at different phases.
Students who are slower to get into their own project can learn from others.
Students who have viable projects can gain confidence. I have more confidence
now to help my students do and understand science now that I have experienced
my own successful project. I will be able to encourage the students more fully.
(AZ8-PoSur-Q5)
Emily’s plan was help students focus on the research project they would do at the
end of the year as a whole project that they would complete on their own in a similar way
she did her own research project as part of the AZ-START program. Emily’s description
of a typical lesson on her pre survey was an example of a structured lesson.
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Introduce the subject according to the mandated state standard and PO
(objective). Read the text book together (relating to the standard). Check for
understanding of vocabulary as “ticket-out the door”. (AZ8-PreSciTch-Q1)
In our conversations during the program, she shared that she taught at a school
that had a mandated curriculum. Thus she did not have control over either the topic or
the enactment of the curriculum. She was given the lesson plan to follow for each day of
school that she and other teachers at her school followed. She indicated on her pre
survey than an ideal lesson would be more hands-on so that there would be an activity to
go along with the text book reading. She wrote that she wanted to get more information
from the program to help make some of her current lessons more like her conception of
an ideal lesson.
I would like to know more about hands-on science and how real scientists do and
think about science. So the hands-on doesn’t feel so much like on more page in
the text book. (AZ8-PreSciTch-Q2)
This sentiment is supported by a comment she made during her follow-up
interview in which she described during the year before the program she felt like she was
just going through the motions of reading the book and telling her students about science.
On her post survey, when reflecting on her earlier description of an ideal lesson, she
changed her response.
An ideal science lesson would be more open-ended than the kits that are sent
(although the kits have specific purpose). An ideal science experience is more
akin to the Science Fair. I think I will put more emphasis on our Science Fair
even though it is not content specific. (AZ8-PoSur-Q3)
In her post program responses, Emily started to show discontentment with the set
curriculum that she taught and described her desire to have her students engage in their
own projects. Thus an ideal lesson for her changed from hands-on to activities where
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students investigated research questions. When answering the prompt to describe an
ideal inquiry experience for students on her pre survey she wrote,
Inquiry is like the scientific method. We would develop a hypothesis about the
subject we are studying and then test the hypothesis by collecting and analyzing
data. Compare the result to the hypothesis. (AZ-PreSciTch-Q3)
This answer fits with her pre program thoughts on teaching the scientific method.
On her post program survey she added to her pre survey answer.
An ideal inquiry experience is one that does not have pre-prescribed procedures
and will not end with the students all getting the same results. (AZ8-PoSur-Q3)
In her post survey response she shifted her ideas to those that align with
recommendations for inquiry in classrooms where students have a chance to answer a
question in which they are not confirming an answer with cookbook procedures. On her
pre survey, she wrote that the purpose of inquiry in the classroom was to teach student
about the scientific method. On her post survey she added,
For students to learn to observe their environment and question, develop a
specific experiment to test, record accurate data, and examine the data to find
patterns. Also to communicate what they have learned. (AZ8-PoSur-Q3)
Emily made shift in her goals for what she wanted her students to know about
science , how she hoped to achieve those goals, and he thoughts about inquiry for her
students from pre to post participation in the AZ-START program. Her view of science
was broadened by the program as well as her views on how to teach science to her
students and the ways to do inquiry with her students when given the opportunity. On
surveys and in interviews she reported that her research experience helped her understand
how to do science. In the post program focus group she reported,
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I had never felt, um, really like I was doing science before because it wasn’t my
background and now I feel like I’m going to have a lot more, just having the
confidence in being with my students and encouraging them. I’m gonna be a
different teacher now because I feel like I’m not going through the motions, taking
the book thing. I feel like, you know, I’m the teacher and I can address the books
and then give it to the kids and talk to the kids as people….(AZ8-Follow-Up-Int)
This dramatic shift shows that she believes her increased confidence would make
her a better science teacher who would not just go through the motions but would able to
help students learn. These ideas were supported by the change in her survey responses
from pre to post program in which her answers shifted from being about a strict system to
learn to more investigative and less prescribed. She indicated on the pre survey that she
wanted to learn “what is means to be a real scientist and bring that excitement and insight
to the lessons we are required to teach to meet state standards.” This is similar to how
Robert had hoped to gain from the program. When asked how she thought the experience
would change her science teaching on the post survey she responded,
Science is much more creative than the pre-packaged lab activities we are
mandated to teach. I will be coming to these mandated lessons with a new
‘outside of the box; approach to help students see how the activities fit into the
bigger view of what science is. (AZ8-PoSur-Qii)
Overall from pre to post survey she made changes in her own understanding of
science, her confidence in doing science and how she intended to teach science to her
own students.
Emily’s responses during her follow-up individual interview were in line with her
positive responses regarding her science teaching from her post surveys and focus
groups. During her follow-up interview she commented,
Before I was thinking oh it’s just an activity in a book and you know, but now,
especially sharing the science research I did with the kids they were able to see
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that what they were doing is real science is not pretend science, they are really
doing science when they do those experiments, it wasn’t pretending anymore, it
became real. (AZ8-Follow-Up-Int)
Emily discussed how she was able to convey to her students that they were
engaging in real science the year following her research experience. In this way, her shift
in how she thought about herself as a science teacher was also being shared with her
students.
I think I am approaching in a different way…the emphasis and the way we look at
it, talk about it, is different and it’s really hard to put your finger on it. (AZ8Follow-Up-Int)
Emily had trouble describing the change that had occurred in her teaching but was
able to say that it had been positive for her and her students. She felt that this overall
change in her classroom was positive in all aspects, including mandated testing.
Now when we’re going over, um, looking forward to getting ready for the AIMS
and looking at the very dry multiple choice questions, they put up the little
vignette and then you get A,B,C or D. So much of it is inquiry, we go right back
to their own science fair experience which I relate to my research project and
then we analyzed the question from our experience and it makes these questions
just so easy and real and fun instead of a single poor kid trying to figure out what
this person is doing, you know, what this person is writing about. We say, well
we’ve done it, we know what they’re saying, we know what the point is and we
attack the question, so it’s lot and confidence now.
(AZ8-Follow-Up-Int)
Emily had been able to link how she helped her students prepare for the high
stakes state science assessment to both her own research experience and helping them
prepare for their science fair project. Her perspective about using science research as a
frame for students’ overall learning seemed to change the overall perspective that she had
and what she shared with her students. Although Emily’s perspective was not unique
among AZ-START participants, she was unique in this research study as describing how
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her research experience helped her prepare her students for the AIMS (Arizona
Instrument for Measuring Standards) state test.
She summed up her thoughts on how she thought about the changes to how she
thought about teaching science during her follow-up interview.
It seems more real, I mean things like real science. It’s not book science, it’s not
getting all of your ideas from the book and a printed page, it actually looking at
the world from a standpoint of curiosity and trying things out to see, you know,
whether, you can take things and look at them critically….tangible physical
things. But you can also look at other people’s ideas, you can take it a step
further and say is that person’s idea supported? You know? Do I believe? I
don’t have to, I can make my own decision. So that’s what I try to share with the
kids is a way of looking at the…science is more than reading the information
about the world in a book, it’s a way of life and looking critically and rationally
and logically at the world and going forward with that and making your own
decisions. And that’s a pretty big thing I think. (AZ8-Follow-Up-Int)
Like Robert, Emily made shifts in her understanding of science and was able to
bring those shifts in ideas into how what she shared with her students. When reflecting
on what she wanted her students to know about science on her post survey, she
commented,
I want them to think of themselves as scientists. There are things throughout their
life, whether they go into science or not, that they have confidence that they know
what science is and that they can think like a scientist and they can approach
science as a scientist. (AZ8-PoSur-Q5)
Data from Emily’s pre and post surveys as well as her focus group and individual
interview transcripts point to a large shift in how she thought about her science teaching.
Her major shift was that she reported that she was able to provide an authentic experience
for her students that did not involve walking them through reading the textbook but
instead helping them learn science, make connections, engage in their own investigations,
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and put all aspects of the class, including preparing for high stakes testing, into a frame of
learning about the world through inquiry.
A-RBSE case 1: Kathryn
Kathryn was a high school science teacher who had taught for thirty years before
participating in the A-RBSE program. Of those who participated in follow-up interviews,
she had the most experience teaching and doing research. Her formal research
background was in biology and education research. Additionally, she had recently
participated in two other research programs specifically for teachers. Prior to
participating in the A-RBSE program, she was using activities from the other two
programs with her students. Each year she and her students collected radio wave data
with a remote telescope, along with classes all over the United States. She and her
students has also been involved in analyzing data collected by an orbiting telescope run
by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory and NASA.
When asked what she wanted her students to know about science, Kathryn gave
the following answer on the pre survey.
-

that is a question for knowledge based upon evidence
that we do not have all the answers
that sometimes evidence conflicts and we need to gather more data and or design
new experiments. (RB5-PreSur-Q8)
She gave this response on how she achieved those goals in her classroom:
- Develop concepts based on observations and or experimental data
- Provide experiences where data conflict and we need to re-examine and or
collect additional data.
- For example when we are studying evolution I provide evidence on the Ratite
(flightless) birds and ask students if this is an example of them being distant or
recent ancestry. Geol. Morphological and anat. Evidence lead to one answer.
Then I show them how to examine cyt c molecular evidence. This points to
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another direction or ancestry. We develop and examine simple cladograms and
decide which direction to proceed and where we need to gather more data.
(RB5-PreSur-Q8)
In her answers, it is clear that Kathryn has a strong alignment of what she wants
her students to know about science and achieving it in classroom. When asked to reflect
on her pre survey responses after the completion of her research experience, she did not
make any changes to her responses.
On her pre survey she outlined a typical lesson, characterized as guided
inquiry/learning cycle, in the following way:
Gravity – Ask students to define it in their own words
Ask students to predict and explain which variables are most important
L: Gravity (computer simulation)
develop how to use the program
A: 2 body systems – guide them thru changing 1 variable at a time and
interpreting results
B: 3 body system –
D: How exactly mass and distance affect gravity
Data to develop
Ask student to predict what variable they would have to change to get a 2
or 3 body system to orbit
Design experiments to address their predictions and hypotheses
Present group ideas to class
Examine simulation for multiple body systems
Class discussion to compile ideas to develop why v is important.
Relate trends to other concepts (e’s moving around the nucleus of an
atom).
Introduce Newton’s Law of Universal Gravity
Practice sample problems
How gravity changes on other planets = different weights (not masses)
V: How Galaxies interact (apply same concept)
Identify other researchable, testable questions.
(RB5-PreSur-Q5)
She indicated that an ideal lesson would be the same but “expanded with
authentic research opportunity.” She also did not make any changes to her pre program
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responses to this question on her post survey. When asked to describe an ideal
experience for student on her pre survey, she described this scenario:
Observe a candle burning in a jar and ask students to
1) describe what they see and what happened
2) develop questions – why did this occur
3) develop hypotheses to test question(s)
4) present results/explanations to class
5) look for common ground to develop a class concept of what is occurring
6) apply the concept to other situations/experiments (how to get boiled egg into
the milkjar, crushed coke can, etc)
(RB5-PreSur-Q5)
When asked to reflect on her pre survey answer after the program, she added the
following:
The one I described in the pre-test has a known explanation but it still produces
such good disequlibration in students and adults of all ages that I think it models
a good inquiry experience. Finding a problem for which there is no known
answer in the literature would be ideal. (RB5-PoSur-Q6)
Here Kathryn introduces a similar idea that Emily had also mentioned post
program which was finding a problem for which there is no set answer. This type of
response was categorized as “authentic” because it pushed students beyond traditional
classroom inquiry into scenarios of discovery being engaged in by scientists. This
concept was something discussed during the A-RBSE program as projects introduced to
teachers involved having students analyze data that typically had never been analyzed by
professional scientists and thus the possibility of student discovery was real.
When asked the purpose of inquiry on the pre survey, Kathryn wrote,
- to make the students think critically about what they are doing
- to use science process skills to develop questions and hypothesis and to examine
their data, analyze it and develop conclusions. (RB5-PreSur-Q6)
She added the following ideas to her previous response on her post survey:
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- To model how scientific knowledge is obtained
- I like to look for discrepant events to disequilibrate my students
- To search for knowledge using questions for which the answers are unknown.
- To use good techniques to collect and analyze these data. (RB5-PoSur-Q6)
Overall, Kathryn was an experienced inquiry driven instructor before she attended
the A-RBSE program. She was consistent with her goals and descriptions of lessons, the
only changes she made to her responses after the program were to add additional aspects
of inquiry to be more like how real science is done. By all accounts, Kathryn was an
instructor whose teaching was consistently aligned with the recommendations of science
teaching of the National Research Council (1996, 2000) and did not make significant
changes in her thinking about science or science teaching as a result of her participation
in the A-RBSE program.
When asked how she thought the program would impact her science teaching on
her pre survey, she responded that she hoped it would help her convey more excitement
in learning astronomy and help her set up a science research experience based course for
her students. On the post survey, she responded to the same question:
1) I will review my curriculum this summer – sequence of concepts
2) I will look for places to incorporate activities/labs from as many RBSE projects
as possible
3) I will rewrite materials as needed
4) I will try to propose open-ended expansion problems for students to use as
projects.
5) I will look for ways the students can develop their own questions.
(AZ5-Follow-Up-Q1)
During her individual interview during the program, Kathryn indicated that the ARBSE program had increased her understanding of astronomy immensely and this
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knowledge would make it easier for her to help her students investigate topics in
astronomy.
Oh I think it will give kids, many many more experiences, many more project
based experiences that I can integrate. And then it gives me an appreciation for
the kinds of questions that people can ask because that’s always, until you know a
field very well, and my knowledge in astronomy is nothing compared to what I
have in biology and so I still consider myself a good learner in this area and so
this gives me that feel for the more information you can ask better questions and
design better experiments.
(RB5-Follow-Up-Int)
Additionally, she supported her survey responses about giving her more tools to
teach astronomy beyond her increased knowledge.
This is going to give me more what I would call opportunities for guided inquiry,
a lot more to start there. And hopefully that will stimulate some of my students
into asking their own questions and lead it into more open ended inquiry that will
be stepping stones from the guided inquiry, that’s what I would hope. I can see
that happening from all these projects. (RB5-Follow-Up-Int)
The projects provided by the A-RBSE program involved students use of
astronomical software to analyze data collected by teachers and astronomers on Kitt Peak
at the national observatory. Four types were introduced to teachers during the workshop
which involved investigating four different types of astronomical objects. If possible
teachers collected data to add to the database for these projects. Additionally teachers
completed one of the projects answering their own question as a group and presented the
projects at the end, modeling one way they could enact the projects in their classroom.
Kathryn’s responses on her follow-up survey indicated that she was able to
achieve some of the goals she mentioned on her post survey. She described lessons and
activities that she had been introduced to during the A-RBSE workshop that she now
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used in her classroom to help students understand concepts in astronomy. Additionally
she described a new course being offered based on the A-RBSE projects:
This semester we are offering a course not on the books: Astronomy/Service
Learning….the students will have their own work to complete and will also be
working on-line on posted assignments… This will have the students working on
Outreach activities for IYA 2009. In addition, we have set up a “Moodle” (system
like Blackboard) for the course so the students can work independently or in
small groups on the topics we experienced in A-RBSE. They will also be involved
in evaluating the course materials so we know what works and what doesn’t work
for the various levels of students. (RB5-Follow-Up-Q4)
On her follow-up survey she wrote that she was able to help her students learn
that “scientific knowledge grows based upon the evidence we examine” by having her
students “DO science rather than just read or be told about science.” She, like other
participants highlighted in the illustrative cases, was somewhat unique in her
implementation of research projects with her students. It is important to note that she was
not implementing research projects with all of her students but rather with a single class
of students who had signed up for service learning. In fact during her follow-up
interview she noted that many of her regular astronomy students opted to not do a
research project because of the amount of time it would take to complete.
During her follow-up interview she described what her students in the service
learning class had been doing during the semester,
The kids have been involved in actually taking neat data during Globe at Night
with the sky quality meters and running a correlation with what we see in the sky,
the magnitude, the way that you judge magnitude, using Orion…. They’ve never
designed any kind of study…..And we actually plotted that we were going to take
data every half mile within 20 yards of the interstate, holding the sky quality
meters up in the middle so they weren’t underneath a light or something like that.
We were trying to control all these variables. But we were basically surveying
the city and we got, I think, three for sure on the East West streets and I think
three and a half on the North South Streets. That’s just because within that two
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week period of Globe at Night, those are the only nights that we had available to
use with clear skies that we could collect data. So but 476 data points are very
good…And they’re going in front of the City Council and then, and hopefully you
know, we have a couple of light ordinances written it’s just been sort of, it’s been
on the back burning, so we are hoping to bring it to the forefront and see if we
can affect some change here….I mean they have city council telling my principle
what they did and he said I had no idea. And I go yeah, it’s not that hard a
process, it’s just a matter of, the kids see, they see the connection, that they can
make a difference with this where maybe they can’t, when they are doing pure
research, basic research with spectroscopy, but they see the value in that. They
see how fascinating spectroscopy is and they’re treating it like puzzle and
analyzing and I say, you know the answers are there in the tutorial.
(RB5-Follow-Up-Int)
Through their project, Kathryn’s service learning course students had been able to
take data all over their city that made a difference and brought attention to the work that
the students had done. She went on the describe the empowering experience for students
to do a research project that makes a difference to the community and feel as though they
are making a contribution. She described the growth for students:
I think the kids have felt challenged and it has shown them what they can do on
their versus having to have a teacher hold their hand all the way through. Cause
they knew they had, the criteria for this is that they had to be independent
learners and they had to be willing to not have me there every second of the day
but just work through the problems and email me with questions and so it’s
created more things like that so….hopefully they’re going to be in that much
better shape when they encounter a similar type of course when they hit college
years, or an aspect of a course.
(RB5-Follow-Up-Int)
Kathryn represented a teacher who did not change her overall philosophy of
teaching nor her understanding of how science is done through her experience. Rather
she used her participation in the A-RBSE program as a way to increase her knowledge in
a content area that was new to her and to get more ideas to use with her students to
further engage them in open inquiry projects. Kathryn represented a portion of
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participants who already engaged their students in inquiry and used their experience to
gain more knowledge and ideas to help add to the experiences that they already provided
for their students. Despite not making any shifts in her general thinking about science
teaching, Kathryn gained many useful tools from her participation and was able to use
those tools immediately for the benefit of her students.
A-RBSE case 2: David
David was a high school science teacher who had been teaching science for
twelve years before his participation in the A-RBSE program. His background was in
chemistry and science education. He had no formal research experience prior to his
summer research experience. On his pre survey, David wrote that the most important
thing for his students to know about science was, “How to ‘do science’ and learn on their
own for the rest of their lives.” He indicated that he achieved this in his classroom by,
not only giving them experiments and inquiry activities but also explaining why it
is being done this particular way and how they can develop their experiments.
(RB8-PreSur-Q8)
When reflecting on his answers during the post survey he added that he wanted
his students to understand studies that are presented on the news to understand why there
are conflicting results. He gave the following example,
What is really going on when you see studies like “eggs cause heart disease” then
a few years later “eggs are good for you.” (RB8-PoSur-Q8)
He also added that he was going to have students do experiments of their own
design, if possible. On his pre survey, he described a typical lesson that was categorized
as a structured activity.
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Students begin with a thought provoking “warm up” question (or series of
questions). This is not necessarily controversial, simply something to get them
thinking. We then discuss the question(s) and launch into lecture WITHOUT
giving a final answer. I usually have one or two activities to break up lecture and
reinforce points. Typically lecture is less than half of the 90 minute block, but
sometimes due to time constraint goes over. We end by revisiting the warm up
and try to get a class consensus for answers.
(RB8-PreSur-Q5)
He commented on his typical lesson when asked to describe an ideal lesson on his
pre survey.
The above lists “activities” but not necessarily “inquiry activities”. Ideally I
would add much more inquiry and less lecture. I would also use the inquiry
BEFORE the lecture for most concepts. (RB8-PreSur-Q5)
He noted that his ideal less was different from his typical lesson due to time
constraints, one of the major categories of participants across all programs explaining
why they could not enact ideal types of lessons in their classrooms. He did not change his
description of an ideal lesson on his post survey. When asked to describe an ideal inquiry
experience on the pre survey he wrote,
Students are presented with a problem/question and a framework with which to
discover “the answer”. Student would work collaboratively – as in actually
working together – not just copying. Students should bounce ideas off each other
and try to come to a consensus for “the answer”. (RB8-PreSur-Q6)
David did not change his answer to this question on the post survey. He wrote on
his pre survey that the purpose of inquiry was to help “students understand concepts
better, remember them longer, and helps dispel misconceptions.” On his post survey he
added, “USUALLY students find inquiry classroom more fun and therefore more
engaged.”
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Overall David did not change his goals or how he thought about his science
teaching as a result of his participation in the A-RBSE program. When asked how he
thought the experience would impact his science teaching he indicated that he hoped he
could improve his inquiry activities and create new ones with “authentic data/research” as
well as get new projects to use in his classroom. His answer on the post survey
confirmed his pre survey but added some new elements.
I have gained more understanding as to how students feel when faced with a
question that either doesn’t have an answer already solved, or the answer is
debatable. Throughout the week I have been thinking about how what I’m
learning and using is applicable in all my courses (not just astronomy) and so I
now have more answer to the “who cares about this stuff anyway?”
questions….I’m beginning to see how I might implement Research Based Science
Education in those courses as well – perhaps with the projects discussed here,
perhaps with other projects. (RB8-PoSur-Qii)
During his personal interview during the program, he discussed how doing
research with his students was different than the normal labs that they did normally in his
class.
With labs they learn that they have an expected outcome, they know what to
expect. They know what the data is supposed to mean something and if I don't get
it I'm going to look at his data and maybe change it a little bit but you know, I'm
going to use whatever and you know that’s.....they don't get that sometimes data
doesn't show you what you expected it to. (RB8-Personal-Interview)
David’s follow-up survey responses gave insight into what he had implemented
from the A-RBSE program during the year.
I try to present real situations researchers run into. For example I make them
create a color photo (using ImageJ) from various wavelengths of radiation and
then I have them identify how these are related. I am already using some of the
activities and I plan on getting my students in to authentic research at some point
in the future(emphasis in original). (RB8-Follow-Up-Q8)
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When responding to the question about how the program impacted his science
teaching, he responded:
I tend to think more specifically of how a professional researcher would do
things. When thinking about activities for my students, and planning on which
ones to use, I try to use real data and have authentic discoveries in the classroom
– as we said in online discussions in the course… Just because it has been
discovered before doesn’t mean students can’t make their own discoveries – it
actually helps them learn, remember and apply the information.
(RB8-Follow-Up-Q2)

David supported his survey responses during his follow-up interview.
What I have done with this year, is I have gone through and rather than rewriting all my lesson plans and stuff like that and trying to come up with ok how
am I going to make this a research type class or even changing any of my projects
to research type projects, I have looked at these are the topics we study and this is
what we were doing at Kitt Peak and how can I relate this and where does it
actually fit it as we are doing it… Next year I’m going to try and institute at least
a research project if not make the whole class research based, I think that’s at
least a few years away but that’s the plan…So how I’m teaching at the moment,
haven’t changed so much and maybe now I’m thinking, because I’m thinking of
how to incorporate things and how to deal with stuff but actually what is going on
in the classroom itself, not so much yet. But I do have confidence that I’m going
to start to institute stuff and be very confident compared to what I would have
been before had I ever decided to do such a thing. (RB8-Follow-Up-Int)
David, like Kathryn, felt that in his interview he had to address why he was not
instituting the A-RBSE projects fully in his classroom. Despite his stated intentions on
his post survey, he did not report any immediate changes in how he taught his courses.
He did report changes in his comfort in answering students’ questions and his overall
knowledge of how astronomy research was conducted. Unlike the intentions of the ARBSE facilitators, neither David not Kathryn were able to implement the exact A-RBSE
projects for the majority of their students after they returned to the classroom. Despite
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this, both reported changes to their understanding of astronomical research and their
plans for engaging students in research in the future.
Summary of Illustrative Cases
Overall, looking across these six illustrative cases, there is a vast range of what
each participant took from their research experience. Two of the participants (both from
AZ-START) increased in their understanding of science inquiry, their confidence and
knowledge of how to engage students in science research, and how to tie those
experiences to everyday in the classroom. Two of the participants (both from Chaco)
increased their understanding of using inquiry in their teaching and both had
implemented a version of inquiry introduced during the program, although in very
different ways. Two of the participants (both from A-RBSE) felt that their experience
did not change their beliefs about their science teaching but gave them more tools for the
classroom and engaging students in research projects. It is important to note that each of
these programs recruited and accepted different kinds of teachers with varying
backgrounds and goals so that the outcomes cannot necessarily be attributed to the
research experience independent of the teachers who participated in the programs.

Summary of Results for Research Question 2
This chapter presents findings regarding how teachers’ descriptions of teaching
and their teaching experiences were connected to their participation in a summer science
research program. Participants in each program had different goals for what they wanted
their students to know about science. A-RBSE participants were stable from pre to post
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program to the follow-up survey with process goals being the most important, followed
by affective and then content goals. Chaco and AZ-START participants changed in their
goals from pre to post program, both changing from a smaller to larger emphasis on
affective goals for their students. The greatest shift in how teachers were helping students
attain what teachers wanted them to know was an increased use in students being active
in the classroom with a substantial shift of using research in the classroom, most notably
reported by A-RBSE and AZ-START participants. Chaco participants reported an
increased use of inquiry in the classroom.
Participants across all three programs described typical lessons in their classroom
as structured with some type of activity or experiment. Participants described ideal
lessons in a variety of ways, but in general after their research experience more
participants described an ideal lesson as having aspects of guided inquiry or a learning
cycle. Teachers cited several factors as to why their lessons were not ideal including not
having enough time in the classroom and the lack of student motivation and knowledge.
Teachers’ descriptions of an ideal inquiry experience did not shift substantially
from pre to post program and included a mixture of student driven and teacher driven
inquiry. Teachers’ descriptions of the purpose of inquiry in the classroom ranged from
helping students gain skills for problem solving, increasing students enjoyment of
science, giving students more confidence to do science. After the program, the largest
percentage of participants answered that the purpose of inquiry in the classroom was to
help students study something scientifically, although AZ-START and Chaco participants
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also described the purpose of learning for understanding to be an important aspect of
using inquiry in the classroom.
Teachers’ descriptions of how their experience in a science research program
would and did impact their teaching varied. Gaining tools and materials to use in the
classroom was consistently important to most participants in all programs, pre and post
program as well as on the follow-up survey. Additionally using inquiry in the classroom
and giving teachers tools to engage their students in science research were mentioned
more after teachers had participated in the research programs and had returned to their
classrooms. Increased credibility and experience in science was described an important
aspect of their experience by both A-RBSE and AZ-START participants.
In the six illustrative cases teachers described different aspects of their experience
as being important to their science teaching. Both Chaco participants talked about their
amazing experience that changed both their outlooks on science as well as how they
implemented inquiry in the classroom. Both AZ-START participants talked about how
they were able to implement science with their students that felt more real, engaged their
students in science more and led to improved student success in science. Both A-RBSE
participants talked about specific projects that they had engaged in during their
experience that were helpful to them in their classroom and in implementing research
projects in the classroom.
Additionally, there was a difference in what teachers took from the program based
on their own teaching and science experience. Teachers who were new to both science
teaching and research talked more about how they felt comfortable asking scientific
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questions and working with their students to engage in active scientific work or projects.
Teachers who reported being more experienced in both science and teaching talked more
about how their research experience gave them specific tools that they could integrate
into what they were already doing in their classroom. These included specific content
knowledge, more ways to do inquiry or specific projects that they could implement with
their students.

Findings for Research Question 2
Finding 3: There were differences among programs in the goals participants had for
what they thought was most important for their students to learn about science.
However, participants in all three programs shifted towards more affective goals for
science education after their participation in a science research program.
Participants in the different programs came in with different goals for what they
thought was most important for their students to learn about science. Both Chaco and ARBSE participants came to their research program with mostly process goals for their
students in contrast with AZ-START participants who started with an equal emphasis on
process and content goals. Affective goals were low for Chaco and AZ-START
participants at the beginning of the program in contrast to A-RBSE participants who gave
equal emphasis to affective and content goals. From pre to post program, Chaco and AZSTART participants shifted in their responses to give more priority to process goals
followed by content goals and then least emphasis on affective goals. On the follow-up
survey, returned six months after the completion of the program, both Chaco and AZ-
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START participants still gave more emphasis to process goals but shifted to give more
emphasis to affective goals over content goals. In contrast A-RBSE participants were
most consistent in their goals over time giving the most emphasis to process goals and
then almost equal emphasis to content and affective goals on the pre survey and shifting
slightly by the follow-up survey to give priority of affective goals over content goals.
The shift away from content goals is in line with the goals of each of the three
research programs; teaching science as a process and as a way of knowing and not about
a list of facts to be memorized. As noted in chapter 4, the participants in the A-RBSE
program had both more informed understandings of science inquiry and nature of science
and more overall research experience which may explain the strong emphasis on process
goals and strong pre program affective goals. Both Chaco and AZ-START participants’
lack of previous research experiences may explain the gain in affective goals post
program. An overall shift to affective goals for students may be linked to participants’
own reflection on their positive experiences doing research. On the post and follow-up
survey, many teachers reported the personal value of their experience in affective terms
such as gaining confidence to engage in science and having a lasting memorable
experience. This evidence suggests that the affective aspects of these research
experiences have a positive impact on science teachers and that this impact may affect
what they believe is important for their students.

Finding 4: Overall on the pre program survey, participants described a typical
lesson in their classroom as teacher driven with an activity or experiment. After
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participation in a research program, participants reported their intentions of using
less teacher driven lessons in their classroom and on the follow-up survey reported
using less teacher driven traditional lessons that included other strategies such as
using more inquiry activities and student research in their classrooms.
Pre program, Chaco and AZ-START participants reported using mostly
traditional teacher-driven lessons in which students also engaged in an activity or
experiment. On the post survey descriptions of what teachers intended to do in their
classroom shifted to include using something beyond traditional teacher driven lessons
such as current events or field trips. Teachers also reported the intention to do more
activities with students and engage them in research. These intentions were reported as
being enacted by some of the Chaco and all of the AZ-START participants on the followup survey. Chaco participants reported using more active lessons with students and
engaging students in inquiry. The five AZ-START participants who completed a followup survey reported engaging students in research as well as using many activities with
students. Pre program A-RBSE participants reported using traditional lessons, some with
extras as current events or guest speakers, as well as activities. The major shift for ARBSE participants post program was toward having students engage in research which
was still reported on the follow-up survey. This showed that these teachers left with the
intention of engaging students in research and reported that they either were
implementing research or intended to engage students in research after returning to their
classroom.
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These results align with earlier studies in which teachers reported the intention of
using the textbook less and engaging students in more activities after teacher research
experiences (Barnes, Hodge & Parker, 2006). Additionally, this confirms previous
studies that report teachers being able to implement what they gained from a research
program in the classroom (O’Neal, 2003; Raphael, Tobias & Greenberg, 1999). This
study contributes to other studies that have followed-up with teachers after their
participation in a research experience to investigate how teachers describe implementing
their intended shifts away from more traditional lessons (Dresner & Worley, 2006).
Teachers across all three programs reported shifting from using a majority of
traditional lessons to including more activities and research as a part of their classes.
Participants in both A-RBSE and AZ-START reported engaging their students in
research the year after their participation. Based on interview data, A-RBSE participants
were more likely to engage their students in research because that was the major goal of
the program and research projects were provided to all teachers for use. Interestingly, the
AZ-START teachers also reported engaging their students in research even though that
was not a major goal of the AZ-START program but was something that was very
important to many of the AZ-START participants.

Finding 5: On the post survey participants described an ideal lesson as being more
inquiry driven which was in contrast with the description of a typical lesson in their
classroom. A portion of participants shifted towards more student-centered
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descriptions when describing ideal lessons as guided inquiry/learning cycle on the
post survey.
Almost three quarters of all of the teachers described some type of inquiry
(prescribed, guided or student-driven- described in chapter 3) when talking about an ideal
lesson. Less than half of the teachers indicated a shift in their thinking about an ideal
lesson pre to post program. Most of those who did not shift in their responses had
described some type of inquiry experience prior to the program. Those who did shift pre
to post program moved their answers to include some type of inquiry with the greatest
increases in descriptions of guided inquiry and learning cycles. These results confirm
earlier studies that have reported teachers’ intentions to implement more inquiry activities
as a result of their participation in a research program (Dubner et al., 2001; Westerlund,
Garcia, Koke, Taylor, & Mason, 2002).
The high percentage of participants who already described inquiry driven lessons
shows that each of these programs recruited teachers who understand the importance of
inquiry in the classroom even if they reported that they are not able to enact it. It is
interesting to note that two teachers in the A-RBSE program shifted from their pre
answer of indicating that student driven inquiry was ideal to guided inquiry was ideal on
the post program survey. Teachers reported that they could not enact more inquiry driven
lessons due to lack of time, lack of resources, too much material to cover, their lack of
knowledge, and lack of student knowledge and motivation.
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Finding 6: Many participants came in with strong views of ideal inquiry experiences
that were aligned with current reform science education documents. Of the
participants who shifted their reported beliefs after the program, most emphasized
giving students a more active role.
Most participants in these programs had a well-defined view of classroom inquiry
that supported current reform documents regarding the use of inquiry in the classroom
(NRC, 2000). This finding is in contrast to studies of other science programs for
teachers. Previous studies have found that teachers who participate in these research
programs have less informed views of inquiry and are able to increase in their
understandings through their participation in the program (Blanchard, Southerland, &
Granger, 2009; Dresner, 2002). Of the few participants who changed their responses
from pre to post program, responses generally included giving students more active roles
in inquiry experiences to include choosing topics, designing procedures, deciding what
data to collect, and communicating results.

Finding 7: Participants reported that they adapted the inquiry and inquiry activities
provided by the research programs to better meet their respective classroom
contexts.
Each of the research programs addressed the concept of inquiry and its uses in the
classroom in different ways. The Chaco Educator Institute introduced a formal mode of
inquiry (OPERA) and then modeled through activities and throughout the teachers’
research experiences. Participants adapted and used this model in different ways in the
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classroom, as illustrated in the case studies of Erin and Lisa in chapter 5. The A-RBSE
program modeled a scientific inquiry investigation to enact with students and ensured that
teachers had the experience of the going through one of the projects during the program.
The AZ-START program provided teachers with their own authentic science inquiry
experience but did not include explicit instruction of how to transfer their experience to
the classroom. If teachers received guidance on how to integrate their research
experience in their classrooms it was provided by their individual mentor or in
discussions with other educators.
The implementation of the OPERA model from the Chaco program was adapted
and used in different ways by participants. This is best illustrated by the two illustrative
cases from Chaco. During their follow-up interview, both Erin and Lisa refer to their
inquiry experiences and how they integrate what they learned about inquiry in their
teaching. Erin talked about a conceptual shift in how she thought about inquiry and how
her new understandings were used in how she structured lesson for students and in
structuring professional development experiences. She described that her new
understandings of inquiry fundamentally shifted how she crafted most of her educational
experiences for her students. Lisa commented that she had implemented inquiry
activities in a limited way by focusing on guiding students and coming up with relevant
tasks. Compared with Erin, Lisa showed small but important shifts in her
implementation of the inquiry model provided by the research program.
The implementation of the research projects with students in their classrooms was
variable across the A-RBSE participants as well. More A-RBSE teachers reported
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engaging their students in research on the follow-up survey than on the pre survey. In the
case studies, Kathryn indicated that she was able to implement research projects with
authentic data although they were different projects than those provided by the program.
David indicated that he was not able to implement any of the research projects but that he
had plans to integrate them into classes in the future.
Both illustrative cases from the AZ-START program indicated that these teachers
had integrated the concept of research into their daily teaching, even when they were not
explicitly doing research with their students. They discussed how they continually talked
about aspects of scientific investigations with their students in all aspects of their courses.
These results support previous findings in which teachers integrated inquiry in different
ways in their classroom after participating in a research experience for teachers
(Blanchard, Southerland, & Granger, 2009; Westerlund, Garcia, Koke, Taylor, & Mason,
2002).
In this chapter I have reported the findings for the second research question
regarding how participants described science teaching. In the next chapter I report the
findings for the third research question regarding what participants valued about their
research experience.
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CHAPTER 6: RESULTS AND FINDINGS FOR RESEARCH QUESTION 3
This chapter presents results and findings for Research Question 3.
What do teachers value, personally and professionally, about teacher science research
experiences?
As described in chapter 3, questions on the follow-up survey were designed based
on analysis of the pre and post surveys and interview transcripts from during and after the
research program. All participants who completed a pre, post or follow-up survey were
included in the analysis of this research question. Findings are discussed and presented
for responses to the pre, post, and follow-up survey as well as for illustrative cases of six
participants in relation to their responses to surveys and interviews.
Participants were asked to respond to the following questions on the pre survey:
•
•
•

Why did you choose to participate in this program?
What do you expect to learn/gain from this program/experience?
In what ways do you think this experience will impact your science
teaching?*

Participants were asked to respond to the following questions on the post survey:
•
•

What did you learn and/or gain from the RBSE program/experience?
In what ways do you think this program experience will impact your
science teaching?*

The last question on both of these surveys, designated by an asterisk above, was
also used to answer Research Question 2 of this study. The descriptive coding was the
same for the analysis of these questions for both research questions and helped
understand both how the teachers felt that program would impact their science teaching
and the value they placed on different aspects of impact.
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Participants were asked to respond to the following questions on the follow-up survey:
•
•
•
•
•

What is the personal value of your participation in the RBSE program for
you?
What is the professional value of your participation in the RBSE program
for you?
Has participation in this program changed your confidence in doing
science? If so, how?
Has participation in this program changed your confidence in teaching
science? If so, how?
Has your participation in this program changed your credibility in your
classroom, at your school, or in other areas of your profession? If so,
please describe how?

The questions on the follow-up survey were designed to be both open-ended (the
first two questions) and more guided (the last three questions) based on analysis from the
first half of the study. As described in chapter 3, responses were coded iteratively until
final descriptive and interpretive codes were developed. All survey responses were
grouped into 61 descriptive subcodes which were then grouped into 20 descriptive codes.
These were binned into six interpretive codes, “Increased knowledge and skill in
science”, “Insider information & experience/Credibility”, “Professional growth”,
“Personal benefits”, “Improve student experience and knowledge in science”, and
“Improve inquiry and research experience for students”. Responses coded “Increased
knowledge and skill in science” included descriptions about specific science content and
skills to do scientific investigations that participants gained through their research
experience. Responses coded “Insider information & experience/Credibility” included
descriptions of how teachers’ research experience gave them experience doing science,
the feeling of being a scientist, credibility in their classroom, and other types of
recognition including teaching awards. Responses coded “Professional growth” included
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descriptions of being able to relate better to students, being renewed as an educator, and
gaining the skills to be a professional resource for other teachers. Responses coded as
“Personal benefits” included descriptions of positive memories of their experience during
the research experience, financial support from the program, and increased interest in
new science topics. Responses coded as “Improve student experience and knowledge in
science” included descriptions of new strategies for teaching science that teachers gained
through the program, improved lessons that they would use in their classroom, and
improving students’ attitudes towards and confidence in doing science. Responses coded
“Improve inquiry and research experience for students” included descriptions of using
more inquiry activities in the classroom, having students do research in the classroom and
an increase in teachers’ confidence to do science with their students. A full list of codes
and examples of responses from participants’ surveys can be found in Appendix L.
Results from pre survey from all participants
Table 32 below shows participants’ responses on the pre survey. The overall
percentage of participants’ responses binned into each interpretive code are shown as
well as the number of participants who gave these responses shown in italics and the
number of answers given binned into different descriptive codes within each interpretive
code shown in (parentheses) below.
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Table 32: Breakdown of participants’ responses about value on the pre survey
ALL
(n= 37)

Chaco
(n=10)

AZ-START
(n=10)

ARBSE
(n=17)

64.9%
24
(32)

60%
6
(8)

80%
8
(11)

59%
10
(13)

40.5%
15
(19)

0%
0
(0)

70%
7
(10)

47.1%
8
(9)

Percentage of participants
Number of participants
(Number of responses)

56.8%
21
(27)

60%
6
(6)

50%
5
(10)

58.8%
10
(11)

Percentage of participants
Number of participants
(Number of responses)

35.1%
13
(14)

50%
5
(6)

40%
4
(4)

23.5%
4
(4)

83.9%
31
(50)

80%
8
(14)

80%
8
(14)

88.2%
15
(22)

59.5%
22
(38)

10%
1
(1)

70%
7
(14)

82.6%
14
(23)

Categories for coded responses
Increased knowledge and skill in
science
Percentage of participants
Number of participants
(Number of responses)

Insider information &
experience/Credibility
Percentage of participants
Number of participants
(Number of responses)

Professional growth

Personal benefits

Improve student experience and
knowledge in science
Percentage of participants
Number of participants
(Number of responses)

Improve inquiry and research
experience for students
Percentage of participants
Number of participants
(Number of responses)

Table 32 shows that pre program, in general teachers hoped to get more science
knowledge and skills, experiences that would result in professional growth, and tools and
resources to help improve instruction for their students. Participants in AZ-START and
A-RBSE both mentioned the value of gaining insider information, experience doing
science and credibility from their research experience. Additionally both AZ-START and
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A-RBSE participants mentioned wanting to gain tools to help them enact inquiry and
research experiences in their classrooms.
Results from post survey from all participants
Table 33: Breakdown of participants’ responses about value on the post survey
ALL
(n= 42)

Chaco
(n=14)

AZ-START
(n=11)

ARBSE
(n=17)

85.7%
36
(50)

85.7%
12
(13)

81.8%
9
(12)

88.2%
15
(25)

Percentage of participants
Number of participants
(Number of responses)

54.8%
23
(34)

42.9%
6
(7)

63.6%
7
(10)

58.8.%
10
(17)

Percentage of participants
Number of participants
(Number of responses)

64.3%
27
(37)

64.3%
9
(11)

54.5%
6
(11)

70.6%
12
(15)

Percentage of participants
Number of participants
(Number of responses)

35.7%
15
(16)

28.6%
4
(4)

18.2%
2
(2)

52.9%
9
(10)

81.0%
34
(58)

92.9%
13
(23)

54.5%
6
(9)

88.2%
15
(26)

76.2%
32
(49)

64.3%
9
(13)

72.7%
8
(13)

88.2%
15
(23)

Categories for coded responses
Increased knowledge and skill in science
Percentage of participants
Number of participants
(Number of responses)

Insider Information&
Experience/Credibility

Professional Growth

Personal Benefits

Improve student experience and
knowledge in science
Percentage of participants
Number of participants
(Number of responses)

Improve Inquiry and Research
Experience for Students
Percentage of participants
Number of participants
(Number of responses)

Table 33 shows that after the completion of the program participants across all
three programs mentioned the value of the science knowledge and skills that they had
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learned. This response was consistent to what they wrote about before the program.
There was a dramatic increase in the percentage of Chaco participants who indicated the
value of the insider information, experience and credibility after the program. Post
program an average of about half of all participants mentioned the value of insider
information, experience and credibility. Although a similar percentage of all participants
reported the value of adding to their professional growth, the personal benefits of
participation, and gaining tools that helped them improve science experiences for their
students both pre and post program, the percentages of participants within specific
programs whose responses were binned into the last two codes changed. Personal
benefits of the program, mentioned by over half of the Chaco participants before the
program were only mentioned by about a quarter of Chaco participants post program,
although more Chaco participants mentioned the value of gaining tools to help them
teach science. AZ-START participants decreased in the number of responses post
program that mentioned the value of both personal benefits and gaining ideas to help
teach science. The percentage of A-RBSE participants who mentioned the value of
personal benefits from the program doubled from pre to post program and the number
who mentioned the value of improving students experience and knowledge in science
remained the same. Overall the percentage of participants who mentioned the value of
gaining tools to improve inquiry and research experiences increased pre to post program
with the greatest increase from participants in the Chaco program.
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Results from follow-up survey from all participants

Table 34: Breakdown of participants’ responses about value on the follow-up survey
ALL
(n= 26)

Chaco
(n=8)

ARBSE
(n=13)

AZ-START
(n=5)

80.8%
21
(28)

75%
6
(7)

76.9%
10
(13)

100%
5
(8)

Percentage of participants
Number of participants
(Number of responses)

73.1%
19
(36)

62.5%
5
(8)

69.2%
9
(17)

100%
5
(11)

Percentage of participants
Number of participants
(Number of responses)

61.5%
16
(25)

87.5%
7
(11)

46.2%
6
(10)

60%
3
(4)

Percentage of participants
Number of participants
(Number of responses)

53.9%
14
(18)

50%
4
(6)

61.5%
8
(10)

40%
2
(2)

92.3%
24
(46)

100%
8
(18)

92.3%
12
(22)

80%
4
(6)

80.8%
21
(43)

62.5%
5
(8)

92.3%
12
(26)

80%
4
(9)

Categories for coded responses
Increased knowledge and skill in science
Percentage of participants
Number of participants
(Number of responses)

Insider Information&
Experience/Credibility

Professional Growth

Personal Benefits

Improve student experience and
knowledge in science
Percentage of participants
Number of participants
(Number of responses)

Improve Inquiry and Research
Experience for Students
Percentage of participants
Number of participants
(Number of responses)

Twenty six participants across all programs, a subset of all of the participants,
completed a follow-up survey during the spring after the completion of their research
experience. Participants reported valuing all aspects mentioned previously on the pre and
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post survey on the follow-up survey. It is important to note that the questions on the
follow-up survey were targeting aspects of what teachers valued, something not
specifically targeted until after analysis of the pre and post survey. Gaining knowledge
and skills in a specific science area remained important to participants across all
programs on the follow-up survey, similar to what was reported on the post survey.
Additionally, tools and ideas for improving students experience and knowledge in science
were also important to participants in all programs on the follow-up survey. Most
participants mentioned using specific program ideas, techniques or activities in their
classroom that current year. All of the Chaco participants and almost all of the A-RBSE
participants reported using program activities and ideas and less than half of the AZSTART participants reported doing so. The AZ-START participants gave high value to
having the skills to do science, the opportunity to engage in real science experiences, the
confidence to do science with their students, and their credibility as a scientist/insider.
The greatest shift from pre to post program for all participants was an increase in
participants’ acknowledgement of tools and intentions to increase and improve inquiry
experiences for their students. On the follow-up survey, A-RBSE participants described
the value of gaining tools to improve inquiry and research in the classroom for students
more than participants from the other two programs.
Overall, teachers valued similar things about their experience both before and
after their participation in the program although several types of program aspects became
important to participants after they had gone through the program, including tools to
enact inquiry and research in the classroom and having the experience of being a scientist
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which led to greater credibility in the classroom. Chaco participants did not mention
valuing the credibility or experience of the program until after their experience, implying
that the experience was powerful enough to elicit that response although it was not
expected nor part of why teachers had chosen to participate in the program. Additionally,
all of the AZ-START participants mentioned the value of their experience, insider
information and credibility on the follow-up survey, although over half of them
mentioned the importance of those aspects on the pre survey. A-RBSE participants were
fairly stable from pre to follow-up survey about the aspects of the program that they
valued, increasing the most in their description of personal benefits, including the
privilege of having access to and the opportunity to do research with research-grade
telescopes on Kitt Peak.

Illustrative Cases
Each of the six participants chosen for interview during the Spring of 2009 were
asked both general and specific questions about the value of their participation in their
respective research programs. Below I present two illustrative cases of participants from
each program based on their pre, post, and follow-up survey responses, program
interviews, program observations, end of program presentations, and follow-up interview
responses.
Chaco case 1: Erin
Erin was the museum educator who did not change much in her understanding of
scientific inquiry and nature of science but had a major shift in her understanding of
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inquiry and creating inquiry experiences for her students. Beyond seeing her shift in the
use of inquiry in her daily job as incredibly valuable to her both personally and
professionally, Erin indicated that her experience resulted in both personal and
professional growth. Personally she indicated that the experience had inspired her to
continue her own reading and learning in the area of astronomy and archaeoastronomy,
both of which had been new disciplines to her. In addition she was able to use the
knowledge she had learned and as she put it “felt well informed.” She also indicated that
she was afforded more opportunities at her job after her experience that she would not
have been involved in without having had the experience.
I have gained credibility from the experience- I am able to participate in projects
of development that I would otherwise not have been able to, and it is a very cool
thing to put on my bio when collaborating with other groups in and out of the
museum, I definitely get a lot of respect from others, and my coordinator, without
fail, tells people about my experience, she loves that I have had it and
understands how awesome it was and how other people will perceive it.
(Ch6-Follow-up-Q2)
She indicated that when she was asked to provide professional development for
other educators her experience gave her some tools and confidence to be successful.
For the first time in my life I was asked to conduct a teacher training on
inquiry….it was a little scary, never having done anything like this, and having to
teach a bunch of adults….it went really well and turned out not to be scary at all
because I felt confident in their opportunities to have a great experience, and I
really didn’t have to speak too much, just to help facilitate their learning and
discovery- so thanks, Chaco was my model and it worked really well! In fact my
director now wants us to think about holding trainings this summer for other
groups within my department and other departments in the museum, to help
facilitate their understanding and use of inquiry in their programs.
(Erin, Follow-up-Q2)
Overall Erin felt that the experience was valuable to her on many levels both
personally and professionally. She indicated that she was able to use almost all of the
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curricular tools provided and that her knowledge helped her learn more things that she
wanted to know about. She found that her experience resulted in tangible things that she
could use, a shift in her understanding of how to teach as well as new opportunities and
ways to collaborate. In a sense she felt that her experience helped “snowball” ideas and
opportunities for her the year following her experience. She was very enthusiastic about
her experience, even nine months after she had completed it and hoped that it would be
available for other educators in the future.
Chaco case 2: Lisa
Lisa was one of the high school science teachers who had participated in the
Chaco Educator Institute. She had a formal background in chemistry although she never
worked as a scientist. She was classified as holding both informed views and naïve views
of target NOS/SI aspects based on her responses to the Science Inquiry surveys both pre
and post program. She also did not report that the program had changed her views on
how science is done. On her pre survey she indicated that she wanted to learn more about
the astronomy of ancient cultures and to get a broader perspective that she could
incorporate into her classroom. On her post survey she indicated that she had gained
astronomy knowledge, activities to use in the classroom, a framework for teaching
inquiry, and a memorable experience. In reflecting on the week she wrote, “I treasure the
experience and feel lucky to have had the memorable experience.” This comment is
representative of many of the comments categorized as personal benefits that participants
made about their research experiences.
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Unlike Erin, Lisa did not see her participation in the Chaco program affect her
professional credibility. On her follow-up survey she indicated that she valued both the
experience she had had and the tools that she had gained for teaching. On her follow-up
survey she wrote:
I got to interact with my peers in a learning scenario that was very much “handson” and outside based…..What better place to spend a week of my summer than
to go to a place like Chaco Canyon and to be privy to multiple experts and
information from their respective fields!!!? (Ch11-Follow-up-Q5)
Her comment expressed a common sentiment of participants that described the
experience of getting to be a learner in a fun and exciting setting. Additionally she listed
activities that were introduced in the program that she had been able to use in her
teaching during the school year as well as other activities she would use later in the year.
During her individual follow-up interview in the Spring of 2009, Lisa reiterated how
Chaco had contributed to a change in her perspective. When asked to clarify she
responded,
there were so many experiences, so many little things that we did and that I
learned. So much information that got into my brain, whether it was just being
presented with facts and figures or being out interacting with some peers, um, just
experiencing Chaco Canyon. I would say that what I took away from it was a
generalized feeling of perspective, of feeling like I have a better understanding of
what’s important. What’s important in life. And how can I take that and help my
students. How can I take it and help myself to interact in society, to be a better
member, you know. Here’s this society that is long gone and they left some
impressive things behind. We had the opportunity to interact and be a part of that,
be a part of each other’s lives for a week….I guess just who I am with
relationship to the rest of the world and how I can bring that to my students.
(Ch6-Follow-up-Int)
Overall Lisa felt that the experience was valuable to her both personally and
professionally. Like Erin, she indicated that she was able to use many of the curricular
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tools provided and that she had learned many more facts about astronomy, a subject that
she found very interesting. She also found that her experience resulted in intangible
outcomes, most notably a shift in perspective about the world, an important aspect she
hoped to be able to share with her students. Like Erin, Lisa had strong feelings about her
experience even nine months after it was completed commenting that it was one of the
best professional development experiences she had attended in her over twenty years of
teaching.
AZ-START case 1:Robert
Robert was the high school teacher in the AZ-START program who was
categorized as having naïve views of many of the target NOS/SI aspects on his pre survey
and although moving towards more informed understandings of some of the target
NOS/SI aspects, still held onto an objective, algorithmic, and absolute vision of science.
By the end of his research program had added to his views on science teaching so that he
included research experiences as being important to use in the classroom. On his pre
survey he indicated that he valued the skills and experience he was going to gain through
the program so he could better engage his students in science classes. On his post survey
he indicated that he had learned skills and knowledge to do science and engage his
students in science. Thus Robert was able to get out of the program things that he had
hoped to gain. When asked about the personal value of the program on the follow-up
survey he responded, “It was a great experience and a learning opportunity which I will
not forget in my life.”
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He, like both Erin and Lisa, indicated that his research experience was a
memorable experience that had impacted him deeply. Many teachers across the three
programs expressed both gratification and powerful positive feelings about the
experience. Additionally Robert indicated that his experience was being shared with his
students in classroom.
The AZ-START program gave me a great opportunity to share what I have
learned from the program to the classroom. The program also taught me the
necessary skills and confidence to do a research project in the future. I consider it
as a stepping-stone to a lot of research opportunities not only in Arizona but also
in the United States.
(AZ5-Follow-up-Q1)
Robert valued not only the experience but also the transferable skills he gained
that he can use both in his classroom and in doing future scientific research. Robert
acknowledged that in addition to gaining skills and knowledge, he gained credibility for
his participation by being acknowledged by his school district for being chosen. This
acknowledgement was a source of pride for him. In our last follow-up interview, Robert
indicated that he was able to use what he learned both from his research and his peers
during the experience everyday in his teaching and planning. Overall Robert’s
experience changed his personal and professional path so that he not only felt like a better
science teacher, but that he was also able to engage his students in research experiences
and other new activities in the classroom. Robert described being a more knowledgeable
and confident teacher which he reported made a difference to his students.
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AZ-START case 2: Emily
Emily was the middle school science teacher in the AZ-START program who had
transitioned over from teaching art. She was classified on the pre survey as holding a
mixture of naïve and informed views of target NOS/SI aspects. She made changes
towards more informed understandings for several target NOS/SI aspects including an
understanding of the creative nature of science. Despite some changes in some of her
responses after her participation in the AZ-START program she still held onto
algorithmic views of scientific investigations. On her pre program survey Emily
indicated that she wanted to learn about science so that she could make it “more “real”
and fun for her students.” On her post survey she indicated,
I finally learned what science is. For the past ten years I have been taking
science classes and teaching middle school science. But this is the first time I
have ever really developed a real research project start to finish. You really do
learn by doing. (AZ8-PoSur-Qi)
Emily reiterated this idea of learning about science which she mentioned many
times on her surveys and in her interviews about her experience. In addition, as
discussed in the findings from Research Question 2, the confidence she gained as a result
of her experience doing science resulted in a new perspective on science teaching which
made her feel like a different kind of teacher.
I had never felt, um, really like I was doing science before because it wasn’t my
background and now I feel like I’m going to have a lot more, just having the
confidence in being with my students and encouraging them thinking and talking
like a real scientist.. And other people, you know, felt that and I think as I gained
confidence, um, well with the feedback I was getting, it made a big difference and
even going into school, into my school, the kids responded with comments to the
same effect, like, oh I like science and this is a real science class, you know things
like that. And I think it was um, my new way of thinking because I was able to
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have done research and also the confidence that grew from that. (AZ8FocusGroup)
She also mentioned that she valued how she was respected by her mentors during
her research experience.
I know I came in with this idea, well you know here I am, this lowly little teacher
and I’m going to go talk to people who like know something and you know I didn’t
get that impression at all. Even when my ideas probably weren’t good (laugh) I
was still treated in a very respectful manner, it was really really refreshing to
think that hey maybe I’m not, you know, it was nice to have someone reaffirming
that teachers are valuable or important. (AZ8-FocusGroup)
This sentiment was mentioned by participants in both the A-RBSE and AZSTART programs. The feeling of mutual respect was a powerful influence on teachers’
positive feelings towards their experience doing research with professional scientists.
The experience helped her feel like she no longer had to pretend in her classroom and that
she had become a better science teacher.
I didn’t feel like an interloper, that I was studying, you know, through the book
like you know what the kids who were peeking in the book trying to figure out
what it was, I was finally a leader, a school science leader leading the kids into
science and I was able to focus with a lot more confidence on doing the hands-on
and the kid activities that we have and I saw the reason and how those kid
activities are real science activities.
(AZ8-Follow-Up-Int)
Emily showed a shift in how she saw herself as a teacher in her classroom. She
described no longer pretending to teach science in her classroom but rather was able to
drive the activities with knowledge and purpose of where she wanted the kids to go and
what she wanted them to learn. She explicitly addressed how her research experience
resulted in a better experience and outcomes for her students.
Well, it was appreciated to be able to have the experience and I think the kids
have benefited, especially when the counseling came and said “guess what?”
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Your kids are scoring in the 90s and we’re a Title I failing school and my kids
were scoring in the 90s in science and so they’ve been the direct beneficiaries and
they’re enthusiastic about it. Everybody seems excited and fresh and you know,
enthusiastic. The group has bought into it. I don’t know if it was part of my
enthusiasm and a new way of looking at it but I was able to bring everybody on
board this year instead of only, well let’s see last year the overall AIMS score was
in the 50s, even though, I had high and low scores so it made the….and the kids
bought into more because I bought into it more and I was able to catch everybody
not just the kids who were already self motivated. (AZ8-Follow-Up-Int)
Overall, Emily had a powerful feeling that her experience had changed her as a
professional science teacher. She summarizes her feeling in the following way:
Before I was thinking oh it’s just an activity in a book and you know, but now,
especially sharing the science research I did with the kids they were able to see
that what they were doing is real science is not pretend science, they are really
doing science when they do those experiments, it wasn’t pretending anymore, it
became real. (AZ8-Follow-Up-Int)
Emily reiterated how her experiences had helped her do science with her students
instead of just helping them go through the motions. Her increased knowledge and
confidence created a whole new experience for her in the classroom and for the students
she taught.
A-RBSE case 1: Kathryn
Kathryn was the high school teacher who had been teaching for over 30 years
before her participation in the A-RBSE program. She was classified as having informed
views of most of the target NOS/SI aspects both pre and post program and indicated that
the program had given her astronomy specific research projects to do with her students.
Kathryn had the most background in science and research of any of the illustrative cases
and was already engaging her student in both inquiry and research before her
participation.
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When describing the personal value of participating in the ARBSE program on
the follow-up survey, she commented,
It provided me with my own authentic look at how astronomical research is
conducted. It enhanced my knowledge of astronomy and how this knowledge is
achieved. It was an awesome experience in spite of the things that went wrong
and I’d like to come back for more. (RB5-Follow-Up-Q1)
Kathryn considered the professional value of the program increased knowledge in
astronomy topics and project that she was able to use with her students in her service
learning course during the following spring semester.
I’ve been delighted to see how my confidence in doing astronomy and examining
research questions in this area has improved. (RB5-Follow-Up-Q2)
She gave this response indicative of participants who had strong science
backgrounds and were able to gain knowledge and skills in a science domain that was
new to them.
When responding to a question about whether her experience had changed her
credibility she responded,
I think so. Participation in this program and others for the last few summers has
been noticed by my faculty and Oklahoma colleagues. I receive various invites to
conduct workshops locally and at state events. I have received two awards this
year that I believe have been in recognition to the excitement I’ve generated in my
school and community. (RB5-Follow-Up-Q6)
She also mentioned that she had been nominated for both the school and state
teacher of the year award. This recognition was something she felt was a result of her
participation in A-RBSE and the other research programs for teachers she had been
participating in. In contrast to Robert, Kathryn did not win these awards by being chosen
to participate in a high profile research program but rather as a result of the changes she
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had brought to the school and the community through sharing of resources and
implementation of new programs for students.
During her follow-up interview Kathryn described the value of her experience at
the A-RBSE program.
Now I can really show the kids how it’s done, I can show them how we know what
we know. It’s not just waving your hands and saying they must do this. So I know
what we’ve had to do. I also have an appreciation for the astronomers often are
working on more than one problem at a time. (Rb5-Follow-Up-Int)
Additionally she indicated that some aspects of the A-RBSE program were unique
and not something that had been a part of the other teacher research programs she had
participated. One of the most important aspects to her was the follow-up support and
networking with other participants.
I still have my research group that I can interact with, I can still talk to T if I have
a real problem or I don’t understand, or if the kids ask me something that just
blows my mind. With GAVRT, we pretty much turn out there and you look the
techniques, how to collect the radio data but we’re not part of a research group
so we’re all contributing little pieces to the puzzle but no one ever gets back
online and say hey what do these data mean which we were doing with RBSE.
(RB5-Follow-Up-Int)
Kathryn mentioned that she still works with her A-RBSE research group as well
as one of the faculty advisors of the program. She contrasted that to another program she
had participated in and still did with her students, GAVRT, in which each classroom
worked independently not necessarily understanding the larger picture or purpose of the
data collection.
Overall Kathryn represented the best case scenario of recruiting a teacher who
with a strong background in astronomy and inquiry education who already implements
research in the classroom. Kathryn was able to take her extensive knowledge of science
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and her current teaching practices to integrate the information from the A-RBSE program
in the year directly following her participation in the program. Although her
implementation was not with all of her students, as the A-RBSE facilitators had intended,
the changes she was able to implement for even one class of her students was
groundbreaking. Kathryn attributed that success to her A-RBSE experience where she
was able to increase her own knowledge in astronomy and to make contacts that helped
her get more resources for her students.
A-RBSE case 2: David
David was a high school teacher who had been teaching for twelve years before
his participation in the ARBSE program. He also had been classified as holding
informed views of many of the target NOS/SI aspects and mentioned wanting to use
research projects from the program with his students. During his program interview he
reflected on what he was getting out of the program.
Well I did want to learn a lot and basically it was to get these research ideas and
help out the kids. And I didn’t think I’d personally learn a whole lot from it…. but
I really didn’t think I’d learn nearly so much about actually running telescopes
and what was going on and how much goes into everything. It was neat.
(RB8-Follow-Up-Q1)
Here David admits that he is actually getting more out of the experience in terms
of his own knowledge and skills than he thought he would. When asked about the value
of the experience he responded,
Umm....I don't really know how to answer that....It's awe inspiring. You know, I
mean it's like wow, I get to do all this stuff that I mean is normally is reserved for
people with PhDs or working on them. You know, and it's really neat. You know
I mean, it's cool, I get to tell my kids and you know, I used the largest solar
telescope in the world and all sorts of stuff like. (RB8-Personal-Int)
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This response was categorized as gaining a personal benefit as well as well as
insider information, experience and credibility. He described an experience that was both
memorable and that he would be able to tell his students about.
When asked about the value of his experience on the follow-up survey, David
wrote,
What I found to be the most valuable, personally, was actually getting to work at
Kitt Peak with actual researchers. Very few people can say they have done
something like that and I feel privileged…. Although I have not yet begun having
my students to authentic, independent research, I have included some of the
activities from the course and from our time in Arizona with my classes. More
importantly we have laid the groundwork for me to start having my students do
their own research. (RB8-Follow-Up-Q1)
In reflection of his participation, David valued his experience and the credibility
of having had the experience. He indicated that he had increased in his confidence of his
science knowledge so that he felt more comfortable not always knowing the answer in his
classroom. During the follow-up interview, he had not begun having his students engage
in any research but indicated that he intended to do so in the future. He, like other
teachers, indicated that implementing student research was not possible due to limitations
on time and standards that had to be covered in his classes.
Even though he had indicated that the program did not change how he thought
about his science teaching, he did indicate that it increased his confidence in teaching
students how to do science.
I do try to do some different things now, and I do feel more confident that I am
teaching students how to do science instead of just teaching scientific knowledge.
(emphasis original) (RB8-Follow-up-Q3)
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Summary of Results for Research Question 3
Overall, participants in each of these programs valued different parts of what they
gained from their experience, although there were some commonalities across programs.
All teachers reported an alignment between what they hoped to get out of the experience
and what they reported gaining from their experience. Additionally, participants reported
gaining more after the experience than they had expected on their pre survey. In initial
analysis, teachers’ personal and professional goals were hard to separate. Although
participants were asked to write separately about what they valued personally and
professionally, there was considerable overlap between the two categories in the 26
follow-up survey responses. Participants’ reported personal goals included responses that
were coded as personal benefit and professional growth; the privilege and enjoyment of
their experience, leaving with strong memories, personal learning experiences, and awe
for the experience they had had. These were often tied into the professional goals of
increased credibility and renewal for teaching. Participants reported professional goals
that included responses that were coded gaining skills and confidence in doing science,
updated science knowledge, increased credibility, and tools to use in the classroom. On
the follow-up survey almost all of the participants valued some aspect of the science
knowledge they gained, either specific to a discipline or to their overall science
understanding. Additionally, almost all participants valued the tools and resources they
were provided by the program to use in their classroom.
These three research programs recruited and accepted teachers with different
science research and teaching experience as well as reported intensions for participating
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in the research experience. Despite this, on the follow-up survey, respondents across all
programs reported valuing many aspects of their research experience regardless of the
program that they participated in. These aspects including valuing the science knowledge
and science skills they learned, increased experience and credibility, professional growth,
personal benefits, tools to improve students’ experience and knowledge and science and
resources to improve inquiry and research experiences for students.

Findings for Research Question 3
Finding 8: Participants valued many aspects of their research program experience.
These included increased knowledge and skills in science, insider information,
experience and credibility, professional growth, personal benefits, and improving
students’ knowledge and engagement in science and research.
Participants valued the increased knowledge and skills that they received as a
result of their participation in a science research program. These aligned well with what
the program outcomes goals were. Participants reported an increase in credibility (from
peers, students, and mentors) that they received as a part of their participation in a science
research program. These outcomes were not explicit goals of any of the programs
although are stated goals in other research programs for teachers (Tobias & Baffert,
2009).
Participants grew professionally as a result of their research experience; they
reported gaining new perspectives on science and science teaching, were encouraged to
pursue new opportunities, gained new peer networks, and felt that they could better relate
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to their students. These findings are supported by previous research in which teachers
reported how they grew professionally from their experience in a teacher research
program. (Dresner & Worley, 2006; Golden, Southerland, & Saka, 2009). Participants
valued the personal benefits of their participation in the research program including
having an exciting and memorable experience, getting to learn about a topic that was
interesting to them, and being compensated financially. Participants valued the tools,
ideas, resources and strategies that help them improve their science teaching as well as
students’ experiences in their classrooms. In addition participants valued the specific
skills, confidence, and resources that help them implement inquiry and research projects
with their students. These last sets of goals were in line with facilitators’ goals as well.

Finding 9: Overall participants’ expectations and goals for the program were met
by their participation in the program. Some of these aspects aligned with facilitator
goals and others went beyond the intended outcomes of the program.
Each of the three research programs recruited and selected teacher participants
with distinctly different backgrounds including their teaching experience, academic
science backgrounds, and prior science research experience. These backgrounds played a
large role in determining participants’ goals and outcomes. In looking at the
demographics of the participants reported in chapter 3, it is apparent that each program
selected participants based on their unique program goals. Participants in the A-RBSE
program had more science research experience than teachers in the other two programs.
In addition to their self-reported science experience, A-RBSE participants showed a
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greater understanding of science inquiry and nature of science overall as measured by
their pre program answers to the Science Inquiry Survey. Teachers with self-reported
backgrounds in science reported gaining knowledge and skills in a particular domain of
science whereas teachers with a lack of background reported gaining knowledge and
skills in science overall.
Golden, Southerland, and Saka (2009) have recommended that programs
explicitly look at their goals and use instruments to help select participants who will gain
the most from a program based on the alignment of teachers’ goals to program goals.
Although each program in this study attracted different populations of teachers, it is clear
that the programs were effective in selecting participants whose attributes aligned with
the overall goals of the program. This alignment between teacher and facilitator goals as
well as the overall activities of the experience may prevent possible teacher
disappointment in their experiences as reported by Barnes, Hodge and Parker (2006).
Due to these large differences in teacher populations, inferences made about specific
gains must be interpreted cautiously, taking into consideration both the possible effects of
the program but also what kind of teacher came into each program.
In this chapter I have reported the findings for the third research question
regarding what participants valued about their research experience. In the next chapter I
discuss the emergent findings of the study regarding participants’ identities related to
science and science teaching and how these were impacted by their participation in a
research program.
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CHAPTER 7: EMERGENT FINDINGS RELATED TO IDENTITY
Introduction
In their recent book exploring the topic of science teaching as a profession, Tobias
and Baffert (2009) discussed four professional development opportunities that exist to
help science teachers “remain connected – as professionals – to science and scientists” (p.
95). Each of the programs that Tobias and Baffert discussed was designed around the
principle that “science teachers need to experience real science, working at the bench, at
the computer, and in a structured collaboration with other scientists” (italics in original,
p. 96). This statement is in contrast to the perceptions of those both within and outside of
teaching and implies that teachers are scientists, not, as many imply, outsiders who teach
about science. Robert, a participant in the AZ-START program, illustrated this former
sentiment with this comment on his follow-up survey.
The AZ-START program made me feel that an ordinary teacher like me can
actually work with Arizona’s top scientists in a research project.
This distinction between the participants’ perception of being a scientist and being
a teacher, and the identities associated with both, is the theme of this chapter.
During the analysis of the three research questions of the study, statements related
to how teachers viewed themselves as teachers and as scientists were collected. These
statements, like Robert’s above, showed that there was an additional aspect of what
teachers took from their research experience beyond what I had reported in the findings
chapters about teachers’ understandings of scientific inquiry, changes in how they talked
about science teaching and things that teachers valued about their research experience.
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To further examine this emergent theme, I revisited the data used to investigate what
teachers valued about their research experiences. I focused on statements related to
credibility, science expertise, and statements related to perceptions of them as either
scientists or science teachers in the survey and interview transcripts.

Relevant literature related to science teacher identity
Beijaard, Verloop, and Vermunt (2000) conducted an exploratory study that
investigated teachers’ perceptions of their professional identity. They describe “teachers’
knowledge of professional identity” as “how they perceive themselves as teachers and
what factors contribute to these perceptions” (p. 749). The authors reported the findings
of a questionnaire completed by 80 experienced secondary teachers on which teachers
were asked to award how much of their identity (out of 100%) was made up of three
parts, both currently and when they were beginning teachers, along with an explanation
of their choices. The three choices were as a subject matter expert (“based on subject
knowledge and skills”), didactical expert (“knowledge and skills regarding the planning,
execution and evaluation of learning processes”), and pedagogical expert (“knowledge
and skills to support students’ social, emotional, and moral development”) (p. 754).
Teachers were also asked to complete an 18 item Likert-scale survey indicating the extent
to which they agreed with statements about identity and these three aspects to confirm
their previous ratings on the survey. The authors reported that most of the teachers saw
themselves as a mixture of all three types of experts although there was a greater
emphasis overall on teachers as subject matter and didactical experts and less as
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pedagogical experts. Of the teachers who saw themselves as subject matter experts, they
clarified their answers by indicating that their authority as a science teacher was based on
their expertise in that subject matter. These particular findings resonate with the
emergent findings in the present study. Additionally, science and math teachers, in
particular, shifted during their career from being subject matter experts to being
didactical experts.
Helms (1998) investigated how secondary science teachers’ subject matter
knowledge was related to their sense of self as teachers. She reported findings from
ongoing interviews, for almost a year, with five secondary science teachers. She
presented her findings as profiles of each teacher and the core beliefs that they had about
themselves, science, and their students. From her data she created a model of a sense of
self, or identity, as made up of four dimensions:
“a) actions, b) institutional, cultural, and social expectations, or what people think others
expect, c) values and beliefs, and d) where people see themselves going, or the kind of
people they want to become” (p. 829). In her model, all of the other dimensions flowed
from “values and beliefs” and the dimension of “others’ expectations” also interacted
with “actions”. She concluded that the “[teachers] construct an identity in direct relation
to science” (p. 831). She did not suggest that subject matter was the only major factor of
these teachers’ identities but rather presented the important role that science, as a subject,
had in “thinking about what kind of person they are and what kind of person they want to
be” (p. 830) in that the teachers connected science to many aspects of their lives.
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Varelas, House, and Wenzel (2005) presented a study of three newly graduated
prospective teachers engaged in a 10-week science apprenticeship in a scientific
laboratory. Each teacher was selected as a science fellow who then worked with a
scientist mentor in a professional science laboratory on a project of their choosing for 10weeks. During their research experience, the teachers engaged in a science project from
beginning to end, including writing a report and a presentation of their research, and
interacted with other scientists in their labs in daily activities. Teachers were interviewed
during their lab experience, at the end of their lab experience and a year after, during their
first year teaching in the classroom. The authors used a lens of “identity” to analyze and
report how the teachers talked as “scientists” and as “science teachers” during their
interviews.
The goal of the study was to “understand how apprenticeships in scientific
research settings contribute to teacher candidates’ or beginning teachers’ identities as
practitioners of science and of science teaching” (p. 495). In setting up the context of
identity, the authors reflected that teachers could be members of different communities
simultaneously, that identity creation is a social process, and on Helms’ (1998) assertion
that “the self comes not just from what a person does, or his or her affiliations, but also
from what a person believes, what a person values and what a person wants to become”
(p. 495, original 812). Their analysis relied heavily on Gee’s (2000-2001) four types of
identities, described in more detail in the next section of this chapter. Through their
experiences, the teachers noticed and made sense of scientific practices as both scientists
and as science teachers. Their scientists’ identities were defined by the nonlinear, messy,
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dynamic, complex, and risk taking aspects of science. Their science teacher identities
were defined by how they thought about what should be enacted in their classrooms
differentiating doing science from obligations to students including prior knowledge,
need for structure, lack of time and the need to engage students. The authors reported that
the teachers came to appreciate “standard practices, speech acts, and tools of scientific
activity that became salient elements of their scientist identities” (p. 511). Although
each of the fellows developed an understanding of the nature of science, each integrated
this knowledge into their science teacher identities in different ways and to different
degrees. Several aspects of science that they saw important to science conflicted with
what they thought was important for their students. For example, the fellows recognized
that the messiness of science was helpful in their own understanding of science but did
not believe that letting students do that kind of science was structured enough for success.
The authors concluded that immersing prospective science teachers in these laboratory
experiences played an important role in shaping their identities as scientists and as
science teachers and that using the lens of identity was a powerful way to make sense of
the teachers’ experiences and what they brought to their classrooms.
Although this study was groundbreaking in its use of examining the identity
formation of teachers engaged in science, it lacked a discussion of whether the teachers
were aware of their scientist and science teacher identities or whether these were
attributes only recognized by the researchers. As the authors stated in their introduction,
“we used the lens of ‘identity’ to explore how these fellows thought of science as a
community of practice when they talked as scientists and when they talked as science
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teachers” (p. 493). It was unclear from the authors’ discussion the differentiation
between teachers’ beliefs about and skills in science and science teaching and teachers’
identities of science and science teaching.
As part of their chapter reporting on programs for teachers to engage in science
research, Tobias and Baffert (2009) reported findings from interviews with sixteen
teachers who participated in a pilot program at Lawrence Livermore National Lab
through Cal Poly with pre-service teachers. They found that teachers’ experiences made
them feel that they were being inducted into science and that their experience was
“forging…their identity as teacher/scientists” (italics in original, p. 98). Throughout their
chapter, they provided evidence of the benefits of teachers participating in these teacher
scientists partnerships. In the conclusion of their chapter, they included comments from
Shirley Malcom, director of Education and Human Resources at the American
Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) regarding the importance of
teachers doing research in a professional setting.
It is very hard to teach the nature of science if you haven’t really experienced it…
Science teachers are on the frontlines of the enterprise but seldom relate to
scientists as colleagues. In a lab or field setting, when they are suddenly
contributing members of a team, when they are co-authors on journal articles,
when they offer insights on solving problems or prove to have valuable
communications and teaching skills, they are forced to view themselves differently
(p. 105)
This is a strong statement indicating the importance that teachers not only need
the experience of doing science to teach about it but that it is important for themselves to
see themselves as scientists and that doing research may lead them to that. This type of
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identity is different than that of the previous studies. In this context teachers view
themselves as scientists.
The first two studies showed the importance of science as a discipline to teachers’
professional, and sometimes personal, identities. The last three studies showed that
engaging in doing science contributed something important to how science teachers
viewed themselves, although it is not entirely clear what contributed to a change in
teachers’ identities and what the result of the change might be.
Beijaard, Meijer, and Verloop (2003) reviewed 22 studies addressing teachers’
professional identities to explore professional identity formation. These studies included
those exploring professional identity formation, identification of characteristics of
teachers’ professional identities, or of when teachers’ identities were identified through
stories. The authors found that there was no common definition of professional identity
used throughout the studies and sometimes a definition was left out entirely in a study.
The authors presented four essential features of the formations of teachers’ professional
identities identified from their review of the studies; 1) professional identity is an
ongoing process which changes over time, 2) professional identity is tied to both the
person and the context that they work in and that no professional identity is entirely
unique although each teacher develops their own teaching culture, 3) professional
identities are made up of “sub-identities” relating to different contexts and relationships,
and 4) agency as an important part of professional identity in which teachers are active in
the process of their own professional development (p. 122). Although the authors
pointed out that it was unclear what counted as “professional” in each of these features,
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they suggested that these features could be used as a general framework for researching
teachers’ professional identities. They concluded that better definitions for self and
identity would aid in the research of teachers’ professional identities as well. This
critique seems relevant to other studies of teachers and identity. The concepts of self and
identity were used interchangeably in Helms’ (1998) study described above. In the next
section I explore several ways in which identity has been defined and used to help frame
the emergent findings of this study.

Definitions of identity
In their investigation of teachers’ conceptions of professional identity, Beijaard,
Verloop, and Vermunt (2000) used the working definition of identity as “who or what
someone is, the various meanings people can attach to themselves, or the meaning
attributed by others” (p. 750) (Beijaard, 1995). Other studies of identity have relied
heavily on Gee’s (2000-2001) approach to identity in which he defined identity as “being
recognized as a certain ‘kind of person,’ in a given context…all people have multiple
identities connected not to their “internal states” but to their performance in society” (p.
99). Gee described four different perspectives that he used for analyses. N-identities
(nature perspective) relate to a natural state of a person that is not determined by society,
although must be recognized by others in society to be meaningful. His example was that
of being an identical twin, which is something about him that becomes important as it is
recognized by others. I-identities (institutional perspective) come from an institution and
rely on a set of authorities within society. His example was that of being a professor
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which is a position he has attained through the authority of others. D-identities
(discursive perspective) are traits of individuals that are recognized by others but not
through authority but through social interactions. His example was of a person being
charismatic, which is something about an individual that is recognized by other people
through dialog by how other people interact and reflect on that trait. Gee described this
D-identity in a way that can be either ascribed or achieved, so it can be recognized
because someone actively wants that trait to be recognized or it is something ascribed to
them by others through their behavior. A-I identities (affinity perspective) are defined by
a shared set of practices that designate the same interests as others who share the affinity
to a group. His example was someone who is a Star Trek fan in that as a Trekkie this
person has a shared set of experiences with other such fans. Gee described how at any
one time a person engages in a combination of being recognized in these different ways.
Additionally, Gee (1999) has discussed the importance of discourse in identity, “how
language is used ‘on site’ to enact activities and identities” (p. 7). He connected “little d”
discourse as “language-in-use” as an important part of “Discourse” (big D) or being
recognized as a certain kind of person. This is similar to communities of practice
(Wenger, 1998) in which using a certain kind of discourse is a key component of
membership in a particular community of practice.
In their critique of previous definitions of identity used in education research,
Sfard and Prusak (2005) “equate identities with stories about persons” (p. 14). In their
work, they sought to operationalize a definition of identity that could be used in analysis
beyond looking for evidence of “what kind of person [an individual is]”. They point to
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previous educational research studies that have used the concept of identity but often with
no explanation of its meaning. This creates a problem in interpretation as they noted, “in
the absence of a definition, the reader is led to believe that identity is one of those selfevident notions that, whether reflectively or instinctively, arise from one’s firsthand, unmediated experience” (p. 15). They critiqued Lave and Wenger’s (1991, 1998) work in
this way stating that despite using identity as a central idea no conceptual definition was
given for the reader to use in its interpretation.
Additionally, they argued that even for those who do give a definition, such as
Gee’s (2000-2001) “being recognized as a certain kind of person” (p. 99) gives the notion
of identity is given a role of being independent of a person’s actions and may be given an
essentialist connotation, despite the authors’ intentions. To address the deficiencies that
they reported in other definitions of identity, Sfard and Prusak presented the idea of using
narratives as identities. They describe how this definition addresses some of the concerns
they had raised, “as stories, identities are human-made and not God-given, they have
authors and recipients, they are collectively shaped even if individually told, and they can
change according to the authors’ and recipients’ perceptions and needs” (p. 17). They
distinguished between an individual’s different identities authored by different people; a
person’s first-person, second-person, and third-person identity, differentiated by who told
the story and to whom the story was presented. In this study, the use of first-person
identities, “identifying [stories] told by the identified person herself” (p. 17) were used to
explore how individuals talked about themselves to me, the researcher.
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Definitions of identity for this study
Each survey and interview transcript was re-examined for evidence of narratives
or comments about identity. All narratives were iteratively analyzed until five types of
identities were recognized that emerged from the data. The first type of identity was one
of “expert”. This identity can be seen as credibility that came from others who
recognized the teachers’ expertise and thus attributed a special status to that teacher. An
example of this type of identity narrative came from one of the AZ-START participants
on both his pre and post survey when asked how he thought participation would impact
his science teaching.
Pre-Survey Response: It will give me more credibility as an “expert”. I saw some
research somewhere that said that people would rather learn from an “expert”
that may not be as nice (friendly) personally than from someone who may be
extremely friendly but was not an “expert” in subject matter taught in spite of
teaching skills. (emphasis original)
Post survey Response: I will be more creditable as a teacher and a scientific
researcher, which should translate to students valuing what I have to offer at a
deeper level. (AZ-3)
Through his comments, it was evident that he was primarily concerned with how
others perceived him. In this way, this “expert” identity solely depended on what others
thought about him rather than what he felt that his skills were or could be. It is not clear
from his statement whether this credibility would result from increased skills that he
would obtain or from the prestige of participating in the program but it was clear that the
outcome of credibility was external.
The second type of identity was one as a “scientist colleague”. Although the
source of this identity was also external, it relied on how members of a scientific
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community treated the participant, which resulted in the teacher feeling that he or she
were not an outsider in their research experience. An example of this type of identity
narrative came from an AZ-START participant who talked about her experience in her
lab when asked to consider her role as a teacher within the scientific community.
I’m not really doing research the way other people are but working with people
here I’m, I was a colleague. There wasn’t any question of that. I was a scientist
just like everybody… (AZ-FocusGroup2)
This participant talked about her identity of herself as indicated by being a
colleague or being like everyone else, she was a part of the community of scientists.
The next kind of identity was that of thinking of one’s self as a “scientist”. This
type of identity was described as something that teachers described about themselves and
did not depend on what others thought or said. This narrative was often tied to their
success in their project and validation of their research. This type of narrative was often
expressed in a single sentence. An example of this type of identity narrative came from
an AZ-START participant when asked what the personal value of participation had been.
The best part of my participation in the AZSTART program was doing the
research project. It was validating to think of myself as a scientist, not just science
teacher. (AZ-11)
This statement of thinking of themselves or feeling like a “scientist” was distinct
from the next type of identity. Although related, the identity of having, or gaining, skills
to do science, was distinct from describing themselves as scientists. Having the skills to
do science was described both for the teachers themselves and to use with their students.
This type of identity relied on how the participants talked about their own abilities and
did not rely on an external point of view. An example of this type of identity narrative
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came from an AZ-START participant when asked what the personal and professional
value of participation in the research program was.
Actually using the scientific method, along with all the difficulties and pitfalls,
developing the research methodology, and adapting to challenges provided me
with prime examples to use when teaching the scientific method to my
students…(AZ-4)
This identity narrative was distinct from thinking about one’s self as a scientist
because participants talked about the skills of being able to inquire scientifically but it did
not rely on the special status of being a scientist. Sometimes these two types of
narratives were found together so that being able to do science was the pre-requisite of
feeling like a scientist. Often being able to have the skills to investigate something
scientifically was distinct and participants were careful to say that they did not see
themselves as scientists but rather only as people who could investigate something
scientifically.
The last, and fifth, type of identity was related to being a science teacher. These
narratives took many forms. One example came from an AZ-START participant in the
post program focus group.
As a teacher I’ve always felt like I was on the outside of the science community,
you know, more of an explainer, you know. (AZ-START-FG4)
In this narrative, the participant felt that being a teacher was someone who only
talked about science but did not do science. This participant left the program describing
how she felt that now she was no longer just an “explainer” of knowledge. Sometimes
the narratives about being a science teacher included a change that a teacher felt about
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their teaching. An example of this type of narrative came from a Chaco participant on his
follow-up survey when talking about the professional value of his participation,
I feel like a more confident and capable professional having had this experience.
(Ch-7)
Often these narratives about being a science teacher were in reference to gaining
tools or skills to become a better teacher. An example of this type of identity narrative
came from an AZ-START participant when asked how the experience had changed her
science teaching, she responded,
I received a lot of positive praise from my lab for the work that I completed and
was able to demonstrate significant gains in scientific understanding to my lab,
peers, and then with my students…my improved comfort with the scientific method
and interacting with other science professionals has allowed me to better guide
my students in the science courses I teach. (AZ-7)
In addition, discussion about their teacher identity often was intermingled with
teachers’ narrative of another “scientist” related identity described above. When asked
how participation had changed his experience in teaching science, an AZ-START
participant commented,
It has made me feel like more of a scientist, rather than simply someone who
teaches science. (AZ-12)
This type of comment is illustrative of several of the ones above used to talk
about other types of identities and shows how the identity of being a science teacher was
mentioned in relation to other identities.
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Analysis and Findings
Using these five definitions of identity described above, I analyzed the survey and
interview transcripts of all participants for narratives that showed these perspectives.
Narratives designating the identity of being an “expert” were present for one AZ-START
participant on the pre survey and two AZ-START participants on the post survey.
Additionally, the issue of credibility as an expert was mentioned by three A-RBSE
participants and one AZ-START participant during focus group and individual
interviews. Of those who talked about credibility, the main theme was credibility with
students, an issue that will be discussed in the implications section. Narratives
designating the identity of being part of their scientific community of practice were
present in one A-RBSE participant’s pre survey, two A-RBSE participants’ and one AZSTART participant’s post survey, and on one follow-up survey from an AZ-START
participant. Additionally, the aspect of feeling like they were members of a scientific
community of practice was mentioned by two A-RBSE participants and one AZ-START
participant in focus groups and interviews. Narratives designating the identity of being a
scientist before they came to the program were mentioned by five A-RBSE participants
and one Chaco participant in individual interviews. All of these participants had previous
training and work in a scientific discipline, including a graduate degree in science.
Narratives designating the identity of feeling like a scientist after participation in the
research program were present in one A-RBE participant’s and two AZ-START
participants’ surveys and two AZ-START follow-up surveys. Additionally, four
participants in the AZ-START program talked about being a scientist in focus group and
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individual interviews. All of these participants had not identified themselves as being a
scientist prior to their participation in a research program. Narratives designating their
identity as being able to do or have the skills to do science were mentioned by twenty one
participants from all three research programs on the post survey. Of those, eleven had
not expressed a strong identity as someone who engaged in science on their pre survey.
It is not clear for all of these participants if this represented a shift in their thinking about
themselves, although about half made strong comments about how the program gave
them confidence and skills to actually engage in science, the other half discussed their
experience and ability to do science. In individual and focus group interviews, eight
participants discussed themselves as being someone able to engage in science and
referenced skills they learned during their research experience. Additionally, on the
follow-up survey seven participants discussed their identity as someone who had engaged
their students in science, primarily with skills or resources derived from their research
program, in the year since returning to the classroom. Narratives about being a science
teacher were present on 19 of the post surveys and 15 of the follow-up surveys. Many of
these narratives of being a science teacher were present along with narratives about doing
science and being a scientist.
Overall, although these five themes of identity were not mentioned by even half
of the participants in the study, it is striking to notice both how often statements were
made and how strong the statements made were in expressing these identities, especially
given the fact that there was no attempt to collect information about teachers’ identities
related to these issues. These were strong themes that emerged from the data, first in the
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emergent theme of what teachers valued about their experience and then with the more
specific theme of how their experience impacted the stories that they told about
themselves in relation to how people perceived their abilities and how they perceived
their own abilities in science and science teaching.

Revisiting illustrative cases
To further investigate narratives of identity for participants in this study, I
revisited the survey and interview data of the six illustrative cases presented in the
previous findings chapters. I looked for statements that expressed an identity as defined
above. It is important to note that the data were not collected with the intention of
investigating identity and so any evidence in the data is emergent. In looking across the
cases, four of the six participants showed statements expressing at least one of the five
types of identities described above and two did not. Below, I present the four cases that
showed evidence of at least one of these types of identities. They are presented in the
same order as the cases were presented in the previous findings chapters.
Chaco case 1: Erin
Erin was the museum educator who did science outreach across the state she
worked in. In examining Erin’s survey and interview transcripts, initially she gave
general goals for participation in the program so that she could grow and reflect in an
amazing setting. After the program, she talked about the amazing opportunity and
knowledge she had gained during the week. Throughout her surveys and transcripts she
continually discussed how her growth during the program and overall experience
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impacted her teaching in the museum that she worked in. On her post survey she wrote,
“It has greatly impacted my learning and growth which will feed into my teaching.”
When asked if the program increased her confidence in doing science she responded,
it also reminded me that I can participate in the scientific process, that I can ask
questions and read and research and learn, it was great to be reminded that I can
wonder and ask and learn about totally new things that seem a little daunting.
Here, Erin expressed the identity of having the skills to investigate something
scientifically. This sentiment was not used to support an assertion of being a scientist and
in fact Erin never made a statement of being or feeling like a scientist but rather as one
who can investigate and wonder about science. This important aspect of her identity also
supported statements about what she wanted her students to know about science,
For the classes I teach I want them to know that they can be scientists, that they
actually are participating in the scientific process any time they observe
something and ask questions and want to know more about it, that they can gain
an understanding of the natural world.
Throughout her surveys and interviews, Erin did not discuss the distinction
between everyday science and science done by professionals. She indicated that she
worked around scientists all day at the museum but did not talk about wanting or needing
to be thought of as a scientist.
When discussing her increased credibility as a result of her experience it was in
relation to her skills as a science educator. In her interview I asked her about the
credibility she gained by attending the institute and she indicated that it was from having
an outstanding professional development opportunity. She continually talked about how
her experience reminded her both of how to learn and gave her new skills as an educator.
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[I was reminded] how important it is I provide those best experiences and
opportunities for other people so and then I think just when you learn, for me it is
just so exciting to learn and engage in new experiences that I think it makes me a
lot more enthusiastic and authentic teacher because the kids get that I’m excited
about learning or I’m excited about wondering. I have questions too and I don’t
know all the answers, I just have the skills to find that out and it was just a
wonderful and exciting place for me to go and learn so much and be reminded
that I am a learner and that I have passions and that I can engage in that process
for me personally and not just, it’s not something I teach, it’s something I live and
that I can share with other people.
Here, Erin expressed an identity related to being a science teacher. She related
this to her own engagement in the scientific process. She expressed that she can be an
“authentic” teacher because she is passionate, a learner, and can engage in the scientific
process. Here she expressed the sentiment that being an authentic teacher is someone
who lives what they teach, thus tying together her identity of having the skills to do
science with her identity of being a good science teacher.
Erin’s narratives showed that she had both a strong identity as someone who
engaged in science and as a science educator. Her experience with the Chaco program
helped reinforce her ideas about both but did not result in huge changes to core identities.
For her, any changes helped enhance the identities that she came to the program with. It
is interesting to note that her strong identity as someone who engages in science was an
integral piece of being a good science educator both in that she could empathize with the
excitement of learning and that she understood how to provide quality science learning
experiences through questioning and modeling.
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AZ-START case 1: Robert
Robert was a high school science teacher who had finished his second, and was
going into his third year, teaching in a rural community. On his surveys, and in his focus
group and interview, he identified two main goals for his participation in the AZ-START
research experience: increasing his skills and knowledge in science and skills for
teaching. On his pre survey, when asked what he expected to learn from the program he
indicated “lab techniques, research skills, classroom strategies in teaching science.”
When asked what he gained from the program he indicated several aspects of lab
techniques and research skills including “ molecular characterization of nematodes,
morphological characterization, poster making, using computer programs related to the
study and nematode culture.” In examining the difference between his pre and post
survey responses, he described having achieved a couple of the goals he mentioned on
the pre survey and used some specific technical language of researchers.
When asked on his follow-up survey, what the personal value of his participation
in the program was, he wrote:
The AZ-START program made me feel that an ordinary teacher like me can
actually work with Arizona’s top scientists in a research project….the AZ-START
program gave me a great opportunity to share what I have learned from the
program to the classroom. The program also taught me the necessary skills and
confidence to do a research project in the future. I consider it as a stepping-stone
to a lot of research opportunities not only in Arizona but also in the United States.
Here he showed that he had previously identified himself as “an ordinary science
teacher” and alluded to his additional new identity as a researcher, which he discussed in
more depth in other parts of the survey and during his interview. Additionally he
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expressed his increase in skills to engage in science also discussed further in other
narratives.
During the post program focus group Robert was excited to discuss how he had
found a new species during his research experience. He used the language of a
researcher, for example “molecular characterization” and talked about how he would be
an author on the study that would be published on his new species when the research was
complete. His use of discourse associated with science and being a scientist (Gee, 20002001), supported his other narratives relating to his identities of both being able to do
science and as seeing himself as a scientist. During his follow-up survey, Robert
commented,
before I was not really confident about my research skills so it was hard to teach
that skill if you do not know it. And the program gave me the confidence, not just
the confidence but the scientific skills, to start the research.
When asked more about his confidence he replied, “it’s not just about nematodes,
you know, science in general, maybe medicine, maybe the environment, every single
topic, you know, I know I am going to be more confident.” In these examples he
identified how he has changed, become more knowledgeable and confident, all
contributing an identity of someone with the skills to do science.
On his surveys and in his interviews, he mentioned several times how his research
experience had increased his professional credibility. When asked if the program
changed his credibility at his school he replied: “The school district actually
acknowledged me for my participation in the program and they were really surprised that
a teacher from an Indian Reservation made it!” Here he described a version of the
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credibility as an expert identity shaped by how others perceived him. This identity was
not about his own skills but rather that the school district noticed and acknowledged him.
When asked if he felt more like a scientist as a result of his experience he
responded,
I feel that I am not just an ordinary science teacher in this school district.
Students respect me more, students have trust in me because they know that I am
one of the few science teachers chosen from all over Arizona and that is an honor
on my part, but for their part, it’s not just me who is confident, it’s also my
students who are confident of me, they trust me. … And they know that I have the
necessary science background to teach them.
Robert again expressed the concept that this experience had made him “better”
than an ordinary teacher, an important shift in his identity as a teacher tied to his
credibility as an expert.
Through his pre, post, follow-up surveys, focus groups, and post program
interview, Robert mentioned how he will be able to take his skills back to the classroom.
In his focus group he remarked,
I’m gonna continue because it’s not about, you know, the money or the grant or
the scholarship. It’s more of self-fulfillment as a teacher and more on you know,
developing your skills and this is like a gift…that you could share with your
students.
When asked if the program changed how he felt about his science teaching he
responded, “I would say I improved….I progressed.” When asked if participation
changed the way he thought about his teaching he replied,
the program taught me that teaching without research is nothing. Because of the
AZ-START program, my students will be having a research project which is kind
of similar to what I did of U of A.
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Here he indicated that it was important for students to do research and that was
something that he enacted with his students in the year following his participation in the
research project. When asked if the program changed his confidence in teaching science
he replied: “I gained a lot of experience and knowledge that could be applied in the
regular classroom setting like techniques doing fieldworks etc.” These examples showed
how he perceived himself and his role as a teacher: to integrate his research experiences
in his teaching and to bring his experience into the classroom.
Overall, throughout his transcripts, Robert’s expressed identity as someone who
has the skills to do science was intertwined in his identity as a science teacher. Each
aspect of the skills he had learned to do science was quickly identified as something that
was of use in his classroom and something to share with his students. To support the
assertion that his new skills in science have improved his science teaching, Robert
described how he had enacted a full research project with his science students paralleling
the research project that he conducted during his summer research experience. He
discussed both his confidence in setting up the project and helping his students collect
and analyze data. He summed up his feelings later in the conversation, “I’m going to be
a better teacher and researcher. Cause before I was just a teacher but now I know that
I’m also a researcher.” In his last interview, Robert expressed not only his identity as
someone who can do science but also that he finally saw himself as a scientist, something
he had not expressed before.
In his narratives, Robert expressed four of the five identities defined for
investigation in this; credibility as an expert, gaining skills to do science, seeing himself
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as a scientist and being a science teacher. For Robert, the changes in the identities related
to credibility as an expert, skills to do science and seeing himself as a scientist were
intertwined with his identity as a science teacher and thus as those three identities shifted
as a result of his experience so did his identity as a science teacher.
AZ-START case 2: Emily
Emily was a trained art teacher who had transitioned into teaching science when
there was a shortage of science teachers in her district. On the pre survey, when asked
what she hoped to gain from her research experience and how she felt that it would
impact her science teaching, she responded,
I would like to know more about science (I switched to science because we needed
more science teachers at our school). I would also like to make science more
“real” and fun for my students….I expect to expand my knowledge of what
science really is and to be able to make real science more interesting for my
students….I think/hope I will learn to experience what it means to be a real
scientist and bring that excitement and insight to the lesson we are required to
teach to meet state standards.
Before the program, it was apparent the Emily lacked confidence in her ability to
do science with her students. Her goals indicated that she hoped to gain at least in her
ability to do science and to know how to do science.
Emily made huge shifts in her identities relating both her ability to do science and
as a science teacher as a result of her research experience. After the program, she talked a
lot about how she had an opportunity to engage in science but that she felt that she finally
knew what science was too. As she said both on her post program survey and in the post
program focus group,
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According to my husband, who is a scientist, I finally learned what science is. He
said to me the other day, “You are finally understanding what real science is.”
When asked if she felt like a scientist now, she said that she felt like a “fledgling
scientist” but “I would have not gotten to that point without having experienced research
itself.” It is apparent from her many comments that this recognition from her husband
was an important step in her new identity, an example of a narrative showing credibility
as an expert even though she did not define herself as an expert but rather on a continuum
shifting towards one. The defining feature was that this credibility came from an external
source, her husband, who she described as an expert in science.
In her focus group interview at the conclusion of her research experience she
talked about her increased confidence in doing science with her students, showing a
change in both her identity as someone who has the skills to do science and as a science
teacher.
I had never felt, um, really like I was doing science before because it wasn’t my
background and now I feel like I’m going to have a lot more, just having the
confidence in being with my students and encouraging them. I’m gonna be a
different teacher now because I feel like I’m not going through the motions.
She confirmed these ideas during her individual follow-up interview.
I needed to have experience in research in order to feel it and know what it was
and then after having done that, I had the confidence to know what I was doing
and help share that with the kids and the best and most real part where it was
tangible for the student, for the kids, was when they did their science fair project
and they were going through it, and through it, and through it, and I could tap my
poster project that I brought in, my mosquito equipment. And I said, hey guys,
this is what I did, and this real science at a university level, as a master level, and
you know we had seen enough documentaries on TV to see that this what pretty
much exactly what other people are doing in the field and I said, do you see how
what you are doing is the same thing that I’m doing and the documentaries on
television? I said, you know, it’s just, you’re not in a car. You’re exploring your
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area around you in the same way and you’re doing real science as scientists and
they just puffed up and looked very happy.
She, like Robert, saw her identity as someone who had the skills to do science, as
an important component of someone who was qualified to teach science. She further
illustrated how her identity as a science teacher was changed by her research experience.
She commented that after returning to her classroom she was able to do science with her
students.
I didn’t feel like an interloper, that I was studying, you know, through the book
like you know what the kids who were peeking in the book trying to figure out
what it was, I was finally a leader, a school science leader leading the kids into
science and I was able to focus with a lot more confidence on doing the hands-on
and the kid activities that we have and I saw the reason and how those kid
activities are real science activities.
Through her narratives, Emily expressed three of the five identities defined for
use in this study: credibility as an expert, someone who gained the ability to do science,
and as a science teacher. Like Robert, her identity as a science teacher was bound up in
her identities as someone able to do science so that her shifts in feeling like an expert
who gained the ability to do science led to her identity as a science teacher leader.
A-RBSE case 2: David
David was a high school science teacher who had never participated in science
research before his participation in the A-RBSE program. On his pre survey he indicated
that he had chosen to participate in the A-RBSE program so that he could gain more tools
for doing authentic investigations with his students. During his individual interview
during the program, in addition to gaining specific projects to do with his students, he
indicated that he was gaining firsthand knowledge of how science was done.
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Yeah, I am definitely more confident with [doing research], not necessarily with
procedures in any lab or whatever situation, those procedures are going to be
based on local administrative whatever, but as far the general approach and
being able to get answers…
It was apparent that David shifted at least in a small way in his identity as
someone who had the skills to do science or investigate things in a scientific way.
During his follow-up interview he commented,
I am a lot more cognizant of exactly how research is done and so when students
are asking questions I try to tailor my answers to in a scientific way that they can
still understand and I try to get them to ask each other the questions rather than
asking me. Because in a scientific community that’s what really happens, they
ask their colleagues they don’t try to find one single expert, well yes they do, I’m
trying to get them to depend less on me and more on their own research whether
it’s researching in the book for the answers or their colleagues or whatever, it’s
one step in that process how are we going to get to real authentic research.
This comment confirmed a shift in his identity as someone who knows how to do
science. This identity was tied into how he taught his classes thus possibly changes how
he viewed himself as a science teacher being able to integrate more scientific aspects into
what he did and talked about with his students.
Although David had never conducted research before this experience, he
commented that he did not feel as though he needed the research experience to boost his
credibility as a teacher. During his individual interview he said, “That's one thing I have
not actually thought about. I've never had an issue with kids not believing I was qualified
to do whatever, you know.” Despite indicating that his experience has not changed
either his credibility or his fundamental ideas about science teaching he made the
following statement at the end of his follow-up interview.
And yeah, I do like to talk about it and I think it presents me as a little bit more of
an expert not that it really changed their respect level, because I would hope that
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they had plenty of respect ahead of time but you know it’s like ok he’s done this,
he really knows what he’s talking about kind of thing. He’s actually gone through
and done a research project and has been to Kitt Peak and used these huge
telescopes and the biggest solar telescope in the world, that’s really cool. Yeah,
some small differences, but not huge.
In this narrative he conceded that his students recognized him more of an expert
because of his research experience. Thus he showed a change in his identity of
credibility of an expert, in this case the credibility that came from his students.
Throughout his surveys and interviews, David remained focused on his students
and how his experience would be integrated into his teaching in the future. In these
narratives, he expressed an identity as both credibility as an expert and as someone who
gained skills to know about and do science. Although he did not talk directly about his
identity as a science teacher, it was apparent that his changes in his expert and doing
science identities impacted the way he saw himself as a science teacher, specifically as
someone who integrated more authentic science practices in the classroom.

Summary of identity
Overall, across the four participants who were represented as illustrative cases,
there was a range of evidence in their data regarding their identities defined as credibility
as an expert, ability to engage in science, identity as a scientist and identities related to
being a science teacher. Although identities related to being a part of a community of
scientists was present in both survey and interview data of participants, none of the four
participants presented above showed evidence of developing or having that type of
identity. Of the four cases presented above, two participants, Erin and David did not
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seem to have a huge shift in any of their identities although they expressed small shifts.
Both of the AZ-START participants expressed strong shifts in their identities of those
who could do science and of their science teacher identities of those who engaged
students in actually doing science.

Finding 10: Participation in a science research program impacted some
participants’ identities related to doing science, being a scientist, and teaching
science.
Participants, most notably in the A-RBSE and AZ-START programs, made
comments to indicate that participating in their science research experience had an impact
on their identity, a narrative that they used to express something about themselves to me.
These findings were not part of the original research questions or an explicit part of any
of the original analysis but rather emerged during the analysis. These findings are similar
to statements reported in previous research about teachers feeling more like scientists as a
result of their research experience (Dresner & Worley, 2006; Silverstein, Dubner, Miller,
Glied, & Loike, 2009; Tobias & Baffert, 2009). One of the most important parts of this
finding is how shifts in teachers’ identities related to being an expert; being able to do
science and being a scientist were tied to their identity of being a science teacher. In
some of the cases, improving or changing in one of these science related identities led to
feeling like a better science teacher thus a shift in their science teacher identity.
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Implications
Based on these preliminary findings, it will be important to include an analysis of
teachers’ identities in future research. The fact that some teachers’ narratives contained
strong statements of identity, despite the fact that there was no attempt on the part of the
researcher to elicit these types of data implies that this is an important avenue of research
for those who investigate teachers engaging in science research experiences. For the two
AZ-START participants who experienced large shifts in their identities as those who
could do research and teach students about science, they expressed a strong sense of
empowerment when talking about their classrooms. Understanding the source of this
empowerment and its impact on students in the classroom is an important aspect of
understanding how learning about science and science teaching can lead to greater gains
for students.
These findings lead to some important questions for future research. How are
teachers’ knowledge about scientific inquiry and nature of science related to their
identities as scientists and science teachers? What is the relationship between a teacher’s
identity as someone who can engage in science and someone who is a scientist and is this
distinction important?
Lastly, are teachers’ concepts of identity as scientists important to their identity as
science teachers? Evidence from this study seems to suggest that there might be a link.
This link might be related to the elevated status that science and scientists seem to have.
This sentiment was expressed by teachers in this study, for example when they talked of
being not just a teacher but also a researcher. This sentiment has also been expressed by
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scientists. An example can be found in the introduction to Jarrett and Burnley’s (2003)
article describing a teacher research experience:
A research setting is the best place for the science teacher to truly appreciate how
the process of inquiry plays out in scientific investigation. Without this
appreciation, teachers are not able to adequately convey the nature of science to
their students. In addition, being involved in research offers the science teacher a
chance to develop an avocation in earth sciences and the opportunity to tap into
the societal prestige that science enjoys (p. 86).
This statement expressed that being a scientist is more prestigious that being a
science teacher and that science teachers must engage in science to be able to adequately
teach about it. As Feldman, Divoll, and Rogan-Klyve (2009) point out, training science
teachers as full-fledged scientists is not practical. Thus, is there an importance of helping
science teachers develop an identity of a scientist to lead them to feel more competent as
science teachers?
In this chapter I discussed previous literature and emergent findings related to
science teachers and identities related to doing science and being a science teacher. In the
next chapter, I present the major findings of the study, conclusions, implications,
limitations and future research.
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CHAPTER 8: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This chapter of the dissertation summarizes and discusses the ten findings of the
study presented in chapters 4 – 7. After the summary, conclusions are drawn and
limitations of the study are discussed. The chapter ends with implications for research
and practice and avenues for future research.

Summary of Research Findings
Participants shifted in small ways in their understandings of scientific inquiry and
nature of science as a result of their participation in their respective research programs.
Although there were no large shifts in their overall understandings, participants in all
three programs did change in several target NOS/SI aspects from their involvement in the
research experiences. AZ-START participants shifted the most in understandings related
to how scientific investigations are conducted, demonstrating a shift from more
algorithmic to less algorithmic views of science. For A-RBSE participants, the largest
changes were in relation to the social impacts on science. Chaco participants showed
small changes across all target NOS/SI aspects with more teachers integrating student
learning into their responses.
When asked about the most important thing for their students to know about
science, participants across all programs shifted towards more affective goals. This
aligns with their own reports of positive memories of their experience and previous
research reporting teachers’ strong positive memories of their experiences (Buck, 2003;
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Dresner, 2002; Jarrett & Burnley, 2003; Strand, Wignall, & Leslie-Pelecky, 2005). These
affective goals remained strong even after teachers had returned to the classroom.
Many participants understood the value of classroom inquiry at the beginning of
the program although they reported barriers to implementing inquiry in their classrooms.
These barriers included lack of time, materials, and skills to facilitate appropriate
experiences for their students. Notably, a small number of participants reported that
there were substantive changes in their use of inquiry in their classrooms, student
engagement in research, and how they presented science to their students throughout the
year after their research experience. Other teachers already felt comfortable with their
science teaching when they began the program. These participants reported learning
more about a specific domain in science and how to teach that domain in a more effective
way. Participants in all three programs in this study felt their goals were met by
participation in their respective programs. This result indicated that facilitators of the
research experiences were able to advertise to and recruit teachers with goals that were
similar to the goals of the program. Overall, teachers reported that they were able to use
specific tools and activities in their classrooms and that the knowledge and skills they
gained from their participation in the research program led to increased confidence in
doing science and engaging students in science. Lastly, participation in these science
research programs had an influence on some participants’ identities as scientists and
science teachers.
Overall, there were no large changes in participants’ understandings of scientific
inquiry, nature of science or science teaching. Despite the overall lack of change,
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individual teachers did gain valuable experiences, resources, and tools for teaching that
they were able to use in their own contexts to meet their particular needs. From these
findings, I present three main conclusions, which are discussed in the next section.

Conclusions
The first conclusion from this study was that participation in these research
experiences resulted in subtle changes to teachers’ understandings of scientific inquiry,
nature of science, and science teaching which were detected using open-ended qualitative
instruments that overcame some of the limitations of previously used quantitative
instruments. The second conclusion was that what teachers valued about their research
experience depended on their personal goals, and that the resources they acquired were
adapted for use in their own contexts. The third conclusion from this research was that
participation in a research program influenced some of the teachers’ identities related to
doing science, being a scientist, and science teaching. This change in identity had a
positive impact on how they perceived themselves and their role in their classrooms.
Participation in a research program resulted in small changes to teachers’ understandings
of scientific inquiry, nature of science, and science teaching. This conclusion confirms
findings from similar work on teacher research programs, which have shown minor
changes in participants’ understandings of nature of science and scientific inquiry (Dixon
& Wilke, 2007; Govett, 2001). This study provides higher resolution information than
previous quantitative studies, which reported no significant change to teachers’
understandings of scientific inquiry (Buck, 2003). Additionally, the changes in how
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participants described their teaching align with studies in which teachers left the
programs intending to implement more student-centered activities (Barnes, Hodge &
Parker, 2006), studies that reported teachers enacting more student-centered activities
(Dresner &Worley, 2006, Dubner et al., 2001), and studies in which teachers were
observed enacting more student-centered activities in their classrooms (Govett, 2001;
Silverstein, Dubner, Miller, Glied, & Loike, 2009; Westerlund, Garcia, Koke, Taylor, &
Mason, 2002). Due to the subtle nature of these changes, it was important to use
assessments that could detect these small but important changes to ensure that teachers’
growth was not overlooked.
Teachers that participated in these programs gained both tangible and intangible
products/aspects from their research experiences. What teachers valued varied based on
their personal goals and experiences. This supports the findings of other studies of
teacher research experiences (Dresner, 2002; O’Neal, 2003; Tobias & Baffert, 2009;
Strand, Wignall, & Leslie-Pelecky, 2002). Furthermore, implementation of activities and
classroom tasks gained from the programs were adapted to meet their local contexts and
needs. This conclusion aligns with previous work in which teachers adapted inquiry units
to fit their own experiences in the classroom (Blanchard, Southerland, & Granger, 2009).
Finally, participation in these science research experiences influenced some
teachers’ identities related to doing science, being scientists and being science teachers,
which resulted in positive changes in how they viewed themselves and their role in their
classrooms. This conclusion supports prior which found that participating in science
research experiences resulted in teachers feeling that they had engaged in “real” science
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(Dresner & Worley, 2006; Silverstein, Dubner, Miller, Glied, & Loike, 2009; Tobias &
Baffert, 2009).

Limitations
This study revealed challenges to data collection that were not apparent in the
design phase. Responses from Chaco participants were very sparse. This was due to both
the field nature of the program and the fact that it was the first program where data were
collected. As participants’ reported, this may have been the product of participant fatigue
and the field setting of the program, which did not lend itself to a paper and pencil task.
In this case due to constraints of Human Subjects approval, I was not able to collect preprogram data before participants arrived on-site. Additionally, loss of follow-up
responses due to attrition was a serious concern and became a reality demonstrated in the
low return rate of the follow-up surveys.
Across the three programs there was a highly variable nature of data collection
due to program constraints, time limitations, and the willingness of participants to
complete different research instruments in the field. This resulted in a patchwork of data.
Thus the findings of this study cannot be used for quantitative comparisons of change but
rather used to show general trends and construct stories of participants’ experiences.
Due to the logistics of the different programs, interviews with many participants
could not occur during the program, a fact that was not apparent until the researcher was
on-site and the hectic nature of the program or the lack of participants in any one place
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became fully apparent. This created some uncertainty in some participants’ responses to
the surveys although some responses were clarified during follow-up interviews.
Due to the low sample size of participants in each program and the lack of
quantitative comparisons, the generalizability of this study is limited. Even though these
findings cannot be generalized beyond the three programs studied, lessons learned about
teachers’ goals and collection of data may be of use in similar studies. Emergent findings
resulted in new questions but the researcher was not able to collect more data from many
of the participants. Thus there is limited information about participants’ expressed
identities as data were not collected within any frame for identity research.

Implications
The implications of this work are presented in three parts: implications for
educational researchers, implications for science teachers, and implications for
facilitators of science research programs for teachers.
Implications for educational researchers
The first implication for educational research relates to the choice of data
collection methods when studying teachers involved in research programs. This study set
out to look at a broad range of outcomes relating to teachers’ participation in a science
research program. The subtle changes of growth may not have been detected by existing
forced-choice instruments. For example, the changes in participants’ understandings and
beliefs about science teaching would have not been detected using Science Teaching
Efficacy Belief Instrument (STEBI) (Riggs & Enochs, 1990) because most teachers
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already understood the value of inquiry experiences for students and came in with strong
beliefs about their own science teaching. Most teachers would have scored high initially
on the STEBI and overall gains for these three programs would likely have been nonsignificant from pre to post program. Using an open-ended instrument allowed the
researcher to investigate nuances of teachers’ beliefs and look for small changes. It is
likely that the Constructivist Learning Environment Survey (Johnson & McClure, 2004)
would have been an effective way to investigate how teachers’ enacted constructivist
methodologies in their classroom, but it would have not informed the researcher about the
difference in what teachers believed about inquiry and what they were able to enact in
their classroom. Based on the pre survey data, it was clear that many teachers wanted to
be able to enact inquiry in their classroom but faced many barriers, which are discussed
below in the implications for facilitators.
The qualitative nature of the study allowed the researcher to better answer the
research questions and further investigate interesting results as they were discovered,
something for which a forced-choice survey may not have allowed. As noted earlier, the
way participants were asked to complete post surveys changed as a result of noting Chaco
participant fatigue and the lack of detail on the post surveys. Both A-RBSE and AZSTART participants were given their pre survey responses and asked to reflect on them
and make any changes they felt were warranted. By having participants reflect on their
previous answers, any changes that a participant made to their previous answers were
explicit and the researcher did not have to infer changes based on pre and post survey
results. This had the added benefit that participants were not being asked to write in-
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depth answers twice, which came as a relief to many participants who felt that they had
used a considerable amount of cognitive effort on their pre Science Inquiry responses and
did not want to write them again. This technique was an effective way to gather
information about what participants felt had changed as result of their participation in the
program and may be a more efficient way to use open-ended instruments for program
evaluation. The validity of this approach will need to be explored in future work.
The second implication for science education researchers is that investigating the
impact on teachers’ identities related to science and science teaching is a powerful way to
analyze changes for teachers who participate in research programs. It is clear from this
research that identity is an important aspect of understanding the overall importance of
these programs beyond knowledge, materials, and increased confidence and credibility.
Using narratives of how teachers describe themselves along with their responses related
to scientific inquiry and nature of science and science teaching provided a holistic view
of teachers’ growth and helped contextualize what teachers valued about their
experiences. It is important to note that changes in identity did not represent growth for
all teachers in the study, particularly those who were already confident in their ability to
do and teach science. Research investigating only identity would ignore the gains of the
teachers who did not change in their identity yet still grew from their experience.
Implications for science teachers
The first implication for science teachers is that these can be powerful experiences
for helping to change their classroom practice; however, not all teachers will benefit from
participation in these experiences. During one of the interviews a teacher commented,
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I found this [experience] incredibly useful… the only drawback I see of this
program is that there’s only a few teachers that are ever going to do this. What
about everybody else? I think that everybody at my school, every teacher in my
school, every science teacher should do this. This should almost be a part of the
recertification process that you actually get out and do real science in a real
situation like this.
This sentiment was expressed by several teachers. The positive value of the
experience for teachers makes these compelling experiences to recommend for science
teachers. All the teachers in this study had positive experiences and had their goals met
by the program, but all teachers in the program were highly motivated to be there so it is
not clear if this type of program should be compulsory for all science teachers.
Additionally, previous studies have shown that some teachers have had negative
experiences (Barnes, Hodge & Parker, 2006; Golden, Southerland, & Saka, 2009). One
recommendation is to make sure that teacher participants’ goals and program goals align.
Thus, this type of research experience is valuable to teachers interested in short term
research experiences but who are also interested in changing an aspect of what they do in
their classroom.
The second implication is that for those teachers who decide to participate in a
research program, they should begin their experience with strong goals for their
participation and be realistic about possible outcomes. One consequence of not doing so
is that they may experience significant growth yet feel like they have failed if they do not
live up to the external expectations of the program. For example, one of the most explicit
goals of the A-RBSE program was that teachers implement full research experiences with
their students in the following year. It became apparent, in the follow-up surveys and
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interviews with the participants, that teachers felt guilty about not being able to achieve
this goal. Despite their perceived failure, teachers made important changes, which
directly reflected their research experience and improved their teaching practice.
Implications for facilitators of research experiences for teachers
The first implication of this research for those who fund and implement research
experiences for teachers is that it is unrealistic to expect a large shift in overall
understanding of science inquiry and nature of science for all teachers in such a limited
amount of time. Programs may also consider using activities that include direct reflection
on the explicit aspects of science inquiry if their goals are to help teachers increase in
understandings of science inquiry as suggested in the studies by others (Akerson, Hanson,
& Cullen, 2007; Khishfe & Abd-El-Khalick, 2002).
The second implication of this research relates to helping teachers enact reformed
science teaching in their classrooms. Many of the teachers in the study were found to
have informed views of inquiry lessons but cited external factors in preventing them from
implementing inquiry in their classroom. One way to address this concern is to have
facilitators spend time explicitly helping teachers think about how to navigate these
external factors while implementing inquiry in their classrooms. This support needs to go
beyond pure pedagogical knowledge to include strategies for dealing with pressure from
administrators, parents and teachers as well as high stakes testing. This could include
stories of successes and failures as well as ongoing support as teachers return to the
classroom and try out new strategies. In this way, teachers have the support of mentors
after their research to help them bring their experience to the classroom.
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The last implication of this research for facilitators is to have teachers explicitly
express their own goals for their participation and acknowledge that meeting teachers’
goals is as important as meeting the program goals as a measure of the success of the
program. To do this, facilitators need to not only elicit teachers’ goals but integrate
reflection on those goals throughout the program so that teachers can identify additional
successes beyond program expectations. This is in contrast with facilitators’ statements
that participants’ personal goals are less important in relation to the program goals for
improving teachers’ practice. This position marginalizes teachers’ agency in their own
learning. Meeting teachers’ goals will improve teachers’ motivation both during and
after the program.
Based on these implications, the next section presents three areas of future
research on science teacher research experiences.

Future Research
The first area of future work is to explore methodologies that will be able to
detect subtle changes in participants’ understandings of scientific inquiry, nature of
science and science teaching. Detecting changes in teachers’ beliefs about science
teaching is highly contextualized and cannot be assessed fully with a traditional
quantitative instrument. Qualitative surveys need to be used to gather rich statements
written by teachers that give more information besides a numeric value. These types of
surveys require intensive effort by teachers; therefore new instruments need to be
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developed that are useful for these field-based contexts as well as the intense and fast
paced nature of these programs.
The second area of future research is to explore the impact of teachers’
participation in research programs on student outcomes. So far, few studies have
explored this topic and reported mixed results. Dubner et al. (2001) assessed the impact
on student outcomes for teachers who participated in the large scale Scientific Work
Experiences Programs for Teachers (SWEPT). The findings showed that the program
had a profound impact on teachers’ attitudes towards science and teachers reported a
greater use of inquiry-based education methods as a result of their participation in a
science research program. Despite these positive gains, researchers could not detect any
measurable impacts on students’ attitudes towards science or science content knowledge.
In contrast, a recent study by Silverstein, Dubner, Miller, Glied, and Loike (2009)
investigated teachers who had participated in a teacher research program run by
Columbia University from 1994 – 2005. The authors reported that in the first two years
after teachers’ participation in this program, no change was found in the percentage of
students who passed the New York regents exam. By the third and fourth years after
teachers’ participation, students’ overall pass rates increased by 10%. More work needs
to be done to follow up on these results to investigate the variation of outcomes for
students and determine if gains are due to the participants, the program, or classroom
factors. Additionally, future research needs to look at how outcomes for teachers impact
students beyond standardized test scores. This could include the measurement of
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students’ interest in science and assessments of their understandings of scientific inquiry
and the nature of science.
The last, and most compelling, implication of this research for future work was
the emergent findings about teachers’ change in identity. In reviewing the literature of
research experiences for teachers, there are implicit references to teachers’ identities as
scientists. Tobias and Baffert (2009) reported several comments from Dr. Shirley
Malcom, the director of Education and Human Resources at the American Association
for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) that described the importance of these research
experiences for teachers. She noted that “[through doing research in a professional
setting secondary science teachers] gain a referent group of other scientists to relate to.
The designation as a ‘teacher-scientist’ or ‘teacher-researcher’ enhances their own
professional identity.” She went on to say,
I don’t see this as professional development so much as profession development,
reinforcing the view that as a teacher of science one has multiple reference
groups—a critical step in recognizing one’s value within the society. (p 105)
Additionally, in a recent presentation about her experience in an RET and
integrating her experience into the classroom, Johnston (2003) wrote,
I thought it beneficial to see myself as both a teacher and a scientist. After my
experiences with scientific research, I had felt renewal and an excitement to
return to teaching, having again experienced what it was like to be learner of
science (p. 1).
This prior research, as well as findings of this study, presents compelling evidence
to further investigate how science research experiences can help shape teachers’ identities
as scientists. Furthermore, it is valuable to explore whether changes to teachers’
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identities have meaningful impacts on how teachers teach and result in positive student
outcomes.
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APPENDIX A: INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW BOARD APPROVAL MATERIALS
A.1 Approval Letter
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A.2 Approval For Letter for Amendment
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A.3: Site Authorizations
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A.4: Continuing Review Forms
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A.5: Facilitator Recruitment Email

Facilitator Recruitment Email
Dear Facilitator,
My name is Sanlyn Buxner and I am a Ph.D. candidate at The University of Arizona in
the department of Teaching and Teacher Education. The focus of my dissertation
research is science education and research experiences for teachers. This year I am
investigating science research programs offered specifically for teachers. With this
email, I would like to formally invite you to become part of my study, “Exploring
Research Experiences for Science Educators”.
The study will consist of several written surveys to be completed during the study as well
as interviews that may occur before, during, and after the program you are working on. I
anticipate the total amount of time involved in the written surveys to be no longer than 1
hour and that each interview will last no longer than 1 hour.

If you have any questions or if you would like more information, please contact me at
sbuxner@as.arizona.edu,
Sincerely,

Sanlyn Buxner, M.A.
Teaching and Teacher Education
The University of Arizona
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A.6: Facilitator Recruitment Script

Recruitment Script for Program Facilitator

As you may know, I am a graduate student in Teaching and Teacher Education where I
focus on science education. My dissertation research is investigating teachers’
conceptions of science and how their conceptions change as a result of their participation
in science programs for teachers. I will be recruiting participants from your summer
program to complete written surveys, share program products (e.g. posters) and be
interviewed throughout the program and after the program is completed. I am also
interested in interviewing you about your goals and the types of activities and the content
of this program.
The study will consist of having you fill out the same science inquiry surveys as the
program participants, my analysis of program documents such as formal curriculum and
planning documents, program observations including informal conversations about the
program, and up to 5 semi-structured formal interviews before, during and after the
program. I anticipate the total amount of time involved to be about 4 hours spread over
the summer.
Only I and the other co-investigators will have access to information that you provide.
No other program staff or participants will know if you participate in the study or not.
Your identity will not be shared with anyone else and will be destroyed at the end of the
study. If you chose to participate you will be asked to sign a form for consent. Your
participation is completely voluntary.
You can obtain further information from the principal investigator, Sanlyn Buxner at
(520) 621-7851. If you have questions concerning your rights as a research subject, you
may call the University of Arizona Human Subjects Protection Program office at (520)
626-6721.
Thank you for your consideration.
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A.7: Program Participant Recruitment Script

Program Participant Recruitment Script
You are being invited to voluntarily participate in a research project investigating your
experience in this research program. The goal of the study is to investigate how this
program impacts your ideas about science and science teaching. You must be 18 years or
older to participate.
If you agree to participate, you will be asked to fill in a series of written surveys three
times during the next year; once at the beginning of the program, once after your
completion of the program and once during the school year after the program.
Additionally I may be making observations during the program to describe the types of
activities and interactions have occurred but not focused on individual behaviors.
Additionally I will be asking some of you to participate in up to three interviews during
the study. This study is not part of this program and your choice to participate or not to
participate will not affect your standing in the program and any benefit that you will
receive from the program. I anticipate the total amount of time to fill out each round of
surveys not to exceed 1.5 hours. You will have the choice to fill out the surveys in
shorter time intervals. I anticipate the total time interviewed to not exceed 2.5 hours over
the course of the study.
Only I and the other co-investigators will have access to information that you provide.
The program staff will not know if you participate in the study or not. Your identity will
not be shared with anyone else and will be destroyed at the end of the study. If you
choose participate you will be asked to sign a form for consent. Your participation is
completely voluntary.
You can obtain further information from the principal investigator, Sanlyn Buxner at
(520) 621-7851. If you have questions concerning your rights as a research subject, you
may call the University of Arizona Human Subjects Protection Program office at (520)
626-6721.

Thank you on behalf of the research team.
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A.8: Program Participant Consent Form
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A.9: Facilitator Consent Form
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APPENDIX B: PRE SURVEYS
B.1 Science Inquiry Survey - Chaco
Science Inquiry Pre-Program Survey
Name:_____________________
1a) What, in your view, is science? What makes science (or a scientific discipline such as
physics, biology, etc.) different from other disciplines (e.g., religion, philosophy,
history)?

1b) Does the development of scientific knowledge require experiments?
Explain and give an example to justify your position.
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2a) How do you define “scientific inquiry”?

2b) Give an example that represents your view of scientific inquiry.

2c) Do you think there is more than one approach to science inquiry? Please explain,
giving examples if possible.
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3a) What do you think the purpose(s) of scientific inquiry is?

3b) Do you think all scientific inquiry has the same purpose? Why or why not?
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4) Scientists sometimes encounter inconsistent findings (anomalous information).
Consider your own experiences in research:
a) How are anomalies identified? (i.e. What is an example of an “inconsistent” finding in
your field of research/experience?) Provide an example.

b) What does a scientist do when an anomaly is identified?

c) Do you think all scientists identify and handle anomalous information this same way?
Why or why not?
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B.2 Science Teaching Survey - Chaco
Science Teaching Pre-Program Survey
Name: ______________________
1) Describe a typical science lesson for your students as it is enacted.

2a) Describe an ideal science lesson for your students as you would plan it.

2b) If different than above, please explain why.
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3a) Describe an ideal inquiry experience in science for K-12 students.

3b) How would you describe the purpose of science inquiry in a science classroom in
general?

4) What are the key elements of an appropriate inquiry science experience for your
students? Why?
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5a) What do you think is the most important thing for your students to learn about
science?

5b) How do you teach this to your students?

6) How is your approach to teaching science similar or different than that of other science
teachers?
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7) Why did you choose to participate in this program?

8) What do you expect to learn from this program/experience?

9) In what ways do you think this experience will impact your science teaching?
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B.3 Science Inquiry Survey – AZ-START

AZ-START- Research Experience
VNOS-C/VOSI Survey
1. What, in your view, is science? What makes science (or a scientific discipline such as
physics, biology, etc.) different from other disciplines of inquiry (e.g., religion,
philosophy)?

2. What is an experiment?

3. Does the development of scientific knowledge require experiments?
If yes, explain why. Give an example to defend your position.
If no, explain why. Give an example to defend your position.
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4. a) How do you define “scientific inquiry”?

b) Give an example that represents your view of scientific inquiry.

c) Do you think there is more than one approach to science inquiry? Please explain,
giving examples if possible.

5. a) What do you think the purpose(s) of scientific inquiry is?

b) Do you think all scientific inquiry has the same purpose? Why or why not?
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6.

Scientists sometimes encounter inconsistent findings (anomalous information). Consider
your own experiences in research:

a) How are anomalies identified? (i.e. What is an example of an “inconsistent” finding in
your field of research/experience?) Provide an example.

b) What does a scientist do when an anomaly is identified?

c) Do you think all scientists identify and handle anomalous information this same way?
Why or why not?
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B.4 Science Teaching Survey – AZ-START
Science Teaching Pre-Program Survey
Name: ______________________
1) Describe a typical science lesson for your students as it is enacted.

2a) Describe an ideal science lesson for your students as you would plan it.

2b) If different than above, please explain why.
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3a) Describe an ideal inquiry experience in science for K-12 students.

3b) How would you describe the purpose of science inquiry in a science classroom in
general?

4) What are the key elements of an appropriate inquiry science experience for your
students? Why?
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5a) What do you think is the most important thing for your students to learn about
science?

5b) How do you teach this to your students?

6) How is your approach to teaching science similar or different than that of other science
teachers?
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7) Why did you choose to participate in this program?

8) What do you expect to learn from this program/experience?

9) In what ways do you think this experience will impact your science teaching?
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B.5 Science Inquiry And Teaching Survey – A-RBSE
Science Inquiry and Teaching Pre-Program Survey
Name:_____________________
1a) What, in your view, is science? What makes science (or a scientific discipline such as
physics, biology, etc.) different from other disciplines (e.g., religion, philosophy,
history)?

1b) Does the development of scientific knowledge require experiments?
Explain and give an example to justify your position.

2a) How do you define “scientific inquiry”? Please give an example that represents your
view of scientific inquiry.
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2b) Do you think there is more than one approach to science inquiry? Please explain,
giving examples if possible.

3a) What do you think the purpose(s) of scientific inquiry is?

3b) Do you think all scientific inquiry has the same purpose? Why or why not?

4) Scientists sometimes encounter inconsistent findings (anomalous information).
Consider your own experiences in research:
a) How are anomalies identified? (i.e. What is an example of an “inconsistent” finding in
your field of research/experience?) Provide an example.

b) What does a scientist do when an anomaly is identified?
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c) Do you think all scientists identify and handle anomalous information this same way?
Why or why not?

5a) Describe a typical science lesson for your students as it is enacted.

5b) Describe an ideal science lesson for your students as you would plan it.

5c) If different than above, please explain why.
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6a) Describe an ideal inquiry experience in science for K-12 students.

6b) How would you describe the purpose of science inquiry in a science classroom in
general?

7) What are the key elements of an appropriate inquiry science experience for your
students? Why?

8a) What do you think is the most important thing for your students to learn about
science?

8b) How do you teach this to your students?
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9) How is your approach to teaching science similar or different than that of other science
teachers?

10) Why did you choose to participate in this program?

11) What do you expect to learn/gain from this program/experience?

12) In what ways do you think this experience will impact your science teaching?
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APPENDIX C: POST SURVEYS
C.1 Post Program Survey – Chaco
CHACO POST Program Survey
1) How would you describe the purpose of (science) inquiry in a science classroom in
general?

2a) What do you think is the most important thing for your students to learn about
science?

2b) How do you plan to achieve this with your students in the coming year?

3) What did you learn/gain from this program/experience?

4) In what ways do you think this program experience will impact your science teaching?

5) Describe an ideal science lesson for your students as you would plan it if different than
your previous answer earlier this week.
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6a) What in your view, is science? What makes science (or a scientific discipline such as
physics, biology, etc.) different from other disciplines (e.g. religion, philosophy, history)?

6b) Does the development of scientific knowledge require experiments. Explain and give
an example to justify your position.

7) How do you define “scientific inquiry”? Please give an example that represents your
view.

8b) Do you think there is more than one approach to science inquiry? Please explain,
giving examples if possible.

9a) What do you think the purpose(s) of scientific inquiry is?

9b) Do you think all scientific inquiry has the same purpose? Why or why not?

10) Scientists sometimes encounter inconsistent findings (anomalous information).
Consider your own experiences:
a) How are anomalies identified? (i.e. What is an example of an “inconsistent” finding in
your field of research/experience?) Provide an example.
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b) What does a scientist do when an anomaly is identified?
c) Do you think all scientists identify and handle anomalous information this same way?
Why or why not?

11) Based off of your experience this week, what type of information is critical for
scientists to justify and accept a scientific claim? Use an example if possible.
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C.2 Science Inquiry and Teaching Survey – AZ-START

Name:_________________
Post Program Survey
Part I For the following questions, please write your answers in the space provided, you may
use the back of the sheet if you need more space.
i) What did you learn and/or gain from this program/experience?

ii) In what ways do you think this program experience will impact your science teaching?

iii) Based off of your experience in this program, what type of information is critical for
scientists to justify and accept a scientific claim? Use an example if possible.
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Part II – Reflection on Previous Answers
For the following questions, please reflect on your previous answers (attached) and
decide what changes you would make to your first answer. You may write changes either
on the post survey or on your original answer. Please use the back if you need more
space. The numbers correspond to the number of the question on the original surveys.
VNOS
1)What, in your view, is science? What makes science (or a scientific discipline such as
physics, biology, etc.) different from other disciplines (e.g., religion, philosophy)?

3) Does the development of scientific knowledge require experiments?
Explain and give an example to justify your position.

11a) How do you define “scientific inquiry”?
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b) Please give an example that represents your view of scientific inquiry.

11c) Do you think there is more than one approach to science inquiry? Please explain,
giving examples if possible.

12a) What do you think the purpose(s) of scientific inquiry is?

b) Do you think all scientific inquiry has the same purpose? Why or why not?

13) Scientists sometimes encounter inconsistent findings (anomalous information).
Consider your own experiences in research:
c) How are anomalies identified? (i.e. What is an example of an “inconsistent”
finding in your field of research/experience?) Provide an example.
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b) What does a scientist do when an anomaly is identified?

c) Do you think all scientists identify and handle anomalous information this same way?
Why or why not?

Science Teaching
2a) Please describe an ideal science lesson for your students as you would plan it.

3a) Describe an ideal inquiry experience in science for K-12 students.

3b) What is the purpose of science inquiry in a science classroom?
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5a) What do you think is the most important thing for your students to learn about
science?

5b) How do you plan to achieve this with your students in the coming year?
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C.3: Science Inquiry and Teaching Survey – ARBSE

Name:_________________
Post Program Survey
Part I
For the following questions, please write your answers in the space provided, you may
use the back of the sheet if you need more space.
i) What did you learn and/or gain from the RBSE program/experience?

ii) In what ways do you think this program experience will impact your science teaching?

iii) Based off of your experience this week, what type of information is critical for
scientists to justify and accept a scientific claim? Use an example if possible.
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Part II
For the following questions, please reflect on your previous answers and decide what
changes you would make to your first answer. You may write changes either on the post
survey or on your original answer.
1a) What, in your view, is science? What makes science (or a scientific discipline such as
physics, biology, etc.) different from other disciplines (e.g., religion, philosophy,
history)?

1b) Does the development of scientific knowledge require experiments?
Explain and give an example to justify your position.

2a) How do you define “scientific inquiry”? Please give an example that represents your
view of scientific inquiry.
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2b) Do you think there is more than one approach to science inquiry? Please explain,
giving examples if possible.

3a) What do you think the purpose(s) of scientific inquiry is?

3b) Do you think all scientific inquiry has the same purpose? Why or why not?

4) Scientists sometimes encounter inconsistent findings (anomalous information).
Consider your own experiences in research:
a) How are anomalies identified? (i.e. What is an example of an “inconsistent” finding in
your field of research/experience?) Provide an example.

b) What does a scientist do when an anomaly is identified?
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c) Do you think all scientists identify and handle anomalous information this same way?
Why or why not?

5b) Please describe an ideal science lesson for your students as you would plan it.

6a) Describe an ideal inquiry experience in science for K-12 students.

6b) How would you describe the purpose of science inquiry in a science classroom in
general?
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8a) What do you think is the most important thing for your students to learn about
science?

8b) How do you plan to achieve this with your students in the coming year?
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APPENDIX D: DEMOGRAPHIC SURVEY
Demographic Survey

Name:____________________
1) How many years of science have you taught? ___________
Elementary School (grades 1 – 5):__________
Middle School (grades 6 - 8) : ____________
High School (9 – 12): _________
Community College: __________
College: ____________
Informal (camp, museum etc.)
2) What kind of science courses have you taught, now or in the past?
Earth Science
Physics
General Biology
Astronomy
Chemistry
Biochemistry
Biotechnology
Integrated Science
Psychology
Anatomy
Physiology
Other _________________________
3) Are labs a strong component of your courses?

Yes

No

Please describe if necessary

4) What was the subject area of your bachelor/associates degree(s)?
_________________________________________________
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5) Do you have a masters degree?

Yes

No

If yes, in what field(s)________________________________
If you completed a research program, what was the topic of your research?
6) Do you have a Ph.D. or other advanced degree?

Yes

No

If yes, in what field(s)_______________________________________
If you completed a research program, what was the topic of your research?

7) How many science classes/programs have you taken for professional development as a
teacher? _______

8) Have you even participated in this type of research program for science educators?
Yes
No
If yes, please briefly describe the program(s)

9) Have you ever participated in other formal science research training outside of your formal
education?
Yes
No

If yes, please describe

10) Have you ever worked in a science lab/field setting as a high school student / college
student / professionally?
Yes
No
Is so, what was your role?
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APPENDIX E: FOLLOW-UP SURVEYS
E.1 Follow-Up Survey – CHACO
Science Inquiry and Teaching Post Program Survey
Thank you for completing this two page post program survey. Please return your
completed surveys to Sanlyn Buxner. You may email your survey back either as an
attachment or in the body of an email to sbuxner@as.arizona.edu or return to Sanlyn
Buxner P.O. Box 210069 Tucson, Arizona 85721-0069. Your results will be kept
confidential and your identity will not be shared with program staff.
1a) What is the personal value of your participation in the Chaco Educator Institute for
you?

1b) What is the professional value of your participation in the Chaco Educator Institute
for you?

2a) Has participating in the Chaco Educator Institute changed the way you think about
your teaching? If so, please describe how? (please provide an example if appropriate)

2b) Has participating in the Chaco Educator Institute changed aspects of how you teach?
If so, please describe how? (please provide an example if appropriate)

3) What aspect of your experience are you planning on using in the future in your
teaching?

4a) What do you think is the most important thing for your students to learn about
science?
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4b) How are you achieving this with your students this year?

5a) Has participation in this program changed your confidence in doing science? If so,
how?

5b) Has participation in this program changed your confidence in teaching science? If so,
how?

6) Has your participation in this program changed your credibility in your classroom, at
your school, or in other areas of your profession? If so, please describe how?

7) Has your participation in this program changed the assignments and/or projects you
assign to your students? If so, please describe how?

8) How, if at all, have you been able to incorporate your research or other experiences
from the program into your classroom?

9) Have you used resources from the Chaco Educator Institute (including people, lessons,
activities, knowledge, etc)? If so, which ones and how did you use them?
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E.2 Follow-Up Survey – AZ-START
Science Inquiry and Teaching Post Program Survey
Thank you for completing this two page post program survey. Please return your
completed surveys to Sanlyn Buxner. You may email your survey back either as an
attachment or in the body of an email to sbuxner@as.arizona.edu or return to Sanlyn
Buxner P.O. Box 210069 Tucson, Arizona 85721-0069. Your results will be kept
confidential and your identity will not be shared with program staff.
1a) What is the personal value of your participation in the AZSTART program for you?

1b) What is the professional value of your participation in the AZSTART program for
you?

2a) Has participating in the AZSTART program changed the way you think about your
teaching? If so, please describe how? (please provide an example if appropriate)

2b) Has participating in the AZSTART program changed aspects of how you teach? If so,
please describe how? (please provide an example if appropriate)

3) What aspect of your experience are you planning on using in the future in your
teaching?

4a) What do you think is the most important thing for your students to learn about
science?

4b) How are you achieving this with your students this year?
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5a) Has participation in this program changed your confidence in doing science? If so,
how?

5b) Has participation in this program changed your confidence in teaching science? If so,
how?

6) Has your participation in this program changed your credibility in your classroom, at
your school, or in other areas of your profession? If so, please describe how?

7) Has your participation in this program changed the assignments and/or projects you
assign to your students? If so, please describe how?

8) How, if at all, have you been able to incorporate your research or other experiences
from the program into your classroom?

9) Have you used resources from the program (including people, lessons, activities,
knowledge, etc)? If so, which ones and how did you use them?
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E.3 Follow-Up Survey – A-RBSE
Science Inquiry and Teaching Post Program Survey
Thank you for completing this two page post program survey. Please return your
completed surveys to Sanlyn Buxner. You may email your survey back either as an
attachment or in the body of an email to sbuxner@as.arizona.edu or return to Sanlyn
Buxner P.O. Box 210069 Tucson, Arizona 85721-0069. Your results will be kept
confidential and your identity will not be shared with program staff.
1a) What is the personal value of your participation in the RBSE program for you?

1b) What is the professional value of your participation in the RBSE program for you?

2a) Has participating in the RBSE program changed the way you think about your
teaching? If so, please describe how? (please provide an example if appropriate)

2b) Has participating in the RBSE program changed aspects of how you teach? If so,
please describe how? (please provide an example if appropriate)

3) What aspect of your experience are you planning on using in the future in your
teaching?
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4a) What do you think is the most important thing for your students to learn about
science?

4b) How are you achieving this with your students this year?

5a) Has participation in this program changed your confidence in doing science? If so,
how?

5b) Has participation in this program changed your confidence in teaching science? If so,
how?

6) Has your participation in this program changed your credibility in your classroom, at
your school, or in other areas of your profession? If so, please describe how?

7) Has your participation in this program changed the assignments and/or projects you
assign to your students? If so, please describe how?

8) How, if at all, have you been able to incorporate your research or other experiences
from the program into your classroom?

9) Have you used resources from the program (including people, lessons, activities,
knowledge, etc)? If so, which ones and how did you use them?
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APPENDIX F: INTERVIEW PROTOCOLS
F.1 Interview Protocol During Program – ARBSE

Program Participant Individual Interview Protocol

1)Why did you choose to participate in RBSE?
2) What are your own personal goals for participating?

3) What are your professional goals for participating?
(What do you hope to gain from this program?)

4) What is important for you to share with your students about science, how does this link
to this program?
How do you do this with your students?
5) How do you practice inquiry in your classroom? Do you hope this program will
impact your strategies for inquiry?
How do you see yourself as a participant within the scientific community?

6) How do you feel that this experience will impact your teaching or how you think about
teaching?
(What do you think is the relationship between those that teach science and those that
practice science)
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F.2 Post Program Focus Group Interview Protocol AZ-START

AZ-START- Research Experience
Focus Group Interview Protocol
Poster
1. Can you describe your experience at the poster session?
Beliefs about teacher’s role as science colleagues:
2. How do you see yourself as a participant within the scientific community?
Impact of Research Experience on the Beliefs:
3. Did your research experience over this summer change your view(s) on the
relationship between those who teach science and those who practice science? Why or
why not?
4. Is there anything else you would like to share about your experience?
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F.3 Post Program Focus Group Interview Protocol - CHACO
Facilitator Interview Protocol

1) What are your personal and professional goals for this program?
2) What is the overall goal of this program?
2b) What do hope that participants learn about science/inquiry?
What do you hope that participants learn science inquiry?
3) How do you think this program helps participants in their science teaching?
4) What are the most important things that are/have happened during the program for the
participants?
6) In what way do you think participants’ understanding of science changed during this
program?
6) What do you think participants use from this program in their own classroom?
Why do you think it is useful to them?
7) What do you think was the most successful part of this week?
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F.4 Follow-Up Individual Interview Protocol Example
Note* – each interview was tailored based on previous survey and interview responses.
Below is an example of a follow up interview protocol.
Background information - Classroom Context
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

How long have you been teaching?
How long have you been teaching science?
What grades are you teaching?
What topics are you teaching?
What is the typical size of your class?

When you say you are making use of everything, can you give me some specific
examples?
I wanted to follow up on your study from this summer: Have you completed it?
Have you been working on it since last summer?
Have you published anything?
You mentioned in your surveys/interview that your summer experience increased you
confidence in doing science – talk a little bit about that.
What kind of teacher do you consider yourself before this experience? And now?
You talk a lot about the Scientific Method in learning – can you talk more about that?
Give an example?
Have you used any contacts from your research program? If so, how?
You mentioned on your survey/interview that you have increased confidence in
astronomy and that your ability to examine research questions improved. Please talk
more about that.
Have you been able to change student attitudes towards science? How do you know?
Impact of Research Experience on Teacher’s Teaching
How do you approach teaching? (What is your teaching philosophy?)
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During your research experience, you learned different research and laboratory skills. Did
you implement them in your classroom? How? Why not?

During the summer, you learned more about the scientific process: Have you tried to
integrate this knowledge in your classroom?
How do you feel that your research experience has changed your teaching?
You mention you have more teaching strategies in your survey/interview, can you
explain more?

VNOS interview protocol (from Lederman, Abd-El-Khalick, Bell, & Schwartz, 2002).
What, in your view, is science? What makes science (or a scientific discipline such as
physics, biology, etc.) different from other disciplines of inquiry (e.g., religion,
philosophy)?
For the participants who say that science is characterized by the scientific method or
other sets of logical and orderly steps, during the follow-up interviews, those
participants were asked:
‘‘Do all scientists use a specific method, in terms of a certain stepwise procedure, when
they do science? Can you elaborate?”
How is proof created in science?
‘‘How would you prove a theory or hypothesis?’’
‘‘How much evidence or how many experiments does it take to prove a scientific
claim?’’ or ‘‘How much evidence and/or how many experiments are enough to prove a
scientific claim?’’

Does the development of scientific knowledge require experiments?
If yes, explain why. Give an example to defend your position.
If no, explain why. Give an example to defend your position.
Some participants noted that developing scientific knowledge necessarily requires
manipulative experiments. To elucidate how this view relates to the case of
observational sciences, interviewees were asked a set of questions:
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‘‘Let’s consider a science like astronomy (or anatomy). Can (or do) we do manipulative
experiments in astronomy (or anatomy)?’’
If interviewees answered in the positive they were asked
to explicate their answers and provide examples. This served to further probe
interviewees’ conceptions of scientific experiments.
However, if they answered in the negative, the interviewees were then asked,
‘‘But we still consider astronomy (or anatomy) a science. What are your ideas about
that?’
What would you consider to be a standard process for scientific inquiry
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APPENDIX G: RESEARCH QUESTION 1: SCIENCE INQUIRY AND
NATURE OF SCIENCE

G.1: Descriptive Codes and Examples
SCIENCE INQUIRY AND NATURE OF SCIENCE:
Question
/Topic
What is
Science

Big
category
Descriptive
Descriptive
Descriptive
Descriptive

Interpretive
category
General
description
General
description
General
description
General
description

Descriptive
Learning
Learning
Learning

Generic
Sci Learning
Sci Learning
Sci Learning

Learning
Informed

Sci Learning
Creativity

Informed
Naïve

Subjective/soci
al
Objective/truth
Justification

Informed
Science
Inquiry

Descriptive

Descriptive

Informed
Naïve

Justification

SI Basic

SI Applied

Method/alg
Method/not alg

Descriptive code
Observe world
Stud world
Process

Example from
participant survey
Observation of world,
nature
Study/understanding
of world

Body of knowledge

Science is a process
Science is a body of
knowledge

World/Universe
Seeing
Hands-on
Composite
Opportunity for
Discovery
Creativity

Science is the
world/universe/scienc
e is everything
seeing is believing
Hands-on
composite subject
Opportunity for
discovery
Creative process

Subjective
Objective
Based on previous
work

Science is subjective
based on human
attributes
Science is objective
Science is based on
previous work

Peer review

Peer review is
important to
science/checked by
others

Understand world

Basic use of
science/inquiry, gain
knowledge

Solve problems

Science used to solve
problems, better the
world

THE Scientific Method
Updated SM

One way to do
science, serious of
predefined steps
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Experime
nts

Naïve

Objective/truth

Prove

Informed

Method/not alg

Not absolute

Informed
Informed

Integrated
Empirical

Integrated science soc
Evidence

Naïve

Not Empirical

Not system

Informed
Informed
Informed

Empirical
Empirical
Empirical

Systematic
Testable questions
Logical

Dynamic

Prove something in
science
Not about proving
facts
Integrated view of
science and other
fields
Based on evidence
Answer lacking
systematic but should
have it
Based on systematic
process
Science is testable
Logical or rational
Science is constantly
changing
Knowledge changes
with new information
reproducible
experiments are
better than reading
about it
Scientific knowledge
requires experiments
Exp helps us prove in
science
Test assumptions of
earlier work

Informed
Informed

Tentative
Reproducible

Constantly changing
Changeable based on
evidence
Reproducible

Learning

Sci Learning

Exp better than reading

Naïve

Experiment/alg

Require Experiment

Naïve

Exp prove
Exp test assumption

Informed

Experiment/alg
Experiment/con
firm
Experiment/not
alg

Informed

Experiment/not
alg

Exp manipulations not
possible

Informed

Experiment/not
alg

Experiments and
observations/other

Informed

Experiment/con
firm

Exp, repeating
observations

experiments are not
crucial in science, obs
also important
Experiments are
repeating
observations

Informed

Experiment/not
alg

Exp, many ways

Exp can be many
things, direct,
modeling, thought

Exp, reproducible

When traditional exp
can't be done,
reproducible

Informed

Informed

Reproducible

Exp sometimes

Sometimes required
Traditional
manipulation of
variables not always
possible
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Science
Inquiry

Descriptive
Descriptive
Descriptive

Descriptive
Naïve

Questioning
Questioning/per
sonal
Program
Reference

Questioning
Personal questioning
Program reference

Informed

Generic
Objective/truth
Creation of
knowledge

Informed

Method

Follow up to
questioning

Informed

Method

New methodologies

Off topic

Answers
Find truth
Create new knowledge

Off topic

Informed

Empirical

Testable questions

Learning
Learning

Student Inquiry
Student Inquiry

Purpose of Inquiry
Types of inquiry

Science inquiry is
about questioning
wanting to know
something new
Reference to projects
done in program
Science inquiry is
about finding answers
non specific
To find the truth
SI is about making
new knowledge
Science inquiry
follows up to answer
questions
To develop new
methodologies
Answer
uninterruptable
SI is about coming up
with testable
questions
purpose of student
inquiry
open ended, guided

Learning

Student Inquiry

Critical thinking

Learning

Sci Learning

Science in life

Learning
Learning

Sci Learning
Sci Learning

Learning

Sci Learning

Learning styles
personal growth
multiple modes of
teaching

Learning
Learning

Sci Learning
Student Inquiry

Student ownership
OPERA

Learning

Student Inquiry

Not cookbook inquiry

Learning

Student Inquiry

Student knowledge

science inquiry is to
teach critical thinking
skills/thinking skills
Science is part of our
daily life
multiple learning
styles
expand the person
Multiple ways to teach
about science
Student ownership of
a process
learning cycle
inquiry lab, iterative
relating to a question
Must be new to a
student

Learning

Student Inquiry

Do research, look for
evidence

students do research
and gather own
evidence

Informed

subjective/socia
l

SI multiple intentions

SI purpose depends
on how you go about
it and who
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Informed

Anomalie
s

Informed

Purpose/SI
Subjective/soci
al

Different motivations

Informed

Method/SI

Inf multiple approaches

Naïve

Sociocultural

Personality

Informed

Anomaly/model

Anm unexpected

Informed

Anomaly/model

Anm unexplained

Informed

Amatol/model

Anm inconsistent

Naïve

Amatol/truth
Amatol/persona
l

Anm Unknown
Anm personally
unknown

Naïve

Procedur
al

SI multiple purposes

multiple purposes to
do SI
Purposes change
based on motivation
Multiple ways to do
science inquiry
differences in
approaches due to
personality
anomalies are
unexpected
anomalies are
unexplained events
anomalies are
inconsistencies
Anomalies are things
that are unknown
Anomalies are
personally unknown
Anomalies is a
mistake in controls,
protocols, etc
May lead to a new
approach
Seek best explanation
given all data
May lead to a new
perspective
Use more accuracy to
find problems
Bias and agenda
Figure out why, nonspecific

Naïve

Amatol/truth

Anm mistake

Informed

Amatol/learn

Anm new approach

Informed

Amatol/learn

Anm - best explanation

Informed

Amatol/learn

Anm new perspective

Informed
Informed

Amatol/truth
Amatol/social

Increase accuracy
Anm bias/filter

Informed

Amatol/process

Figure out why

Informed

Amatol/process

Retry/redo exp

Informed

Amatol/learn

Anm exiting

Retry the experiment
Anomalies may lead
to exciting outcomes

Naïve

Amatol/persona
l

Anm - personal diff

All people are
different and treat
them differently

Anm - can't repeat exp

sometimes
experiments cannot
be reproduced

Anm - social influence

social influences of
how anomalies are
dealt with

Informed

Informed

Amatol/model

Amatol/social
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Informed

Amatol/social

Anm – missed

Informed

Amatol/learn

Anm new technology

Descriptive

Sociocultural

Collaborative

may be written off as
error when something
is there
New
technologies/approac
hes
Science should be
collaborative
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G.2: Interpretive Codesheet for Research Question 1 Science Inquiry and Nature of
Science
Question/
Topic
What is
Science

Lederman
/ VNOS

Schwartz

Interpretive
category

TARGET
NOS/SI
ASPECT
General

General description

Code
Obs world

General
General description

Stud world
General

General description
General
General description
Generic
Sci Learning
Sci Learning
Sci Learning
Sci Learning
Creative
NOS

Creativity

Creativity

Emp NOS

Subjectivity

Subjective/social

Emp NOS

Subjectivity

Objective/truth

Justification
Soc/
cultural
influence
Science
Inquiry

The
Scientific
Method
The
Scientific
Method

Emp NOS
Emp NOS

General
Learning
Learning
Learning
Learning
Creative

Justification

Justification

Purpose

SI Basic

Purpose

SI Applied

Method

Method/alg

Process
Body of
knowledge
World/Universe
Seeing
Hands-on
Composite
Opp for Dis
Creativity

Social and
cultural
Empirical –
absolutes
(abstracting and
tentative
Empirical –
based on
evidence/justific
ation of science
Empirical –
based on
evidence/justific
ation of science
Multiple
purposes
Multiple
purposes
SM (myth),
questions drive

Subjective

Objective

Based on
previous work

Peer review
Understand
world
Solve problems

THE SM
SM (myth),
questions drive

Method

Method/not alg

Objective/truth
Method/not alg

Updated SM
Empirical –
absolutes
(abstracting and
tentative
SM (myth),

Prove
Not absolute
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questions drive
Integrated sci
soc

Integrated

Emp NOS

Empirical

Empirical

Not Empirical
SM process

Empirical

Empirical

Empirical

Dynamic

Tentative
NOS

Experime
nts
Aim of
Exp
Aim of
Exp
Aim of
Exp/Val
of obs
Aim of
Exp/Val
of obs
Aim of
Exp/Val
of obs
Aim of
Exp
Aim of
Exp
Aim of
Exp

Tentative

Tentative

Reproducibil
ity

Reproducible

Experiment
Experiment

Sci Learning
Experiment/alg

Experiment

Experiment/alg
Experiment/confir
m

Experiment

Empirical –
based on
evidence
Empirical –
based on
evidence
Empirical –
based on
evidence
Empirical –
based on
evidence
Empirical –
based on
evidence
Empirical –
absolutes
(abstracting and
tentative
Empirical –
absolutes
(abstracting and
tentative
Empirical –
based on
evidence
Learning
Multiple ways
Multiple ways
Multiple ways

Evidence

Not system

Systematic
Testable
questions

Logical

Constantly
changing

Changeable
based on evid

Reproducible
Exp better than
reading
Req Experiment
Exp prove
Exp test
assumption

Multiple ways
Experiment

Experiment/not alg

Exp sometimes
Multiple ways

Experiment

Exp mani not
possible

Experiment/not alg
Multiple ways

Experiment
Experiment

Experiment/not alg
Experiment/confir
m

Multiple ways
Multiple ways

Experiment
Experiment/
reprod

Experiment/not alg
Reproducible

Empirical –
absolutes

Exper and
obs/other
Exp, repeating
obs
Exp, many
ways
Exp,
reproducible
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Science
Inquiry

Purpose

Questioning
Questioning/person
al
Program Reference
Generic

Objective/truth
Creation of
knowledge

(abstracting and
tentative
SM (myth),
questions
SM (myth),
questions
Program
reference
General
Empirical –
absolutes
(abstracting and
tentative
Multiple
purposes
Multiple ways

Method
Multiple ways
Method

Empirical

Empirical –
based on
evidence
Learning

Student Inquiry
Learning
Student Inquiry
Learning
Student Inquiry
Sci Learning
Sci Learning
Sci Learning

Learning
Learning
Learning
Learning

Sci Learning
Learning
Sci Learning
Student Inquiry

Learning
Learning

Student Inquiry
Learning
Student Inquiry
Learning
Student Inquiry
subjective/social
Purpose/SI

Social and
cultural
Multiple
purposes

Questioning
Personal
questioning
Prog ref
Answers

Find truth
Create new
knowledge
Follow up to
questioning
New
methodologies
Testable
questions
Purpose of
Inquiry
Types of
inquiry
Critical
thinking
Science in life
Learning styles
personal growth
multiple modes
of teaching
Student
ownership
OPERA
Not cookbook
inquiry
Student
knowledge
Do research,
look for
evidence
SI multi
intentions
SI mult
purposes
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Social and
cultural
embedded

sociocultural
influence

Social/cultural/v
ersus objective
Subjective/social
Method/SI
Sociocultural

Anomalies

Anomaly

Anomaly/model

Anomaly

Anomaly/model

Anomaly
Anomaly

Anomaly/model
Anomaly/truth

Anomaly
Anomaly

Anomaly/personal
Anomaly/truth

Anomaly

Anomaly/learn

Multiple ways
Social/cultural/
versus objective
Anomalies
Anomalies
Anomalies
Anomalies
Anomalies
Anomalies
Anomalies
Anomalies

Anomaly

Anomaly/learn

Anomaly

Anomaly/learn

Anomaly
Anomaly
Anomaly
Anomaly
Anomaly

Anomaly/truth
Anomaly/social
Anomaly/process
Anomaly/process
Anomaly/learn

Anomaly

Anomaly/personal

Anomalies
Anomalies

Procedural

Anomalies
Anomalies
Anomalies
Anomalies
Anomalies
Anomalies

Anomaly

Anomaly/model

Anomaly
Anomaly

Anomaly/social
Anomaly/social

Anomaly

Anomaly/learn

Anomalies

Sociocultural

Anomalies
Anomalies
Social/cultural/
versus objective

Different
motivations
Inf mult appro
Personality
Anm
unexpected
Anm
unexplained
Anm
inconsistent
Anm Unknown
Anm personally
unknown
Anm mistake
Anm new
approach
Anm - best
explanation
Anm new
perspective
Increase
accuracy
Anm bias/filter
Figure out why
Retry/redo exp
Anm exiting
Anm - personal
diff
Anm - can't
repeat exp
Anm - social
influence
Anm - missed
Anm new
technology
Collaborative
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G.3: Participant Profiles of Target NOS/SI Aspects
Chaco
SM (myth), questions
drive etc
Multiple ways
Multiple purposes
Empirical – based on
evidence
Empirical – absolutes
(abstracting and
tentative
Anomalies
Social/cultural/versus
objective
Creative
Learning
General
Program reference
Chaco
SM (myth), questions
drive etc
Multiple ways
Multiple purposes
Empirical – based on
evidence
Empirical – absolutes
(abstracting and
tentative
Anomalies
Social/cultural/versus
objective
Creative
Learning
General
Program reference
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SM (myth), questions
drive etc
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N
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Multiple ways
N
Multiple purposes
Empirical – based on
evidence
Empirical – absolutes
(abstracting and
tentative
Anomalies
N
Social/cultural/versus
objective
Creative
Learning
General
X
Program reference
AZ‐START
SM (myth), questions
drive etc
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tentative
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Social/cultural/versus
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Program reference
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M
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tentative
Anomalies
Social/cultural/versus
objective
Creative
Learning
General
Program reference

SM (myth), questions
drive etc
Multiple ways
Multiple purposes
Empirical – based on
evidence
Empirical – absolutes
(abstracting and
tentative
Anomalies
Social/cultural/versus
objective
Creative
Learning
General
Program reference
A‐RBSE

SM (myth), questions
drive etc
Multiple ways
Multiple purposes
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SM (myth), questions
drive etc
Multiple ways
Multiple purposes
Empirical – based on
evidence
Empirical – absolutes
(abstracting and
tentative
Anomalies
Social/cultural/versus
objective
Creative
Learning
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APPENDIX H: CODING FOR RESEARCH QUESTION 2, SECTION 1:
MOST IMPORTANT THING FOR STUDENTS TO LEARN ABOUT SCIENCE
AND HOW THIS IS ACHIEVED

H.1: Descriptive Codesheet: Most Important Thing to Learn About Science

What do you think is the most important thing for your students to learn about
science?
Code

description

Big category

Interpretive

All around

Science is all
around them,
the world
around them

Science

content

Be scientist/do science

They can be
scientists, do
science, they
are scientists

Student/feeling

affective

Example (from
survey
responses)

more
importantly
that science is
everywhere
I want them
to know that
they can be
scientists, that
they actually
are
participating
in the
scientific
process any
time they
observe
something
and ask
questions and
want to know
more about it
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Build on previous work

Science is build
on previous
work, what
came before

Science/theory

process

Careful/follow through

Science
requires careful
work and
following
through after
you have a
question

Science/
practice

process

Collaboration

Science
requires
collaboration
with others

Science/
practice

process

Communication

Know how to
communicate
effectively

Science/
practice

process

That the
concepts are
based on a
strong
foundation of
observation
measurements
and ideas that
have stood
the test of
time.
That
satisfying that
curiosity
requires a
great deal of
thought, work
and care.
collaboration
with others –
team work
that opens
doors and
new ideas.
The ability to
perform and
communicate
the results of
objective
observation

Content

Want them to
learn content

content

Some basic
science
content

Curiosity

Science is
about curiosity,
should start with
curiosity

Science/

process

Dynamic

Science is
constantly
changing based
on new
information

Science/theory

process

Science/theory

To become
curious about
the world
That is
continually
open to
change due to
the
investigative
nature
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Evidence

Science is
based on
evidence

Science/theory

process

Student/feeling

affective

Science/theory

process

Mistakes

Science is
exciting, fun,
fascinating
Mistakes are
important part
of
science/creation
of knowledge

Not have all answers

We do not know
everything,
there are not
set answers in
science

Science/theory

process

No set answer

There are no
one answers in
science

Science/theory

process

Observation

Science is
based on
observation,
they can be
good observers

Science/
practice

process

Process

Student
understand that
science is a
process not a
list of facts

Science/theory

process

Exciting/fun/fascinating

that is a
question for
knowledge
based upon
evidence
Science is fun
and exciting
and
constantly
changing.
There are lots
of mistakes
before
answers.
that
sometimes
evidence
conflicts and
we need to
gather more
data and or
design new
experiments.
That there is
no “set”
answer. That
ideas that
were thought
to be true,
could become
obsolete with
new data.
Students and
adults alike,
need to be
good
observers
It is a thought
process, not a
set of
instructions to
follow.
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Questions

Science is
about asking
and answering
questions

Science/theory

process

Science from nonscience

Students
understand
what is scientific
(testable) and
what is not

Science/
practice

content

Scientific Method
(content)

Learn the
scientific
method

Science/theory

content

Scientific Method
(process)

Learn how to
apply/use the
scientific
method

Scientific
thinking/approach

Want them to
learn scientific
thinking, how to
approach
problem in a
scientific way

Science/
practice

process

Skills

They learn to
collect data,
analyze, come
to conclusions,
etc.

Science/
practice

process

Solves Problems

Science helps
solves problems

Science/theory

content

process

That there are
questions that
are begging
for answers
What science
“is” and the
criteria for
why
something is
regarded as
scientific
The scientific
method, that
there is a way
to prove facts
in the
physical
world.
Application
of the
scientific
method
The most
important
thing for
students to
learn is how
to think
scientifically
and how
science is
done.
Basic skills of
doing science,
like how to
collect and
analyze
data….
Science could
save a life
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Transfer to
life/informed decision

Science can be
used in all
aspects of their
life, important in
life to making
informed
decisions

Student/feeling

affective

Understand
world/universe

Science is how
they understand
the
world/universe
around them

Science/theory

content

Once these
questions are
answered for
science
content, they
can be
extended to
any question
an individual
may
encounter in
his/her daily
life.
Science is
about
knowing what
surrounds us;
how it works
and what it is
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H.2: Descriptive and Interpretive Codesheet: How Do You Teach

How are you/will you teach this to your students (referring to previous question)?
Code
Teacher Driven Traditional

Discussion

In class/ direct instruction

description

Discussion in the
classroom around
topics
Direct instruction in
class through lecture,
PP, worksheets, HW,
etc

Big category

Example

Teacher

Discussions
following
experiments.
Sometimes it is
difficult/impossible
to engage

Teacher

From text,
experience, lecture,
visual aids, labs.

By using every day
new findings like
Phoenix Mars
Lander, recently
exploded GRB
080312, etc?

Teacher Driven/Beyond
Traditional

Current events

Use current events in
the classroom

Teachers/extra/

Field Trip

Take students on a
field trip

Teacher/beyond

Guest Speaker

Have guest speakers
visit in the classroom

Teacher/beyond

History of science/ideas
change over time

Talk about history of
science and how
ideas have evolved
over time

Science

Field trip
Bring in guest
speakers.
Revisit how
scientific knowledge
has changed over
time.

Outdoor science

Take students to do
science in outside
setting

Teacher/beyond

Making outdoor
science a hands-on
experience everyday

Modeling science inquiry

Teacher models
science inquiry for
students

Teacher/beyond

I will do this by
modeling scientific
inquiry

Teacher is excited

Teacher is excited
about topic

Teacher/beyond

I am excited about the
topic so I hope to convey
it to the students.
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Teacher Driven/Student
Active

Activities/experiments

Students engage in
activities and/or
experiments

Teacher/student active

We do labs/experiments

I like to use case
studies that are
interesting,
especially human
health or
Students use case
controversial in
studies, involved in
nature to use to base
problems solving to
activities and
Case studies/problem
make topics relevant
solving/relevance
to them
Teacher/student active discussions on.
Provide experiences
where data conflict
and we need to reexamine and or
collect additional
Experiences where
data.
Conflicting data
data conflicts
Science
I give out very few
answers, and
encourage students
Give out few answers
to learn by
to students so they
discussion and
work to find their
exploration.
Give few answers
own answers
Science
Combining art,
poetry, movement,
and music with a
series of experiences
of the physical
nature of the subject
that are beautiful or
Integrated
Integrating topics in
awe inspiring
investigations/experiences and beyond science
Teacher/active
I try to have
Have open ended
activities that are
questions that do not
combined with openNot one right answer/open have a pre-set
ended questions
ended
answers
Science
I am achieving this
by asking my
students to employ
this [SM] in a variety
of mental and actual
Introduce and do SM
lab situations.
Scientific Method
with students
Science
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Skills

Students think
Use real data

Students have basic
skills of science,
collecting data,
analyzing, coming to
conclusions
Teacher tries to
engage students in
thinking
Using real data in the
classroom

We work on basic
science skills
I try to use any
method/way that
make my students
Teacher/student active think.
Teacher/beyond

By whenever possible
looking at data.

Inquiry

I do like the OPERA
format and plan to
use it as a framework
for investigating the
content in our
curriculum.

Teacher supported
student research

Inquiry

Science Fair

Using inquiry cycle
to teach a topic or
process
Students do science
fair with their own
question

Do research/research
projects

Students do research
projects, science etc

do science

Support, showing
successes

Supporting students
in their growth

Student

I also would like to
involve student in
more actual research.
Helping students to
see their
accomplishments
instead of the task
ahead. Help them
see how far they
have come instead of
much more they
have to go.

Student Controlled

Students as expert

Students are given an
opportunity to be the
expert

Student

Students' own
investigations/
experiments

Students conduct
their own
investigations

Student

I give students the
opportunity to be an
expert
This year, they are
going to come up
with their own
problem/ solution
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Students' own questions

Students develop
their own questions

Student

where students are
asked to practice and
respond to their own
questions
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H.3: Breakdown Of Responses For Research Question 1 Section 1 Important To Learn
For All Participants Matched Pre/Post
What do you think is the most important thing for your students to learn about
science?
Pre/Post matched (n = 37) All Participants
Pre Survey
Affective
Number of responses
(Percentage of responses)

Post Survey
Affective
12 Number of responses
(16.4) percentage of responses

20
(19.8)

Be scientist/do science

3

Be scientist/do science

8

Exciting/fun

3

Exciting/fun

5

Transfer to life/informed decision 6
Transfer to life/informed decision 7
Content
Content
Number of responses
19 Number of responses
23
Percentage of responses
(26) Percentage of responses
(22.7)
All around

5

All around

5

Content

2

Content

0

Science from non-science

1

Science from non-science

2

Scientific Method (content)

1

Scientific Method (content)

2

Solves problems

3

Solves problems

3

Understand world/universe
Process
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

7

Build on previous work

0

Build on previous work

1

Careful/follow through

2

Careful/follow through

3

Collaboration

0

Collaboration

1

Communication

1

Communication

2

Curiosity

1

Curiosity

2

Dynamic

7

Dynamic

12

Evidence

7

Evidence

6

Understand world/universe
Process
42 Number of responses
(57.5) Percentage of responses

11
58
(57.4)
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Mistakes

0

Mistakes

1

Not have all answers

2

Not have all answers

2

No set answer

1

No set answer

1

Observation

1

Observation

3

Process

1

Process

5

Questions

4

Questions

4

Scientific Method (process)

4

Scientific Method (process)

4

Scientific thinking/approach

8

Scientific thinking/approach

7

Skills

3

Skills

4

N = 37

Coded responses 73

N = 37

Coded responses 101
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H.4: Breakdown Of Responses For Research Question 1 Section 1: Important To Learn
For All Participants Matched Post/Follow-Up
What do you think is the most important thing for your students to learn about
science?
Post/Follow-Up matched (n = 25) All Participants
Post Survey

Follow Up Survey

Affective
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

Affective
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

14
(18)

15
(28.8)

Be scientist/do science

6

Be scientist/do science

4

Exciting/fun

4

Exciting/fun

2

Transfer to life/informed decision 4
Content
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

Transfer to life/informed decision 9
Content
16 Number of responses
(20.5) Percentage of responses

6
(11.5)

All around

4

All around

2

Content

0

Content

0

Science from non-science

1

Science from non-science

1

Scientific Method (content)

1

Scientific Method (content)

0

Solves problems

2

Solves problems

0

Understand world/universe

8

Understand world/universe

3

Process
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

Process
48 Number of responses
(61.5) Percentage of responses

31
(59.6)

Build on previous work

1

Build on previous work

1

Careful/follow through

2

Careful/follow through

0

Collaboration

1

Collaboration

1

Communication

1

Communication

1

Curiosity

2

Curiosity

1

Dynamic

10

Dynamic

7

Evidence

3

Evidence

1
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Mistakes

1

Mistakes

1

Not have all answers

2

Not have all answers

0

No set answer

1

No set answer

0

Observation

3

Observation

1

Process

3

Process

3

Questions

4

Questions

3

Scientific Method (process)

3

Scientific Method (process)

2

Scientific thinking/approach

7

Scientific thinking/approach

8

Skills

4

Skills

1

N = 25

Coded responses 78

N = 25

Coded responses 52
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H.5: Breakdown Of Responses For Research Question 1 Section 1 By Research Program:
Important To Learn About Science
What do you think is the most important thing for your students to learn about
science?
Pre/Post Matched (N = 11) Chaco Participants
Pre Survey

Post Survey

Affective
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

1
(7.1)

Affective
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

5
(26.3)

Be scientist/do science

1

Be scientist/do science

5

Exciting/fun

0

Exciting/fun

0

Transfer to life/informed
decision
Content
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

4
(28.6)

Transfer to life/informed
decision
Content
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

6
(31.5)

All around

3

All around

3

Content

1

Content

0

Science from non-science

0

Science from non-science

1

Scientific Method (content)

0

Scientific Method (content)

0

Solves problems

0

Solves problems

0

Understand world/universe

0

Understand world/universe

2

Process
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

9
(64.3)

Process
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

8
(42)

Build on previous work

0

Build on previous work

0

Careful/follow through

0

Careful/follow through

0

Collaboration

0

Collaboration

0

Communication

0

Communication

0

Curiosity

0

Curiosity

0

Dynamic

1

Dynamic

3

Evidence

2

Evidence

1

0

0
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Mistakes

0

Mistakes

0

Not have all answers

0

Not have all answers

0

No set answer

0

No set answer

0

Observation

0

Observation

0

Process

0

Process

1

Questions

2

Questions

1

Scientific Method (process)

0

Scientific Method (process)

0

Scientific thinking/approach

3

Scientific thinking/approach

1

Skills

1

Skills

1

N = 11

Coded responses 14

N = 11

Coded responses 19

What do you think is the most important thing for your students to learn about
science?
Post/Follow-Up Matched (N = 7) Chaco Participants
Post Survey

Follow Up Survey

Affective
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

3
(25)

Affective
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

6
(37.5)

Be scientist/do science

3

Be scientist/do science

1

Exciting/fun

0

Exciting/fun

1

Transfer to life/informed decision 0

Transfer to life/informed decision 4

Content
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

3
(25)

Content
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

2
(12.5)

All around

2

All around

1

Content

0

Content

0

Science from non-science

0

Science from non-science

0

Scientific Method (content)

0

Scientific Method (content)

0

Solves problems

0

Solves problems

0

Understand world/universe

1

Understand world/universe

1

Process

Process
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Number of responses
Percentage of responses

6
(50)

Number of responses
Percentage of responses

8
(50)

Build on previous work

0

Build on previous work

0

Careful/follow through

0

Careful/follow through

0

Collaboration

0

Collaboration

0

Communication

0

Communication

1

Curiosity

0

Curiosity

0

Dynamic

2

Dynamic

1

Evidence

0

Evidence

0

Mistakes

0

Mistakes

0

Not have all answers

0

Not have all answers

0

No set answer

0

No set answer

0

Observation

0

Observation

1

Process

1

Process

0

Questions

1

Questions

2

Scientific Method (process)

0

Scientific Method (process)

0

Scientific thinking/approach

1

Scientific thinking/approach

3

Skills

1

Skills

0

N=7

Coded responses 12

N=7

Coded responses 16

What do you think is the most important thing for your students to learn about
science?
Pre/Post matched (n = 17) A-RBSE Participants
Pre Survey

Post Survey

Affective
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

7
(18.9)

Affective
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

10
(20)

Be scientist/do science

2

Be scientist/do science

3

Exciting/fun

3

Exciting/fun

5

Transfer to life/informed

2

Transfer to life/informed decision 2
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decision
Content
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

6
(16.2)

Content
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

7
(14)

All around

1

All around

1

Content

0

Content

0

Science from non-science

1

Science from non-science

1

Scientific Method (content)

0

Scientific Method (content)

0

Solves problems

0

Solves problems

0

Understand world/universe

4

Understand world/universe

5

Process
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

24
(64.9)

Process
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

33
(66)

Build on previous work

0

Build on previous work

1

Careful/follow through

2

Careful/follow through

2

Collaboration

0

Collaboration

1

Communication

0

Communication

0

Curiosity

1

Curiosity

1

Dynamic

6

Dynamic

9

Evidence

3

Evidence

3

Mistakes

0

Mistakes

0

Not have all answers

1

Not have all answers

1

No set answer

1

No set answer

1

Observation

1

Observation

2

Process

1

Process

4

Questions

2

Questions

2

Scientific Method (process)

0

Scientific Method (process)

0

Scientific thinking/approach

4

Scientific thinking/approach

4
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Skills
N = 17

2
Coded responses 37

Skills
N = 17

2
Coded responses 50

What do you think is the most important thing for your students to learn about
science?
Post/Follow-Up matched (n = 13) A-RBSE Participants
Post Survey

Follow Up Survey

Affective
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

9
(20.9)

Affective
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

5
(19.2)

Be scientist/do science

3

Be scientist/do science

2

Exciting/fun

4

Exciting/fun

1

Transfer to life/informed
decision
Content
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

6
(14)

Transfer to life/informed
decision
Content
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

All around

1

All around

1

Content

0

Content

0

Science from non-science

1

Science from non-science

1

Scientific Method (content)

0

Scientific Method (content)

0

Solves problems

0

Solves problems

0

Understand world/universe

4

Understand world/universe

1

Process
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

28
(65.1)

Process
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

18
(69.2)

Build on previous work

1

Build on previous work

1

Careful/follow through

1

Careful/follow through

0

Collaboration

1

Collaboration

1

Communication

0

Communication

0

Curiosity

1

Curiosity

1

Dynamic

8

Dynamic

6

2

2
3
(11.5)
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Evidence

2

Evidence

1

Mistakes

0

Mistakes

1

Not have all answers

1

Not have all answers

0

No set answer

1

No set answer

0

Observation

2

Observation

0

Process

2

Process

3

Questions

2

Questions

1

Scientific Method (process)

0

Scientific Method (process)

0

Scientific thinking/approach

4

Scientific thinking/approach

3

Skills

2

Skills

0

N = 13

Coded responses 43

N = 13

Coded responses 26

What do you think is the most important thing for your students to learn about
science?
Pre/Post matched (n = 9) AZ-START Participants
Pre Survey

Post Survey

Affective
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

4
(18.2)

Affective
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

5
(15.6)

Be scientist/do science

0

Be scientist/do science

0

Exciting/fun

0

Exciting/fun

0

Transfer to life/informed
decision
Content
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

9
(40.9)

Transfer to life/informed
decision
Content
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

10
(31.3)

All around

1

All around

1

Content

1

Content

0

Science from non-science

0

Science from non-science

0

Scientific Method (content)

1

Scientific Method (content)

2

Solves Problems

3

Solves Problems

3

4

5
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Understand world/universe

3

Understand world/universe

4

Process
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

9
(40.9)

Process
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

17
(53.1)

Build on previous work

0

Build on previous work

0

Careful/follow through

0

Careful/follow through

1

Collaboration

0

Collaboration

0

Communication

1

Communication

2

Curiosity

0

Curiosity

1

Dynamic

0

Dynamic

0

Evidence

2

Evidence

2

Mistakes

0

Mistakes

1

Not have all answers

1

Not have all answers

1

No set answer

0

No set answer

0

Observation

0

Observation

1

Process

0

Process

0

Questions

0

Questions

1

Scientific Method (process)

4

Scientific Method (process)

4

Scientific thinking/approach

1

Scientific thinking/approach

2

Skills

0

Skills

1

N=9

Coded responses 22

N=9

Coded responses 32

What do you think is the most important thing for your students to learn about
science?
Post/Follow-Up matched (n = 5) AZ-START Participants
Post Survey

Follow Up Survey

Affective
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

Affective
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

2
(8.7)

4
(40)
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Be scientist/do science

0

Be scientist/do science

1

Exciting/fun

0

Exciting/fun

0

Transfer to life/informed decision 2

Transfer to life/informed decision 3

Content
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

7
(30.4)

Content
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

1
(10)

All around

1

All around

0

Content

0

Content

0

Science from non-science

0

Science from non-science

0

Scientific Method (content)

1

Scientific Method (content)

0

Solves Problems

2

Solves Problems

0

Understand world/universe

3

Understand world/universe

1

Process
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

14
(60.9)

Process
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

5
(50)

Build on previous work

0

Build on previous work

0

Careful/follow through

1

Careful/follow through

0

Collaboration

0

Collaboration

0

Communication

1

Communication

0

Curiosity

1

Curiosity

0

Dynamic

0

Dynamic

0

Evidence

1

Evidence

0

Mistakes

1

Mistakes

0

Not have all answers

1

Not have all answers

0

No set answer

0

No set answer

0

Observation

1

Observation

0

Process

0

Process

0

Questions

1

Questions

0

Scientific Method (process)

3

Scientific Method (process)

2
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Scientific thinking/approach

2

Scientific thinking/approach

2

Skills

1

Skill

1

N=5

Coded responses 23

N=5

Coded responses 10
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H.6: Breakdown Of Responses For Research Question 1 Section 1: How Do You Teach
For All Participants Matched Pre/Post

How do you teach this/will you teach this to your students?
Pre/post matched (n = 37) All Participants
Pre Survey
Teacher Driven/Traditional
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

Post Survey
Teacher Driven/Traditional
22
Number of responses
(29.3) Percentage of responses

13
(13.3)

In class/ direct instruction

18

10

Discussion
Teacher Driven/Beyond
Traditional
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

4

Discussion
Teacher Driven/Beyond
Traditional
14
Number of responses
(18.6) Percentage of responses

3

Current events

5

Current events

6

Field Trip

0

Field Trip

2

Guest Speaker
History of science/ideas change
over time

1

4

5

Guest Speaker
History of science/ideas change
over time

7

Outdoor science

1

Outdoor science

1

Modeling science inquiry

1

Modeling science inquiry

1

Teacher is excited
Teacher Driven/Student Active
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

1

Teacher is excited
Teacher Driven/Student Active
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

1

9
5

24
(32)
10

In class/ direct instruction

22
(22.5)

28
(28.6)

Activities/experiments
Case studies/problem
solving/relevance

2

Activities/experiments
Case studies/problem
solving/relevance

Conflicting data

1

Conflicting data

1

Give few answers
Integrated
investigations/experiences

1

Give few answers
Integrated
investigations/experiences

1

2

2
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Not one right answer/open

3

Not one right answer

3

Scientific Method

2

Scientific Method

3

Skills

1

Skills

1

Students think

1

Students think

1

Use real data
Teacher support student doing
research
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

1

2

7
(9.3)

Use real data
Teacher support student doing
research
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

22
(22.5)

Inquiry

3

Inquiry

7

Science fair

0

Science fair

1

Do research/research project

2

Do research/research project

13

Support, showing successes
Student control
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

2

Support, showing successes
Student control
Number of responses
8
(10.6) Percentage of responses

1

Students as expert
Students' own investigations/
experiments

1

0

4

Students as expert
Students' own
experiments/investigation

Students' own questions

3

Students' own questions

6

N = 37

Coded Responses 75

N = 37

13
(13.3)

7

Coded Responses 98
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H.7 Breakdown Of Responses For Research Question 1 Section 1: How Do You Teach
For All Participants Matched Post/Follow-Up
How do you teach this/will you teach this to your students?
Post Follow Up matched n = 25
Post Survey
Teacher Driven/Traditional
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

9
(11.1)

Follow Up Survey
Teacher Driven/Traditional
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

4
(10)

In class/ direct instruction

6

In class/ direct instruction

3

Discussion
Teacher Driven/Student Active
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

3

1

26
(32.1)

Discussion
Teacher Driven/Student Active
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

Current events

4

Current events

5

Field Trip

2

Field Trip

0

Guest Speaker
History of science/ideas change
over time

2

0

5

Guest Speaker
History of science/ideas change
over time

1

Outdoor science

0

Outdoor science

1

Modeling science inquiry

1

Modeling science inquiry

1

Teacher is excited
Teacher support student doing
research
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

0

Teacher is excited
Teacher support student doing
research
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

0

24
(29.6)

Activities/experiments
Case studies/problem
solving/relevance

8

8
(20)

18
(45)
4

3

Activities/experiments
Case studies/problem
solving/relevance

Conflicting data

1

Conflicting data

0

Give few answers
Integrated
investigations/experiences

1

1

2

Give few answers
Integrated
investigations/experiences

Not one right answer

2

Not one right answer

2

2

1
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Scientific Method

3

Scientific Method

2

Skills

1

Skills

0

Students think

1

Students think

0

Use real data
Teacher support student doing
research
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

2

0

12
(14.8)

Use real data
Teacher support student doing
research
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

6
(15)

Inquiry

6

Inquiry

4

Science fair

1

Science fair

2

Do research/research project

11

Do Research/research project

6

Support, showing successes
Student control
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

0

Support, showing successes
Student control
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

0

Students as expert
Students' own
experiments/investigation

0

0

5

Students as expert
Students' own
experiments/investigations

Students' own questions

5

Students' own questions

2

N = 25

10
(12.3)

Coded Responses 81

N = 25

4
(10)

2

Coded Responses 40
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H.8: Breakdown of Responses For Research Question 1 Section 1 By Program: How Do
You Teach

How do you teach this/will you teach this to your students?
Pre/Post matched (n = 11) Chaco Participants
Pre Survey
Teacher Driven/Traditional
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

8
(40)

Post Survey
Teacher Driven/Traditional
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

2
(11.1)

In class/ direct instruction

6

In class/ direct instruction

2

Discussion
Teacher Driven/Beyond
Traditional
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

2

0

2
(10)

Discussion
Teacher Driven/Beyond
Traditional
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

Current events

0

Current events

1

Field Trip

0

Field Trip

1

Guest Speaker
History of science/ideas change
over time

0

1

0

Guest Speaker
History of science/ideas change
over time

2

Outdoor science

1

Outdoor science

1

Modeling science inquiry

1

Modeling science inquiry

1

Teacher is excited
Teacher Driven/Student Active
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

0

Teacher is excited
Teacher Driven/Student Active
5
Number of responses
(25.0) Percentage of responses

0
4
(22.2)

Activities/experiments
Case studies/problem
solving/relevance

4

4

0

Activities/experiments
Case studies/problem
solving/relevance

Conflicting data

0

Conflicting data

0

Give few answers

0

Give few answers

0

7
(38.9)

0
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Integrated
investigations/experiences

1

Integrated
investigations/experiences

0

Not one right answer/open

0

Not one right answer

0

Scientific Method

0

Scientific Method

0

Skills

0

Skills

0

Students think

0

Students think

0

Use real data
Teacher support student doing
research
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

0

0

1
(5.0)

Use real data
Teacher support student doing
research
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

4
(22.2)

Inquiry

0

Inquiry

4

Science fair

0

Science fair

0

Do research/research project

0

Do research/research project

0

Support, showing successes
Student control
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

1

Support, showing successes
Student control
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

0

Students as expert
Students' own investigations/
experiments

1

0

1

Students as expert
Students' own
experiments/investigation

Students' own questions

2

Students' own questions

1

N = 11

4
(20)

Coded Responses 20

N = 11

1
(5.5)

0

Coded Responses 18

How do you teach this/will you teach this to your students?
Post/Follow-Up matched (n = 7) Chaco Participants
Post Survey
Teacher Driven/Traditional
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

1
(7.1)

Follow Up Survey
Teacher Driven/Traditional
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

1
(7.1)

In class/ direct instruction

1

In class/ direct instruction

1

Discussion
Teacher Driven/Beyond
Traditional

0

Discussion
Teacher Driven/Beyond
Traditional

0
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Number of responses
Percentage of responses

5
(35.7)

Number of responses
Percentage of responses

4
(28.6)

Current events

1

Current events

1

Field Trip

1

Field Trip

0

Guest Speaker
History of science/ideas change
over time

1

0

1

Guest Speaker
History of science/ideas change
over time

1

Outdoor science

0

Outdoor science

1

Modeling science inquiry

1

Modeling science inquiry

1

Teacher is excited
Teacher Driven/Student Active
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

0

Teacher is excited
Teacher Driven/Student Active
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

0

4
(28.6)

Activities/experiments
Case studies/problem
solving/relevance

4

5
(35.7)
2

0

Activities/experiments
Case studies/problem
solving/relevance

Conflicting data

0

Conflicting data

0

Give few answers
Integrated
investigations/experiences

0

0

0

Give few answers
Integrated
investigations/experiences

Not one right answer

0

Not one right answer

0

Scientific Method

0

Scientific Method

1

Skills

0

Skills

0

Students think

0

Students think

0

Use real data
Teacher support student doing
research
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

0

0

3
(21.4)

Use real data
Teacher support student doing
research
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

3
(21.4)

Inquiry

3

Inquiry

3

Science fair

0

Science fair

0

Do research/research project

0

Do Research/research project

0

Support, showing successes

0

Support, showing successes

0

1

1
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Student control
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

1
(7.1)

Students as expert
Students' own
experiments/investigation

0

Students' own questions
N=7

Student control
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

1
(7.1)
0

0

Students as expert
Students' own
experiments/investigations

1

Students' own questions

1

Coded Responses 14

N=7

0

Coded Response 14

How do you teach this/will you teach this to your students?
Pre/Post matched (n = 17) A-RBSE Participants
Pre Survey
Teacher Driven/Traditional
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

7
(21.9)

Post Survey
Teacher Driven/Traditional
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

7
(14.9)

In class/ direct instruction

6

In class/ direct instruction

6

Discussion
Teacher Driven/Beyond
Traditional
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

1

1

9
(28.1)

Discussion
Teacher Driven/Beyond
Traditional
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

Current events

4

Current events

4

Field Trip

0

Field Trip

0

Guest Speaker
History of science/ideas change
over time

0

0

4

Guest Speaker
History of science/ideas change
over time

4

Outdoor science

0

Outdoor science

0

Modeling science inquiry

0

Modeling science inquiry

0

Teacher is excited
Teacher Driven/Student Active
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

1

Teacher is excited
Teacher Driven/Student Active
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

1

Activities/experiments
Case studies/problem
solving/relevance

9
(28.1)
1
0

Activities/experiments
Case studies/problem
solving/relevance

9
(19.2)

11
(23.4)
1
0
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Conflicting data

1

Conflicting data

1

Give few answers
Integrated
investigations/experiences

0

0

1

Give few answers
Integrated
investigations/experiences

Not one right answer/open

3

Not one right answer

3

Scientific Method

1

Scientific Method

1

Skills

0

Skills

0

Students think

1

Students think

1

Use real data
Teacher support student doing
research
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

1

2

4
(12.5)

Use real data
Teacher support student doing
research
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

12
(25.5)

Inquiry

1

Inquiry

1

Science fair

0

Science fair

0

Do research/research project

2

Do research/research project

10

Support, showing successes
Student control
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

1

Support, showing successes
Student control
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

1

Students as expert
Students' own investigations/
experiments

0

0

2

Students as expert
Students' own
experiments/investigation

Students' own questions

1

Students' own questions

3

N = 17

3
(9.4)

Coded Responses 32

N = 17

2

8
(17)

5

Coded Responses 47

How do you teach this/will you teach this to your students?
Post/Follow-Up matched (n = 13) A-RBSE Participants
Post Survey
Teacher Driven/Traditional
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

Follow Up Survey
Teacher Driven/Traditional
6
Number of responses
(15.8) Percentage of responses

2
(11.8)

In class/ direct instruction

5

1

In class/ direct instruction
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Discussion
Teacher Driven/Beyond
Traditional
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

1

Discussion
Teacher Driven/Beyond
Traditional
6
Number of responses
(15.8) Percentage of responses

1

Current events

3

Current events

4

Field Trip

0

Field Trip

0

Guest Speaker
History of science/ideas change
over time

0

0

3

Guest Speaker
History of science/ideas change
over time

0

Outdoor science

0

Outdoor science

0

Modeling science inquiry

0

Modeling science inquiry

0

Teacher is excited
Teacher Driven/Student Active
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

0

Teacher is excited
Teacher Driven/Student Active
9
Number of responses
(23.7) Percentage of responses

0
4
(23.5)

Activities/experiments
Case studies/problem
solving/relevance

0

1

0

Activities/experiments
Case studies/problem
solving/relevance

Conflicting data

1

Conflicting data

0

Give few answers
Integrated
investigations/experiences

0

1

2

Give few answers
Integrated
investigations/experiences

Not one right answer

2

Not one right answer

2

Scientific Method

1

Scientific Method

0

Skills

0

Skills

0

Students think

1

Students think

0

Use real data
Teacher support student doing
research
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

2

Use real data
Teacher support student doing
research
10
Number of responses
(26.3) Percentage of responses

4
(23.5)

Inquiry

1

0

Inquiry

4
(23.5)

0

0

0
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Science fair

0

Science fair

1

Do research/research project

9

Do Research/research project

3

Support, showing successes
Student control
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

0

Support, showing successes
Student control
7
Number of responses
(18.4) Percentage of responses

0

Students as expert
Students' own
experiments/investigation

0

0

4

Students as expert
Students' own
experiments/investigations

Students' own questions

3

Students' own questions

1

N = 13

Coded Responses 38

N = 13

3
(17.6)

2

Coded Responses 17

How do you teach this/will you teach this to your students?
Pre/Post matched (n = 9) AZ-START Participants
Pre Survey
Teacher Driven/Traditional
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

7
(30.4)

Post Survey
Teacher Driven/Traditional
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

4
(12.1)

In class/ direct instruction

6

In class/ direct instruction

2

Discussion
Teacher Driven/Beyond
Traditional
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

1

2

3
(13.0)

Discussion
Teacher Driven/Beyond
Traditional
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

Current events

1

Current events

1

Field Trip

0

Field Trip

1

Guest Speaker
History of science/ideas change
over time

1

3

1

Guest Speaker
History of science/ideas change
over time

1

Outdoor science

0

Outdoor science

0

Modeling science inquiry

0

Modeling science inquiry

0

Teacher is excited

0

Teacher is excited

0

6
(18.2)
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Teacher Driven/Student Active
Number of responses
10
Percentage of responses
(43.5)

Teacher Driven/Student Active
Number of responses
13
Percentage of responses
(40)

Activities/experiments
Case studies/problem
solving/relevance

5

4

2

Activities/experiments
Case studies/problem
solving/relevance

Conflicting data

0

Conflicting data

0

Give few answers
Integrated
investigations/experiences

1

1

0

Give few answers
Integrated
investigations/experiences

Not one right answer/open

0

Not one right answer

0

Scientific Method

1

Scientific Method

2

Skills

1

Skills

1

Students think

0

Students think

0

5

0

Use real data
0
Teacher support student doing
research
Number of responses
2
Percentage of responses
(8.7)

Use real data
0
Teacher support student doing
research
Number of responses
6
Percentage of responses
(18.2)

Inquiry

2

Inquiry

2

Science fair

0

Science fair

1

Do research/research project

0

Do research/research project

3

Support, showing successes
Student control
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

0

Support, showing successes
Student control
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

0

Students as expert
Students' own investigations/
experiments

0

0

1

Students as expert
Students' own
experiments/investigation

Students' own questions

0

Students' own questions

2

N=9

1
(4.3)

Coded Responses 23

N=9

4
(12.1)

2

Coded Responses 33
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How do you teach this/will you teach this to your students?
Post/Follow-Up matched (n = 5) AZ-START Participants
Post Survey
Teacher Driven/Traditional
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

2
(8.7)

Follow Up Survey
Teacher Driven/Traditional
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

1
(11.1)

In class/ direct instruction

0

In class/ direct instruction

1

Discussion
Teacher Driven/Beyond
Traditional
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

2

0

3
(13)

Discussion
Teacher Driven/Beyond
Traditional
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

Current events

0

Current events

0

Field Trip

1

Field Trip

0

Guest Speaker
History of science/ideas change
over time

1

0

1

Guest Speaker
History of science/ideas change
over time

0

Outdoor science

0

Outdoor science

0

Modeling science inquiry

0

Modeling science inquiry

0

0
(0)

Teacher is excited
0
Teacher Driven/Student Active
Number of responses
11
Percentage of responses
(47.8)

Teacher is excited
0
Teacher Driven/Student Active
Number of responses
3
Percentage of responses
(33.3)

Activities/experiments
Case studies/problem
solving/relevance

4

1

3

Activities/experiments
Case studies/problem
solving/relevance

Conflicting data

0

Conflicting data

0

Give few answers
Integrated
investigations/experiences

1

0

0

Give few answers
Integrated
investigations/experiences

Not one right answer

0

Not one right answer

0

Scientific Method

2

Scientific Method

1

Skills

1

Skills

0

Students think

0

Students think

0

1

0
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Use real data
0
Teacher support student doing
research
Number of responses
5
Percentage of responses
(21.7)

Use real data
0
Teacher support student doing
research
Number of responses
5
Percentage of responses
(55.6)

Inquiry

2

Inquiry

1

Science fair

1

Science fair

1

Do research/research project

2

Do Research/research project

3

Support, showing successes
Student control
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

0

Support, showing successes
Student control
Number of responses
Percentage of responses

0

Students as expert
Students' own
experiments/investigation

0

0

1

Students as expert
Students' own
experiments/investigations

Students' own questions

1

Students' own questions

0

N=5

2
(8.7)

Coded Responses 23

N=5

0
(0)

0

Coded Responses 9
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APPENDIX I: CODING FOR RESEARCH QUESTION 2, SECTION 2: TYPICAL
AND IDEAL LESSONS
•
•
•

Describe a typical science lesson for your students as it is enacted.
Describe an ideal science lesson for your students as you would plan it.
If different than above, please explain why.

I.1: Descriptive Codesheet: Descriptions of a Typical Lesson and an Ideal Lesson

Code
Structured

Structured – Activity

Structured – Inquiry

Guided –
Inquiry/Learning Cycle

Student Driven Inquiry

Description
Includes descriptions of
lecture, worksheets, class
demonstration
Includes descriptions of
teacher driven activity

Includes descriptions of
inquiries where students
work to confirm known
information, driven by
teacher, often confirming
“facts”
Includes descriptions that
are at least partially inquiry,
usually a mixture of teacher
driven and student
exploration

Includes descriptions of
student led activities in
which students drive
questions, processes etc.

Example from survey response
When studying the cells, my
students were to make pictures of
cells and label the parts
Looking into the textbook first and
then doing as many laboratory
activities as possible related to the
topic.
We would build paper bridges of
different thickness. Record
breaking points and analyze the
data and come up with a model.

An activity generates a question. As
a class, we discuss how we might
answer it. We develop a procedure
and practice, do procedure and
gather data, analyze, chart of graph
data. Note any issues. Draw
conclusions and write results. We
identify what we still don’t know,
the limits of what we’ve
accomplished.
Students choose subject and what
they would like to know about it,
develop a hypothesis, materials and
methods, and perform their self
designed experiment.
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I.2: Descriptive Codesheet: Reasons Given That Typical Lessons Are Not Ideal In
Practice
Code

Description

Resources

Includes lack of space,
supplies, money,
textbooks

Student Factors

Includes students’ lack
of motivation,
background knowledge,
interest

Curriculum

Includes a set or
mandated curriculum,
series of topics to cover,
need to cover too much
material for time
teachers have with
students

Time

Lack of time to prep and
to implement in the
classroom, school
schedule does not allow
it
Need more instruction,
monitoring and
guidance, not
comfortable
implementing lessons
with uncertainty

Implementation

Example from survey
response
Lack of space in the
classroom; Lack of
supplies; Space
restrictions, small
rooms
Students’ lack of
motivation, students’
lack of background
knowledge, students’
bad behavior, students
lack the self control to
remain focused
Our curriculum is a mile
wide and an in inch
deep. The state wants
our children to know
lots of information, but
only cares that they
know it for “the test”
assuming (incorrectly)
once you pass the test
you know it forever.
Time, time, time; Lack
of time for prep; Time
limits ideal teaching

Students need more
instruction, monitoring,
and guidance; students
become very frustrated
when they don’t know
the “correct” answer
and need to think about
their results. It takes
time and my energy to
overcome their
frustration.
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I.3: Breakdown of Participants’ Coded Responses, All Programs

CHACO
Participant (N =
11)
Chaco‐ 1
(changed pre to
post)

Typical Lesson

Ideal Lesson Pre
Survey

Structured Inquiry

Student Driven

Chaco‐ 2
(changed pre to
post)
Chaco‐ 3 (no
change)
Chaco‐ 4 (no
change)
Chaco‐ 5
(changed pre to
post)

Structured

Structured (same)

Not Answered

Structured –
Activity
Structured –
Inquiry
Guided –
Inquiry/Learning
Cycle

Structured –
Activity
Structured –
Inquiry (same)
Guided –
Inquiry/Learning
Cycle

Not Answered

Chaco‐ 6 (no
change)
Chaco‐ 7 (no
change)

Guided Inquiry/
Learning Cycle
Structured –
Activity

Student driven
Inquiry
Guided
Inquiry/Learning
Cycle

Time, Money

Chaco‐ 8
(changed pre to
post)

Structured –
Activity

Structured –
Activity (same) –
(students engage)

Chaco‐ 9 (no
change)

Structured –
Inquiry

Chaco‐ 10
(changed pre to
post)

Structured –
Activity

Structured –
Inquiry (same) –
(students engage)
Structured –
Activity Same
(better with more
resources)

Chaco‐ 11 (no
change)

Guided –
Inquiry/Learning
Cycle

Student Driven
Inquiry

Why Different
(typical and
ideal)
More disciplines
integrated with
science

Not Answered
In Field

Space,
Resources,
Student
motivation,
Student
knowledge
Student focus

Student
Motivation
Space, Resources

Not Answered

Ideal Lesson
Post Program
Guided
inquiry/learning
cycle specific to
program
Structured
Inquiry specific
to program
Structured –
Activity
Structured –
Inquiry (same)
Guided
Inquiry/Learnin
g Cycle specific
to program
Student Driven
Inquiry
Guided
Inquiry/Learnin
g Cycle

Guided –
Inquiry/Learnin
g Cycle specific
to program
Structured –
Inquiry
Structured –
Activity with
astronomy
specific to
program
Student Driven
Inquiry
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AZ‐START
Participant
(N = 9)
AZ‐START‐1
(no change)

Typical
Lesson

Ideal Lesson Pre
Survey

Different (typical
and ideal)

Ideal Lesson
Post Program

Structured –
Activity

AZ‐START‐2

Structured –
Activity

Guided
Inquiry/Learning
Cycle
Guided
Inquiry/Learning
Cycle

Time, Resources,
Curriculum, too
much to cover
Resources,
Student
Knowledge, Time,
Money, Hands‐on
don’t always work
Not Answered

Guided
Inquiry/Learni
ng Cycle
Guided
Inquiry/Learni
ng Cycle
Research
Project
Structured –
Activity
Guided
Inquiry/Learni
ng Cycle
based on
student
interest
Student
Driven Inquiry

(changed pre to
post)

Structured –
Activity

Same (student
engagement)

Structured –
Activity

Guided
Inquiry/Learning
Cycle

Time

Structured –
Activity

Structured ‐
Activity

Not Answered

Structured

Structured –
Activities

My knowledge of
science

AZ‐START‐7
(no change)

Guided
Inquiry/Learn
ing Cycle

Guided Inquiry
& Student
Driven Inquiry

Time, Money,
Resources,
Schedule, Space

AZ‐START‐8
(no change)

Structured –
Activity

Time, Ability to
Manage

AZ‐START‐9
(no change)

Guided
Inquiry and
Student
Driven
Inquiry

Guided
Inquiry/Learning
Cycle
Student Driven
Inquiry

AZ‐START‐3
(changed pre to
post)

AZ‐START‐4
(changed pre to
post)

AZ‐START‐5
(changed pre to
post)

AZ‐START‐6
(changed pre to
post)

Student
Motivation

Guided
Inquiry/Learni
ng Cycle
Guided
Inquiry &
Student
Driven Inquiry
Guided
Inquiry/Learni
ng Cycle
Student
Driven Inquiry
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A‐RBSE
Participant
(N = 17)
A‐RBSE‐1
(changed pre to
post)

A‐RBSE‐2
(changed pre to
post)

A‐RBSE‐3
(changed pre to
post)

A‐RBSE‐4 (no
change)
A‐RBSE‐5 (no
change)

Typical Lesson

Ideal Lesson
Pre Survey

Different (typical
and ideal)

Ideal Lesson
Post Program

Structured –
Inquiry

Student Driven
Inquiry

Not practical,
Resources

Guided –
Inquiry/Learnin
g Cycle

Guided
Inquiry/Learnin
g Cycle

Time

Structured –
Activity

Student Driven
Inquiry

Time, Student
Knowledge,
Student Interest

Guided
Inquiry/Learnin
g Cycle
Guided
Inquiry/Learnin
g Cycle

Guided
Inquiry/Learnin
g Cycle
Guided
Inquiry/Learnin
g Cycle with
research
Structured
Inquiry
Student Driven
Inquiry
Structured
Inquiry
Guided Inquiry

Need more
guidance

Guided
Inquiry/Learning
Cycle
Guided –
Inquiry/Learning
Cycle with
challenge built
in specific to
program
Guided –
Inquiry/Learning
Cycle specific to
program
Guided
Inquiry/Learning
Cycle
Guided
Inquiry/Learning
Cycle with
research
Structured
Inquiry
Student Driven
Inquiry
Structured
Inquiry
Guided Inquiry

Time, Student
Knowledge,
Student interest

A‐RBSE‐6 (no
change)
A‐RBSE‐7 (no
change)
A‐RBSE‐8 (no
change)
A‐RBSE‐9 (no
change)

Structured –
Activity
Structured
Inquiry
Structured –
Activity
Structured –
Activity

A‐RBSE‐10 (no
change)
A‐RBSE‐11

Structured –
Activity
Structured –
Activity

Same

Structured –
Activity

Structured –
Activity (same)
‐ students
engage)

Student
knowledge and
ability

Structured –
Activity

Guided
Inquiry/Learnin
g Cycle

Not Answered

(changed pre to
post)

A‐RBSE‐12
(changed pre to
post)

A‐RBSE‐13 (no
change)

Student Driven
Inquiry

Need guidance
Time, Logistics
Time,
Curriculum, Tests
Time, Planning,
Students
distracted
Time, Student
Behavior
Curriculum, Time

Structured –
Activity
Student Driven
Inquiry with
research
Guided
Inquiry/Learning
Cycle Research
Project specific
to program
Guided
Inquiry/Learning
Cycle
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A‐RBSE‐14

Structured –
Activity

Guided
Inquiry/Learnin
g Cycle

Time

A‐RBSE‐15 (no
change)

Structured
Inquiry

Not Answered

A‐RBSE‐16 (no
change)
A‐RBSE‐17
(change)

Structured –
Activity
Structured ‐
Activity

Structured
Inquiry (same)
‐ (students
engaged)
Structured –
Activity (same)
Structured ‐
Activity

(changed pre to
post)

Not Answered
Not Answered

Guided
Inquiry/Learning
Cycle & Student
Driven Inquiry
Research
Project
Structured
Inquiry

Structured ‐
Activity
Guided Inquiry
with Research
Project specific
to program
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APPENDIX J: CODING TO RESEARCH QUESTION 3, SECTION 3 INQUIRY IN
THE CLASSROOM

J.1: Descriptive Codesheet: Ideal Inquiry Experience for K-12 Students

Descriptive Code

Description

Instructor
demonstration

Description does not involve
any inquiry activity, is
teacher driven and does not
engage students in any type
of inquiry explicitly.
Description is of an instructor
demonstration.

Category

Non-inquiry

Generic (nonSpecific)
Open Exploration

Apply in new setting

Description includes inquiry
in a generic way with no
specific examples.
Description includes open
exploration, students exploring
in a non-structured way.

Example from
participant surveys

I act out the part of a
scientist or a person
who knew a scientist

Students are allowed
enough time to
process and explore
based on time.
Students apply what
they’ve learned in a
new setting

Communication

Description includes students
getting to apply their
knowledge in a new setting or
situation.
Description includes the words
“inquiry investigation”
without more specific
examples.
Description includes aspects
of authentic inquiry
including no known answer,
communicating results, and
support from experts in a
specific field.
Description includes
investigations where students
do no work towards a known
answer.
Description includes having
students communicate and
defend their ideas to others.

Find a problem for
which there is no
known answer in the
literature;
Student communicate
and defend their
results to the class;

Student interest drives
exploration

Description includes student
generated interest to guide

We investigate a
topic that students

Inquiry investigation

Authentic

No known answer

Using an inquiry
investigation to
explore a topic

Student
Motivated
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investigation.

Student motivated
research project

Student Driven
Investigation

Components

Description includes research
projects that are motivated
from students’ interests and
ideas.
Description includes
different aspects of inquiry
that may be student driven
(NSES and Inquiry
document)
Students choose the topic of
investigation.

Student chooses topic
Student chooses
question
Student designs
procedures

Students choose the question
of investigation.
Students design the procedures
for the investigation.
Students collect the data.

Student driven data
collection
Students come up with an
explanation of data and make
a conclusion.

Instructor
Driven

Student formulates
explanation/conclusion
Components
Teacher chooses the topic of
investigation.

Teacher chooses topic
Teacher chooses
question
Teacher designs
procedure
Teacher driven data
collection

Teacher guides
explanation/conclusion

Teacher chooses the question
of investigation.
Teacher designs or chooses
and presents the procedures
for the investigation.
Teacher presents data or
chooses methods of data
collection.
Teacher presents or chooses
ways to come to conclusions.

choose; start with
students’ own
interests/questions
Research activity that
was student
motivated; their
interest drives a
research project

Students work on a
topic that is of
interest to them;
Students have a
question or make
their own observation
Student designs an
experiment to test a
hypothesis
Student carries out
experiment they have
designed and
analyzes data
Students analyze
data, present findings
and defend
results/conclusions to
the class.

Students investigate
projectile motion;
students are
presented with a
problem
Students are
presented with a
question
Students are
presented with a
framework with
which to discover
“the answer”; as a
class we do
procedure and gather
data, analyze data,
draw conclusions and
write results;
Students are
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presented with
spectroscopy data;
Students confirm
models given.
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J.2: Descriptive Codesheet: Purpose of inquiry in a science classroom

Category
Non-inquiry related

Descriptive
Code

Description

Example from
participant surveys

Non-inquiry

Description does not
address purpose of
inquiry for students,
is teacher focused.

To use my
experience,
knowledge and
personality

Includes descriptions
of increased student
confidence and
empowerment.

To have students feel
empowered; to build
their confidence in
being able to do
science
Engage the children’s
imagination;

Student affective

Empower

Engage

Includes descriptions
of increased student
engagement in school
and science.
Includes descriptions
of increasing student
motivation to learn or
do science.

Motivate
Includes descriptions
of generating student
interest in school or
in doing science.

Generate Interest
Includes descriptions
of helping students
relate science to their
own life or of taking
ownership
Make relevant

To help motivate
students to learn; To
provide motivation
for more knowledge;
to offer them
experiences that
make them want
more.
To generate interest
in an upcoming
project and in science
in general; To
develop excitement
and interest in a
subject and a sense of
awe for our world.
To relate to one’s
own experience;
relevance to their life;
to give students
ownership of their
work

Skills

Skills for life

Includes descriptions
of skills that students
can use beyond

To develop habits of
mind; to learn a
process that can be
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school including
critical thinking.

Includes descriptions
of students creating
knowledge for
themselves.

Students
construct
knowledge/
discover on own

Make
connections

Develop/Elicit
Thinking

Includes descriptions
of students making
connections between
things they have
learned.
Includes descriptions
of students
developing critical
thinking.
Includes descriptions
of student
questioning.

Questioning

utilized not only in
the scientific world
but life in general. It
teaches questioning,
problem solving,
cooperative learning,
and endurance.
Allows learners to
find answers through
discovery,
observation, or
experimentation;
provide learners to
think and construct
their own framework
for understanding the
world
It provides the
opportunity for the
learner to make
connections;
To encourage critical
thinking skills; to
teach students how to
think critically
To have students
learn how to question
to explore things
about the world
around them.

Understand how to
study something
scientifically
Understand how
to study
something
scientifically

Includes descriptions
of students engaging
in schools used in
science including
ways of thinking,
questioning, data
collection, analysis,
etc.

Students learn to ask
questions that are
testable, learn to
make observations
over time and draw
inferences, and
students understand
parameters of
scientific
understanding;

Understand/not
memorize

Includes descriptions
of students learning

Get students to think
about science and not

Learn for
understanding
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beyond
memorization.

just memorize and
regurgitate facts;
Serves to elicit
thinking…provides
opportunity to make
connections and be
creative rather than
be “fed” information;
help students
understand concepts
better, remember
them longer and
dispel
misconceptions.
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APPENDIX K: RESEARCH QUESTION 2, SECTION 4: IMPACT ON
PARTICIPANTS’ TEACHING
How participants believe their research experience will impact their teaching
Interpretive
Code

Descriptive Code
(within
interpretive code)

Science
Knowledge

Science
knowledge

Science
skills/process

Science
Credibility/
Experience

Stories/Examples

Description of code
(Bold =
interpretive)
Non-bold =
descriptive
The experience
will/led to
increased science
knowledge and
skills to do science
The experience will
increase/did increase
their science
knowledge either
overall or in a
specific scientific
discipline.
The experience will
increase/did increase
their knowledge of
specific scientific
skills and processes
of science.
The experience
will/led to
increased
credibility as a
scientists through
the experience of
doing science,
giving them
increased tools to
share their
experience
The experience will
give/gave them
stories and specific
examples of science
to share with their
students.

Example from
participant surveys

I learned a
tremendous amount
of astronomy; it
enhanced my
knowledge of
astronomy and how
this knowledge is
achieved.
The program taught
me the necessary
skills to do a research
project in the future;
increase my skills for
lab technique and
quality;

The stories we could
bring back to
students…the
experience gave me
insights into aspects
of research in
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Insider info about
careers/opportuniti
es

Authority/
credibility

Feel more like a
scientist

Connections with
researchers

The experience
will/did provide
them with insider
information about
potential science
careers for students,
overall opportunities
and specific
opportunities for
their students (e.g.
internships etc.)
The experience
will/did give them
increased authority
as a science educator
as someone who has
experienced science;
the experience will
result in increased
credibility with their
students, peers,
parents, and
administrators.

The experience
will/did help them
feel like they are a
scientist because
they have had some
experience engaging
in science
The experience
will/did result in
connections with
professional
researchers that they

[astronomy] that I
would not otherwise
have been able to
share with my
students; I
videotaped
extensively so that I
could my students
how astronomers
actually work; I refer
to my research often;
I hope to get “inside”
information on
potential careers in
science;

I have gained
credibility from the
experience, I am able
to participate in
projects that I would
otherwise not have
been able to; the
school district
actually
acknowledged me for
my participation in
the program; it will
give me credibility as
an expert;
The experience has
made me feel like
more of a scientist,
rather than simply
someone who teaches
science.
I have used T and S
as resources over
email; I actually kept
in touch with Dr. S.
to ask her questions
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can use in the future.

Tools and
materials for
teaching
Activities
provided by
program

Program/ research
projects

Make new lesson
plans/curriculum

Ideas/methods to
use in
teaching/different

The experience
will/gave them
tools to use in their
teaching.
The
experience/program
will
provide/provided
them activities that
they can use in their
teaching.

The
experience/program
will/did provide
projects to do with
their students.
The
experience/program
will/did help them
create new lesson
plans for use in their
classroom.

The
experience/program
will/did give them

regarding sample
collection; was able
to make connections
with researchers and
these connections can
be drawn on in the
future.

I have used
Kinesthetic
Astronomy, Navajo
Constellation
activity; I plan to use
the gnomon (new
application for me in
my classroom); I
used K’s M and M
demo about CCDs, I
plan to use the Jewels
of the Night Activity;
This year I tried to
implement the Open
Clusters research
project with my
students.
I now develop more
activities that are
discovery based; I
will use the practical
applications in my
class. For example I
am developing a unit
on various aspects of
biodiesel
production….this will
help them connect the
class to their own
experience; I have
already developed a
unit plan involving
much of the research
I did.
The institute
convinced me that
visual and tactile
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approaches to
teaching

Artifacts/posters

Resources/tools

Tools for
Teaching
Science
Experience
Research
experiences for
students

Relate to students

new ideas and
methods to teach
science in their
classroom which
may include new
ways (pedagogical
approaches) of
teaching.
The
experience/program
will/did result in
artifact that they
have created that
they can use as
examples in their
classroom.

The
experience/program
will give them
tangible (bio-tech
kits) and nontangible (links to
resources) for use in
their teaching.
The experience
will/did give them
experience to help
them teach science
more effectively.
The
experience/program
will/did result in
research experiences
for their students.

The experience
will/did help them
relate to their
students as learners.

experiences are
essential for student
learning; I am hoping
to find a way to use
research-based
techniques with the
physics as well as
astronomy curricula.
I refer to a
PowerPoint version
of my poster to
introduce myself to
the students and use
for a great review of
the scientific method;
my participation, as
shown in the poster,
is an excellent visual
aid to demonstrate
the scientific method
right here in P.
In the spring, when
we investigate
ecology, I will know
where to collect
micro-organisms
locally and have the
equipment to do it.

This school year, I
decided that they will
work on a special
research project; We
will do at least one
project in class this
year;
I’m a lot more similar
to my students than I
expected. I want to
KNOW the answer, I
wanted to look up a
lot of the answers but
for the most part
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Confidence
working with
students

Use SM more

Skills to help
students do

answers weren’t
available; I have
gained more
understanding as to
how students feel
when faced with a
question that either
doesn’t have an
answer already
solved, or the answer
is debatable
The experience
I feel like a more
will/did give them
confident and capable
increased confidence professional having
in teaching science
had this experience;
and working on
Having participated
projects with their
in research has
students.
hugely increased my
confidence. I am
more comfortable
when experiments in
class don’t work out
and I more
comfortable
discussing the
scientific method
with my students; I
am comfortable to
have students come
up with their own
experiments and
testable questions.
The experience
I am trying to
will/did allow them
increase the
to use the scientific
frequency with which
method, scientific
my students use the
thinking, and
scientific method;
scientific inquiry in
Having a better
their classroom
understanding of
more.
what makes
significant research, I
will allow students
the time to develop
and complete their
own scientific inquiry
investigation.
The experience
I will apply how my
will/did help them
mentor taught me the
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science

Inquiry

More inquiry
experiences

Excitement/
Motivation

Teacher
motivation/excite
ment

Student
motivation/excite
ment

teach skills to their
students
The experience
will/did give them
and help them
provide more
inquiry experiences
for their students.
The
experience/program
will/did both give
them and help them
provide more
inquiry experiences
for their students.

The program
will/did increase
both excitement
and motivation for
teaching and
learning science in
their classroom.
The experience
will/did give them
increased motivation
to continue teaching
and excitement for
science that they can
share in the
classroom with their
students.
The experience will
help them increase
student excitement
about science and
motivation to do and
learn science.

best ways to teach my
students laboratory
processes;

Enhanced my
understanding of the
significances of
teaching inquiry….I
had never
participated in a class
of any kind that
taught inquiry
through
inquiry…when I
teach, I try to be
much more
thoughtful in the
questions I ask kids,
and how I help guide
them to
understanding;

It has helped me gain
an interest and
excitement in
teaching astronomy;
The institute revived
my enthusiasm for
teaching;

Making science
learning more fun for
my students; change
the attitudes of my
students towards
science; it will help
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me to make concepts
more interesting and
relevant; I hope I can
translate the
excitement from here
into my students.
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APPENDIX L: RESEARCH QUESTION 3: VALUE OF PARTICIPATING IN
RESEARCH EXPERIENCES

L.1: Descriptive Codesheet for What Participants Valued about their Research
Experiences
What is the personal and professional value for teachers who participate in these research
experiences?
Broad categories and interpretive code, descriptive code, descriptive subcode,
Increased knowledge and
skill in science
Understanding of specific
science
Astronomy knowledge
Astronomy research
Biology research
Science knowledge
Science skills
Science Skills

Participants report that they valued increased knowledge
and skills within certain domains of science.
Participants gained a better understanding of science or
specific domains of science

Participants mention specific growth in skills in science and or
labs

Lab skills

Insider Information&
Experience/Credibility
Professional
Credibility/Insider
Information
Credibility with students
Credibility with peers and
boss
Value/respected from mentor
Recognition
CV item
Do real science/Be a scientist
Hands on experience doing
science
Scientists identity
Participant in science
Confidence to do science

Participants value increased credibility from peers,
students, and mentors for both personal and professional
reasons that resulted from participating in scientific
practices and doing and seeing things that are not open to
everyone
Participants discuss credibility in their classroom, professional
community, or in their science experience

Participants had opportunities to do real science, engage in
research and be part of a scientific community
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Do research
Stories
Stories/pictures to share

This experience gave them stories to share with students

Relate stories to students
about science

Privilege
Privilege of selection
Place

Professional Growth
Renewed as an educator
Growth
Professional
Development/Professional
growth
Opportunity to learn
Personal growth
New perspective on how
science is done
New perspective on science
teaching
Relate to students
Be an educational resource
Resource for others
Peer Interaction
Peer interaction during
program
Peer collaboration after
program
Part of a larger education
community

Personal Benefits
Excitement

Participants feel privileged to be chosen to be a part of the
program and the special places they were allowed to visit and
do research in

Participants feel as though they have grown personally
and professionally as a result of their experience; they
have new perspectives on science and science teaching,
have pursued new opportunities, have new peer networks,
and can better relate to their students
Participants feel renewed to teach.
Participants talk about growth in their knowledge and
perspective

Participants felt like their experience has helped them related
to their students and student experience doing science
Participants can be a resource for other educators
Participants value interaction with other teachers to both learn
and to gain ideas from

Participants value the personal benefits of the program
including the exciting and memorable experience, getting
to engage an interesting program, and being compensated
financially
Participants were excited to be a part of the program and
resulted in a positive experience
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Positive - generic
Enjoy/excitement

Interest and more activities
Interest increased
Extension beyond
Personal
Strong experience/memories
Learned about local area
Financial support
Financial support
Pay increase/credit

Improve student experience
and knowledge in science
Ideas and tools for Improving
Teaching
New Ideas for
teaching/strategies for
teaching
Better labs/improve lessons
Better at teaching science
Activities/Lessons
Create lessons
Resources and data/Real
data real tools
Product to share

The program caused an increased interest in the topics and
may have resulted in participants expanding their own
knowledge through extension activities

Participants mention the strong experience and memories

Participants mention how the program provided financial
support either immediate or in the future

Participants value the tools, ideas, resources and
strategies that help them improve their science teaching
as well as students experiences in their classrooms
Participants state tools and resources that they can use in their
classroom that will improve their teaching

Student attitude toward
science
Student attitude toward
science
Excitement to student
Staff contacts

Participants will try to change their students' attitude towards
science

Improve Inquiry and
Research Experience for
Students

Participants value the specific skills, confidence, and
resources that help them implement inquiry and research
projects with their students
Participants talk specifically about the use of inquiry and using
it in education.

Inquiry Teaching
Inquiry Use and Activities
Experience for students from
summer
Resource for students/future
student projects

Participants are going to share their experience with students
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Experience for students
Students do research
Students do research
Integrate research now
Projects/activities
hands on activities
Small projects
Skills and confidence to do
science with students
Skills for students to do
science
Confidence to do science
with students
Confidence in teaching
astronomy
Confidence in teaching
science

Students will engage in more research

Participants mention skills and confidence in doing science
with their students
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L.2: Interpretive Codesheet and Participant Examples

What is the personal and professional value for teachers who participate in these research
experiences?
Broad categories, descriptive code, descriptive subcode,
examples from pre survey, examples from post survey, examples from follow up survey
Examples from
Examples from Examples from follow up
Pre survey
post survey
survey
Increased knowledge and skill in
science
Understanding of specific
science
Learned: Plenty
of new
I wanted to
astronomy update my
interpreting
astronomy
spectra, using
It enhanced my
base of
Image J,
knowledge of
knowledge
cluster distance astronomy and
(graduate work estimation, Kitt
how this
in the early
Peak
knowledge is
Astronomy knowledge
1990's)
operations, etc. achieved
learning how
A deeper
astronomy is
appreciation as done, learning
to how
how to think
astronomical
like an
data are
astronomer,
collected,
learning what
reduced and
types of studies
Astronomy research
interpreted.
can be done,
Valuable
Improve my
knowledge of
knowledge of
molecular
Biology research
biology
genetics.
I saw science
first hand,
I believe I will
learned the
participating in
have a better
scientific
this research
understanding
process;
has increased
how science is
experienced
my scientific
Science knowledge
done,
failures.
understanding
Science skills
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Science Skills

Lab skills

how to develop
and carry out a
pertinent
project; how to
connect/work
with a mentor.
How to do
various field
techniques and
then analyze
data. Finally
how to
succinctly
communicate
my project to
others (poster

I learned what
it is like to
participate in
scientific
research, and
how a project is
carried out from
start to finish

The program
also taught me
the necessary
skills and
confidence to
do a research
project in the
future.

Increase my
skills for lab
techniques and
quality.

Excellent
training in
molecular
biological lab
techniques

However I do
feel more
confident in the
use of tools
and
instruments like
GPS and
compasses to
aid in
understanding
my
surroundings
better.

It will give me
more credibility
as an "expert".
I saw some
research
somewhere
that said that
people would
rather learn
from an
"expert" that
may not be as
nice (friendly)
personally than
from someone
who may be

I will be more
creditable as a
teacher and a
scientific
researcher,
which should
translate to
students
valuing what I
have to offer at
a deeper level.

Certainly my
credibility in the
classroom has
improved.

Insider Information&
Experience/Credibility
Professional Credibility/Insider
Information

Credibility with students
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extremely
friendly but was
not an "expert"
in subject
matter taught
inspite of
teaching skills.

Credibility with peers and boss

It gives me
some
experience to
speak from. It
gives me a
certain level of
expertise which
I could share
with my
colleagues.

Value/respected from mentor

Coming to
Tucson and Kitt
Peak, I was
taken seriously
and treated as
a 'colleague'.

I have gained
credibility from
the experienceI am able to
participate in
projects of
development
that I would
otherwise not
have been able
to,
I received a lot
of positive
praise from my
lab for the work
that I
completed and
was able to
demonstrate
significant
gains in
scientific
understanding
to my lab,
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I will use it on
my resume

Participation in
this program
and others for
the last few
summers has
been noticed
by my faculty
and Oklahoma
colleagues. I
receive various
invites to
conduct
workshops
locally and at
state events. I
have received
two awards this
year that I
believe have
been in
recognition to
the excitement
I've generated
in my school
and community
The
professional
value of
participating in
AZSTART is
mostly noted in
my resume.

Getting handson research
experience
I fell that I was
able to be a
"real" scientist
which I respect
what they do
and makes
more
passionate

Now I have
hands-on
experience with
professional
observatory
telescopes, and
it makes an
enormous
difference to
me.
Yes, it has
made me feel
like more of a
scientist, rather
than simply
someone who
teaches
science.

Recognition

CV item
Do real science/Be a scientist

Hands on experience doing
science

Scientists identity

I was not able
to go into the
Keck
telescopes on
Mauna Kea, so
now I can
actually go in
and do actual
observations.

I think/hope I
will learn to
experience
what is means
to be a real
scientists
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about teaching.

Participant in science

Confidence to do science

Do research
Stories

Stories/pictures to share

First, on a
personal level, I
wanted to
experience
being an
astronomer.
I hope to have
more
confidence in
data-collecting
and interpreting

Doing real
research.

I hope to add
more relevance
to lessons;
anecdotes
about my
experiences in
research;

It was amazing
to enter the
world of the
professional
research
astronomer,
and to
experience
their life and
work for a few
days

The personal
value was to
not only be
able to visit a
site where real
science was
being done, but
to be a
participant. I
was able to put
my background
in astronomy to
use

it allowed me to
do authentic
field work

Aside from the
self confidence
of working as a
researcher,
actually using
the scientific
method, along
with all the
difficulties and
pitfalls,
developing the
research
methodology

This
experience will
translate to the
personal
stories I can
share with
students.

I videotaped
extensively so
that I could
show my
students how
astronomers
actually work. I
will create a
PowerPoint to
illustrate my
experiences so
that the
students
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understand
how these
measurements
are obtained.

Relate stories to students about
science
Privilege

Have always
wanted to do
research
myself and felt
it would help
me
communicate
its parameters,
pitfalls better to
students.

I feel very
privileged to
have been a
part of this
program.

Privilege of selection

Place
Professional Growth

In addition, I
can speak with
more authority
on the nature of
careers in
research,

I'm thrilled to
be able to work
at the
observatory

The opportunity
to have gone to
Kitt Peak

The program
has increased
my confidence
in how to
promote
careers in
science as it is
a real-life
example of a
more or less
everyday
person,
What better
place to spend
a week of my
summer than to
go to a place
like Chaco
Canyon and to
be privy to
multiple experts
and information
from their
respective
fields!!!?
It was a thrill to
work at the
McMath-Pierce
telescope.
Solar
astronomy has
always been an
interest and I
actually got to
use the biggest
solar telescope
in the world!
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Renewed as an educator
Growth

Professional
Development/Professional growth

Opportunity to learn

Personal growth

I expect to
come away so
excited about
what I am
going to do this
next school
year in
astronomy.

Positive
professional
development.

Like most
teachers, I love
to learn. It is a
luxury to
devote time to
my own
learning
experience.
I have a
personal desire
to know more
of astronomy.

How it has
"energized" me
for a new year
of teaching and
the
continuation of
my own
learning

it is a visible
sign that I am
continually
growing as a
teacher.

I gained an
amazing
opportunity and
knowledge to
engage in a
new place and
culture in a way
that reminded
me what it is to
learn
I've gained so
much
personally!

I found it to be
a refreshing
and pleasant
change from
my normal
work
experience. I
really feel that
this sort of
experience
should be
available to all
science
teachers to
renew their
enthusiasm for
science and
remind them
why we do this
in the first
place.
My experience
at RBSE has
been the most
in depth
professional
development I
have
participated in
since
graduating!
I've been using
knowledge I
acquired being
at the program
since day one
of school, and
I'm very
grateful that I
had such a
wonderful
opportunity to
learn so much!
Astronomy has
been a hobby
and a passion
for me.
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New perspective on how science
is done

Give me a
broader
perspective
that I can
incorporate in
my classroom.

New perspective on science
teaching

Relate to students

The program
helped me to
realize that the
process of
science is the
most important
part, not just
the answers
discovered
from an
experiment.

To put myself
in the position
of a student so
I keep in touch
with their
concerns

This program
has widened
my vision as to
how students
can still learn
"the curriculum"
while engaging
students in
authentic
research!
I'm a lot more
similar to my
students than I
expected. I'm
willing to do a
lot of work, but
I want to
KNOW the
answer...I
wanted to look
up a lot of
answers during
the course (I
liked to figure it
out for myself,
then confirm
that I'm right, or
find out why I'm
wrong) but for
the most part
answers
weren't
available. I had
to settle, and
become
comfortable
with giving
answers and,
through my
own
explanation
giving

The program
taught me that
teaching
without
research is
nothing.

It made me
question my
surety a little
more. In the
past, I always
thought that I
knew how to
teach with
getting the
message not
confused, but
since I even got
confused at the
Institute
(thinking exiting
test with
Cherilynn), I
cannot imagine
what the
students are
going through.
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reasonable
support that
MAY NOTY
turn out to be
correct - this is
the aspect of
science I need
to focus on
teaching my
students.

Be an educational resource

Resource for others
Peer Interaction

Peer interaction during program

I believe that I
will be able to
share what I
learn with
others
(scientists
professionals)
with my
students and
gain a greater
insight into my
self.
My main
benefit is
getting ideas
and lesson
plans from my
fellow science
teachers. That
in itself will
save me

I will be able to
share these
experiences
and knowledge
that I am
excited about
and my
students will be
too along with
my team
teachers.

In addition,
there are 4
others that also
teach this
required
science class-I
have been able
to share what I
learned with
them.

Helpful
networking
from other
teachers.

It was a
fantastic
experience to
meet other
professionals
and share
ideas about
how to expand
our horizons as
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countless hours
in preparation.

well as those of
our students.

Gained: New
colleagues
(teachers and
professional
astronomers)
with whom to
potentially
collaborate in
the future.

Peer collaboration after program

Part of a larger education
community
Personal Benefits
Excitement

Positive - generic

Enjoy/excitement

so now I can
actually go in
and do actual
observations.
Wow! Cool!
I enjoy
research,
acquiring
knowledge;
having the
opportunity to
answer
questions

The other
members of the
AGN group and
I have been
emailing, and
planning to
collaborate on
projects with
our students.
I have more of
a feeling of
being part of a
larger
educational
community

Priceless as
the saying goes

Still life
changing, I talk
about it all the
time

Raised a new
level of
enthusiasm

It was truly
exciting for me
to engage in
real
astronomical
research.

My interest and
knowledge of
astronomy
have increased
by light years!

I think it has
helped me gain
an interest and
excitement
about a topic I
knew little
about (I still
probably only
know a little,
but more than I
did, and the
excitement and

Interest and more activities

Interest increased
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interest is
there)

Extension beyond
Personal

Strong experience/memories

Learned about local area
Financial support

Financial support
Pay increase/credit

Also, to
experience the
environment of
a culture close
to home.

To get paid to
do the kind of
work I like.

I will think
about
obtaining/worki
ng towards
another degree
in science

It has made me
want to do
more
astronomy.
More
observing,
learn the
constellations,
be more
knowledgeable
about spectra,
etc. (I'm
actually taking
a lab
astronomy
class at the
local
community
college)

I treasure the
experience and
feel lucky to
have had the
memorable
experience

It's been a
dream for
years, and the
experience at
Kitt Peak will
remain one of
the highlights of
my life.

I learned about
the community
that I live in.
The financial
support
necessary to
participant in
research at an
in-depth level.
I'll earn recertification

I was paid to do
the research I
set out to do for
my MS which
relieved a lot of
financial stress.
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Improve student experience and
knowledge in science
Ideas and tools for Improving
Teaching

New Ideas for teaching/strategies
for teaching

I really want to
re-vamp my
curriculum to
be more handson and
engaging. I
don't have an
astronomy
background so
this experience
will be great.

Better labs/improve lessons

Improve
content of
astronomy
course and
improve lab
activities for
astronomy
course.

Better at teaching science

I chose to
participate in
this program to
equip me with
the necessary
skills in science
so that I could
apply it inside
the classroom.
So, the
students will
truly benefit
from it.

I have new
ideas, ways to
implement
them, and lots
of helpful
resources.

Better ways to
overcome
obstacles
which make
science
teaching
difficult. It is
not difficult to
teach science,
but I would like
to have better
student
engagement.
Having that
actual
experience will
allow me to
teach about the
process a
scientist goes
through from a
different
perspective.
Being able to
relate better
from the real to
what is
somewhat
abstract.

Professionally,
I was exposed
to using
research
projects as a
method to
motivate
students to
learn.
The changes in
how I teach
would include
finding ways to
allow students
to be more
active in their
learning
experiences. I
think that I
have had my
students spend
more time in
activities this
fall and plan to
continue in this
manner.
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Activities/Lessons

Create lessons

Resources and data/Real data
real tools

It should give
me an exact
set of
procedures and
activities to do
with my
students. I say
exact in that
everything will
have to be
worked out to
be sure that it
works with
students, that
they can do the
activities, that
they can learn
good science
from the
process, and
that it is fun.

create new
inquiry activity
to do with
students
Being a poor
district, there is
little to no
funding
available to the
students for
their projects.
One of the
beautiful things
about this
program is that
the materials
are free and do
not require
financial output
on the part of
the student,
teacher, or
school.

I usually do two
scaffold
projects a year
and now I am
going to
eliminate at
least one and
try a RBSE
project in its
place
I have already
developed a
unit plan
involving much
of the research
I did. The unit
is built around
inquiry
activities and
local resources.

It's extremely
important since
not only got
data from you
RBSE but I got
outline and
PowerPoints
from my
colleagues.

I have already
used some of
the Biotech
labs and I am
using more
activities that
encourage the
development of
problem solving
skills

I've made
extensive use
of images and
posters from
the program,
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Product to share

First, I have
two posters,
one written for
my students which can be
hung in the
classroom.

over to get
some more
high quality
stellar spectra,
via the 2.1m, of
stars of
different
classes. I've
made extensive
use of the few
that we took
while at Kitt
Peak.

I'll email some
of our scientists
with questions
from the class
and share the
email back.

This enables
me to be more
enthusiastic in
the classroom.
I actually kept
in touch with
Dr. Stock to
ask her
questions
regarding
sample
collection. I
also used the
same
laboratory
procedures
from Dr. Stock
to assess
nematode
diversity in our
school
grounds.

Student attitude toward science

Excitement to student

Changing the
attitudes of
Indian students
towards
science
To convey
more
excitement of
how to learn
about
astronomy

Staff contacts

the chance to
make
connections
with
professional
astronomers
with interest in
education,

Student attitude toward science

Improve Inquiry and Research
Experience for Students
Inquiry Teaching
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Inquiry Use and Activities
Experience for students from
summer

Resource for students/future
student projects

Experience for students
Students do research

I intent to
become more
inquiry based,
when in the
classroom in
order to
facilitate
learning that is
sustained.

The more I
know, the more
I can offer my
students.
I will have a
better
experience of
how to set up
and run an
experiment,
report on it,
bringing that
authentic
example back
to school will
show kids the
relevance and I
should be able
to develop a
lesson/unit
based on my
research that
can be use in
the classroom.
I will have
knowledge of
current
resources and
programs
available to
classroom
teachers.

I have been reenergized to
continue to use
inquiry based
methods

I have
experiences
more ways to
make what I do
more inquirybased.

A better sense
of what is
possible for
research
projects resources and
opportunities
available.

I think students
like that I can
answer more
questions.

I will be able to
share these
experiences
and knowledge
that I am
excited about
and my
students

I am anxiously
awaiting the
installation of
the RBSE
software so
that I can share
these
experiences
with my
students.
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Students do research

Integrate research now
Projects/activities
hands on activities

Small projects

The applets
and programs
introduced to
me will allow
me to use the
computers
more as real
research tools
rather than just
word
processing
tools. Students
will be able to
do real science
- not just
simulate it.

I will be able to
incorporate in
my classroom
more research
experiences for
students to do.

The program
focused on
practical ways
to implement
research in
education,
giving methods
that can be
used
immediately.

Because of the
AZ-START
Program, my
students will be
having a
research
project which is
kind of similar
to what I did at
U of A.
I have been
able to get my
school
administration
to OK a small
course in
Astronomy &
Service
Learning
Opportunities
that will follow
our first
Astronomy
course.

I have
experimented
with "miniprojects" -a
planet research
project in which
students did
internet
searches and
ended by
creating and
defending a
"mission" that
describes a
project they
think would be
worthwhile.
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Skills and confidence to do
science with students

Skills for students to do science

Confidence to do science with
students
Confidence in teaching
astronomy

Confidence in teaching science

improving my
lab techniques,
research skills,
and strategies
which will be
used in the
classroom.
improving my
lab techniques,
research skills,
and strategies
which will be
used in the
classroom.

I learned a lot
that will help
me to give
advice to my
students in
designing their
science fair
projects:
choosing a
research topic,
performing
enough
repetitions,
analyzing data,
keeping
conditions
constant,
drawing
conclusions.

More
confidence/mor
e resources
and to know my
wild ideas can
have rooted
experiences.

I gained a lot of
experience and
knowledge that
could be
applied in the
regular
classroom
setting like
techniques in
doing
fieldworks e
I have, the
more
confidence I
have in my
ability to teach
students to do
science.

Absolutely!! I
am far more
confident and
engaged! I
speak with
more wonder
and authority
about science.
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L.3: Breakdown of Participant Responses by Descriptive Code

ALL
%
(N= 37)

Chaco
%
(N=10)

ARBSE
%
(N=17)

Categories for coded responses
Understanding of specific science

57% (21)

Science skills
Professional Credibility/Insider
Information

30% (11)
5%
(2)
22%
(8)
8%
(3)
16%
(6)
8%
(3)

Do real science/Be a scientist
Stories
Privilege
Renewed as an educator
Growth
Relate to students
Be an educational resource
Peer Interaction
Excitement
Interest and more activities
Financial support
Ideas and tools for Improving
Teaching
Change Curriculum
Inquiry Teaching
Student attitude toward science

35% (13)
5%
(2)
5%
(2)
19%
(7)
8%
(3)
0%
(0)
11%
(4)
81%
(30)
3%
(1)
19%
(7)
16%
(6)

60%
(6)
20%
(2)
0%
(0)
0%
(0)
0%
(0)
0%
(0)
0%
(0)
30%
(3)
0%
(0)
20%
(2)
10%
(1)
10%
(1)
0%
(0)
0%
(0)
70%
(7)
10%
(1)
10%
(1)
10%
(1)

59%
(10)
18%
(3)
0%
(0)
12%
(2)
6%
(1)
35%
(6)
6%
(1)
29%
(5)
0%
(0)
0%
(0)
29%
(5)
6%
(1)
0%
(0)
6%
(1)
88 %
(15)
0%
(0)
29%
(5)
18%
(3)

AZSTART
%
(N=10)

50%
(5)
60%
(6)
20%
(2)
60%
(6)
20%
(2)
0%
(0)
20%
(2)
50%
(5)
20%
(2)
0%
(0)
10%
(1)
10%
(1)
0%
(0)
30%
(3)
80%
(8)
0%
(0)
10%
(1)
20%
(2)
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Experience for students from
summer

22%
(8)
24%
(9)
19%
(7)
19%
(7)
19%
(7)

Students do research
Projects/activities
Skills and confidence to do science
with students
Personal

0%
(0)
0%
(0)
0%
(0)
0%
(0)
50%
(5)

24%
(4)
47%
(8)
24%
(4)
12%
(2)
46%
(6)

40%
(4)
10%
(1)
30%
(3)
50%
(5)
0%
(0)

Breakdown of descriptive codes for post survey
Categories for coded
responses
Understanding of
specific science
Science skills
Professional
Credibility/Insider
Information
Do real science/Be a
scientist
Stories
Privilege
Renewed as an educator
Growth
Relate to students
Be an educational
resource
Peer Interaction
Excitement
Interest and more
activities

ALL
%
(N= 42)

Chaco
%(N=14)

ARBSE
%
(N=17)

AZSTART
%
(N=11)

76%
(32)
43%
(18)

86%
(12)
7%
(1)

82%
(14)
65%
(11)

55%
(6)
55%
(6)

19%
(8)
33%
(14)
17%
(7)
14%
(6)
21%
(9)
24%
(10)
10%
(4)
7%
(3)
26%
(11)
19%
(8)
5%
(2)

21%
(3)
7%
(1)
7%
(1)
21%
(3)
21%
(3)
36%
(5)
0%
(0)
7%
(1)
14%
(2)
7%
(1)
7%
(1)

18%
(3)
41%
(7)
24%
(4)
18%
(3)
24%
(4)
12%
(2)
12%
(2)
6%
(1)
35%
(6)
41%
(7)
6%
(1)

18%
(2)
55%
(6)
18%
(2)
0%
(0)
18%
(2)
27%
(3)
18%
(2)
9%
(1)
27%
(3)
0%
(0)
0%
(0)
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Financial support
Ideas and tools for
Improving Teaching
Change Curriculum
Inquiry Teaching
Student attitude toward
science
Experience for students
from summer
Students do research
Projects/activities
Skills and confidence to
do science with students
Personal
Program specific
activities/ideas

7%
(3)
67%
(28)
14%
(6)
14%
(6)
2%
(1)
14%
(6)
38%
(16)
21%
(9)
31%
(13)
10%
(4)

7%
(1)
86%
(12)
7%
(1)
36%
(5)
0%
(0)
14%
(2)
0%
(0)
21%
(3)
21%
(3)
14%
(2)

6%
(1)
71%
(12)
18%
(3)
0%
(0)
6%
(1)
0%
(0)
71%
(12)
29%
(5)
41%
(7)
6%
(1)

9%
(1)
36%
(4)
18%
(2)
9%
(1)
0%
(0)
36%
(4)
36%
(4)
9%
(1)
27%
(3)
9%
(1)

55%
(23)

71%
(10)

59%
(10)

27%
(3)

Breakdown by descriptive code for follow-up survey responses
ALL
%
(N= 26)

Understanding of specific
science
Science skills
Professional
Credibility/Insider
Information
Do real science/Be a
scientist
Stories
Privilege

Chaco
%(N=8)

ARBSE
%
(N=13)

AZSTART
%
(N=5)

73%
(19)
35%
(9)

75%
(6)
13%
(1)

77%
(10)
23%
(3)

60%
(3)
100%
(5)

50%
(13)
42%
(11)
19%
(5)
27%
(7)

50%
(4)
25%
(2)
0%
(0)
25%
(2)

31%
(4)
38%
(5)
31%
(4)
31%
(4)

100%
(5)
80%
(4)
20%
(1)
20%
(1)
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Renewed as an educator
Growth
Relate to students
Be an educational
resource
Peer Interaction
Excitement
Interest and more
activities
Financial support
Ideas and tools for
Improving Teaching
Change Curriculum
Inquiry Teaching
Student attitude toward
science
Experience for students
from summer
Students do research
Projects/activities
Skills and confidence to
do science with students
Personal
Program specific
activities/ideas

12%
(3)
27%
(7)
23%
(6)
15%
(4)
19%
(5)
19%
(5)
12%
(3)
4%
(1)
73%
(19)
19%
(5)
15%
(4)
0%
(0)
31%
(8)
31%
(8)
35%
(9)
54%
(14)
35%
(9)
85%
(22)

13%
(1)
38%
(3)
25%
(2)
50%
(4)
13%
(1)
25%
(2)
25%
(2)
0%
(0)
100%
(8)
25%
(2)
25%
(2)
0%
(0)
13%
(1)
0%
(0)
25%
(2)
38%
(3)
25%
(2)
100%
(8)

8%
(1)
15%
(2)
23%
(3)
0%
(0)
31%
(4)
23%
(3)
8%
(1)
0%
(0)
62%
(8)
15%
(2)
8%
(1)
0%
(0)
46%
(6)
46%
(6)
46%
(6)
54%
(7)
46%
(6)
92%
(12)

20%
(1)
40%
(2)
20
(1)
0%
(0)
0%
(0)
0%
(0)
0%
(0)
20%
(1)
60%
(3)
20%
(1)
20%
(1)
0%
(0)
20%
(1)
40%
(2)
20%
(1)
80%
(4)
20%
(1)
40%
(2)
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